Annex C1

Notification and
Registration Materials

Batoka Gorge Hydro-Electric Scheme
Registration and Comment Sheet
Please complete and submit your comments to the relevant Stakeholder Engagement contact person by 27th October 2014.

ZIMBABAWE

ZAMBIA

Black Crystal

Kaizen Consulting International

Name: The Socio-economist

Name: Godfrey Chileshe

Email: queries@blackcrystal.co.zw

Email: Godfrey_chileshe@yahoo.com, kaizen0601@gmail.com,
Phone: +269077-

Phone: +26377-287-6616
Address: 1 Fairbairn Drive, Mt Pleasant Harare , Zimbabwe

-803

Address: Suite 3, Floor 21st, Findeco House, Cairo Road, P.O. Box
33526, Lusaka, Zambia

Please complete and submit your comments to the Stakeholder Engagement Contact Person by 27th October 2014.
TITLE

FIRST NAME

INITIALS

SURNAME

ORGANISATION
POSTAL ADDRESS
TELEPHONE NO

CELL NO

FAX NO

EMAIL

REGISTRATION AS AN INTERESTED AND AFFECTED PARTY (I&AP) (please mark applicable box with X)
Please formally register me as an interested and affected stakeholder so that I may
receive further information and notifications during the ESIA process
I would like my notifications by:
Letter (mail):
E-mail:
Fax:
I would like to receive documents for comment as follows:
Paper copies:
By email:
Comments:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION

YES

Telephone:

Black Crystal Consulting Private Limited
1 Fairbairn Drive
M ount Pleasant, Harare
Office: +263 (0) 4 334 361/ 307 458
M obile: +263 (0) 779 394 179

Box 9111, Harare
E-mail: infor@blackcrystal.co.zw
Fax: +263 (0) 4 307 466

19 September 2014
Dear
RE: Environmental and Social Impact Assessment Studies for the proposed Batoka Gorge Hydro-Electric
Scheme
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA) is a statutory organization jointly owned by the Governments of Zambia and
Zimbabwe. It has been mandated by the two Governments to develop the Batoka Gorge Hydro Electric Scheme
(HES). The proposed HES will be situated approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls. In order to
commence with the Project, an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed and
environmental authorization granted for the project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean regulatory authorities. The
ZRA has commissioned Environmental Resources M anagement (ERM ) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) to undertake the ESIA.
An important aspect of the ESIA process is the participation of people that may be interested in or affected by the
proposed Batoka Gorge HES. This will allow the Consultants to identify issues of concern and relevance to
stakeholders and ensure that they are investigated as part of the ESIA and considered in mitigation measures to be
proposed. We would therefore like to hold meetings with Hwange Stakeholders as detailed below.
Meeting with Hwange Stakeholders
The proposed purpose of the meeting will be:





To provide information about the proposed Batoka HES Project;
To provide an overview of the ESIA Process;
To provide information about the resettlement studies and next anticipated steps as part of this process; and
To identify issues of concern.

Date: Friday 3rd October 2014
Time: 09:00 – 12:00
Location: District Administrators Office Boardroom, Hwange

For further details or if you have any queries about the meeting or the Batoka Gorge HES, please contact Black
Crystal on +263772876616 or queries@blackcrystal.co.zw.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours sincerely,
Tasara M arondedze (Black Crystal)

Zoe Daniel (ERM )

Environmental Management Agency Registered EIA Consultants
Environment Africa Preferred consultants

KAIZEN CONSULTING INTERNATIONAL
Acquisition and Compensation Plan is undertaken where there is a loss of
economic/livelihood activities or the need to resettle people.
Public Participation
An important aspect of the ESIA and resettlement process is the participation of people that
may be interested in or affected by the proposed Batoka Gorge HES. This will allow the
Consultants to identify issues of concern and relevance to these stakeholders and ensure that
they are investigated as part of the ESIA and considered in mitigation measures to be
proposed. We would therefore like to hold meetings with Regulatory Authorities in Lusaka
as detailed below.
Public Participation
An important aspect of the ESIA and resettlement process is the participation of people that
may be interested in or affected by the proposed Batoka Gorge HES. This will allow the
Consultant to identify issues of concern and relevance to these stakeholders and ensure that
they are investigated as part of the ESIA and considered in resettlement planning. The
Consultant will be holding a series of open days to provide further information about the
proposed Batoka Gorge HES, the environmental and resettlement study process and accept
questions and comments from stakeholders. Representatives from the Consultant will be
present for the duration of the scheduled open day times. You have been identified as an
Interested and Affected Party (I&AP) for this project and are invited to attend at any time
during this open day timeframe at your convenience.

Date: Tuesday 7th October 2014
Time: 15:00 – 19:00
Location: Long Acres Lodge, Los Angeles Boulevard, P.O. Box 0100, Lusaka
If you would like any further details about the open day or the Batoka Gorge HES, please
contact Godfrey Chileshe at Kaizen Consulting on 0977-998-803 or kaizen0601@gmail.com.
Thank you for your participation.
Yours sincerely,

Godfery Chileshe
Kazien Consulting International

Zoe Daniel
Environmental Resources Management

Annex C2

Stakeholder Database

Annex C2.1

Zambia Stakeholder Database
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RECORD OF STAKEHOLDER MET WITH DURING PROJECT INTRODUCTION
IN KAZUNGULA, LIVINGSTONE, ZIMBA, KALOMO AND CHOMA DISTRICTS
1.0 Introduction
From 5-8th August, Kaizen Consulting International conducted a field visit in 5 Districts of
Southern Province. The Districts were Kazungula, Livingstone, Zimba Kalomo and Choma.
During this period the team met diverse stakeholders ranging from the District
Commissioners (DCs), District Administration Officers(DAOs), Council Secretary’s and
Town Clerks, Chiefs representatives and NGO representatives. During the meetings the
stakeholders were informed not only about the proposed BHES Project but were also briefed
about the planned ESIA studies that would be conducted at a later stage to determine the
social and environmental impacts that the proposed scheme may have in the project area and
downstream effects.
1.1. Aim of the Project Introductory Visit
The aim of the visit was to introduce the proposed Batoka HES Project and ESIA to the
stakeholders but also to obtain agreement with regard to holding major meetings with
constituents and the affected communities at large; and also to gain an understanding of
issues of concerns that the stakeholders may have and hear about in the coming meetings.
2.0. KAZUNGULA DISTRICT STAKEHOLDER DISCUSION
The meeting began at 10:00 am at the District Education Board Secretary’ office who stood
in for the District Commissioner who was out of town. Present at the meeting were the
District Council Secretary, the Director Works, the District Education Board Secretary
(DEBS) and the District Buildings Officer. After the formal introductions, the Consultants
stated that the main objective of their visit was to introduce the proposed BHES project and
the Environmental and Social Impact Study that would be undertaken. The consultants also
mentioned that the Zambezi River Authority (ZRA) would soon initiate public consultative
meetings with affected communities and other stakeholders in order to gain an understanding
of their concerns. After giving the background to the project the participants were asked to
identify the other key stakeholders and interest groups who should be engaged in the
consultative process.
2.1 Stakeholder Identification
The following key interest groups were identified during the discussion:
The District Commissioner, Traditional Leaders (Chiefs, headmen), the Local Authority,
Ministry Departments (Tourism, Lands, Health, Agriculture, Tourism, Water and Energy, and
Community Development. Others mentioned were the District HIV/Aids Advisor (DACA),
Ward Councilors, Care International, Nongovernmental Coordinating Committee (NGOCC)
and the Water Rafters Association.
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Annex C3

Key Stakeholder Meeting
Minutes
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2.2. Stakeholder Concerns and Expectations
2.2.1. Stakeholder Concerns
A key concern raised was with the project’s related risk associated with economic and
physical displacement of people and whether the project would compensate the people that
will be displaced along the route and the form of compensation. It was explained that the
ESIA would determine the likely effect that the project would have on people and that should
need for resettlement arise, appropriate mitigation measures would be put in place in line
existing legal framework.
The Council Secretary for Kazungula intimated that the Zambian side would lose out White
Water Rafting once the Project was completed. He observed that rafting was both an
economic generating venture and a source of employment to many Zambians.
Further, the stakeholders expressed ignorance on the Transmission route and communities
that would be affected along the route. They suggested that background information
documents be availed to them so that they could make informed and meaningful
contributions during Consultative meetings.
The Council Secretary further added that the proposed Batoka Gorge project will be situated
at Gorge Number 23 along the Batoka Gorge system was located in a very steep area on the
Zambian side. He indicated that they would be interested to see how Engineers would design
the area to minimise flooding and maintain the existing beautiful scene.
2.2.2. Stakeholder Expectations
The stakeholders indicated that they expected that rural communities along where the
transmission lines will pass will benefit from the electrical power and that local people will
benefit from employment opportunities to be created during project construction.
Stakeholders also advised that appropriate measures should be taken to assist house- affected
families that may lose land, livelihood opportunities and businesses. They gave an example
of how people in one part of Kazungula were supported by the Roads Development Agency
(RDA) through constructing schools, health centers, houses and other social amenities after
they were displaced.
2.3. Scheduling of Meetings and Notifications
2.3.1. Notification Period
It was suggested that the notification period to inform stakeholders about the meeting should
be 3 weeks. The meeting suggested that the stakeholder meeting should take place during the
first week of September 2014. The District Commissioner will be responsible for notifying
other officers.
2.3.2. Type of Notification
A combination of notifications types were suggested; including Official Letters for District
level Administrators, word of mouth and publicity materials.
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At the District level, the District Commissioner will prepare official letters of invitation to
individual Heads of Department and NGOs. It was suggested that attached to the invitation
letters should be background information on the BHES.
At Community level, the Council Secretary will write to the Ward Councillors. At Village
level the District Chief’s Affairs Officer, working with the Chiefs Advisors will notify the
Chief. The Chief will send word through his Induna to inform senior headmen and send
headmen.
2.3.3. Need for Translation/Interpretation
The meeting were unanimous in confirming that while a translator would not be required
during the District stakeholder meetings, considerations to acquire the services of a translator
during meetings with people at the community level.
2.3.4. Notification Arrangement for Chiefs
It was the stakeholder’s view that a separate meeting should be held with the Chiefs. The
notification procedure was elaborated as follows:
The Chiefs Advisor will be notified by phone about the planned meeting once this is agreed
and Courtesy call will then be made on the Chief at the palace.
It was the view of the stakeholders that the Chiefs would be met with their headmen
Therefore the invitation would be coordinated by the District Commissioner in liaison with
the District Chiefs Officer and Chiefs Advisor.
2.3.5. Need for Translation
The participants indicated that the District meetings would not need a translator. They
however suggested that a translator at community meetings who can speak the local language
was essential.
2.3.6. Meeting Venue
At District Level: It was proposed that the meeting venue will be the Council Chamber. In
Villages that lie along the route or that will be affected by the Project, the Village headmen
and their people will identify suitable places for community meetings for each affected area.
2.3.7. Meeting Day
The stakeholders indicated that meeting day can be held on any day during the week as long
as concerned people have been informed except Saturdays and Sundays as most people attend
church services.
2.3.8. Preferred Timing
The preferred meeting time was 09:00 hours but that invitations should indicate 8.30hrs.
3.0. LIVINGSTONE DISTRICT STAKEHOLDER MEETING
Three meetings were held in Livingstone. One was with the District Commissioner and the
other with the local Authority staff. The Town Clerk, the Mayor and Deputy Mayor attended
5

the later. Others included the Director- City Planning and four (4) Ward Councilors while last
meeting was attended by Chief Mukunis Advisor.
After introducing the project, the stakeholders were asked to identify possible interested
individuals, organizations, CBOs and NGOs who should participate in the Consultative
meetings.
3.1. Stakeholder Identification
The Chiefs Advisor indicated that all Senior Headmen for Namilangi Zone (13 Villages and
Headmen) and respective Village Headmen for each including affected communities in
Namilangi Zone where the proposed Dam and power station will be constructed. The others
mentioned were the Local District Council Administration, Government Ministries (Tourism,
Lands, Health, community Development), The District Commissioner, the Chiefs Affairs
Officer and Ward Councilors. Others included the White Water Rafters Association, the
District HIV/AIDS Advisor, Red Cross, including the ethnic Tonga who people were forcibly
evicted to make way for the Kariba Dam in the 1950s.
3.2. Stakeholder Concerns and Expectations
3.2.1. Stakeholder Concerns
The District Commissioner observed that the project was not well publicised and requested
for additional information on planned benefits to the people. Other participants noted that the
project would pose loss to customary land, livelihood sources and household economic
disruptions to people who rely on the Zambezi River for multiple uses. (drinking, fishing etc)
3.2.2. Stakeholder Expectations
A Ward Councillor contended that villagers through which the transmission lines will pass
must be supported to improve their well-being by being connected to power grid once the
project was complete. The majority of participants also indicated that they expected that
employment opportunities should benefit the local people who live along the transmission
line once the project began.
3.3. Scheduling of Meetings and Notifications
3.3.1. Notification Period
It was suggested that a two-week notification period was sufficient to inform all concerned
parties. The proposed meeting day was 5th September, 2014.
3.3.2. Type of Notification
Letters and word of mouth would be used to notify all interested parties. There were also
suggestions that local community radios (Mosi-o-tuya Radio), can carry the information.
Government officials and Departments would be communicated to by the District
Commissioners office while the Council Secretary working would notify the traditional
leadership and Councillors. The chief through the headmen would inform the residents in the
surrounding villages. It was further suggested that the DC and Chief’s Affairs Officer would
manage all publicity materials (posters).
6

3.3.3. Notification Arrangement and Meeting with Traditional Leadership.
It was the stakeholder’s view that a separate meeting should be held with the Chiefs in each
District. In this case, they suggested that the chief would be met with his Advisors, senior
village headmen and headmen. The notification procedure to inform Senior Chief Mukuni is
elaborated as follows:
The Royal Highness Chief Mukuni’s Palace should be notified at least two weeks before the
commencement of Consultative meetings. This will begin by a courtesy call on the Chief.
The Chief will meet with his headmen and cannot attend a District meeting with other
Government/NGO. The chief will then invite headmen in his area through his advisor. It was
advised that the Chief was not particular about the time and could be available as early as
09.00hrs in the morning for the meeting; while word will be sent to headmen at 08.00hrs
3.3.4. Need for Translation/Interpretation
The meeting felt that there was need for a specialised translator at District level to ensure that
the deaf can follow the proceedings of the meeting. At community level, an interpreter to
translate information from English to the local Tonga language would be required.
3.3.5. Meeting Venue
At the District, the meeting venue would be the Government Hostel Lodge, while in the
village, the Chiefs Advisors working together with Headmen would identify designated
places for community meetings for each affected area.
3.3.6. Meeting Day
The proposed meeting day chosen was any working day between Monday and Friday.
3.3.7. Preferred Timing
The preferred meeting time was 0.9.00hours hours but that the time to be indicated on the
invitation letters should indicate 8.30hours
4.0. ZIMBA DISTRICT STAKE HOLDER MEETING
The meeting began at 11:00hrs and was attended by the District Administration Officer who
was representing the DC; the Council Secretary, the District Planning Officer and a
representative from an NGO. The meeting was held in the District Commissioners Office
who was not present at the time of the meeting.
4.1. Stakeholder Identification
The BHES Project was introduced to the meeting which was requested to identify
stakeholders and interested parties that were key to the process of stakeholder engagement
and also to share concerns if they had any. The following stakeholder groups were suggested
but that many more would be identified:
District Commissioner, Council Administration, Government Ministries (Tourism, Lands,
Health, Community Development); Ward Councilors. Others identified included Chiefs
Simwatachela, Singani and Macha, Commercial FARMERS, Businessmen, the Ward
Councillors and Members of Parliament.
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4.2. Stakeholder Concerns and Expectations
4.2.1. Stakeholder Concerns
The District Planning officer wanted to know whether the project would compensate those
that will be displaced by the transmission line and what sort of compensation would it be. An
explanation to the question was that compensation plans and other forms of compensation
will be managed once the ESIA establishes the number of people to be affected by the
Project.
Stakeholders revealed that they were raising these concerns because some peasant farmers in
Chief Sipatunyana’s Chiefdom had lost their maize cultivation plots to a ZESCO
Transmission line and were not given alternative cultivation plots.
They added that given the fact that the proposed Transmission Line may traverse through the
chiefdom, the people would need assurance that alternative land should be found to those
whose fields may be lost to the project. They also requested for project documentation to
acquaint themselves with the project before stakeholder consultative meetings begin. The
District Administration Officer observed that the line was likely to pass through areas where
people that were historically displaced by the Kariba Dam and may resist to move. It was
indicated that District staff must have adequate knowledge to respond to questions from
community members.
The stakeholders also sought to know whether the Chiefs would be consulted. The meeting
was informed that the Chiefs would be provided a platform and not left out of the process, as
they oversee the villages likely to be affected by the project. Another key concern that was
advanced by the Council Secretary (CS) was the absence of a defined route for the proposed
transmission line right of way. The CS noted that stakeholders would appreciate that the route
map and the other designs of the Dam wall and reservoir were made available before the
stakeholder engagement meetings, as participants would then communicate from an informed
position.
4.2.2. Stakeholder Expectations
A Councillor contended that villages through which the transmission lines will pass must be
supported to improve their well being by being connected to power grid once the project was
complete. Contributing to the discussion, the majority of participants indicated that they
expected that employment would benefit the local people who live along the transmission
line once the project began.
4.3. Scheduling of Meetings and Notifications
4.3.1. Notification Period
A notification period of between 3–4 weeks was suggested by the stakeholders as sufficient
time to alert all interested parties. The proposed meeting day would then be set in September,
2014.
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4.3.2. Type of Notification
Since the meeting would involve different interest groups they suggested the use of a
combination of communication strategies which will include the following:
Government officials and Departments would be notified by the District Commissioners
office. The Council Secretary will notify Ward Councillors and traditional leadership. The
Chief will be notified through the Chiefs Advisor/ Chief Affairs Officer, while the headmen
will be informed by word of mouth through the Chief Advisor. In turn, the headmen will
inform residents in the surrounding villages. The District Commissioner working with the
District Chiefs Affairs Officer (DCAO) will coordinate publicity materials in villages.
4.3.3. Need for Translation/Interpretation
At village level it was suggested that local Tonga or Leya translators would be required.
4.3.4. Meeting Venue
It was suggested that the Consultative meetings at the District will be held in the Council
Chamber. In the village, the meeting will be convened in all those areas that lay along the
designated transmission route.
4.3.5. Meeting Day
Working days were proposed as suitable rather than Weekends such as Saturday or Sunday or
Holidays.
4.3.6. Preferred Timing
The preferred meeting time was 0.9.00hours.
5.0. KALOMO DISTRICT STAKE HOLDER MEETING
The consultants from Kaizen Consulting International met with Chief Sipatunyana at his
town home (not Palace) on Thursday 7th August, 2014. The meeting was facilitated by the
Chief’s Advisor Mr. Victor Sindowe.
5.1. Stakeholder Identification
The consultants introduced the Batoka HES to the Chief. They stated that their mission was
two-fold. The first was to identify key stakeholder who should be consulted at community
level. The second was to plan and agree on the stakeholder consultation process, as well as to
identify potential areas of concern which the Chief might have at this stage.
The following stakeholders were identified:
•
•

Village headmen including ordinary people whose livelihoods might be negatively
affected by either the electricity transmission line or flooding of rivers; and
Villagers where people who were displaced by the construction of the Kariba dam
have settled; and whose compensation was delayed for many years.
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5.2. Stakeholder Concerns and Expectations
5.2.1. Stakeholder Concerns
• Flooding of rivers due to increased water flow from the dam;
• Displacement of people due to flooding;
• Lack of adequate information regarding the design of the dam and the extent to which
it would impact negatively on the local communities.
5.2.2. Stakeholder Expectations
• Creation of employment opportunities for the local people during the construction
phase;
• Increased access to electricity supply to the local community; and
• Resettlement of communities that would be displaced by the Batoka HES through
construction of social facilities such as health centres, schools, etc.
5.2.3. Scheduling of Meetings and Notifications
In order to effectively engage stakeholders in his Chiefdom, Chief Sipatuyana made the
following suggestions:
5.2.4. Notification Period
The preferred notification period was two (2) weeks. It was further suggested that
consultations with the community in Sipatunyana’s Chiefdom could take place on 9th
September, 2014.
5.2.5. Type of Notification
Two (2) types of notification were suggested. The first was sending of Invitation Letters by
the Chiefs and Traditional Affairs Officers (CTAO). Official letters would enable members
of the community such as government workers to get permission from their working places.
With regard to other members of the community, “word of mouth” would do. The Chief’s
Advisors and Retainers would inform members of the community about the purpose of the
stakeholder engagement meetings as well the proposed dates and time of the meetings. The
Chiefs Advisors and Retainers would inform the community through village
headmen/headwomen.
5.2.5. Notification Arrangement and Meeting with Traditional Leader.
It was emphasised by the Chief that before any meaningful engagement of stakeholders in his
community could take place, it was imperative that adequate information was made available
not only to him, but his Advisors and village headmen. Notable in this regard were the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

The Plan for the proposed Batoka HES;
The electricity transmission route including names of villages;
Names of villages that might be affected with flooding;
Impact on the Batoka Gorge Dam on the ecological system of the valley-downstream;
Types of compensation for the affected villagers, etc
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5.2.6. Need for Translation/Interpretation
Chief Sipatunyana is very well educated, and has served in senior government positions
rising to the post of Permanent Secretary. However, some of the people in the community are
not literate. Therefore, it would be necessary to have local interpreters.
5.2.7. Meeting Venue
The meeting would be held under the Mango trees at Chief Sipatunya’s Palace. This is where
traditional meetings are held.
5.2.8. Meeting Day
The meeting could be held on working days during the week, i.e. Monday to Friday.
Saturdays and Sunday are reserved for Church services for the Seventh Day Adventist (SDA)
Church and other Christian denominations, respectively.
5.2.9. Preferred Timing
The Chief preferred that the meeting should be held at his Palace starting at 10:00 hours.
However, invitation letters should indicate that the meeting will start at 9:00 hours.
6.0 CHOMA DISTRICT STAKE HOLDER MEETING
On Thursday 7th August 2014 consultants from Kaizen Consulting International visited
Choma with the view to introduce the Batoka HES to the Provincial and District
Administrations including other stakeholders such as Chiefs and traditional leaders.
The consultants only managed to interview the District Administrative Office, the District
Chiefs Affairs Officer and the Director of Planning at the Local Authority. Consultants were
unable to meet senior government officials at provincial Level because there was By-Election
in the area. The officials were attending to two (2) Cabinet Ministers who were in Choma for
campaigns.
Highlights of interviews with the officials who were met are as follows:
•

•

•

Chiefs in Choma have forbidden their Advisors from making appointments for them;
except the Chiefs Affairs Officer. The Chiefs Affairs Officer promised that she would
introduce us to the Chiefs by calling them first. The Chiefs do not like being given
short notice for the meetings. They prefer at least one (1) week notification.
The consultants require at least two (2) days to go back to Choma to introduce the
Batoka HES project to the Provincial Administration and to visit Chief Singani whose
subjects were victims of the Kariba Dam displacement. It is therefore important that
an effort is made as soon as possible to visit Chief Singani.
The consultants asked the Director of Planning for the Situation Analysis Report as
well as the Strategic Plan. They were informed that Choma District has been
operating without these key planning documents. The Local Authority has been using
Council Resolutions to Plan and implement development programmes in the district.
With the elevation of Choma to the Provincial Capital, the Administration had just
started preparing the Planning documents that have been referred to.
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6.1. Way Forward
(1). Adequate and detailed information about the project location and transmission route need
to be made available at all levels; more so to the District staff who are in constant interaction
with Ward Councilors, Chiefs and ordinary community members.
2. Consultations must begin at the National level and proceed to provincial District and
Community. Consultations at Community level should be jointly facilitated by the
Consultants, Traditional and Civic Leaders.
3. The Socio-economic Household survey should be informed by stakeholder engagement at
community level.
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Venue: Hwange District Administrator’s Office, Hwange
Date: 29 July 2014. Time: 10.10 hours to 11.11 hours
In attendance:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Headmen Sikagune (representing Chief Shana) – 0774087358
B. Sibanda (representing Chief Mvutu) – 0774868620
Chief Hwange – 0712667506
Mapfuwa S ( Hwange RDC Chairperson) – 0772162945
Ncube P. (Hwange RDC C.E.O) – 0772897842
Bongani Dhlodhlo (Translator/Driver) – 0774951908
T. Marondedze – Black Crystal Consulting

Introduction
The presentation was guided by a power-point presentation that was structured under the following
agenda:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Objectives of the discussion
Introduction of team members
Background to the Batoka Hydroelectric Scheme Project
Background to the ESIA for this Project
Requirements for stakeholder engagement
Proposed engagement, comment and refinement of this

It was also structured under the following objectives, which were to
•
•
•
•

Introduce the proposed Batoka HES Project and ESIA Process to key stakeholders;
Develop a better understanding of the project affected area;
Develop an understanding of likely issues of concern;
Obtain your agreement with regard to holding further discussions with your constituents and the
affected communities at large

•

Develop an understanding as to how to best engage with stakeholders and develop a plan that
will allow for this.
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Findings
The meeting agreed that proposed stakeholder meetings would proceed as planned. The planned
meetings are as follows:
•

Meeting with national and provincial authorities in Harare/Lusaka

•

Meeting with local authorities and politicians (District Councils – Administrator/Chief
Executive Officer/Chairman/Relevant Ward Councillors)

•

Open day in Harare/Lusaka

•

Open day in Victoria Falls/Livingstone

•

Community meetings for each affected traditional area

•

Meeting with national and provincial authorities in Harare/Lusaka

•

Meeting with local authorities and politicians (District Councils – Administrator/Chief
Executive Officer/Chairman/Relevant Ward Councillors)

•

Open day in Harare/Lusaka

•

Open day in Victoria Falls/Livingstone

•

Community meetings for each affected traditional area

Dates for the meetings was left to the stakeholder engagement consultants. Concerns were expressed
about the need for meetings in Harare when the project is based in Matebeleland North where Hararebased Ministers and Permanent Secretaries of Government ministries can come. Fears were
expressed that deliberations carried out in the absence of Hwange-based stakeholders could reach
agreements or arrangements that are divorced from the ideals and aspirations of the actual
stakeholders affected and impacted upon by the project. The concerns were assuaged by assuring the
meeting that stakeholder engagement is broad and not restricted. Instead of Harare an open meeting
could instead be held in Bulawayo that serves as the administrative capital of all Matebeleland
Provinces. It was highlighted that views of different stakeholders are all valuable and balanced
rationally and in accordance with domestic and international legislation as well as best practice.
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Meeting deliberations on the engagement of local authorities and politicians as well as communities
came up with suggestions that are as shown in Table 1:
Table 1: Proposed Engagement, Comment and Refinement
Engagement aspect

Local authorities and

Communities

politicians
Notification period

7 working days

Other

considerations
Less than 7 days

The DA, Chiefs,

local councillors,
village headmen
and kraal heads to
be informed about
impending
meetings in that
order.
Type of notification –

Stakeholders to be

Through chiefs, village

Stakeholders

individual invitation

notified/ invited by

headmen and

demanded a

letters (can details be

meeting convenor with the councillors with

physical inspection

provided/confirmed)

assistance and

notification done

of the power

and background

collaboration of the DA.

through the DA. Project transmission route.

information

The Chronicle

information required as

They agreed to a

newspapers that is largely

maps and/or handouts

road trip if an air

distributed in

trip could not be

Matebeleland provinces; –

secured as earlier

individual invitation letters

demanded.

distributed through a
contact person such as
the DA’s office;
invitations could flow
through emails or phone
calls cascading from the
Consultants to key
stakeholders and to their
constituencies. Project
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information required as

maps and/or handouts
Need for

Meetings convened by

Required. Tonga,

Translators have

Nambya, Ndebele.

already been

English, although

Indicated local

identified.

provision of Ndebele,

translators could be

Nambya and Tonga

secured.

translation/interpretation non-locals can be held in

translations can also be
helpful.
Meeting venue

Open days to be held in

Community meeting

Meeting places to

venues jointly identified

points identified by

be accessible to

between conveners and

chiefs, headmen and

meeting

principal stakeholders.

councillors.

participants

No specific days

No specific days

11 and 12 August

mentioned

mentioned

(Heroes/Public

Hwange, Victoria Falls
and Bulawayo. Meeting
venues to be accessible
and agreeable to
stakeholders.
Meeting day

holiday) was
available for
physical tour of
powertransmission
route.
Preferred timing

Open meetings ideal

Nights to be avoided.

Community

between morning and

Lunch time available if

meetings flexible

afternoon, 09.00 hours to

stakeholders have

and can go up to

12.00 hours or 14.oo

access to free

16.00 hours for

hours.

refreshments

local communities
in consultation with
villahge heads.

Venues for the

Determined by

Clinics, schools,

Venues are specific
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placement of

Consultants in

meeting points,

to each community

materials/reports

consultation with the DA

community meeting

depending on its

and community leaders.

points in communities

availability of public

DA’s office and

affected by the project.

places

community leaders can
facilitate distribution of
materials/reports
Liaison requirements

Chiefs already notified of

Local gatekeepers to

with the traditional

the project intention as

be informed

authorities/council in

well as the

separately, refernce

advance

consultationprocess

being made to meeting

through the meeting. Any

with chiefs, HRDC

follow-up meetings would

CEO and office of the

refer to the present

DA. and

meeting.

The stakeholders also made the following demands:
-

Contracts for works associated with land clearance for power transmission routes;

-

Empowerment of locals in employment associated with the project; and

-

Compulsory corporate contributions to development of local area as opposed to voluntary
Corporate Social Responsibility.

To this it was indicated that the stakeholder engagement process through stakeholder engagement
meetings would entertain and document all stakeholder ideals that would also be buttressed by the
baseline social and economic survey of affected communities. It was also indicated that issues of
development of the local area would be considered under local legislation, particularly ZimAsset as well
as regional and international best practice.
Observations
The meeting was productive and its objectives were met. An impression may have been created that
the local authority may be the only significant stakeholder that holds the key to approval of the project
at the expense of other regulatory stakeholders, hence the immediate relapse into demands. The
Chiefs have indicated an inclination towards cooperation rather than opposition.
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Annex C4

Attendance Registers

Annex C5

Comments and Response Report

Comment/Question+A1:G1

This area is used extensively by bird watchers and there are tours associated with this. There are very
specific species found in this Gorge that are endemic to Zambia and Zimbabwe. This is an isolated
breeding area for the Black Eagles.

Commentator

Darryl Tiran

Organisation

Birdlife Zimbabwe

Date

04-Oct-14

Source

Response

Victoria Falls Open Day

As part of the ESIA Studies a biodiversity study is being undertaken which will assess the
impact of inundation of the gorge on bird species, including those endemic to the area. The
study will develop the project EMP which will include mitigation measures to ensure that bird
populations are not adversely affected. The specific mitigation measures will be developed in
consultation with specialised stakeholders. Inundation of the gorge to varying degrees from the
dam wall upstream towards the falls is an unavoidable impact of the scheme. Rock Hyrax
populations should, however survive as much of the cliff and upper rocky habitats won't be
affected and the Verreaux’s (Black) Eagles should remain. ZRA has, however been informed
about a general decline in raptor populations, particularly the Taita Falcons. Their numbers,
have already declined in the area due to excessive helicopter activity along the length of the
Gorge.

The insect life and loss thereof also requires consideration. This is a unique environment.

Darryl Tiran

Birdlife Zimbabwe

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

We are aware of unique butterflies in the Victoria Falls Rain Forest and the Limited knowledge
of insect fauna of the gorge has been highlighted as a gap that which will be addressed as part
of the studies. Inundation of the gorge to varying degrees from the dam wall upstream towards
the falls is an unavoidable impact of the scheme. The loss of the rapids could have an impact on
midges, caddisflies etc. that are a key component of the food chains for Rock Pratincoles,
Swifts and other birds. As part of the ESIA study for the project, a biodiversity specialist study
will be undertaken which will identify and assess potential impacts and propose mitigation
measures. The ESIA studies include identification and assessment of project impacts on
biodiversity(both positive and negative). A baseline study will be carried out as part of the ESIA
studies and subsequently an impact management plan will be developed that will also address
identified project negative impacts on biodiversity which includes mitigation of impacts on insect
life.

Bats are also found in the Gorge and will be impacted on.

Darryl Tiran

Birdlife Zimbabwe

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

We are aware of the seasonal bat migration. The impact of the project on bats like the impact
on all species to be affected by the project are subject of a biodiversity study being undertaken
to assess the impacts and development of mitigation measures.

I also represent the Aloe and Succulent Society. There are unique species found in this Gorge, many yet
Darryl Tiran
to be identified.

Birdlife Zimbabwe

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Inundation of the gorge to varying degrees from the dam wall upstream towards the falls is an
unavoidable impact of the scheme. We are aware of a rich succulent flora in the gorge, some
will be lost but much of it on the scree slopes which will remain. The uniqueness of the species
is subject of the studies. Where it is established that a species is not found elsewhere, the EMP
will include replication of that species.

Birds do nest in the area of silent pools.

Darryl Tiran

Birdlife Zimbabwe

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Are we not likely to be attacked by wild animals since the biodiversity will be affected?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

Here there is a serious human wildlife conflict such that it is almost impossible to do any agriculture. With
the coming of the dam, a lot more animals will be attracted and our livelihoods disturbed further. How are David Chuma, Dobolo Village
you going to compensate us for the disturbance of our livelihoods?

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

The potential ecological effects on riverine ecology, fauna, flora, hydrology etc. needs to be better
understood.

PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation

02-Oct-14

email

Marie-Louise Kellett

The choice of the full supply level of the dam will be such that it minimises impacts on the Silent
Pool. Riverine vegetation around the Silent Pool shall remain predominantly unaffected, thereby
allowing for continued nesting of birds in the area.
Your concern is noted. Studies on flora and fauna are on-going. The project EMP to be
developed in consultation with stakeholders will include mitigation measures to address any
potential human-animal conflicts that would have been identified from the fauna studies.
Your concern is noted. Studies on flora and fauna are on-going. The project EMP to be
developed in consultation with stakeholders will include mitigation measures to address any
potential human-animal conflicts that would have been identified from the fauna studies.
The ESIA studies include biodiversity and water flow studies. These studies will assist in
understanding the ecology of the area as well as identifying the potential impacts of the project
on the ecology. The EMP will be developed which will include mitigation measures for identified
impacts.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

National Park area is being lost as a result of this proposed dam. This should be offset and protected
areas provided for elsewhere.

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

The ESIA Studies include an study to determine the balance between the height of the dam,
power requirements and extent of habitat loss. A careful assessment of the situation will be
done during the Impact Assessment Phase of the Project and management measures put in
place for all identified impacts.

Will the crocodiles in the Gorge be relocated?

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Can you provide assurance that a search for rare and endangered species was done by properly
qualified staff at the appropriate times of year for the species to be detected. In particular the “Taita
Falcon”.

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

The Taita Falcon’s and Black Eagles nest in the area. The Falcon’s are only found in this Gorge and
Wonder Gorge. They are difficult to locate and identification cannot be based on chance sightings.The
African Finkfoot is also present in the area. A bird specialist needs to form part of the biodiversity team.
The level of the dam will determine if they can continue nesting in the area.

Chanda Mwale and David Ngwenyama WWF

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day

There is concern regarding the nesting of endangered birds in the Gorge.

Christopher Kaniki

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

ZESCO

The review of previous studies in the Project Area of Influence (AoI) provide an overview of the
predicted changes to the fish species diversity. The studies indicated that some of the riverine
fish species might not thrive in the dam, however none of these are threatened species of
particular conservation concern, as they exist in abundance elsewhere. Tiger Fish are expected
to increase in the dam if a pelagic fish species (e.g. Kapenta) is introduced to occupy a vacant
niche. However, there is some upstream riverine habitat retained for the Tiger Fish to breed.
This will be documented and assessed as part of the biodiversity impact assessment.

What is the potential impact of the Batoka Dam on the fresh water bio-diversity (fish, reptiles, unique
vegetation etc.)?

David Ngwenyama

WWF-Zambia Country Office

Registration and Comment sheet

How will the Batoka Dam and the Powerline and new infrastructure affect bird life and large mammals?

David Ngwenyama

WWF-Zambia Country Office

Registration and Comment sheet

How will flooding affect nests and nesting for African Finfoot, Taita Falcon and other restricted range bird
David Ngwenyama
species?

WWF-Zambia Country Office

Registration and Comment Sheet

Habitat fragmentation has been cited as one of the primary reasons for the loss of biodiversity across the
world. Large dams such as the one proposed at Batoka lead to habitat fragmentation and loss of
biodiversity. WWF would like to know if any fragmentation studies have been carried out in the Batoka
Gorge, and if so what species and corresponding habitats and effects have been investigated. WWF
would also like to highlight that habitat fragmentation should not only focus on aquatic diversity but on
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
terrestrial biodiversity, as well. There are a number of tree species in the gorge such as the
Entandrophragma caudatum (Mountain Mahogany) and the Gryocarpus americanus (Propeller Tree)
that are rare and localized species. Fragmentation of their habitat will lead to severe impacts on their
resilience to withstand environmental change. Avoidance of this impact needs to be seriously considered.

WWF

29-Oct-14

The area that will be developed is used as a migratory corridor for several bird species that migrate in a
north to south and north to easterly direction. The setup of BGHS transmission lines will disrupt this
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
corridor. WWF would like to know what are the planned mitigation measures regarding this disturbance.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

It is known that several raptor species (birds of prey) tend to nest on power lines and associated
infrastructure. This affects raptor birds both positively and negatively. WWF would like to know to what
extent baseline data has been gathered to investigate raptor bird nesting impacts.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

Dr. Nyambe Nyambe

The ESIA studies will include the assessment of the impact of the project on fauna including
crocodiles. A decision to relocate the crocodiles will be subject to the results the studies.
The ESIA study for the project includes specific studies for the identification and assessment of
endangered faunal species of the project area including bird species. During the studies,
stakeholders will continuously be engaged. In particular the Zimbabwe Falconry Club, who have
extensive knowledge of Taita Falcons in the Batoka Gorge, have been consulted and have
been assisting in the assessment of the baseline ecology.
The ESIA study for the project includes specialised studies for the identification and
assessment of impacts of the dam height on fauna species of the project area, with appropriate
mitigation measures developed. In the development of the baseline and subsequent EMP for
the project consultations have been carried out with the Zimbabwe Falconer’s Club on the
state of the Taita Falcon, Black Eagle, and other bird species of Batoka Gorge and how best to
mitigate any potential negative impacts.
The ESIA study for the project includes specialised studies for the identification and
assessment of endangered fauna species of the project area including bird species. In the
development of the EMP for the project, specific mitigation measures will be developed,
including for any identified endangered species.

The ESIA studies will assess the impacts of Batoka Gorge Dam, the Powerline and new
infrastructure on bird life and large mammals. The studies will assist in determining the balance
between the height of the dam, power requirements and extent of habitat loss if any. A detailed
assessment of the situation will be done during the Impact Assessment Phase
Preliminary assessments show that , flooding will not disturb the nests of Taita Falcons up on
the cliffs. The assessments also indicated that the African Finfoot are widely distributed in
Africa and not considered to be range restricted. So far there are no indications of any other
range restricted birds occurring in the gorge. However, the studies will still be looking into this
and any possible impacts on birds as part of the biodiversity impact assessment.

Written submission

Batoka is a large dam in terms of dam height but not so much in terms of reservoir surface area
considering that it is more than 200 times smaller than Kariba (Kariba is 5576.61km2 while
Batoka is 25.6 km2), and therefore it is anticipated that fragmentation if any will be minimal.
Though fragmentation could be one of the adverse impacts however it must be noted that the
Batoka Gorge in its natural state represents a major barrier to the movement of terrestrial faunal
species, and the studies will identify and assess the potential for loss in biodiversity as well as its
fragmentation due to the project impacts.

Specialists have been included within the ecological surveys and are advising on how best to
mitigate the impacts of the project infrastructure on birds. The ESIA will include
recommendations on best practice for the design of transmission lines to minimise the impacts
to raptors and other birds.
The Baseline study will include establishing baseline data on raptors species. As part of the
development of the Project EMP, this information will form part of the input required in the
design of transmission lines to minimise the impacts to raptors and other birds.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Large dams such as the one proposed for Batoka Gorge have significant impact on fisheries. There are
several species of migratory fish in the Zambezi which cover large distances. The current extent to which
fish migrate through the Batoka Gorge and the importance of this on overall fish stocks downstream is
not clearly known yet. However, it can be expected that this habitat makes significant contribution
towards downstream fish stocks. Against this background, WWF would like to know what studies on fish
diversity and downstream fisheries impacts are planned on being incorporated into the ESIA.
Furthermore, WWF does not consider the remarks in section 6.3.4 under “Aquatic Ecology” as adequate
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
to address the matter of aquatic biodiversity and fisheries. That section states that: “The aquatic ecology
requirements will be addressed through the Environmental Flow Assessment”. This is not considered
sufficient due to the fact that there isn’t enough information on aquatic diversity on which to base the flow
models. Therefore, WWF would like to propose the engagement of a fish expert to carry out baseline
studies within the gorge to investigate what fish species use the gorge for breeding, nursing, and
migrating among other ecological functions. Those studies should also document the impact the
proposed dam will have on fish species locally, as well as the cumulative impact on downstream fisheries.

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Both Kariba Dam and the Victoria Falls present major barriers to the migratory movements of
fish and construction of the Batoka Reservoir is not expected to make a large impact on fish
migrations. The Batoka Gorge represents a very harsh environment for fish and in itself has
presented a natural barrier to the movements of many species.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

Currently there is very little utilisation of fisheries in the Batoka Gorge due to its inaccessibility
and we therefore consider the situation not to have changed much from the natural state.
Review of previous studies in the project AoI provides a very good assessment of what the
impact of the reservoir will be and how the fisheries there should be managed.
Furthermore, the Environmental Flow studies will effectively assess the impacts downstream of
the dam wall and how the different fish species will be affected.

Notwithstanding the statement in the Inception Report, specialists have spent time in the field in
Zambia, and direct observations of the habitats, their diversity and present ecological state as
well as evidence on the presence of fauna in the area was recorded. This information will be
used together with the available data from WWF and ZAWA.

It is mentioned in the Draft Inception Report in Section 6.3.1 that there will be no fieldwork to establish the
status of wildlife within the area. Rather, there will be use of WWF aerial surveys and other secondary
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
data for wildlife status in Zambia. This is of concern.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

Does the data collected by other institutions have particular focus on the Area of Interest (AoI) or is it
simply studies of broader areas? This could raise concerns as the data might not be representative of the Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
study area.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

The BHES will likely lead to resettlement of several communities and also the blocking off of a migratory
corridor for large mammals. This in turn is likely to increase the human-wildlife conflict in the area. Is there
any research being carried out to investigate the likely increase of human-wildlife conflict? If so, what
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
mitigation or alternatives are being presented? It is also known that there is a direct relation between river
bank erosion due to decreasing sediment in the river and people being attacked (often killed) by
crocodiles. To what extent has this been investigated and what mitigation measures will be looked into?

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

Safari Par Excellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

Zambia Wild Life Authority(ZAWA)

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open Day

In its current state, the Maramba tributary of the Zambezi River has high concentrations of Eichhornia
crassipes (water hyacinth) but this is flushed out naturally during the rainy season. With the building of the
BHES this will no longer happen. This is likely to lead to accumulation of water hyacinth in the dam lake
and surrounding areas. WWF recommends looking into invasive species such as the water hyacinth (and
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
others) as serious matters that negatively impact the operation of dams. The creation of a reservoir
changes the chemical and biological composition of the water in the reservoir often leading to conditions
where alien invasive species thrive. Currently, nature is taking care of the water hyacinth problem but the
construction of the dam will most likely adversely affect this process.
Graham Nel / Tony King
Can you provide an assurance that a search for a rare and endangered species was done by properly
Sue Liell-Cock
qualified staff at the appropriate time of the year for the species to detected in particular "Taita falcon"?

How far will the Batoka Dam reach downstream? There are two islands downstream which are rich in
wildlife and host a unique form of buffalo. These are the Secula and Chete islands.

Jones Masonda

A considerable effort has been made to visit as much of the ecological Area of Influence to
directly assess the situation on the ground and relevant data collected.
ZRA is not aware of any important migratory movements of large mammals within the Zambian
component of the AoI as this area is already quite populated with human settlements. We
therefore don’t expect much increase in human-wildlife conflict in the area.
The Environmental Flow studies show that there will be a decrease in the movement of
sediments as a result of the Batoka Reservoir with a possible decrease in availability of
sandbanks and the habitat that presents for wading birds. It is anticipated that run-of-river flow
regime will be adopted, to avoid adverse impact on crocodiles due to intermittent flooding of
their breeding habitats towards the end of the Batoka Gorge and before Kariba.

Monitoring and Management measures will be included in the ESIA to assess and address the
threat of Water Hyacinth and other exotic floating weeds. Initial inundation will result in the rapid
release of nutrients that may lead to a boom in these plants, but recent advances in biological
control have fortunately greatly reduced this risk. The surface area of the dam (~23km2) is
small relative to other schemes, and this impact will need to be monitored and effectively
mitigated through various forms of control.
The Zimbabwe Falconry Club, who have extensive knowledge of Taita Falcons in the Batoka
Gorge, and have been part of the team for assessment of the baseline ecology.

There are no significant islands within the area proposed for the Batoka Dam, those islands are
located downstream of the proposed Batoka Gorge HES and will not be affected.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Mr Cooper Freeman

A search for rare and endangered species needs to be done by properly qualified staff at the appropriate
times of year for the species to be detected.

Is there a potential threat to animal life?

07-Oct-14 Email

Mr. Kelyson Mangola

Batoka gorge is also used as nesting grounds for the Zambezian endemic Taita Falcon, Rock Pratincole
and African fin foot. The Draft Inception Report notes that there will be no specialist avifauna studies, and
Mr. Nyambe Nyambe
birdlife will only be noted as and when in the field. WWF would like to suggest that there is need to have
a credible avifauna specialist study included as part of the ESIA baseline data gathering.

In the Draft Inception Report under section 6.3.1 reference is made to the use of 1) Only desktop studies
to ascertain the protected areas and 2) Consultation with CAMPFIRE personnel and other ornithologists
for faunal components. This section raises two concerns. The first is about how recent the data that will
be used is. The second has to do with CAMPFIRE being a Zimbabwean based organization. As
respectful and credible as the organization is, it will not be in a position to adequately provide information Mr. Nyambe Nyambe
on the Zambian side of the gorge. Zambia has enough expertise of its own to provide that information
and therefore we recommend the use of local experts on this matter. Lastly, very little reference is made
to the need to engage with Zambian authorities (i.e. ZAWA, Department of Fisheries, etc.) and
Community Based Natural Resource Management parties in Zambia.

Kazungula District Council

WWF

10-Oct-14

29-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

Written submission

We are aware of rare plant species on the scree slopes of the Batoka Gorge but they have not
been formerly classified with a threatened status. We expect that these plants occur above the
full supply level of the reservoir and may not be affected, however a mitigation measure will be
incorporated to involve a competent botanist to identify and locate threatened and unique
species and to translocate these as best as is practically possible. It is notable that the baseline
study will include identification and listing of all flora and fauna species of the project area
including those classified as rare and/or endangered species and this will be used as input in
the development of appropriate mitigation measures to ensure the preservation of such flora
and fauna.( refer to purpose of the ESIA studies)
The impacts to these species are being investigated. Bird life, particularly large raptors that use
the gorge may be affected by loss of nesting sites and displacement of their prey. These
impacts are also being investigated. Fish in the river will be displaced by a different spectrum of
fish in the reservoir. In the development of the EMP for the project, specific mitigation
measures will be developed to address the potential impacts, including for any identified
endangered species.
The ESIA studies include Baseline studies and input to the baseline studies has been obtained
from the Zimbabwe Falconer’s Club on the state of the Taita Falcon and Rock Pratincoles in
the Batoka Gorge and how best to mitigate impacts. The Zimbabwe Falconer’s Club stated that
the numbers of Taita Falcons have already declined in the area due to an influx of Lanner
Falcons and excessive helicopter activity along the length of the Gorge. Rock Hyrax populations
should survive as much of the cliff and upper rocky habitats wont be affected and the
Verreaux’s (Black) Eagles should remain. The input from organisations such as the Zimbabwe
Falconer’s Club will be used in development of the Project EMP .
Both ZAWA and the Livingstone Natural History Museum have been consulted, and have been
asked for inputs on the current state of fauna in the area. The input from such organisations
will be used in development of the Project EMP .

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

An aerial survey of elephants is being conducted by WWF within Zimbabwe, but results of that
study have are yet to be accessed. This information will form part of the input into the baseline
report of the project area. The baseline report will include information on flora and fauna
surveyed in the area and mitigation measures will be proposed for the potential impact of the
project on the species and populations of the area. The ESIA study will make all attempts to
access the most current and additional data available, from all possible also sources including
engagement of WWF and organisations responsible for wildlife and national park management
in data capture in the project AoI.

The Draft Inception Report makes reference to an aerial survey that will be carried out by WWF in 2014.
WWF is unaware of commitments made to complete an aerial survey of the area in 2014 and has no
record of previous surveys completed on this area, at a scale that is relevant for this ESIA. This begs the Mr. Nyambe Nyambe
question as to how current the data planned to be used is. It also raises the question in terms of accuracy
of impact assessments on wildlife populations.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Avifauna needs a specialist study and not just a desktop study.

Ms. Chandra Mwale

WWF-Zambia Country office

06-Oct-14

Registration and
Comment Sheet

Response

The specialist team have contracted the Zimbabwe Falconry Club who have a great deal of
personal experience with the Taita Falcons and other species in the Gorge.

There are elephant corridors in the area and the ecologist needs to consult with the Zambian Wildlife
Authority.

Mwale Lusizi

Zambian Wildlife Authority

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

What are the mitigation measures for the unique vegetation which is found in the area as a result of the
micro-climate?

Pius Lilanda

Community Based Natural Resources
Management (CBNRM) Forum

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day

Water hyacinth might stop being flushed downstream with the development of the Batoka Dam. That
might result in the Batoka Dam being fully-colonized by this species. What are the project’s mitigation
measures to stop the spread of this invasive species?

Pius Lilanda

Community Based Natural Resources
Management (CBNRM) Forum

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day

The Batoka Dam will obstruct elephant crossings, thus endangering their lives and that of people in the
surrounding communities. Is the project considering constructing “elephants’ crossing points?”

Pius Lilanda

Community Based Natural Resources
Management (CBNRM) Forum

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day

The baseline report will include information on flora and fauna surveyed in the area and
mitigation measures will be proposed for the potential impact of the project on the species and
populations of the area. The ESIA study will make all attempts to access the most current and
additional data available, from all possible also sources including engagement of organisations
responsible for wildlife and national park management in data capture in the project such as
ZAWA.
The unique vegetation that occurs as a result of the microclimate is the rainforest associated
with the Victoria Falls. This vegetation will not be affected by the construction of the Batoka
Dam.
Monitoring and Management measures will be included in the ESIA to assess and address the
threat of Water Hyacinth and other exotic floating weeds. Initial inundation will result in the rapid
release of nutrients that may lead to a boom in these plants, but recent advances in biological
control have fortunately greatly reduced this risk.

Elephants are more likely to cross the Zambezi River above the Victoria Falls where the water is
shallow and no steep sides to the river exist. Furthermore, wildlife data shows that there has
been a large decline in the elephant numbers in the area of the Batoka Gorge. However, the
ESIA studies will include a socialist study of elephant populations and corridors so that
mitigation measures are proposed under the EMP for the project for any identified potential
impact on elephant populations and corridors .
The proposed Transmission line in Zambia is in the migration path for birds which migrate from DRC and
Mozambique to the Okavango. A “Bird Specialist” should be part of the biodiversity study given the
Pius Lilanda
importance of this area in terms of bird migration. The nesting of raptors and vultures on the power lines
requires mitigation.

Community Based Natural Resources
Management(CBNRM)

The Dams being proposed and built now on the Zambezi River will be negatively affected by climatic
changes, yet energy planning in the basin is not taking serious steps to address these huge hydrological
uncertainties. Ensuring energy and water security in the Zambezi River basin for the future will require
new ways of thinking about river basin development. We must avoid investing billions of dollars into
projects that could become white elephants.(Dr Richard Beilfuss)

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

Climate change needs to be considered in the design and impact assessment. Local and regional
weather patterns require consideration.

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

The ESIA studies include ecological surveys and is advising on how best to avoid impacts to
birds. The ESIA will include recommendations on best practice for the design of transmission
lines to minimise the impacts to raptors and other birds.

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

We are aware of the possible losses in basin yield in the next decades as a result of climate
change which may be significant in design terms. The World Bank’s Multisectoral Investment
Opportunity Analysis that predicted a 16% fall in yield in the Upper Zambezi by 2030. We will
be drawing upon these and other published data, in the impact assessment, i.e. recommending
that the final design factors this in. The engineers will be assessing the impacts of climate
change on dam design, and on the overall feasibility of the scheme.

Livingstone Open day

We are aware of the possible losses in basin yield in the next decade as a result of climate
change which may be significant in design terms. The World Bank’s Multisectoral Investment
Opportunity Analysis that predicted a 16% fall in yield in the Upper Zambezi by 2030. We will
be drawing upon these results in the impact assessment, i.e. recommending that the final
design factors this in. The engineers will be assessing the impacts of climate change on dam
design.

06-Oct-14

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Will climate change impacts be considered as part of this study?

Communities need to benefit from employment.

What is proposed in terms of social benefits and investment? Water is the biggest need in the
community.

Mr Jabulani Moyo

Charlene Hewat

Councillor, Ward 4

Environment Africa

Date

Source

Response

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

We are aware of the possible losses in basin yield in the next decade as a result of climate
change which may be significant in design terms. The World Bank’s Multisectoral Investment
Opportunity Analysis that predicted a 16% fall in yield in the Upper Zambezi by 2030. We will
be drawing upon these results in the impact assessment, i.e. recommending that the final
design factors this in. The engineers will be assessing the impacts of climate change on dam
design.

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

The ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will endeavour to employ
local people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work
according to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit
people from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.

Victoria Falls Open Day

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

04-Oct-14

The transmission line is impacting on people. Are they going to benefit at all? We do not want our people
Nqobile Mabhena
to live without power when there is a transmission line passing through their area.

Hwange Local Board

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. The ESIA study will include appropriate sighting of power line
routes so as to minimise any potential impacts on communities and reduce the potential for
resettlement. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the project
that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support the
economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring communities.

The Ministry is concerned about the youth of the area and how their economic activities may be impacted
Mr Simon Sikota
on. What plans are there to support communities?

Ministry of Youth, Indigenisation and
Economic Empowerment

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

ZRA will develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the project that will outline
how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support the economic and social
development of directly affected and neighbouring communities.

One of the requirements for compensation according to the local and international performance
standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement process and as a
minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. All affected people will be
helped to ensure that their livelihoods are restored or, that they can access new income
streams. In addition, ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and
the communities in the project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping
to identify the potential benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that
can be put in place to help enhance such benefits. Early studies have pinpointed a number of
potential benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the
project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support the
economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring communities.

As compensation for use of the river for your projects, what will be provided? We want projects such as
irrigation schemes, reticulated water for our schools and clinics and rural electrification.

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

We want the project to consider companies that are in the community or owned by people from the
project community in tenders as sub-contractors.

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

Although we welcome the project our concern is that the district lacks tertiary education colleges, good
hospitals, roads

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

We want the project to upgrade our roads, hospitals-especially mortuaries- and build us a college.

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

We want water and sanitation projects into the area.

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

We also want sports facilities such as a stadium. There are many youths who are very good soccer
players but there are no facilities

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

The governments of Zimbabwe and Zambia encourage this as long as the local people are
compliant with the tender procedures and specifications.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
The ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities
in the project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the
potential benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in
place to help enhance such benefits. The ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social
Responsibility programme for the project that will outline how funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
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We need the project to assist in the upgrading of our science laboratory at the school

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

How is the project going to compensate the whole community for allowing it to construct the project in
our land? All of us one way or the other is affected. What does the project offer the community?

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

Are we going to benefit directly from the project with such benefits as electricity

Be transparent with what the project can offer the communities

How will the project develop the present infrastructure such as clinics, school and so on

Business opportunities and tenders for the supply of goods and services should be given to the local
people
In the event that a local person is awarded a contract and then teams up with another from Harare or
Bulawayo and this person is the one with all the equipment and money, how will the project ensure that
there is fair play in the operation of business

Community member, Jambezi Ward

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

N/A

02-Oct-14

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

ZRA cannot make a promise now on the provision of electricity. However, ZRA wants to make
sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the project area of
influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential benefits that
may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to help enhance
such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the
project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support the
economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring communities.

Jambezi Ward Meeting

ZRA is and will continue to be transparent and this ESIA is part of this commitment. ZRA wants
to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the project
area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential benefits
that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to help
enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for
the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support
the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring communities.

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

H.T Mobe, Madumabisa Farm

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Marumane J, Village 55

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Matabeleland is considered to be very poor and without development. How are the people of this
community going to benefit from the project?

Mr Moyo, Masikili village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

The community needs electricity. Will the project provide electricity to the communities?

Marumane J, Village 55

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Many schools and clinics are too far from the people. Will the project build more schools such that they
are near to people?

Marumane J, Village 55

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

We would want electricity to be made available by the project in our community rather than for the
electricity to go to Harare and Bulawayo.

Felix Moyo, Milonga Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

What development benefits will communities get from the project, such as clinics, schools roads and so
on?

Farai Shoko, Gondwa Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

Is there a possibility that existing structures such as the clinic or primary school are going to be upgraded
Cllr Farai Shoko, Gondwa Village
as a result of the project coming to this area?

Response
This has been noted. ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and
the communities in the project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping
to identify the potential benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that
can be put in place to help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social
Responsibility programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the
project will be used to help support the economic and social development of directly affected
and neighbouring communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
The governments of Zimbabwe and Zambia encourage this as long as the local people are
compliant with the tender procedures and specifications.

Subcontractors will be required to be compliant with tender procedures and specifications.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in
the project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the
potential benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in
place to help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
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Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

What will the local populace get in terms of development projects?

Alois Ndazi, Mbizha Ward

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

How will the project develop the present infrastructure such as clinics, school and so on?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

We want rural electrification. Can the project assist us to get our homes electrified?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

How can societies benefit from the dam water?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

We don’t want contractors from outside the locality to do work here. There are companies in the
community, the district and the province that can do contract work.

Gideons Nyoni, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

Are our roads going to be upgraded?

Derek Sibanda-, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

How do we get direct benefit from the Batoka project? Will the project plough back into chief Shana’s
domain?

Ephraim Bhebhe, Lumbora school

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

Is Batoka project going to improve community access to reticulated water and sanitation especially to
schools, clinics, by providing the services direct to the institutions?

Raphael Nyathi, Lumbora Village1

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

Are we going to benefit from the electricity from Batoka project?

Kelvin Chuma, Sidinda village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

We want electricity as a direct benefit and priority in employment

Dubani Muntanga, Mukala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

We want a training centre and skill training college for our children

Phillip J Ncube, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

We have no skills training centres in our community we want the project to help in constructing one as a
way of appreciation of the land we have given to the project

Driver Mudimba, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

As a community how can we directly benefit from the project?

Ephraim Bhebhe, Teacher at Lumbora N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

Response
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
The communities will benefit through the fishing and tourism industries that will develop as a
result of the project.
The governments of Zimbabwe and Zambia encourage this as long as the local people are
compliant with the tender procedures and specifications.

Yes, some existing roads will be upgraded and some new ones will be constructed.
Engineering studies are still ongoing to identify the exact locations of these. At the moment, it is
proposed that in Zimbabwe, the secondary road that starts from the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls
main road and connects to Jabula may be upgraded and a new road, connecting Jabula to the
dam site (measuring 14km long), may be constructed. In Zambia, the road originating in
Palmgrove (near Livingstone) that connects to Mukuni village may be rehabilitated and a new
road, may be constructed to connect Mukuni to the dam site. The construction of a road
downstream from the dam and a bridge that connects the two countries is also proposed, in
order to minimise the passage of heavy loaded trucks on the dam crest.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Sidinda Ward Meeting
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Sidinda Ward Meeting
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Sidinda Ward Meeting
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
All affected people will be helped to ensure that their livelihoods are restored or, that they can
access new income streams. In addition, ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on
the environment and the communities in the project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in
this intention, helping to identify the potential benefits that may result from the Project and to
email and written
develop measures that can be put in place to help enhance such benefits. Early studies have
submission
pinpointed a number of potential benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social
Responsibility programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the
project will be used to help support the economic and social development of directly affected
and neighbouring communities.
ZRA will develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the project that will outline
Lusaka authorities
how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support the economic and social
meeting
development of directly affected and neighbouring communities
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Musokotwane community
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
meeting
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Ngandu, Community
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
Meeting
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Musokotwane community
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
meeting
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

We are asking the project to plough back into the area of Chief Shana in the form of projects such as
irrigation schemes. We want direct benefit.

Peter Kayula, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

The project must provide water and sanitation projects in our schools, clinics and communities

Dubani Muntanga. Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

We want training centres in our village

Nkonekwa Mlilo, Sidinda Village 2

N/A

08-Oct-14

How will the project improve the lives of those affected if at all?

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

What social corporate initiatives are to be put in place?

Agney Siuluta

Department of Energy

08-Oct-14

Are you going to give us power once the project is completed

Bernard Mweene

Musokotwane

11-Oct-14

If the project takes place, do you have any plans for upgrading the school?

Godfrey Siavuka

Ngandu village

13-Oct-14

Will we be provided with free electricity?

Lloyd Masamu

Sekuba village

11-Oct-14

Will the people of Mukuni be willing to let us to also benefit from the project seeing as though most of the
Lloyd Masamu
activity is carried out in their area?

Sekuba village

11-Oct-14

Musokotwane community This Project will benefit Zambia. The chiefdom of Musokotwane should also benefit, as well as
meeting
the chiefdom of Mukuni.

There is a Community Project being undertaken in Chief Mukuni’s area, with the objective of conserving
wildlife. A Community Development Trust has been established for this purpose. The access road and inmigration to the area may impact on this project. From a positive note however, there may be an increase Mr Jones Masonde
in tourism due to improved access. One of the challenges of the project was always getting water from
the Gorge for the purposes of the project. This will be easier now with the dam.

Zambia Wildlife Authority

07-Oct-14

Lusaka Open Day

What will be the benefits for the local people?

11-Oct-14

Are we going to be provided with electricity if the project goes ahead?

11-Oct-14

Local employment opportunities are required. Training and education is required to enable the local
people to be employed during construction.

06-Oct-14

The implications of improved access to the area will be considered as part of the social impact
assessment.

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Musokotwane community
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
meeting
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
Musokotwane community
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
meeting
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

Livingstone Open day

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential benefits that may
result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to help enhance such
benefits. This will include training and education and employment during construction.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Date

Source

Response

Direct benefits need to accrue to the affected communities and should not pass through too many hands
so that they are never realised.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

ZRA will ensure that the benefits accrue directly to the affected people in the project area of
influence.

Once the power station is completed, it will just employ degreed people, leaving many youths in the
surrounding area.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

This will be addressed and assessed as part of the social impact assessment.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

This will be addressed and assessed as part of the social impact assessment.

04-Oct-14

Written submission

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential benefits that may
result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to help enhance such
benefits. This will include training and education and employment during construction.

Written submission

N/A

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

Written submission

N/A

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

Written submission

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

Sustainability of skills training in the community requires consideration. Communities should be trained
broader than dam construction to ensure sustainability.

Organisation

Environmental Action Group

In terms of Education, skills, training and development: the project should i) primary schooling: construct
at ;least 2 blocks of 3 classrooms at the existing primary schools. The blocks to be electrified and fully
equipped/furnished. ii) secondary schooling: provide 1 fully equipped boarding school for up to A-level
inclusive of science laboratories. Existing secondary schools will require electrification, equipping /
Document presented by Chief Shana
furnishing, library an books, science laboratories and equipment. iii) Skills Training & Development:
and councillors for communities
training of local apprentices to be prioritised, plant operator training to prioritise locals and engineering
sunder his area of jurisdiction
cooperatives training (i.e. semi-skilled personnel) to cover at least 90% locals and the neighbouring
districts of Hwange, Binga and Lupane.; iv) scholarships and bursaries: creation of a scholarship fund to
cater for secondary, college and university education for local students. v) industrial attaches: prioritize
industrial attachment for local college and university students - at least 60-70%

In terms of Health Services, the project should: i) hospital: upgrade Jambezi clinic into a fully-fledged
hospital, inclusive of a mortuary or find a new hospital, at either Jambezi ward, Nemananga, Sindinda, or
Document presented by Chief Shana
Mbizha. Ii) Existing clinics: work that needs to be done at the existing clinics includes electrification,
and councillors for communities
where necessary, equipping and furnishing and supply of essential drugs and accessories. iii)
sunder his area of jurisdiction
Transportation of Patients: an ambulance should be provided for attending to emergencies and the
ferrying of patients to the health services.
In terms of roads and infrastructure, the project should: i) Roads and infrastructure which serves the rural
wards which fall under chief Shan's jurisdiction. These roads are susceptible to damage during the rainy
season. The following roads will need to be prepared and upgraded annually: a) Border road from
Document presented by Chief Shana
Makwa village to the Monde inter-section with the Victoria Falls - Bulawayo highway. b) Jambezi-Ndlovu
and councillors for communities
Road. c) Milonga - Mununa Circular Road. d) Chidobe-Matata Road. e) Bingwa Loop Road (being the
sunder his area of jurisdiction
shortest link to Hwange town) and f)Access Roads to Chief's Place. ii) Tarring: consideration be given to
work with the relevant Ministry to tar the following roads a) Makwa - Monde Border road; b) Bingwa Loop
road to Jambezi

In terms of water and sanitation the project should i) water supply and sanitation: water is the lifeline for
the survival of people and their livestock. The following issues concerning water and sanitation will need
to be addressed a) provision of piped water to the immediate local communities or villages and b) sinking
Document presented by Chief Shana
and equipping of boreholes for the schools and local communities sunder Chief Shana's Wards. ii)
and councillors for communities
Dams: a)one or two dams to be constructed for the provision of water for the livestock NB: Lukunguni
sunder his area of jurisdiction
Dam site was long pegged by Government and only awaits construction. b) Some boreholes to be
equipped with engines so as to provide water storage reservoirs for livestock water. iii) Small Scale
Irrigation: facilitate and support small irrigation projects for the immediate local communities

N/A

04-Oct-14

04-Oct-14

04-Oct-14

N/A

In terms of Rural electrification, the project should i) village electrification: facilitate and set up
Document presented by Chief Shana
infrastructure for rural electrification of rural homes through the provision of power lines and the provision
and councillors for communities
of transformers at strategic points where the villagers can tap. ii) Solar Panel System: villages that are not
sunder his area of jurisdiction
accessible to be assisted with the utilisation of the solar panel electrification of homes.

04-Oct-14

Written submission

04-Oct-14

Written submission

04-Oct-14

Written submission

The governments of Zimbabwe and Zambia encourage local companies to benefit from the
project as long as the local people are compliant with the tender procedures and specifications.
ZRA

04-Oct-14

Written submission

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.

N/A

In terms of Social Services, all displaced villagers to be compensated and built new homes; support for
orphans, old aged and vulnerable persons' welfare; cater for standard monthly benefits for chief and
Headmen i.e. fuel, accommodation and travelling allowances (Chief - air and Headmen - buses) and;
revamp dipping tanks for livestock

Document presented by Chief Shana
and councillors for communities
sunder his area of jurisdiction

N/A
In terms of Sub-contracting; at least 75% of contract work should be sub-contracted to the indigenous
Document presented by Chief Shana
local registered companies; companies to be closely supervised and monitored to employ at least 90% of
and councillors for communities
local labour and other skills and where possible, local indigenous contracting companies to be supported
sunder his area of jurisdiction
to raise the required resources to carry out the required jobs or tasks.

N/A

Being cognisant that the Company/ project may end up with its own residential and business sites, the
following considerations need to be implemented: a) that 90% of retail businesses be reserved and
Document presented by Chief Shana
allocated to indigenous local companies (i.e. the surrounding wards under District 79 - i.e. Hwange
and councillors for communities
District) and b) that the routine day jobs related to office cleaning, sanitation, street cleaning, catering etc. sunder his area of jurisdiction
should be contracted to the indigenous local companies

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used
to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring
communities.
One of the requirements for compensation according to the local and international performance
standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement process and as a
minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. All affected people will be
helped to ensure that their livelihoods are restored or, that they can access new income
streams. In addition, ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and
the communities in the project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping
to identify the potential benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that
can be put in place to help enhance such benefits. Early studies have pinpointed a number of
potential benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the
project that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support the
economic and social development of affected communities.

N/A
What is the proposed project going to offer in terms of compensation?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

Compensation still needs to be discussed and agreed to as part of the Resettlement Action
Plan. A "Like for Like" replacement for assets is preferred in terms of international best practice.

What projects will be available for the less privileged in our community?

David Thsuma, Dobolo village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

International best practice requires the welfare of vulnerable people, such as the elderly, child
headed households and orphans, to be considered as part of such projects. In the event that
the project goes ahead, it will partner with existing organisations that are active in the affected
areas to minimise negative impacts and enhance positive impacts on these people.

Will an ethnographic study be undertaken in conjunction with the Ministry of Arts and Culture on the
cultural impact of such a project.

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

A cultural and heritage study is being undertaken as part of the ESIA and will meet legislative
requirements. The participation of the Ministry of Sports, Arts and Culture in Zimbabwe and
Zambia will be sought on this Project.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Will the project respect our cultural sites?

Commentator

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

The contact person for cultural heritage and sites is Mambaitha and she stays in Milonga Village. You
Community member, Katchecheti
need to consult her before any decision to move any of the sites is made
Ward
The project sponsors need to be aware of the importance of our cultural heritage sites because they form
Community member, Mashala Ward
a very important part of our tradition and our lives. You should ask us to guide you where they are and
what to do for the project to proceed.

Organisation

Date

Response

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Cultural, historical and archaeological sites will be respected. These will be identified through a
heritage impact assessment. Should they be impacted, traditional and cultural authorities will be
engaged to reach an agreed way forward and authorisations sought from the national
authorities in both countries.

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Noted.

N/A

08-Oct-14

Mashala Ward Meeting

Cultural heritage studies are currently ongoing and consultation will be undertaken with
community members. We will be guided by the advice of the community leaders in this regard.

What will happen to our cultural and historic and heritage sites? What about graves and cemeteries?

Gabriel Nkomazana, Milonga Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Will the project respect our cultural sites?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

What will happen to our historical sites and graves in the event that a road passes through the area?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

We need documented presentation on how cultural heritage will be managed.

Paul Costa Nyathi, Teacher at
Lumbora Sec School

N/A

08-Oct-14

If the Projects passes through sacred /cultural sites will the sites be relocated elsewhere

Kenford Simalanga

Ngambela –Musokotwane Village

11-Oct-14

What measures are being put in place to protect cultural sites and the “Boiling Pot”?

Mr. Noole Mass

Ministry of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs

10-Oct-14

Musokotwane village

11-Oct-14

If heritage sites are likely to be affected, will these be moved to new locations?

Source

Cultural, historical and heritage sites, including cemeteries and graves will be respected. Should
Mbhizi Ward Meeting
they be impacted, traditional and cultural authorities will be engaged to reach an agreed way
forward. Heritage impact studies are currently underway as part of the ESIA.
Cultural, historical and heritage sites will be respected. Should they be impacted, traditional and
Nemanhanga Ward
cultural authorities will be engaged to reach an agreed way forward. Heritage studies are
Meeting
currently underway and need to be undertaken to meet the requirements of the heritage
authorities.
Cultural, historical and heritage sites will be respected. Should they be impacted, traditional and
Nemanhanga Ward
cultural authorities will be engaged to reach an agreed way forward. Heritage studies are
Meeting
currently underway and need to be undertaken to meet the requirements of the heritage
authorities.
Cultural heritage studies are currently ongoing. This will fed into the ESIA report that will be
Sidinda Ward Meeting
publically disclosed in 2015.
A heritage impact assessment is being undertaken to identify archaeological, historical and
Musokotwane community cultural resources and assess the impact on these. This will be undertaken to support
meeting
authorisations by the regulatory authorities. Should sites be impacted on, traditional and cultural
authorities will be engaged to reach an agreed way forward.
A heritage impact assessment is being undertaken to identify archaeological, historical and
Kazungula District
cultural resources and assess the impact on these. This will be undertaken to support
Meeting
authorisations by the regulatory authorities. Should sites be impacted on, traditional and cultural
authorities will be engaged to reach an agreed way forward.
A heritage impact assessment is being undertaken to identify archaeological, historical and
Musokotwane community cultural resources and assess the impact on these. This will be undertaken to support
meeting
authorisations by the regulatory authorities. Should sites be impacted on, traditional and cultural
authorities will be engaged to reach an agreed way forward.

Will the ESIA also consider the impact of other projects in the area?

Abby Chungu

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

The ESIA will collaborate with the engineering feasibility consultants to establish conjunctive use
of other dams on the Zambezi to ensure all dams are operated in a sustainable manner to
minimize cumulative impacts as much as possible.

What will be the cumulative impact of constructing another dam on the Zambezi River?

Moses Tambala

ZEMA

09-Oct-14

Livingstone District
Meeting

The ESIA will collaborate with the engineering feasibility consultants to establish conjunctive use
of other dams on the Zambezi to ensure all dams are operated in a sustainable manner to
minimize cumulative impacts as much as possible.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

It is understood from the Open Day with ERM Consulting that the various specialist studies planned for
the ESIA are happening concurrently with the design of the dam by engineers. It is a concern of WWF to
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
understand to what extent the specialist studies will inform the design of the dam, if the latter is already
being carried out.

The Consultants undertaking the ESIA Studies (ERM) and the engineers are collaborating
throughout the ESIA process. The process for collaboration is documented in the Proposed
Study Plan for Coordination with Engineering Consultants. It must be noted that it is common
for an ESIA to be undertaken in parallel with engineering feasibility studies, as both studies feed
information or rely on information from each other. For example, the outputs from the
Environmental Flow Assessment (EFA) is being fed into the engineering feasibility study so that
the required EFAs can be incorporated into the project design.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

What is the safety of residents downstream that may be impacted on if the dam collapses?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

The Engineering Feasibility Studies will address such concerns. The dam will be designed and
built to the highest level of safety and to international standards such as those from the
International Commission on Large Dams in order to assure the safety and reliability of the dam.
The operation of the dam will also include protocols for annual inspection by independent
assessors, as well as a weekly dam safety monitoring program by the ZRA. Intensive
geotechnical investigations of the site have been undertaken over several years to investigate
and reduce dam failure associated with geological risks. Hydrological records dating back to
1907 were used for flood routing to reduces failure due to overtopping of the dams. As is
current practice an emergency preparedness plan will be put in place to deal with the unlikely
event of dam breach. Furthermore, another study is being conducted to determine the impacts
of dam failure on the Zambezi River Basin i.e. The Dam Break Analysis for the Zambezi River
Basin. This study will identify all potential impacts of dam breach and propose mitigation
measures, as well as update existing emergency preparedness plans for dams along the
Zambezi River so that the safety of the people is enhanced.

What is the risk assessment for the project? Could it take longer than necessary to construct and thus all
Rob Waters
project funds depleted before completion

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

The Feasibility Studies will detail all project risks and recommend risk mitigation measures for
each significant risk identified. It is the intention of the governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe
to commence construction works only when adequate funds have been secured to guarantee
successful completion of the project.

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

The ESIA and the Engineering Feasibility Studies will address these concerns. The construction
will be carried out using world class safety standards including factoring in guidelines from the
International Commission on Large Dams and the Hydropower sustainability protocol factors so
that the safety and reliability of the dam is assured. The operation of the dam will also include
protocols for annual inspection by independent assessors as well as weekly dam safety
monitoring program by the ZRA

email and written
submission

The Engineering Feasibility Studies will address such concerns. The dam will be designed and
built to the highest level of safety and to international standards such as those from the
International Commission on Large Dams in order to assure the safety and reliability of the dam.
The operation of the dam will also include protocols for annual inspection by independent
assessors, as well as a weekly dam safety monitoring program by the ZRA. Intensive
geotechnical investigations of the site have been undertaken over several years to investigate
and reduce dam failure associated with geological risks. Hydrological records dating back to
1907 were used for flood routing to reduces failure due to overtopping of the dams. As is
current practice an emergency preparedness plan will be put in place to deal with the unlikely
event of dam breach. Furthermore, another study is being conducted to determine the impacts
of dam failure on the Zambezi River Basin i.e. The Dam Break Analysis for the Zambezi River
Basin. This study will identify all potential impacts of dam breach and propose mitigation
measures, as well as update existing emergency preparedness plans for dams along the
Zambezi River so that the safety of the people is enhanced.

Dam construction has been regretted in USA, Colorado where water abstraction is causing conflicts with
Mexico. Once a dam is developed, it cannot be undone. Why destroy beautiful canyon? In addition the
cliff texture is breakable and fragile and hence there is a high risk of mechanical weathering. Water and
moisture cause gorge expansion. In Southern China, dam collapse caused the deaths of 26 000 people. Ranjit Deshmlikh
The World Commission reports 40-80 million people are affected by dams every year. Uganda still
suffers from the damming of the Nile River, with no benefits. Business in South Africa needs electricity,
but they have no major rivers. Zimbabwe has no money for the project and foreign investors want this.

Can you provide assurance that the risk of dam failure or other structural problems has been adequately
assessed?

There needs to be assurance that the risk of dam failure or other structural problems have been
adequately assessed.

Assurance is required that the safety impacts to people downstream of the reservoir are analysed.

If the dam overflows it will impact on a lot of people and animals.

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

University of California

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

The Engineering Feasibility Studies will address such concerns. The dam will be designed and
built to the highest level of safety and to international standards such as those from the
International Commission on Large Dams in order to assure the safety and reliability of the dam.
The operation of the dam will also include protocols for annual inspection by independent
assessors, as well as a weekly dam safety monitoring program by the ZRA. Intensive
geotechnical investigations of the site have been undertaken over several years to investigate
and reduce dam failure associated with geological risks. Hydrological records dating back to
1907 were used for flood routing to reduces failure due to overtopping of the dams. As is
current practice an emergency preparedness plan will be put in place to deal with the unlikely
event of dam breach. Furthermore, another study is being conducted to determine the impacts
of dam failure on the Zambezi River Basin i.e. The Dam Break Analysis for the Zambezi River
Basin. This study will identify all potential impacts of dam breach and propose mitigation
measures, as well as update existing emergency preparedness plans for dams along the
Zambezi River so that the safety of the people is enhanced.
The Engineering Feasibility Studies will address such concerns. The dam will be designed and
built to the highest level of safety and to international standards such as those from the
International Commission on Large Dams in order to assure the safety and reliability of the dam.
The operation of the dam will also include protocols for annual inspection by independent
assessors, as well as a weekly dam safety monitoring program by the ZRA. Intensive
geotechnical investigations of the site have been undertaken over several years to investigate
and reduce dam failure associated with geological risks. Hydrological records dating back to
1907 were used for flood routing to reduces failure due to overtopping of the dams. As is
current practice an emergency preparedness plan will be put in place to deal with the unlikely
event of dam breach. Furthermore, another study is being conducted to determine the impacts
of dam failure on the Zambezi River Basin i.e. The Dam Break Analysis for the Zambezi River
Basin. This study will identify all potential impacts of dam breach and propose mitigation
measures, as well as update existing emergency preparedness plans for dams along the
Zambezi River so that the safety of the people is enhanced.
The dam will be designed and built to the highest level of safety. Additionally, the reservoir
operation simulations will form part of the study and the spillway design and operation as well
as provision of water quantities for power generation will be such that the risk of overflow is
mitigated. A water balance calculation which takes into consideration the rainfall projections will
be inclusive of the dam and spillway design processes,. Also another study is being conducted
to determine the impacts of dam failure on the Zambezi River Basin i.e. The Dam Break
Analysis for the Zambezi River Basin.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Dam stability was a concern in the past. Is this still the case?

Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

If there is dam failure what will happen downstream?

Victor Sibanda

Nan Jiang

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Is the geology suitable to ensure the stability of the dam?

The risk of dam failure and structural problems requires assessment.

Our roads are already in a bad shape and their use by construction vehicles will further damage them. Is
Community member, Chidobe Ward
the project going to improve our roads and the network?

N/A

What will the impact be on Victoria Falls and Kariba Dam?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

Yes. Some roads will be improved and some new roads will be constructed for access to the
site.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

The dam is being designed on the basis of a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal
operation there should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba.
The environmental flow study will however examine the impacts of any potential ‘peaking’
operations that may vary the outflows during certain periods of the day. The effects on flow (and
associated water level) conditions upstream of the dam will be examined as part of the study.
The hydraulic studies will make recommendation and ensure that that these effects will not be
felt upstream of the Silent Pool area.

Elke Pragman

WWF-Zambia Country Office

06-Oct-14

Registration and
Comment Sheet

Environmental flows assessment will be carried out at the same time as design. How will this inform
design of the dam effectively?

Ms. Chanda Mwale

WWF-Zambia Country office

06-Oct-14

Registration and
Comment Sheet

What will the impact of silt downstream be during the construction phase?

Alexandra Conroy

WASAZA

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

How will water be released from the river? What will the regularity of the releases be? Will there be
seasonal variations?

Isla Grundy

Dept of Biological Sciences

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Nqobile Mabhena

Hwange Local Board

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

Will the water flow to Kariba be impacted on?

The Engineering Feasibility Studies will address such concerns. The dam will be designed and
built to the highest level of safety and to international standards such as those from the
International Commission on Large Dams in order to assure the safety and reliability of the dam.
The operation of the dam will also include protocols for annual inspection by independent
assessors, as well as a weekly dam safety monitoring program by the ZRA. Intensive
geotechnical investigations of the site have been undertaken over several years to investigate
and reduce dam failure associated with geological risks. Hydrological records dating back to
1907 were used for flood routing to reduces failure due to overtopping of the dams. As is
current practice an emergency preparedness plan will be put in place to deal with the unlikely
event of dam breach. Furthermore, another study is being conducted to determine the impacts
of dam failure on the Zambezi River Basin i.e. The Dam Break Analysis for the Zambezi River
Basin. This study will identify all potential impacts of dam breach and propose mitigation
measures, as well as update existing emergency preparedness plans for dams along the
Zambezi River so that the safety of the people is enhanced.
A dam failure has to be avoided at all costs. The Engineering Feasibility Studies will ensure
that the scheme will be able to cope with the probable maximum flood. Furthermore, intensive
geotechnical investigations of the site were undertaken over several years which will reduce
failure to geological risks and hydrological records dating back to 1907 were used for flood
routing which reduces failure due to overtopping of the dams. As is current practice an
emergency preparedness plan will be put in place to deal with the unlikely event of dam breach.
The Plan will be reviewed regularly with a view to ensure that the safety of downstream
communities is enhanced.
Studies already undertaken confirm that the geology is suitable.
The Engineering Feasibility Studies will address such concerns. The dam will be designed and
built to the highest level of safety and to international standards such as those from the
International Commission on Large Dams in order to assure the safety and reliability of the dam.
The operation of the dam will also include protocols for annual inspection by independent
assessors, as well as a weekly dam safety monitoring program by the ZRA. Intensive
geotechnical investigations of the site have been undertaken over several years to investigate
and reduce dam failure associated with geological risks. Hydrological records dating back to
1907 were used for flood routing to reduces failure due to overtopping of the dams. As is
current practice an emergency preparedness plan will be put in place to deal with the unlikely
event of dam breach. Furthermore, another study is being conducted to determine the impacts
of dam failure on the Zambezi River Basin i.e. The Dam Break Analysis for the Zambezi River
Basin. This study will identify all potential impacts of dam breach and propose mitigation
measures, as well as update existing emergency preparedness plans for dams along the
Zambezi River so that the safety of the people is enhanced.

Will there be a specialist study on environmental flows. Not a rapid assessment but a full comprehensive
study?

There are two private conservancies that have been set up in the forested area downstream of the
proposed Dam.
There are also several irrigation schemes about 40 km downstream of the dam. These are government
schemes. They are abstracting water from the Zambezi.

Response

The Environmental Flow Assessment (EFA study) being conducted for the study applies the
comprehensive DRIFT methodology, and includes an in-river biophysical survey component to
supplement existing data sources. The methodology is generally considered to constitute best
practice.
The EFA and associated studies are being conducted in parallel with the engineering design,
and the key results and outcomes will be shared with the design engineers at key stages in the
design process.
Potential downstream effects on water quality and sediment will be examined for all stages of
the project.

The dam is being designed on the basis of a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal
operation there should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba.
The environmental flow study will however examine the impacts of any potential ‘peaking’
operations that may vary the outflows during certain periods of the day. The effects on flow (and
associated water level) conditions upstream of the dam will be examined as part of the study.
Noted. These will be considered as downstream water users and added to the stakeholder
database .
Noted. These will be considered as downstream water users and added to the stakeholder
database
The dam is being designed on the basis of a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal
operation there should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba.
However, the environmental flow study will examine the impacts of any potential ‘peaking’
operations that could occur and that may vary the outflows during certain periods of the day or
at certain times of year. Given the storage capacity of Kariba, however, there is likely to be very
little impact to Kariba as a result of the scheme.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Will there be a resultant impact on surface and groundwater on land immediately adjacent to the dam as
Herbert Sansole
a result of the quantity of water stored in the dam.

Hwange Show Society

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

What existing data is available with regard to water quality? Is there a monitoring record in place?

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

How will water flow and Kariba water levels be managed during the dam flooding process?

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

What will the impact downstream be? Binga is also an important tourism area.

C. Chimsa

Victoria Falls Hotel

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day

What will the construction phase impact be downstream?

C. Chimsa

Victoria Falls Hotel

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day

What will the downstream impact be on water quality and flow?

Richard Maasdorp

Zambezi Society

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

What will the philosophy of releases be so that there is no impact on Kariba Dam? What will happen in
the case of flooding events?

Response
The dam is actually small compared to other schemes, being deep with a relatively small surface
area (~23 km2). As for all dams, fault lines and other zones connected to the dam may result in
groundwater zones being affected adjacent to and downstream of the dam. A limnological
study will be undertaken to assess the surface water quality impacts both within the dam, and
downstream of the dam wall to Kariba.
Water quality data is available from a number of field campaigns that have been carried out in
the Zambezi River in the project area in the past, including a 2-year detailed programme of
hydrometric, water quality and sediment monitoring in 2004/05.
An Environmental Flow study is being conducted and dam filling will be included as part of this
study to cater for downstream impacts. It must be remembered, however that the dam size is
small relative to the flow of the river, and dam filling will not have the same impact comparable to
other larger schemes.
The potential impacts on flow and water quality conditions downstream of the dam are being
examined in detail as part of the study, and will be reported in the draft ESIA. The study will
consider the effects on all sensitive and important receptors downstream, including tourist
areas.
The ESIA study will inform impacts from construction/. Downstream impacts will mainly relate to
dam filling and minimum flows.
The dam is being designed on the basis of a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal
operation there should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba.
However, the environmental flow study will examine the impacts of any potential ‘peaking’
operations that could occur and that may vary the outflows during certain periods of the day or
at certain times of year. The potential impacts on water quality downstream of the dam would
relate to residence times and circulation patterns in the reservoir and resulting impacts on
temperature, dissolved oxygen, sediment transport etc. The environmental flow study will
examine these effects in some detail.
The dam is being designed as a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal operation there
should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba. The study will
also examine the impacts of any potential ‘peaking’ operations that may vary the outflows during
certain periods of the day

Richard Maasdorp

Zambezi Society

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

Will the spillway be gated or not? If not gated the flood events will be less tempered and releases will have
Richard Maasdorp
more of an impact.

Zambezi Society

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

The Engineering Feasibility study will inform on the design of the spillway gates.

The treatment of water prior to release requires consideration.

WASAZA

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

Potential water quality conditions in the reservoir and downstream (and associated mitigation
measures if required) will be examined as part of the study, although given the very short water
residence time it is unlikely that these effects will be significant.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Alexandra Conroy

Will the inflow of water to Kariba be managed?

Assurance is required that the estimate for power projection takes into account adequate allowance for
downstream water needs (in stream flow requirements).

Mr Cooper Freeman

Power lines will destroy the fields. Trucks will result in noise and air pollution.

Kevin Zuhn

07-Oct-14 Email

Will an economic analysis be undertaken taking into account the potential for unsustainable “boom and
bust” economic impact on local and regional economies?

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

Will the project result in any loss of tourism income to Zambia?

Jones Masonda

Zambia Wild Life Authority(ZAWA )

What will be the economic impacts of the project?

Mr. Noole Mass

Ministry of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs

What will the social impact be post the construction phase when employment and economic
opportunities are reduced?
The socio-economic study needs to consider the number of people that will be employed for the project
versus the number that will lose jobs as a result.
The knock on tourism will be felt by all. We might not be physically or economically displaced, but will
experience a loss of income. How will that be measured?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

The dam is being designed on the basis of a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal
operation there should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba.
The environmental flow study being undertaken for the ESIA will also examine the impacts of
any potential ‘peaking’ operations that may vary the outflows during certain periods of the day.
A comprehensive Environmental Flow Assessment (EFA) is being conducted for the study
using the DRIFT methodology, the results of which will be provided to the design engineers in
order to inform the design process.
The impact on fields will be considered as part of the Resettlement Policy Framework and
Resettlement Action Plan for the project. The Environmental and Social Management Plan
(ESMP) will outline mitigation measures related to noise and air quality management during the
construction and operation phases of the project.
The economic impact assessment and social impact assessment will consider this as part of its
scope.

Registration and
Comment Sheet

This will be assessed as part of the socio-economic impact assessment of the ESIA. It is
anticipated that the Batoka HPP will disrupt white water rafting activities. This will be explored
further in the impact assessment.

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

As part of the ESIA study, a social and economic impact assessment will be undertaken for the
Project to identify and assess all the economic impacts of the project with a view to enhance
positive impacts and minimise any negative impacts.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

This issue will be considered as part of the socio-economic specialist study.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

This will be addressed as part of the ESIA.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

A n economic impact assessment will be undertaken as part of the ESIA which will attempt to
quantify this loss.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

WWF’s overarching concern regarding the building of this hydroelectric facility, at this particular site, is
that the dam will reduce the ability of the river to provide people along the Zambezi River with valuable
ecosystem services. WWF acknowledges that the planned baseline studies will investigate different
impacts and mitigation measures where possible. However, it is of concern that there is no mention of
avoidance of impact as the first step.There are instances during Environmental and Social Impact
Mr. Nyambe Nyambe
Assessments when the proposed action is to go directly to compensation measures, without due
consideration for avoidance and then mitigation of impacts. WWF would like to strongly recommend the
consideration of Avoidance of Impact as a first option in the Impact Mitigation Hierarchy, before mitigation
and, well before, compensation

Organisation

Date

Source

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

For how long will the EIA be valid? Baseline conditions may have changed before the dam has been
developed and impacts will be different. This requires consideration.

Nqobile Mabhena

Hwange Local Board

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

If the project is not approved in Zambia, what will take place?

Nqobile Mabhena

Hwange Local Board

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

Hwange District Council
Meeting

Mention is made of best international practise. What is this?

Herbert Sansole

Hwange Show Society

03-Oct-14

How long will the studies take?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Who are the people collection baseline data?

03-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting
Hwange District Council
Meeting

We express concern that an ESIA is being undertaken for a structure that is not yet finalized as "scoping"
Sue Liell-Cock
is still being carried out.

International Rafting Federation

18th Nov-14

Written submission

At what stage of the ESIA process are we at now?

Mrs. MusawaHamusonde

National Heritage Conservation
Commission

09-Oct-14

Livingstone District
Meeting

At what stage of the project will the impacts be communicated to stakeholders?

Mrs. MusawaHamusonde

National Heritage Conservation
Commission

09-Oct-14

Livingstone District
Meeting

May we have a copy of the ESIA process when it is complete

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

What is the meaning of Scoping?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Who is funding this report? We question the independence of the consultant.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

We feel that this project is a fait accompli.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

Can we have priority in employment? We do not want the situation where the employment process is
heavily politicised and people from other provinces are employed in place of the local people. The airport Community member, Chidobe Ward
ended up employing only 20% of its labour force from locals and the rest from other provinces.

Response
The mitigation hierarchy will be carefully considered, however there are limited options for
avoidance as construction of a dam of this size cannot be readily shifted elsewhere. The key
avoidance measure is the consideration of alternative means of generating power which will be
thoroughly considered in the ESIA. Mitigation measures to minimise (such as management of
flow releases) and rehabilitate (such as construction sites) will also be considered, but most
importantly the residual impact following application of the mitigation hierarchy will be carefully
assessed. Recommendations will then be made regarding offsetting based on the overall
significance of the residual impact, however we are aware that offsetting may not be feasible as
the Batoka Gorge is a unique feature.
The primary Ecosystem service provided by the Batoka Gorge is fishing, but there are few
people engaged in this activity as the area is generally very inaccessible. This service will not be
displaced as the proposed reservoir will have a significant fisheries potential which will need to
be managed by the fisheries depts. of both countries.

Are our children going to benefit from employment when the project is under construction

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

We are concerned that there will be corruption on employment of community members

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

The EIA will need to be valid to cover the feasibility study and the entire time period up to and
including construction and operation of the scheme. It must be noted that further baseline
studies may take place pre-construction as a recommendation of the ESIA.

For the Batoka scheme to be realised, approvals will need to be obtained in both countries.
The ESIA and resettlement studies need to support a decision for amongst other things,
financing. In order to secure funding, it is necessary to comply with the international best
practices and standards such as the International Finance Corporation and World Bank Group
standards. The project will be measured against these standards.
The ESIA is due to be submitted to the regulatory authorities in August 2015.
A team of field researchers that are local to the project area have been appointed to undertake
baseline data collection in collaboration with the project team.
The objectives of the Scoping Phase of the Project are to gather issues of concern, identify
project alternatives and scope the baseline and impact assessment studies. As such, the
consideration of various design options is accommodated through the Scoping Process.
We are currently in the Scoping / data collection stage of the project. The primary aim at this
stage is to identify issues of concern.

We are providing high level information regarding Project impacts at open day meetings,
regulatory meetings and community meetings. We are also distributing the Background
Information Document which includes some of the anticipated impacts. However, our studies
are at the early stages. We will communicate further with you about expected impacts in 2015.
The ESIA will be a public document once it has been drafted.
Scoping is the first phase of an Environmental Impact Assessment during which it is intended
that the issues and concerns of stakeholders are identified so that further specialist work
addresses these concerns adequately.

The Environmental and Social Impact Assessment is being funded by the World Bank Group
under the and being undertaken to meet international good practice.

Comment noted. Authorisation and financing decisions are still to be made. The project will only
go ahead after approval by the two governments (regulatory authorities).
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people. We are currently
unable to specify quotas for employment.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people. We are currently
unable to specify quotas for employment.
Companies working for the Project will need to abide by national law which forbids corruption
on employment.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

We want our own people to benefit especially on youth employment

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

We want our children to be trained for the jobs such that when the project starts they will be ready to start
Community member, Jambezi Ward
on the jobs

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

We ask the project authorities to consider us for possible employment. There is history of projects such
as the airport project which promised 3000 jobs but only a handful of people are employed there

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

Response
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people. We are currently
unable to specify quotas for employment.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people. We are currently
unable to specify quotas for employment.
We cannot speak on behalf of other projects. However, the ZRA wants to make sure it has a
positive impact in the communities in the project area of influence. The number of positions
that will be required has not yet been determined. However, it is expected that this will be a
limited number. The Project will try and employ local people provided that they have the
relevant skills and experience to perform the work according to internationally accepted quality
standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people from outside the local area when it is
unable to find suitably qualified people. ZRA/SP

This development is likely to cause poverty in the community like all development projects do. Will our
children from the immediate community be guaranteed work during the construction period?

Mr Moyo, Masikili village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

The Project cannot guarantee work to specific communities. Individuals recruited will need to
have the required skills to undertake the work. However, the ZRA wants to make sure it has a
positive impact in the communities in the project area of influence. The number of positions
that will be required has not yet been determined yet, it is expected that this will be a limited
number. The Project will try and employ local people provided that they have the relevant skills
and experience to perform the work according to internationally accepted quality standards.
However, the Project will have to recruit people from outside the local area when it is unable to
find suitably qualified people. We are unable to specify quotas for employment.

We do not want workers, especially unskilled, from Mashonaland to be employed in the project

Emelda Shoko, Lubangwe

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

The Project cannot forbid people from Mashonaland from working on the Project. Employment
will be bound by the employment laws of the two countries.

We want genuine companies to employ our children and not bogus ones that will fail to pay them on
time.

Village head

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Companies working for the Project will need to abide by national law.

Will our children have priority in employment in the project area?

Councillor Farai Shoko, Gonwa
Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

We ask the project authorities to consider us for possible employment

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

What employment opportunities will be available to our children and what monitoring methods will the
project use to avoid in migrants from taking their jobs?

Alleck Dubani, Sidindi Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

There is danger of corruption on employment such that the local end up not getting priority as the policy
requires

Aleck Dubani, Sidinda village

N/A

08-Oct-14

On employment, unemployment is very high in the community but our concern is that at the time of
employment, people from afar end up getting the jobs instead of us. There is corruption in the selection
of those to be employed

Norman Mkandla, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

We ask that employment should not be heavily politicised

Dadani Phiri, Dobolo village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Menial jobs should not be employed on the basis of 5 O levels

Levias Ncube, Sidinda ward

N/A

08-Oct-14

If someone is injured whilst working on the project, will they be compensated?

Chrishnan Siamkwele

Siachuma Village

13-Oct-14

Considering this is a joint venture, what will be the ratio of people employed on the Zambian side
compared to the Zimbabwean side? Quotes should be set for employment.

Councillor Mwapole K. Brighton

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Will we be given priority for employment or will people be coming from outside to take the jobs?

Elena Likukela

Musokotwane village

11-Oct-14

Can we be given priority for employment? This will stop influx of people.

Ines Mulapi

MuntuMuswana village

13-Oct-14

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The project will try and employ local
Mbhizi Ward Meeting
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
Nemanhanga Ward
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The project will try and employ local
Meeting
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The project will try and employ local
Sidinda Ward Meeting
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.
Companies working for the Project will need to abide by national law which forbids corruption
Sidinda Ward Meeting
related to employment.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. Employment opportunities will
compromise of skilled , semi-skilled and unskilled jobs. The project will try and employ local
Sidinda Ward Meeting
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people. Companies
working for the Project will need to abide by national law which forbids corruption related to
employment.
Companies working for the Project will need to abide by national law which forbids corruption
Sidinda Ward Meeting
related to employment.
Sidinda Ward Meeting
The selection criteria for the jobs will be the prerogative of the employing company.
Yes. All companies will have to abide by employment laws of the two countries. This involves
Ngandu, Community
having appropriate insurance polices so that if anyone is injured at work they are compensated
Meeting
appropriately.
No quotas have been established and the number of positions that will be required has not yet
Kazungula District
been determined. The level of employment the project will offer will be assessed during the
Meeting
social -economic study phase of the ESIA for the project. The Project will provide employment
opportunities for local people from both the Republic of Zambia and Zimbabwe
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
Musokotwane community However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
meeting
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
Ngandu, Community
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
Meeting
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

There should be a deliberate policy to prioritize the employment of locals, who fall mainly under the
administrative district of Hwange. As a result, consideration should be given to achieve the following
employment levels: i) 90% unskilled labour to be sourced from locals, ii) 60% - 70% of semi-skilled labour Document presented by Chief Shana
to be sourced from locals, iii) 409 - 50% of skilled labour to be sourced from the neighbouring districts of and councillors for communities
sunder his area of jurisdiction
Hwange, Binga and Lupane; iv) 80% of professional / non-technical skills (e.g. clerks, bookkeepers,
nurses, junior accountants, typists, secretaries, etc.) to be sourced from the neighbouring Districts of
Hwange, Binga and Lupane

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

04-Oct-14

Written submission

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

N/A

We welcome the project but we want our children to form 90% of the labour force especially unskilled
and semi-skilled.

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Binga should be made part of the study area. Livelihoods of people in Binga district may be affected by
the project.

Acting Provincial Administrator
Matebeleland North

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities
Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities
Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Ministry of Local Government

01-Oct-14

We require a copy of the Prospectus Report in hard or soft copy

ZINWA

01-Oct-14

The project should pay a consultation fee to ZINWA to undertake an EIA for the proposed project. ZRA
should also pay for transport for site inspection, accommodation and an administration fee of $200.

ZINWA

01-Oct-14

Zambians do not need the power generation project because they have enough and are even exporting.
Steve Jonasi, Lion Encounter Alert
Why should we expect this project to be approved in Zambia?

Lion Encounter Alert

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Are you authorized to carry out Socio-economic assessment? How do you go to the people to consult?
Who will carry out the assessment?

Ministry of Local Government

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Acting Provincial Administrator
Matebeleland North

When is disclosure going to be done and what does it incorporate?

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

There is a lot of understanding that needs to be set. Is the project a done deal, is it going on irregardless?

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Do you have external reviewers to ensure that international standards are met for the cost benefit
analysis?

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Are independent consultants really objective to address scientific and stakeholder points of view.

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Has there been an expression of interest released for the construction contractor?

Agney Siuluta

Department of Energy

08-Oct-14

If there are significant design changes from what has been presented today, there will be a need to
repeat these scoping meetings.

Curtis Muleya

National Water and Sanitation Council

08-Oct-14

Throughout the document and in the relevant appendix, reference is made to IFC standards and which
would be applicable to the BHES ESIA. WWF would like to find out how exactly these standards will be
applied and to what extent. The concern arises from the fact that the report does not explicitly mention
the rigorous application of IFC standards to all relevant components of this project.

Dr. Nyambe Nyambe

The Hydro Sustainability Assessment Protocol (HSAP) is holistic and covers many different sectors
pertaining to the sustainability of a hydropower project. It should be applied at different phases of project
development allowing for a cradle to grave approach in terms of project sustainability. WWF
acknowledges that it is indeed an excellent tool that ensures the best possible development scenario for a
dam. The HSAP is duly described in Annex E but there are no details as to how it will be applied to the
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
current proposed project. For this reason, WWF would like to find out to what extent the HSAP is or will
be applied to the Batoka Gorge Hydro-Electric Scheme project. WWF would like to further underline that
if this Protocol is to be applied, it needs the use of an accredited assessor that has the required
knowledge and skills.

It is understood from the Draft Inception Report that ERM and Kaizen International intend to apply good
international practices in the execution of the ESIA. In this regard WWF would like to enquire if there is a
specialized international impact assessment organization that has been engaged to oversee the ESIA
process in both countries. If yes, WWF would like to know who that is. If no, WWF would like to suggest
an organization such as the Netherlands Commission for Environmental Assessment (NCEA). NCEA is
an international cooperation that works in several countries advising on issues such as Terms of
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
Reference for reviews of environmental assessments, and capacity development of systems and
institutions to improve the environmental assessment practices. Given the vast experience and expertise
of NCEA, WWF believes it would be beneficial for the Zambezi River Authority, Kaizen Consulting
International and ERM to take on board such an organization. This would go a long way to achieve
international best practices during the Batoka Gorge Environmental and Social Impact Assessment.

Lusaka authorities
meeting
Lusaka authorities
meeting

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact in the communities in the project area of
influence. The number of positions that will be required has not yet been determined.
However, it is expected that this will be a limited number. The Project will try and employ local
people provided that they have the relevant skills and experience to perform the work according
to internationally accepted quality standards. However, the Project will have to recruit people
from outside the local area when it is unable to find suitably qualified people.
This is noted. Further investigations and modelling is required by the engineers to understand
the extent of project Area of Influence

This is noted. Prospectus will be availed
This request is under consideration. However, it should be noted that this project involves two
countries and hence regulatory requirements will need to be harmonised.
As of December 2012, total energy demand in Zambia exceeded internal generation capacity.
This was as a result of the expansions in the mining and manufacturing sectors as well as
overall expansions in the economy and population in Zambia. Power generation demand must
also be seen for the SAPP region as a whole, not only for Zambia.
The ZRA has recruited consulting firms from South Africa, Zimbabwe and Zambia to undertake
the ESIA and social impact assessment. In addition, fieldworkers local to the project area will be
employed. Consultations are being held at a district level and with traditional authorities before
communities are engaged with.
The results of the ESIA will be feedback to stakeholders in 2015. Further meetings and the
availability of the Draft ESIA Report will be allowed for in this process.
Environmental authorisation and financing still need to be resolved for the project, so until those
requirements are in place, the project cannot proceed.
An external reviewer has been appointed by ZRA. The external reviewer will review ESIA
against the Terms of Reference (ToR) to ensure that the report and ESIA process aligns to the
ToR and conforms with international good practice.
An independent ESIA process is being undertaken to ensure the report and ESIA process
conforms with international good practice. The independent consultant's are required to list all
impacts and are to remain objective and non-biased. If impacts cannot be mitigated, then these
need to be clearly identified, so the applicable regulators can make an informed opinion as to
whether the scheme should go ahead or not. All stakeholder concerns also need to be clearly
listed in the ESIA report.
No. This will only happen once the feasibility study for the scheme is finalised and the
Environmental authorisation has been given.

This is noted.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

The ESIA and resettlement studies need to support a decision for amongst other things,
financing. The ESIA and resettlement studies need to support a decision for amongst other
things, financing. In order to secure funding, it is necessary to comply with the international best
practices and standards such as the International Finance Corporation and World Bank Group
standards. The project will be measured against these standards.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

The ESIA will be guided by international standards such as the International Finance
Corporation's (IFC) Performance Standards, as well as the HSAP and, the regulations of both
countries.

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

As part of the ESIA process, the Southern African Institute of Environmental Impact
Assessment (SAIEA) will be reviewing the overall ESIA. ZRA have also independently
appointed an external reviewer, who will have inputs into the draft deliverables produced by
ERM.

What is included in the scope of the ESIA? Is it the dam or all infrastructure presented at this meeting?

Mushimei Muliya

Road Development Agency

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

The National Park boundary is not denoted correctly on these maps.

Mwale Lusizi

Zambian Wildlife Authority

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

While welcoming the project and wishing it to succeed the importance of the impact assessment and
mitigation measures are key.

Nick Money

WECSZ

We want to know how our grievances will be managed and how promises and responses to our
questions will be documented

Paul Costa Nyathi- Teacher at
Lumbora Sec School

N/A

08-Oct-14

The scope of the ESIA is for all of the infrastructure presented in the meeting and Background
Information Document.
Noted. We will ensure that the maps are updated to reflect the correct boundaries. Data from
the most relevant sources will be obtained where possible.

Registration and comment
Comment noted
sheet
A grievance reporting mechanism will form part of this study. Currently, we ask that if you have
any grievances related to the Project, please tell the headman and chief, who will then forward
Sidinda Ward Meeting
them to the ZRA. A comments and response report has been prepared to record all comments
raised through the stakeholder engagement process.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

What is the anticipated impact on the water table likely to be? Will this impact on groundwater? Flora and
fauna? Water quality impacts in the dam could have a resultant impact on adjacent water bodies.

The following should be addressed: diseases brought by migration of workers, pollution, diseases caused
by the changes in the river ecosystem, especially increases in water-borne diseases such as malaria and Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock
schistosomiasis
Have the expected health effects of the project been considered in conjunction with the Honorable
Graham Nel / Tony King
Minister of Health and Welfare been considered. The following should be addressed: diseases brought
Sue Liell-Cock
by migration of workers, pollution, diseases caused by the river ecosystem and increase in water borne
diseases such as malaria and schistosomiasis.

Christopher Kaniki

Source

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

A health impact assessment is being undertaken as part of the ESIA study which will assess
these potential impacts. The study will develop the project EMP which will include mitigation
measures so that the health of the population is not affected.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

A health impact study will be undertaken which will give consideration to this. The study will
develop the project EMP which will include mitigation measures so that the health of the
population is not affected.

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

This will be undertaken as part of the health impact assessment and to form part of an
integrated Environmental, Social and Health Impact Assessment for the Project

ZESCO

Ministry of Community Development,
Mother and Child Health and ZESCO

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

HIV/AIDS is common in this area. Livingstone is a tourism destination and a border town. The project
needs to consider the impacts on HIV/AIDS.

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

Assurance is required that the expected health effects of the project are considered. The following should
be addressed:diseases brought by migration of workers, pollution, diseases caused by the changes in the Mr Cooper Freeman
river ecosystem, especially increases in water-borne diseases such as malaria and schistosomiasis

If people from outside the area come here to look for jobs, we could be at risk of Ebola.

Obrim Maseah

Musokotwane village

11-Oct-14
06-Oct-14

Health impacts are of concern. These will result from in-migration, pollution and river ecosystem changes.
Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

An integrated Environmental, Social and Health Impact Assessment is being undertaken for the
Project. As part of this impacts to health of the local community will be identified and assessed.
The ESIA will consider potential changes to the health profile of communities around the Project
as a result of Project related activities and the capacity of health care facilities to cope with these
changes. The ESIA will be a public document and therefore can be reviewed by all
stakeholders to assist them in their future planning. The Terms of Reference for the health
related aspects of the study have been sent to The Ministry of Community Development –
Mother and Child Health and ZESCO.
Noted. We will consider HIV/AIDS as part of the ESIA. A health impact study is being
undertaken as part of the ESIA to address this impact.

07-Oct-14 Email

Health impacts may result in displacement.

Will an ethnographical study be undertaken in conjunction with the Ministry of Arts and Culture on the
culture impact of such projects.

The dam is small compared to other schemes, but it will be deep with a relatively small surface
area (~26km2). As for all dams, fault lines and other zones connected to the dam may result in
groundwater zones being affected adjacent to and downstream of the dam. A limnological
study will be undertaken to assess the surface water quality impacts both within the dam, and
downstream of the dam wall to Kariba. The potential effects on water quality and flow
conditions downstream of the dam, and consequent impacts on related flora and fauna, are
being examined as part of an Environmental Flow Assessment study and the ESIA as a whole.
A health impact assessment is being undertaken as part of the ESIA study which will assess
these potential impacts. The study will develop the project EMP which will include mitigation
measures so that the health of the population is not affected.

Livingstone Open day

The health impact assessment needs to advise what health authorities need and require preparation for.
Miss Chilweza Musonda Muzongwe
An interpretation of how current systems will cope is required. The Ministry of Community Development –
and Christopher Kaniki
Mother and Child Health and ZESCO would like to review the terms of reference for this study.

Abby Chungy

Response

06-Oct-14

Will stagnant water as a result of the dam impact on the health of adjacent communities and thus have
resultant displacement.
HIV/Aids now requires consideration in all ESIAs. This has been a change in the legislation. Its
prevalence in the area needs to be ascertained as well as determining what the drivers in the area are.
Health workers in the area need to be consulted in this regard.

Date

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

What comment has been made by the World Heritage Authorities?

An integrated Environmental, Social and Health Impact Assessment will be undertaken for the
Project which will give consideration to this.
Your concern has been noted. A health impact assessment is also being undertaken as part of
Musokotwane community
the project to identify what the likely health impacts will be and to develop measures that can be
meeting
implemented to reduce any negative impacts.
A health impact study will be undertaken which will give consideration to this.
Livingstone Open day

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

A health impact study will be undertaken which will give consideration to this.

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

A cultural and heritage specialist study is being undertaken as part of the ESIA and will be
undertaken to meet legislative requirements. The participation of the Ministry of Sports, Arts and
Culture in Zimbabwe has been sought on this Project.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

To date, the only comments received by the heritage authorities have been that received by the
National heritage Commission in Livingstone, Zambia. They have requested that the geological
and aesthetic value of Victoria Falls is taken into consideration in the planning of the Project.

Christopher Kaniki

ZESCO

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

This will be considered as part of the ESIA study.

The Batoka Gorge is an iconic paddling destination, known by almost anyone who is interested in
whitewater – the destruction of this iconic gorge will result in the permanent loss of a wilderness asset.
This will permanently remove any potential benefits to local communities from eco-tourism, specifically
paddling or whitewater related tourism.

Marie-Louise Kellett

PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation

02-Oct-14

email

This comment is being assessed through the socio-economic impact assessment and
biodiversity studies.

What is intimidating us is that our land and activities such as fishing are going to be affected

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

The ZRA will identify potential impacts that may occur to people’s livelihoods as a result of
Project activities. This will be explored further in the socio-economic baseline study and
Resettlement Action Plan. The ZRA is committed to livelihood restoration of affected people.

Our livelihood depended on fishing on the Zambezi, what will happen when the dam wall has been
constructed?

Derek Sibanda, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

What will the impact on the tiger fishing industry be? The breeding cycle is unknown and there may be
implications.

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Will the rafting industry in Victoria Falls be affected?

Mr Mudende

HRDC, Engineer

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

Potential impacts on livelihoods will be assessed further as part of the resettlement action plan,
social impact assessment and economic impact assessment.

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

An economic impact assessment is being undertaken as part of the ESIA so that an
assessment can be made with regard to the impact on the river rafting industry and employment
that it supports. This study will help to determine compensation provisions.

02-Oct-14

email

An economic impact assessment is being undertaken to assess this impact.

02-Oct-14

email

An economic impact assessment is being undertaken to assess this impact. Alternatives are still
under consideration in order to mitigate these impacts to some extent.

The impact on white river rafting and the aesthetics of the Gorge requires consideration.

Can the project assist those that will lose employment as result of the project for example there are
people involved with white water rafting who are going to lose their jobs. Will you also assist with terminal Community member, Chidobe Ward
benefits?

What form of compensation will we get if our livelihoods which depend on white water rafting are
affected?

Itai Ngwenyama, Professional Rafting
Guide

N/A

The impact on the multi day rafting and kayaking activities on the Zambezi will be significant and will lead
to job losses across the board. The knock on economic and social effects of this need to be investigated Marie-Louise Kellett
and quantified and compensation calculated
The impact on the single day rafting and kayaking trips is unknown and may very well lead to job losses.
Marie-Louise Kellett
The knock on economic and social effects of this need to be investigated and quantified and
compensation calculated

PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation
PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation

The water level can rise up to 20m at parts of the Gorge close to Victoria Falls and disrupt rafting. What is
Phillane Moyo
the anticipated impact of the project on rafting?

Rafting company

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

What will the impact be on the flow of the rapids?

C. Chimsa

Victoria Falls Hotel

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day

26-Nov-14

email

Clive Bradford

Wild Horizons

Whether the rafting companies and their staff will be compensated for loss of revenue?

The ESIA Studies are currently ongoing to determine the impacts on fishing. Any livelihoods,
including fishing, that are disturbed will be compensated and people will be helped to restore
their livelihoods.
Tiger Fish are expected to increase in the dam if a pelagic fish species (e.g. Kapenta) is
introduced to occupy a vacant niche. There is some upstream riverine habitat retained for the
Tiger Fish to breed.
The impacts on the river rafting industry are being considered as part of the ESIA. An economic
impact assessment is being undertaken so that an assessment can be made with regard to the
impact on the river rafting industry and employment that it supports.

Various design alternatives are still under consideration, but the current anticipated extent of the
dam is back to Silent Pools. The impact on river rafting is being considered as part of a
economic cost-benefit analysis which is being undertaken for the ESIA.
On the basis of the current design, the area of inundation is expected to extend to just below
Silent Pools on the Zambezi River. This will therefore affect all rapids between Silent Pools and
the dam wall.
An economic impact assessment is being undertaken as part of the ESIA so that an
assessment can be made with regard to the impact on the river rafting industry and employment
that it supports. This study will help to determine compensation provisions.

Comment/Question+A1:G1
What will the impacts be on the river rafting industry? This is one of the attractions for people coming to
Victoria Falls.

Commentator

Organisation

Richard Maasdorp

What will be the costs of losing the white water rafting industry against the cost benefits of the Batoka
Gorges Hydro-Electrical Power Scheme?

Moses Tambala

How will the loss of water rafting be valued?

Moses Tambala

Zambezi Society

There will be a loss of rapids.

Mr Jones Masonde

What structures are there to evaualuate the uses of the revenue from business that rely on tourism?
What if any compension plans are in place for those who will lose jobs and livelihoods?

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Harare Open Day

ZEMA

09-Oct-14

Livingstone District
Meeting

ZEMA

09-Oct-14

Livingstone District
Meeting

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Zambia Wildlife Authority

07-Oct-14

Lusaka Open Day

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

An economic assessment of the impact on tourism will be undertaken as part of the social
impact assessment.

The economic impact associated with the impact on the tourism industry will be considered as
part of the ESIA.
A Socio-economic assessment is currently being carried out to determine such impacts. The
largest impacts to tourism will be on the white water rafting industry, and a socio-economic
study on this impact specifically is to be undertaken.

Ministry of Local Government

01-Oct-14

Whitewater Rafting is an iconic activity for Vic falls and Livingstone and its role as the anchor adventure
Marie-Louise Kellett
activity for the region needs to be understood. The loss of rafting will very likely have a much broader
impact on the tourism industry of the area as a whole.

PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation

02-Oct-14

email

An economic impact assessment is being undertaken to assess this impact.

There is a potential impact on a World Heritage site and the basis of the economies of the regions around
Marie-Louise Kellett
Vic Falls and Livingstone as a result.

PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation

02-Oct-14

email

An economic impact assessment is being undertaken as part of the ESIA to ascertain the extent
of the loss of income to the tourism industry. Comment has been sought from the heritage
authorities and UNESCO with regard to their views on the impact on the World Heritage Site.

Sean Edington

Safari Par Excellence

27-Oct-14

email

An economic impact assessment is being undertaken as part of the ESIA to ascertain the extent
of the loss of income to the tourism industry. Comment has been sought from the heritage
authorities and UNESCO with regard to their views on the impact on the World Heritage Site.

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

An economic impact assessment is being undertaken as part of the ESIA to ascertain the extent
of the loss of income to the tourism industry. The results of this as well as commitments for the
mitigation thereof will be included in the ESIA.

Sue Liell-Cock

International Rafting Federation

18th Nov-14

Written submission

This will be assessed as part of the economic impact assessment.

Sean Edington

Safari Par Excellence

5th Dec 2014

Email

A questionnaire is being developed to administer information gathering as part of the economic
impact assessment and this will consider impacts on the tourism industry as a whole.

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission
The economic impact associated with the impact on the tourism industry will be considered as
part of the ESIA along with any impact on the World Heritage site and biodiversity studies.
Studies are currently ongoing into the likely impacts to the Victoria Falls. However, the project is
expected to have no effect on the Victoria Falls.
Studies are currently ongoing into the likely impacts to the Victoria Falls. However, the project is
expected to have no effect on the Victoria Falls.

We express deep concern that the opportunity costs of such an unnecessary, last minute energy project,
among others, is that of a pre-existing, vibrant, rapidly growing tourism industry. Which directly and
indirectly employs hundreds of thousands of people. As well as, among others, the destruction of a
“UNESCO” world heritage site and the destruction of an Important Bird Area.
What schematic structures are in place to evaluate the loss of revenue from businesses that rely on
tourism? What if any compensation plans are in place for those who will lose jobs and livelihoods through
the proposed project?
Will studies be done to evaluate the effect of the proposed dam on perceptions of the tourism public - will
they still visit the area in the same numbers as currently if whitewater rafting, the cornerstone of the local
adventure tourism economy is affected?
One of the questions that we were desperate to get answered at the meeting was the Effect on the
economy of closing the rafting. Do you have a schematic structure for measuring this and can we assist
in providing any data? The industry here is notoriously exceptionally competitive and sharing info is not
one of our strong points. Though I think it is vital that this information is taken into account? Primarily on
the employment side of things, Safpar employs 61 people directly for rafting, the WB dependency ratio
for 2014 is 19.6 for Zambia, yet this is purely age related and not necessarily a reflection of the actual
support one employee generates. Additionally 72% of the urban population is employed in the “informal
sector” with it being as high as 94% in rural areas, the people that carve curios, cook the food, transport,
grow the relish, maintain the roads for the community for the vehicles, the ones that build the paths, the
freelance porters etc etc. How is this quantified? In our opinion this community is tied so strongly to the
river that we also need to accurately asses the impact of a complete destruction of a way of life for
thousands of people and make sure these people have an option if the dam comes in. In my opinion this
is not being factored in. Reading that “lion walking” is the major drawcard in the area is ludicrous. The
revenue and tax base is another factor which we feel needs to be factored in, National Heritage
themselves take USD 10 per person going rafting, as does the national park service in Zimbabwe. The
Chief in our area gets USD 2 per person etc etc. Is all of this going to be taken into account and do you
need any assistance?
It is our understanding that Zambia, through long term diligent and progressive management within
ZESCO, will be able to meet the countries power requirement by the end of 2014 as planned. We
express deep concern regarding the opportunity costs for the pre-existing vibrant rapidly growing tourists
industry which directly and indirectly employs a hundred thousand people. Our other concerns are for the
destruction of a UNESCO world heritage site and the destruction of an imporatnt bird area and habitat.

Administrator

Response
The impacts on the river rafting industry are being considered as part of the social specialist
study and an economic impact assessment. On the basis of the current design, the area of
inundation is expected to extend to just below Silent Pools on the Zambezi River.
This will be considered as part of the ESIA. An economic impact assessment is being
undertaken as part of the ESIA so that an assessment can be made with regard to the impact
on the river rafting industry and employment that it supports.
This will be considered as part of the ESIA. An economic impact assessment is being
undertaken as part of the ESIA.
The impacts on the river rafting industry are being considered as part of the ESIA. On the basis
of the current design, the area of inundation is expected to extend to just below Silent Pools on
the Zambezi River.
On the basis of the 1993 proposed designs, all the rapids between the dam wall and Silent
Pools could be lost.

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

What will be the project’s impact on tourism?

Acting
Provincial
Matebeleland North

Source

30-Sep-14

What will the impact be on the white river rafting industry?

The Batoka Gorge is one of the most beautiful gorges shared by Zambia and Zimbabwe. It is situated
close to an international thriving tourism economy that relies on the uniqueness of a tourism
product,impossible to replace with the construction of a dam – white water rafting. Furthermore, the
gorge is intrinsically connected to the aesthetic, cultural and economic value of the Victoria Falls, as well
as its World Heritage status. The pristine nature of this entire area provides for a local economy and jobs
that affect a considerable number of people on both sides of the Zambezi River. The documentation
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
presented at the open day does not give assurances that the lake created by the dam will not back flood
the area where white water rafting takes place. Before a final decision is made, it is therefore critical to
understand this matter and evaluate the direct economic impact of the dam on the tourism sector that
depends on the gorge itself, as well as the indirect economic impact that it will have on the Victoria Falls
as a tourism mega destination in Africa.

Date

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Will the Victoria Falls be affected?

Colin Silowa

Chilbule village

09-Oct-14

Ngandu, Community
Meeting

Has the geological and aesthetic value of Victoria falls been taken into consideration in the planning of
the project? Victoria falls is of significant importance and has been designated as a World Heritage site.

Mrs. MusawaHamusonde

National Heritage Conservation
Commission

09-Oct-14

Livingstone District
Meeting

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

Lazurus Shoko, Sidinda Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

This will be considered as part of the socio-economic impact assessment.

Cooper Freeman

Private

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

A draft bills of quantities for monitoring, mitigation and impact management for inclusion in
tender documents for all works is a requirement of the ESIA.

Is the water level in the river going to be lower because if it is there is a danger of increased cattle rustling
Community member, Jambezi Ward
from Zambia side
The construction of the dam will cause the water levels to recede and give chance to the cattle rustlers
from Zambia to cross and steal our livestock
With the development of the powerline, there will be increased access to the area. This may have social
implications.
Stakeholders would like access to the engineering and cost details of the project. Costs associated with
environmental management must be details as a minimum.
The ESIA Report will need to assess the impact on existing communities of increased populations
moving into the area.
Could we also see what legislation has been identified as relevant? This will include the Mines and
Minerals Act for blasting and quarrying. Kaizen Consulting will be able to advise in this regard.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email
08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

Water studies are still ongoing. Once these studies have been finalised, further information
about water levels will be available. However, any movement will be strictly monitored to avoid
castle rustling from happening by the immigration and police.
If the Project goes ahead, there will be staffed immigration and police posts to avoid this from
happening.

This will be assessed as part of the Social Impact Assessment.
This will be included in the Draft Scoping Report which will be made available for public
comment.

Comment/Question+A1:G1
The project will deprive local youths of employment since they rely on the Zambezi River for tourism and
rafting.
WWF would like to know what studies have been done to understand river morphology, potential
changes to its local morphology as well as the extent to which morphological impacts will be examined
downstream. Structures such as dams and reservoirs lead to sediment-poor rivers downstream thereby
increasing incision of the river and lowering the riverbed. The effects further downstream need to be
holistically investigated. WWF would also like to enquire about the effects of a reservoir on the operation
of downstream existing dams. It is understood that for example the operation of Kariba dam is unlikely to
be altered. However, to what extent are these scenarios being incorporated into the baseline data
gathering for the BHES and the flows assessments?

Commentator

Organisation

Kevin Zuhn

Source

Response

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

This will be considered and assessed further as part of the social impact assessment.
A comprehensive Environmental Flow Assessment (EFA) examining the potential impacts on
downstream conditions (including morphological processes) is being conducted for the study
using the DRIFT methodology. The results of this study will be provided to the design engineers
in order to inform the design process.

Dr. Nyambe Nyambe

WWF

Is there a potential odour impact?
Can you put your promises in black and white so that we will have a reference point in future. You are
writing minutes but we are not sure whether this is genuine or not. We are not sure whether you will be
the same people that will come back the second time around. This idea of signatures can be faked.
What can you give us that satisfies us that you are genuine.

Date

29-Oct-14

Written submission

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Chidobe Ward Meeting

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

We want evidence of ESIA or we won’t sign the attendance register

Chief Muvutho

N/A

06-Oct-14

As a community we are happy for the dam development to be in our area. We must plan ahead so that
we embrace the project.
When the project starts the sponsors sweet talk us and then all the promises vanish as the project is
implemented.
The community through their councillor accept the development of the dam and its facilities. The
community is advised to look at the bigger picture and not small issues such as employment of nonskilled labour.
Are the promises of the project genuine or are they just for the communities to agree to the location of
the project in their area. These communities have very bad memories of unfulfilled promises from similar
projects, such as campfire, and the airport construction.
As a community we are happy for the dam development to be in our area. I urge my fellow community
members to embrace the project. We must plan ahead so that we embrace the project.

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward
Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

The community should educate their children about the dam as a new development coming in the area.
The councillor handed to the team a document of concerns and requests as attached.
The problem that we face with your projects is that when you come you entice us with the promises but
as soon as we agree to the project going ahead the promises disappear and you disappear as well.

N/A

05-Oct-14

N/A

05-Oct-14

Councillor , Katchecheti Ward

N/A

05-Oct-14

Mandla Mpofu, Milonga Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward
Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward
Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

David Chuma, Dobolo Village

My fear is that the project will not fulfil its promises or obligations before its implementation thereby getting
Moster Sibanda, Lumbora Village 2
away without doing what it promises to do.
Who owns what between the countries with regard to the dam infrastructure?

Agney Siuluta

Chidobe Ward Meeting
Katchecheti Ward
Meeting
Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Thank you for the comment
All minutes are being taken of meetings to record what is being noted. This will be published in
the ESIA and will act as a reference point for the public.

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Noted.

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

All minutes are being taken of meetings to record what is being noted. This will be published in
the ESIA and will act as a reference point for the public.

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting
Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting
Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

N/A

04-Oct-14

N/A

04-Oct-14

N/A

04-Oct-14

N/A

08-Oct-14

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

Department of Energy

Potential water quality conditions in the reservoir will be examined as part of the flow study,
although given the very short water residence time it is very unlikely that these would give rise to
any potential eutrophication issues and hence any odour related impacts.
All minutes are being taken of meetings to record what is being noted. This will be published in
the Scoping Report and ESIA and will act as a reference point for the public. The team will be
returning during the Feedback Stage of the Project and reporting back on how issues have
been identified.
There will be public disclosure of the draft ESIA. This is currently anticipated for early 2015. We
would welcome your views on this. Signatures on the attendance are not necessary if not
desired.

Sidinda Ward Meeting

Why do you want to disturb the Zambezi River further? The Victoria Falls has already been disturbed and
Andrew Chalinga
we already have the Kariba dam. Can we not use existing power sources?

Chibule village

13-Oct-14

Ngandu, Community
Meeting

If roads are built, will they be tarred? Will there be heavy duty vehicles using them? This will cause us
problems if so.

Ernest

Ngandu village

13-Oct-14

Ngandu, Community
Meeting

We are grateful for the project giving us improved roads. However, one of my chickens was killed by
trucks using the road.

Frances Siasoko

MuntuMuswana village

13-Oct-14

Ngandu, Community
Meeting

In Botswana other forms of energy are being used such as solar energy. Why can we not also look at
these other forms of energy?

Gardner Malake

Chibule village

13-Oct-14

Ngandu, Community
Meeting

What guarantees have been put in place to ensure that community members are protected?

GisfordMuleya

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

This project should not be politicised. It should not be a competition between the chiefdoms, instead the
whole district should benefit from it.

Kennedy Mufuna

Headman Kapongo village

11-Oct-14

We want to make a request to government to let the project be located in this area.

Lloyd Masamu

Sekuba village

11-Oct-14

The study should take into account the recent ESIA conducted for the construction of Kazungula Bridge Mr. HivwananiSikombe

Roads Development Agency

09-Oct-14

On page 94 of the Inception report, it reads that the Director of Museum Mr. Katenekwa is under National
Mrs. MusawaHamusonde
Heritage Conservation Commission, Harare. This should be corrected so that it reads Zimbabwe.

National Heritage Conservation
Commission

09-Oct-14

Livingstone District
Meeting

Thank you for the comment
Noted
Noted. This has been included in this comments and response report.
All minutes are being taken of meetings to record what is being noted. This will be published in
the ESIA and will act as a reference point for the public. In addition, the Project is being
undertaken in line with international best practice. It will be monitored to ensure that any
promises made are fulfilled.
All minutes are being taken of meetings to record what is being noted. This will be published in
the ESIA and will act as a reference point for the public. In addition, the Project is being
undertaken in line with international best practice. It will be monitored to ensure that any
promises made are fulfilled.

The dam infrastructure will be jointly owned by the two governments.
Existing power sources do not provide sufficient energy for the country's and the SAPP's needs.
The Kariba dam has already been expanded and the number of generating units has recently
been increased. If we put in an additional generator unit in the Victoria Falls Power Station, it
will impact on the Victoria Falls.
Some of the roads will be tarred and heavy duty vehicles will need to use them to transport
project materials mostly during the construction phase of the project. Mitigation measures will
be put in place to reduce negative impacts.
There will be adequate sensitisation to avoid such occurrences and to inform the public that
when a road is constructed, livestock should be kept away from the road.
Solar power is considered in the energy mix. For example, the total capacity of solar power in
Zimbabwe is estimated at 300MW. The two countries require an upwards of 10000MW in the
next five years, which cannot be secured through solar power alone. The Batoka HPP will
deliver upwards of 1800MW, which is required to address part of the energy deficit in both
countries.

Extensive engagement is being undertaken with the local communities and district and
traditional authorities to try and identify likely impacts and issues of concern, as well as to take
suggestions on how to avoid and reduce any negative impacts. Once impacts have been
identified, appropriate measures will be developed to ensure that no one is adversely affected.

Musokotwane community
Noted.
meeting
Musokotwane community
This has been noted.
meeting
Livingstone District
Noted.
Meeting

Noted. This will be corrected.

11-Oct-14

Musokotwane community Yes. The project twill generate between 1600 MW and 3000MW for both Zambia and
meeting
Zimbabwe. This should help with load shedding.

In terms of local participation, the project should: facilitate the appointment of locals onto company Board Document presented by Chief Shana
of Directors with at least 30% representation, appointment of Board members to be made in consultation and councillors for communities under
N/A
with the Chief and the Chief to be an ex-officio member of the Board
his area of jurisdiction

04-Oct-14

Written submission

Why do projects always start in Mukuni and Musokotwame is left out

11-Oct-14

Mukuni chiefdom is located closer to the Zambezi River however Musokotwane village is likely
Musokotwane community
to be benefit through employment opportunities since the project is within the district. It is likely
meeting
to be affected especially if the transmission line from Livingstone to Choma is developed.

Will the project help to solve the problem of load shedding?

Susan Sikopo

Evans Mwiya

Mebukose kampo village

Musokotwane

The appointment of the Board of Directors is a preserve of the two governments.

Comment/Question+A1:G1
Will an economic analysis be undertaken taking into account the potential for unsustainable 'boon and
bust' economic impact on local and regional economics?
Assurance is required that the potential for unsustainable “boom and bust” economic impact on local or
regional economies are considered

Commentator
Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

The economic impact assessment and social impact assessment will consider this as part of its
scope.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email
This will be assessed as part of the Social Impact Assessment.

The risks associated with this project need to be weighed up against the project alternatives.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

The Feasibility Studies will inform this outcome.

Solar power should be an alternative under consideration.

Darryl Tiran

Birdlife Zimbabwe

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Solar power is considered in the energy mix. For example, the total capacity of solar power in
Zimbabwe is estimated at 300MW. The Batoka HPP will deliver upwards of 1800MW, which is
required to address the energy deficit in the two countries.

The Batoka Gorge Dam is an outdated plan which requires reconsideration. What is the possibility of
turbine generated power?

Darryl Tiran

Birdlife Zimbabwe

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

The current studies provide an update to the earlier studies and take into account latest
developments.

Environment Africa

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes both hydropower
schemes in the Zambezi basin as a whole, power generation schemes, including thermal
power, within the SADC region as a whole and solar power. The total capacity of solar power
in Zimbabwe is estimated at 300MW. This is lower that the Batoka HPP, which will deliver
upwards of 1800MW, which is required to address the energy deficit in the two countries.
A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes both hydropower
schemes in the Zambezi basin as a whole, and for power generation schemes, including
thermal power, within the SADC region as a whole. The Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
presents a Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Study for the entire SAPP region.
In addition, for the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have
been investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are
currently being investigated. As per alterative operating scenarios for the Batoka scheme itself
(such as run-of-river/peaking), these are currently being investigated as part of the overall
engineering feasibility study .

Has the alternative of solar power been considered? This will entail a smaller footprint and could avoid the
Oliver Wales Smith
displacement of people.

What have been the project alternatives?

Ms Annah Chuma

Hwange Colliery Company

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

Will the power be fed on to the national grid or are other alternatives been considered?

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Any consideration of alternative sources of power? Should Zambezi River be destroyed and the
environment permanently damaged? What will happen to rafting which is a major tourist attraction?

Phillane Moyo

Rafting company

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Has there been due diligence in exploring alternate electricity generation schemes if electricity is to be the
primary objective of the project. Have alternate schemes such as run of the river turbines been
Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock
considered that do not impact on the Mosi-oa-Tunya national park and the “UNESCO” world heritage
sites.

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

Can you provide assurance that conservation has been fully considered as an alternative to the project
(including a full DSM conservation study).

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

University of California

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Are there any project alternatives

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

Have the engineers looked at alternate sites for the dam to be built

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Solar can produce 10 times more power than hydro. Reliable solar resources are available and abundant
in Zimbabwe. Careful systems operations can address issues of inconsistent solar availability arising from Ranjit Deshmlikh
weather causes. Hydro-electric power generation is also affected by drought seasons

Yes, the power will be fed into the national grids of both countries.
Various design alternatives are still under consideration, but the current anticipated extent of the
dam is back to Silent Pools. The impact on river rafting is being considered as part of a
economic cost-benefit analysis which is being undertaken for the ESIA. The impact on the
Gorges' biodiversity is also under investigation.
A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes both hydropower
schemes in the Zambezi basin as a whole, and for power generation schemes, including
thermal power, within the SADC region as a whole. The Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
presents a Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Study for the entire SAPP region.
In addition, for the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have
been investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are
currently being investigated. As per alterative operating scenarios for the Batoka scheme itself
(such as run-of-river/peaking), these are currently being investigated as part of the overall
engineering feasibility study .
A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes both hydropower
schemes in the Zambezi basin as a whole, and for power generation schemes, including
thermal power, within the SADC region as a whole. The Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
presents a Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Study for the entire SAPP region.
In addition, for the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have
been investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are
currently being investigated. As per alterative operating scenarios for the Batoka scheme itself
(such as run-of-river/peaking), these are currently being investigated as part of the overall
engineering feasibility study . The ESIA does not consider the Batoka HPP scheme and
conservation as alternatives to one another. The HPP scheme is not expected to significantly
impact terrestrial conservation, as the gorge supports minimal wildlife, presents a natural barrier
to the movement of wildlife, and the loss of terrestrial habitat will be small. Conservation of the
area remains the responsibility of the respective Zambian and Zimbabwean conservation
authorities, and is not the responsibility of the HPP management authority. Promoting
conservation of the greater area is however proposed within the mitigation measures.
Development of the Batoka HPP scheme is expected to lead to improved management of the
surrounding areas which will have positive spin offs for conservation.
Solar power is considered in the energy mix. For example, the total capacity of solar power in
Zimbabwe is estimated at 300MW. The Batoka HPP will deliver upwards of 1800MW, which is
required to address the energy deficit in the SAPP. It is true hydropower is vulnerable to
droughts. Engineering feasibility studies are considering the historical flow records (of ~100
years) as well as the impacts of climate change into their models, to assess the overall feasibility
of the scheme.
A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes both hydropower
schemes in the Zambezi basin as a whole, and for power generation schemes, including
thermal power, within the SADC region as a whole. The Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
presents a Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Study for the entire SAPP region.
In addition, for the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have
been investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are
currently being investigated. As per alterative operating scenarios for the Batoka scheme itself
(such as run-of-river/peaking), these are currently being investigated as part of the overall
engineering feasibility study .

This site has been the subject of detailed studies as far back as 1993. The current engineering
feasibility studies once again confirm that the present site is best suited for the construction of
the scheme. The site has suitable geology for the construction of the dam wall, has a site
suitable for the construction of a spillway, and the gorge at this point is narrower compared to
sites downstream, thus reducing concrete volumes, and hence construction costs.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Graham Nel / Tony King
Can you provide an assurance that conservation has been fully considered as an alternative to the project
Sue Liell-Cock
(including a full DSM conservartion study)

Has there been due diligence in exploring alternative electricity generation schemes if electricity is to be
primary objective of the project? Have alternatives schemes such as run of the river turbines been
considered that do not impact on the Mosi-oa-Tunya National park and the UNESCO world heritage
sites?

There needs to be assurance that scaled-down, less-damaging project designs have been considered

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Organisation

Date

Source

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Mr Cooper Freeman

Written submission

07-Oct-14 Email

Can solar power be considered as a project alternative?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Could Zambia not develop the Kafue Dam Stage 2 as a project alternative?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Technology is advancing. Could the use of fish friendly turbines be considered?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day
Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities
Victoria Falls Open Day

Why is the Hwange powerline alternative proposed?

Ms N Dube

Acting Provincial Administrator

01-Oct-14

The percentage contribution of this power to the national grid needs to be better understood.

Darryl Tiran

Birdlife Zimbabwe

04-Oct-14

What is the rationale for the location of the permanent camps? Will this lead to the development of a new
Mr F Ndhlovu
urban centre?

Department of Physical Planning

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Please provide us with exact co-ordinates for the permanent camp in the west.

Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Response

The ESIA and Engineering feasibility studies will inform on this subject.
A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes both hydropower
schemes in the Zambezi basin as a whole, and for power generation schemes, including
thermal power, within the SADC region as a whole. The Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
presents a Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Study for the entire SAPP region.
In addition, for the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have
been investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are
currently being investigated. As per alterative operating scenarios for the Batoka scheme itself
(such as run-of-river/peaking), these are currently being investigated as part of the overall
engineering feasibility study .
Different alternatives to the Batoka scheme are being considered and form part of the
engineering feasibility studies.
Solar power is considered in the energy mix. For example, the total capacity of solar power in
Zimbabwe is estimated at 300MW. The two countries require an upwards of 10000MW in the
next five years, which cannot be secured through solar power alone. The Batoka HPP will
deliver upwards of 1800MW, which is required to address part of the energy deficit in both
countries.
The two countries require an upwards of 10000MW in the next five years, which cannot be
secured through the Batoka HPP alone, therefore Kafue Dam Stage 2 (Kafue Gorge Lower) is
one of the projects to deliver that energy.
The engineering feasibility studies will inform on this subject.

The alternative aligns with an existing road thus minimising the extent of disturbed area.
The engineering feasibility studies will inform on this subject.
The rationale for the location of the camps will include, proximity to the project site among
others. The development of new urban centres will stem from the need to have permanent
townships for workers.
Note that at this stage, there a number of alternative locations for permanent camps proposed,
both in Zimbabwe and Zambia. The ESIA will be making recommendations on the preferred
alternative. At this stage, the coordinates for the proposed alterative camp in the west is 18° 0'
40.34" S; 26° 1' 6.14" E;

We would suggest that existing roads are utilised wherever possible. There should be no need to develop
new roads.
Can the permanent camp be developed to provide environmentally friendly services with regard to
heating/lighting and waste management?
What is the number of spillway gates?
How many people will be housed in the permanent camp?
Will the access roads be tarred?
Where will the Dam be serviced from?

The utilisation and hence upgrading of existing roads will be encouraged during the design of
the scheme.

Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

The comment is noted and such measures will be included in the project ESMP.

Charlene Hewat
Charlene Hewat
Charlene Hewat
Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa
Environment Africa
Environment Africa
Environment Africa

04-Oct-14
04-Oct-14
04-Oct-14
04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day
Victoria Falls Open Day
Victoria Falls Open Day
Victoria Falls Open Day

What will the power generation of Batoka be in comparison to Kariba?

S Chenaux

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

How far is the new Ndlovhu housing project from the project location? Will it be affected?

S Chenaux

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

The engineering feasibility studies will inform on this subject.
It is currently anticipated that 300 people will be housed in the permanent camp.
Yes.
The dam will be serviced from both Victoria Falls and Livingstone.
Batoka will produce upwards of 1800MW. Kariba, together with the Kariba South and North
bank extensions, will have a capacity of 2130MW.
The Ndlovu Housing project is 24km from the dam site. The ESIA studies will investigate
whether it will be impacted; residents may experience greater traffic in the area if the proposed
roads are built in this area.

Where are the game parks on your maps, they are not showing and that is one of the major concern,
how the game parks will be affected by this project. Your maps need to be drastically improved if people
are going to comment on this project. We also need to know where the dam will be and where the river
will be.

S Chenaux

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Your comment has been noted and the maps will be updated accordingly.

What difference does 800 MW make to the Zimbabwean power requirements? What percentage does it
Ms Annah Chuma
add to the grid? Does it mean that we will no longer be subject to power cuts?

Hwange Colliery Company

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

According to the Ministry of Energy and Power Development’s National Energy Policy of 2012,
there is a net deficit in the supply of electrical power in Zimbabwe. The country requires nearly
2 200MW in winter at peak, but generation locally can’t meet the demand as only 1 300MW are
being produced; energy imports currently cover for the deficit. Although the Batoka scheme will
reduce this deficit, further power generation capability in Zimbabwe will still be required.

Who is funding this project?

Steve Jonasi, Lion Encounter Alert

Lion Encounter Alert

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

The World Bank is funding the ESIA but not the construction. Various funding institutions have
expressed interest in funding the project after the feasibility studies are completed.

How does the water abstraction for the Chobe and Zambezi Matebeleland Water project interact with the
Steve Jonasi, Lion Encounter Alert
Batoka Gorge Project?

Lion Encounter Alert

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

The feasibility Studies will inform on the exact impact this will have on the project.

How much water will be trapped by the dam?

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

You are not responding satisfactorily to our questions. There are some issues that you are leaving
unanswered, for example the location of infrastructure, roads and road construction, the location of the
power lines. If the water does not leave the gorge how are we affected

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

How wide is the electricity transmission corridor?

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

How many Transmission lines will be erected?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

After impoundment to the full supply level, the reservoir surface area will cover approximately 23
km2.
The engineering studies have not yet been concluded and so we are unable to provide you with
specific details of where infrastructure will be located, at this stage of the project . Once we have
these, we will communicate these to you. Although the water will not leave the gorge,
households will still be impacted. For example, there is likely to be physical or economic
resettlement associated with the powerlines, roads and construction camps.
In Zimbabwe, the transmission line corridor currently being explored is 3km wide and 70km
long. It starts from the Batoka Gorge site to Hwange. However, engineering studies are still
ongoing to confirm the exact locations; the community will be advised of the exact locations
once these have been confirmed. Once the final routing to he Transmission line is known, the
Transmission line corridors will be reduced to the normal servitude width.
The engineering studies are still on-going. However, in Zimbabwe it is proposed that the
transmission lines will comprise of 2 x 70km 400kV lines, running in parallel, and sharing a
common right-of-way, to the existing Hwange 400 kV substation. In Zambia, the line will
comprise of 2 x 330kV transmission lines measuring 21km running from Batoka and terminating
at a new 330kV substation ZESCO will construct in Livingstone. A second line may also be
developed which will run in parallel to the existing 220kV line, terminating at the Muzuma
substation in Choma, a distance of approximately 160 km.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Can you explain the project site and the location of the transmission lines?

Commentator

Community member, Jambezi Ward

Organisation

N/A

Date

02-Oct-14

Source

Response

Jambezi Ward Meeting

The Project site will be located 47km from Victoria Falls. Engineering studies are still underway
to exactly determine the location of the Project infrastructure, including the transmission lines.
In Zimbabwe it is proposed that the powerlines will run from the Batoka Gorge site to the
existing substation in Hwange. We will inform the community of the location of the
infrastructure once the studies are completed.

Be clear on which areas are to be affected. Is it the whole of Jambezi area?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

Why don’t you bring the people who send you to answer our questions?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

Who will be affected?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

With the construction of the dam which roads will be upgraded or affected?

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

How wide is the transmission line corridor?

Mr Mkhwananzi, Kayalethu Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Engineering studies are still being undertaken to determine the exact locations of the
infrastructure. It is only when these have been completed that we will be able to determine the
actual project footprint. With regards to the transmission lines, in Zimbabwe the engineers are
currently looking at a 3km wide corridor that runs from the Batoka Gorge site to Hwange. The
line itself will fall within a much narrower servitude, but we are currently able to advise on areas
to avoid. In terms of roads, in Zimbabwe, the secondary road that starts from the BulawayoVictoria Falls main road and connects to Jabula may be upgraded and a new road, connecting
Jabula to the dam site (measuring 14km long), may be constructed. People living near these
areas are likely to be affected. Three areas are also being looking at in terms of location of the
permanent camps. Project alternatives are still under consideration as part of the engineering
studies so that sensitive areas such as sites of social/ecological and/or cultural significance can
be avoided and environmental factors included in the design of the facility.
There are observers from Zambezi River Authority who are listening and recording your
concerns. Unfortunately we are not able to answer all your questions as studies are still
ongoing. This stage of consultation and capturing all your concerns is very important in the life
cycle of the project because it will help capture and understand the community concerns and
position and what needs to be done and corrected going forward. Measures to ensure the full
project benefits are passed on the project area communities will be better developed, as well as
those to mitigate all identified potentially negative impacts so that the project is sustainably
implemented.
In Zimbabwe, the proposed scheme falls within the province of Matabeleland North and in the
Hwange Rural District. It includes the wards of Matetsi, Chidobe, Katchecheti, Nemanhanga,
Mbizha, Jambezi, Sidinda, Mashala and Simangani. The traditional authorities in the area of
impact include chief Shana, Bishop Matata Sibanda (who is Acting Chief for Mvutu who has
recently deceased) and Chief Hwange. It is believed that all these wards will be affected in
some way. The individual affected households have not yet been identified as servitudes have
not been defined.
In Zimbabwe, the secondary road that starts from the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls main road and
connects to Jabula may be upgraded and a new road, connecting Jabula to the dam site
(measuring 14km long), may be constructed. The construction of a road downstream from the
dam and a bridge that connects the two countries is also proposed, in order to minimise the
passage of heavy loaded trucks on the dam crest. In Zambia, it is proposed that the road
originating in Palmgrove (near Livingstone) that connects to Mukuni village may be rehabilitated
and a new road, measuring 20km in length may be constructed to connect Mukuni to the dam
site.
In Zimbabwe, the transmission line corridor currently being explored is 3km wide and 70km
long. It starts from the Batoka Gorge site to Hwange. However, engineering studies are still
ongoing to confirm the exact locations; the community will be advised of the exact locations
once these have been confirmed.
The dam will be solely within the gorge and is not expected to encroach on any land outside of
the Gorge. The actual footprint of impact is still under consideration and assessment through
the engineering and ESIA studies.
The engineering work to determine the positions is still going on. As soon as that information is
available it will be communicated to the community
The engineering studies are still to be completed and the final routing is not available. Once
these have been completed, we can feedback to you in regards to what communities are likely
to be affected.

How much land will the dam water take going backwards towards the Victoria Falls?

Lubasi, Kalala Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Where exactly will the transmission lines be as they enter Hwange town?

H.T Mobe, Madumabisa Farm

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Tell us the exact location of the infrastructure and the power lines

Councillor Farai Shoko , Gonwa
Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

Can you tell us exactly where the project infrastructure will be erected?

Mandla Mpofu, Sisiyathu village 4

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

Engineering studies are still being undertaken to determine the exact locations of the
infrastructure. It is only when these have been completed that we will be able to determine who
exactly will be affected . We will communicate to you as soon as these have been undertaken.

Please tell us very clearly (Tiujeni kasa kasa) where the transmission lines and other infrastructure is
going to be.

Farai Shoko, Gondwa Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

Engineering studies are still being undertaken to determine the exact locations of the
infrastructure. It is only when these have been completed that we will be able to determine who
exactly will be affected . We will communicate to you as soon as these have been undertaken.
In regards to the transmission lines, in Zimbabwe the engineers are currently looking at a 3km
wide corridor that runs from the Batoka Gorge site to Hwange. Those who fall in this corridor
are likely to be affected. In terms of roads, in Zimbabwe, the secondary road that starts from
the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls main road and connects to Jabula may be upgraded and a new
road, connecting Jabula to the dam site (measuring 14km long), may be constructed. People
living near these areas are likely to be affected. Three areas are also being looking at in terms
of location of the permanent camps. Project alternatives are still under consideration as part of
the engineering studies so that sensitive areas such as sites of social/ecological and/or cultural
significance can be avoided and environmental factors included in the design of the facility.

Give us a time frame as to when resettlement will happen so that we prepare physically and
psychologically

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

We are still unsure yet whether the project is going to go ahead. This will depend on the
decision made by the environmental agencies and governments of both countries involved.
Project financing also needs to be provided. The dam will only be operational in ten years’ time,
so resettlement is not immediate. Once we have further information, we will communicate this to
you.

Is the dam water likely to spill over the gorge?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

Is the project going to develop a township?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

Tell us the exact location of the transmission lines from Batoka to Hwange

Derek Sibanda, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

Will blasting be required? Will the gorge be widened to support the dam development?

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Will there be a new customs post at the bridge over the dam?

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities
Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

The studies carried out so far show that there will be no dam footprint outside of the gorge.
Yes if the project goes ahead there will be constructed two townships one for the construction
period and the other a permanent one to house employees during the operational phase of the
project.
Engineering studies are still being undertaken to determine the exact locations of the
powerlines. It is only when these have been completed that we will be able to communicate
these to you. However currently, in Zimbabwe, the engineers are currently looking at a 3km
wide corridor that runs from the Batoka Gorge site to Hwange. This line would measure 70km
long.
Blasting will be required for the development of the dam wall. There is no intention of widening
the gorge.

Yes.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date
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Who is the contractor for the construction phase?

Peter Roberts

Private
Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day
email and written
submission

This will only be determined following the completion of the feasibility study.
The ESIA studies report will be made public including the executive summary for the
Engineering feasibility Studies.
Comment noted and will be considered as a benefit of the project in the economic impact
assessment.
This site has been the subject of detailed studies as far back as 1993. The most recent SP
study once again reiterates that the present site is best suited for the construction of the
scheme. The site has suitable geology for the construction of the dam wall, has a site suitable
for the construction of a spillway, and the gorge at this point is narrower compared to sites
downstream, thus reducing concrete volumes, and hence construction costs.
Yes.

Will the documents that disclose the cost and engineering sides of the dam project be made public?

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Power supply to the country will increase which will be a benefit to us.

D. Kung

The Kingdom at Victoria Falls

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014
04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

What is the reason that the Batoka Gorge site was selected?

C. Chimsa

Victoria Falls Hotel

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day

Will the bridge be creating an access point for the Zambian and Zimbabwean communities?
What is the proposed area/size of the spillway? What is the commercial value for the loss of this land?
Could water provision for local communities be provided through additional damming?

C. Chimsa

Victoria Falls Hotel

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day

C. Chimsa

Victoria Falls Hotel

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day

What is the distance of the first permanent village from the Vic Falls/Hwange Rd?

C. Chimsa

Victoria Falls Hotel

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open day

When construction will starts and the estimated time for completion?

Clive Bradford

Wild Horizons

26-Nov-14

email

What will the height of the river be in the Gorge? How far will the tailwaters extend? We are concerned
that this will impact on Victoria Falls.

Richard Maasdorp

Zambezi Society

30-Sep-14

Who will be housed in the permanent villages?

03-Oct-14

What is the status regarding housing development

03-Oct-14

Harare Open Day
Hwange District Council
Meeting
Hwange District Council
Meeting

Do you have an anticipated level to which the water will rise

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Have the engineers considered designing at a static level?
Will there be any diversion of water into penstocks
How does the Batoka Dam interact with expansion of the Kariba dam? Will the construction phase of this
project interrupt water suplies to Kariba and Cabora Bassa?

04-Oct-14
04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day
Victoria Falls Open Day

04-Oct-14

What activities are planned for the Batoka Hydro-Electric (BHES) power plant in the various construction
Abby Chungu
stages?

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Has a pre-feasibility study been undertaken?

Agney Siuluta

Department of Energy

08-Oct-14

Will the project details change if the power generation increases to 3000 MW i.e. in relation to what we
have been presented with today?

Alexandra Conroy

WASAZA

08-Oct-14

What is the reason for extending the high voltage power lines to Choma instead of Livingstone?

Councillor Mwampole K. Brighto

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

There is a perception that there are a lot of activities being undertaken in Zimbabwe for the project, such
as construction of access roads with very little work being done in Zambia. Why?

Councillor Mwampole K. Brighton

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

I am interested in the exact location of the new proposed Zambian power line and the proposed road on
the Zambian side.

De Gruijter Reinout

Stanley exploration & safari Co. Ltd

27-Oct-14

When will the dam be constructed?

Elena Likukela

Musokotwane village

11-Oct-14

What is the length of the power lines? Where exactly will they pass?

Kenenth Mufuna

Headman Kapongo Village

11-Oct-14

Where exactly are the projects affected areas?

Lloyd Masamu

Sekuba village

11-Oct-14

Is this project owned by the Government of Zambia or is it being driven by private partnership deals?

Mang’olaKelyson

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

What is the time frame for the completion of the project?

Mang’olaKelyson

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

There are falls which are in close proximity to the dam. Will they be affected by the dam?

Mr Jones Masonde

Zambia Wildlife Authority

07-Oct-14

Where will the project headquarters be based? What will be the governance structure for the project?

Mr. Noole Mass

Ministry of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs

10-Oct-14

What is the expected output of the project and how long will it take to complete?

Mr.KelysonMangola

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

What is meant by permanent camp settlements?

Ms. Chanda Mwale

WWF- Zambia Country office

07-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting
Lusaka authorities
meeting
Lusaka authorities
meeting

The ESIA and the Engineering Feasibility Studies will inform on these subjects.
The first permanent village (furthest west) is approximately 15-20 km from the Victoria
Falls/Hwange Road.
If the proposed project goes ahead, it is likely that construction will commence in 2016. This will
continue for a period of up to 9 years.
The effects on flow and water level conditions upstream of the dam will be examined as part of
the study. Based on earlier hydraulic studies it appears unlikely that these effects would extend
beyond the Silent Pools area.

Operational staff, to run the facilities if and when developed
Currently three alternative sites for permanent camps have been identified. Approximately 300
people will be housed in the preferred alternative.
The engineers are still working on it but at the moment the current estimate is that this rise will
be to the 757m contour in the Gorge.
The ESIA and the Engineering Feasibility Studies will inform on these subjects.
The ESIA and the Engineering Feasibility Studies will inform on this subject.
The ESIA and the Engineering Feasibility Studies will inform on this subject. However, the
project will not interrupt the supplies of water to Kariba and Cabora Bassa
The construction phase is expected to last around nine years. It will be divided into two stages:
the first stage will be when access roads and permanent camps will be built. It is expected that
this will take one to two years. The second phase is when the dam and plants will be
constructed; this will take six to seven years .

Yes and these studies are currently being updated by the feasibility studies being conducted .

There will be very little change to the design. This power generation capacity will be supported
by the existing design for the wall height and area of inundation.
There will be a line to the New Livingstone substation from the Gorge site . It is also notable that
Kazungula District
taking power to Choma will also help reinforce the power supply in Southern Province through
Meeting
the existing high Voltage substations there.
The proposed Batoka Gorge Project will have similar facilities on the both the Zimbabwean and
Kazungula District
Zambian side. Access roads will be constructed in as part of this scheme on the Zambian and
Meeting
Zimbabwean Side.
The location of this infrastructure is detailed in the Background Information Document that has
been forwarded to all registered stakeholders. Both the exact alignment of the access roads and
Email
power lines has not been decided upon by the engineers or ZRA and will be disclosed in the
future.
Musokotwane community If the proposed project goes ahead, it is likely that construction will commence in 2015. This will
meeting
continue for a period of up to 9 years.
In Zambia, the line will comprise of 2 x 330kV transmission lines measuring 21km running from
Batoka and terminating at a new 330kV substation ZESCO will construct in Livingstone. A
second line may also be developed which will run in parallel to the existing 220kV line,
Musokotwane community
terminating at the Muzuma substation in Choma, a distance of approximately 160 km. In
meeting
Zimbabwe it is proposed that the transmission lines will comprise of 2 x 70km 400kV lines,
running in parallel, and sharing a common right-of-way, to the existing Hwange 400 kV
substation.
In Zimbabwe, the proposed scheme falls within the province of Matabeleland North and in the
Hwange Rural District. It includes the wards of Matetsi, Chidobe, Katchecheti, Nemananga,
Mbizha, Jambezi, Sidinda and Mashala. The traditional authorities in the area of impact include
chief Shana, Bishop Matata Sibanda (who is Acting Chief for Mvutu who has recently
deceased) and Chief Hwange . In Zambia, the main area of direct impact falls under the
Southern Province in the Kazungula District, most notably the wards of Mukuni and Kataazi,
Musokotwane community
which fall under Chief Mukuni’s jurisdiction. However, impacts will also be felt in Livingstone
meeting
District, Zimba District and Choma District and if there are downstream impacts, these may be
experienced in the District of Kalomo. The traditional authorities in these areas include Chief
Musokotwane, Chief Simwatachela, Chief Sipatunyana, and Chief Singani. Engineering
studies are still going on to determine the exact location of the project infrastructure. Once
these have been completed, we can feedback to you in regards to what communities are likely
to be affected.
The project will be a joint partnership between the Government's of Zambia and Zimbabwe and
Kazungula District
will be led by the Zambezi River Authority (ZRA). The ZRA and is jointly owned by the
Meeting
governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe in equal proportions.
The ESIA is due to be submitted for review to the Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe and
Kazungula District
the respective environmental agencies in March 2015. If they accept the Project, construction
Meeting
is likely to commence in 2015 with operation of the dam likely to begin in 2024.
On the basis of the current design, it appears likely that all the rapids/falls between the dam wall
Lusaka Open Day
and Silent Pools could be lost.
The headquarters of the ZRA are currently based in Lusaka, with local operations offices
Kazungula District
located in Kariba. Operations offices of the Batoka Project will likely be built closer to the project
Meeting
site in the future. The governance structure of the project will be decided by the two
governments.
At the moment it is expected to generate 1600MW; 800MW will be provided to Zambia and
Kazungula District
800MW to Zimbabwe. However, this is an output of the update of the detailed feasibility
Meeting
studies and the final power output will be communicated later once the studies are concluded.
It is estimated that the facility will be operational in seven years time.
This will be the settlements within which the operational staff reside. It is currently anticipated
Lusaka Open Day
that 300 people will need to be housed in the permanent camp.

Comment/Question+A1:G1
How much ecological costing is included in permanent camps?

Which is the alternative siting for the dam?

Commentator
Ms. Chanda Mwale

Mwale Lusizi

Organisation
WWF-Zambia Country office

Zambian Wildlife Authority

Date

Source

06-Oct-14

Registration and
Comment Sheet

Response
The ESIA studies being carried out will inform of this matter.
For the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have been
investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are currently
being investigated. These are currently being done as part of the overall engineering feasibility
study .
The area within the dam footprint is referred to as the “impoundment”.
The general direction will be from Batoka Gorge site to Livingstone. However, the specific route
is to be defined during the studies.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

What is meant by impoundment?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Which side of Livingstone is the transmission line coming in on?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Why is the spillway located in Zimbabwe?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

The layout presented showing the spillway on the Zimbabwean side, was only one of the
options being considered for adoption. The final Layout will have the spillway on the dam crest.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

No, this is not true, and a holding dam is not being considered in the engineering feasibility
study.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Comment noted.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

A further meeting in Livingstone is proposed with the presence of the project engineers.
Silent Pool is located at the top of the 4th Gorge, immediately downstream of the outlets of the
Victoria Falls Power station.
It is intended that the inundation area will be 23 km2

Mention has been made that the dam will not hold sufficient capacity to produce the required power.
There has been mention of a holding dam at Katambora. This was required for the Kafue Dam.
My property is affected by the Katima-Munga line. I cannot be affected by another powerline. It will then
not be possible to subdivide my property in the future.
We require information. There is a shortage of information at this meeting.

How far is Silent Pools from Victoria Falls?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

What is the size of the dam?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

Engineering studies are still in progress and the final road alignment has not been determined
however, it is currently proposed that the secondary road that starts from the Bulawayo-Victoria
Falls main road and connects to Jabula may be upgraded and a new road, connecting Jabula
to the dam site (measuring 14km long), may be constructed. The construction of a road
downstream from the dam and a bridge that connects the two countries is also proposed, in
order to minimise the passage of heavy loaded trucks on the dam crest.

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

All these questions form part of the scope of the feasibility studies. Therefore, they will be
answered at the end of the studies.

Written submission

We are aware of the possible losses in basin yield in the next decades as a result of climate
change which may be significant in design terms. The World Bank’s Multisectoral Investment
Opportunity Analysis that predicted a 16% fall in yield in the Upper Zambezi by 2030. We will
be drawing upon these and other published data (Dr Belfuss's paper included) , in the impact
assessment, i.e. recommending that the final design factors this in. The engineers will be
assessing the impacts of climate change on dam design, and on the overall feasibility of the
scheme.

Are there any roads that will link Batoka with Victoria Falls that will be constructed?

Community member, Chidobe Ward

Does the project schedule reflect actual experience in the region particularly with regard to cost and
timeline? A recent Oxford study found that large dams are uneconomical, run over budget, do not satisfy
objectives and have construction time overruns, are there adequate contingencies included in project
cost estimates for all of the following and other unforeseen problems: project delays due to strikes,
adverse weather, unexpected construction conditions (i.e. re-evaluation of seismic risks), re-engineering,
lawsuits, drought during operation, accidents, civil disobedience, or political unrest. What is the actual
Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock
project cost and how is this to be re-paid? What is the debt burden on the people of Zambia? The Itaipu
dam Brazil built in the 1970s suffered a 240 per cent cost over-run that impaired the country’s finances
for three decades. In the open meeting it was stipulated that the present timeline is “indicative” as
opposed to “set in stone”. If the project is to go ahead, what is the timeline and how will this be enforced.
How long will it take for the project to begin to generate revenue and export electricity if this is the
objective of the project?
We express concern that the project will affect an already overburdened river system. Dr. Richard Beifuss
postulates that the dams been proposed and built on the Zambezi River will be negatively affected with
climate change, yet energy planning in the basin is not taking serious attention to this huge hydrological Graham Nel / Tony King
uncertainity. He further states that ' ensuring energy and water security in the Zambezi Basin in the future Sue Liell-Cock
will require a new thinking about river basin development'. We must avoid investing billions of dollars into
projects that could become white elephants.” There is a growing groundswell of evidence that hydro
projects are ‘on the way out’ so why is this type of project even being considered now?

Will the document that discloses the cost and engineering sides of the dam project be made public?
A realistic inflation of the project costs needs to be provided in the final cost estimate.
There needs to be assurance that there are adequate contingencies included in project cost estimates for
all of the following unforeseen problems: project delays due to strikes, adverse weather, unexpected
construction conditions (i.e. re-evaluation of seismic risks), re-engineering, lawsuits, drought during
operation, accidents, civil disobedience, or political unrest.
There needs to be assurance that we will have access to the documents that disclose the cost and
engineering sides of the dam project. I would like to be informed and it be made public when and how will
we get the documents. If we cannot have full access to the cost and engineering sides of the project, I
want assurance that we can at least have access to the aspects that touch on the environment and social
impacts of the dam.
There needs to be assurance that conservation has been fully considered as an alternative to the project
(including a full DSM conservation study).

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

The ESIA study report and the executive summary of the engineering feasibility report will be
made public.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

Yes. This will be done.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

Yes. This will be done.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

The ESIA study report and the executive summary of the engineering feasibility report will be
made public.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

The ESIA studies will take this into account.

Assurance needs to be provided that the rate of reservoir siltation has been considered in the calculation
of operations and maintenance costs, and in the calculation of the project’s estimated lifespan.
Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

The ESIA studies and the Engineering Feasibility Studies will inform on this.

Does the project schedule reflect actual experience in the region particularly with regards to the cost and
timeline? A recent Oxford study found that the lartge dams are uneconomical, run over- budget, do not
satisfy objectives and have construction time overruns. Are there adequate contegiencies included in the
project cost estimates of all the following and other unforseen problem projects to accommodate delays
Graham Nel / Tony King
due to strikes, adverse weather, unexpected construction conditions (i.e re- evaluation of seismic risks),
Sue Liell-Cock
engineering, lawsuits, drought during operation, accidents, civil disobedience or political unrest? What is
the actual project cost and how is this repaid? What is the anticipated debt and burden on the people of
Zambia? The Itaipu dam in Brazil built in 1970s suffered a 240% cost overrun that impaired the country's
finance for three decades. In the open day meeting it was stipulated the present timline is indicative as
opposed to set in stone. If the project is to go ahead, what is the timeline and how will this be enforced?
How long will it take for the project to begin to generate revenue and export electricity if this is the
objective?

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

All these questions form part of the scope of the feasibility studies. Therefore, they will be
answered at the end of the studies.

Construction period for the project is estimated to be seven years.
Different institutions and organisations have shown interest in providing funding for the project.
The decision on the funding and sources of funding is yet to be made.
This is been assessed as part of the ESIA.
Both districts may experience displacement (physical and/or economic) if the transmission line is
extended to Choma.

Who is funding the project? Has any interest been shown? Have there been funding requests?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

What are the advantages because people can only think of the negative impacts at the moment
What types of impacts are anticipated from the project that is likely to extended to Choma and Kalomo
Districts?

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day
Kazungula District
Meeting
Musokotwane community
This will be included in the maps for future engagements.
meeting
There is a power deficit in the two countries and the region. The Batoka Project is aim
Livingstone Open day
contributing to reducing this power deficit.

Mr. KelysonMangola

Kazungula District Council

Can you show the railway on the map? This will help us to locate where we are.

Kennedy Mufuna

Headman -Kapongo village

10-Oct-14
11-Oct-14

Zimbabwe wants to take advantage of this project. They have killed their tourism and agricultural
economies.

Clement Chisangwa

Bundu Adventures

06-Oct-14

Comment/Question+A1:G1

An option assessment is required that looks at energy provision for the country.

The project’s objectives need to properly describe the needs it is supposed to meet rather than just its
structural features (i.e. a proper objective would be, “develop programmes to match energy needs with
energy supply.”)
Which groups in society will realize benefits from the project corporations or individuals?

Commentator

Cooper Freeman

Organisation

Private

Date

06-Oct-14

Source

Response

Livingstone Open day

A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes both hydropower
schemes in the Zambezi basin as a whole, and for power generation schemes, including
thermal power, within the SADC region as a whole. The Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
presents a Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Study for the entire SAPP region.
In addition, for the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have
been investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are
currently being investigated.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

The Development of the Batoka is aimed at addressing the prevailing power supply shortages
that the two countries are facing.

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

It is anticipated that the Project will benefit corporations and individuals. For example, some
corporations will secure contracts in providing goods and services and some individuals will gain
jobs.

We would like an assurance that scaled down versions of the project have been considered. Zambia is
close to meetings its power requirements and therefore does not require that the project goes ahead.
The previous government had cancelled the project. Why is it now been reconsidered?
The project schedule needs to reflect actual experience in the region.
Mr Cooper Freeman
The analysis will need to indicate how long it will take the project to become a net-energy producer
(including energy requirements used to build the dam: manufacturing project equipment and supplies,
moving materials, tunneling, grading, disposing of soils, transporting workers to construction site and
Mr Cooper Freeman
back and including: transmission line losses, operations and maintenance activities (replacing equipment,
dredging accumulated silt), etc.)

Different alternatives of the Batoka scheme are being considered as part of the ESIA and
Feasibility studies. Zambia requires the project as the economy continues to grow.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day
07-Oct-14 Email

The project has always formed part of the development plans for the two countries.
The feasibility studies will inform on project schedule.

07-Oct-14 Email

The feasibility studies will inform on all these issues.

There are infrastructural development plans for upstream sections of the Zambezi River. These are
becoming more and more defined with increased likelihood that they will materialize sooner than later.
WWF would like to know which upstream developments are being taken into consideration and what
impact do these have on the economic feasibility of the proposed Batoka dam project?

Dr. Nyambe Nyambe

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

It is noted that irrigation developments, increased water abstraction and climate change will all
impact on the future flow conditions of the river, and hence the financial feasibility of the
scheme. Although the engineering feasibility consultants have used over 100 years of flow data
in their engineering feasibility studies at this stage, the impacts of flow reductions will be
considered in the overall financial feasibility of the scheme.

Sanitation in permanent villages and areas where in-migration is experienced is of concern.

Alexandra Conroy

WASAZA

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

This will be assessed as part of the socio-economic impact assessment.

What will happen in the context that resettlement is required?

Ms N Dube

Acting Provincial Administrator

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework is proposed in terms of
international good practice and in accordance with the IFC Performance Standards. One of the
requirements of these standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement
process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential.
A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework is proposed in terms of
international good practice and in accordance with the IFC Performance Standards. One of the
requirements of these standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement
process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. The
Resettlement studies have just commenced and so no resettlement sites have been identified.
The dam will only be operational in ten years time, so resettlement is not immediate.

People are worried about the project. There is a fear associated with the loss of property. How will
communities benefit? When will this project happen? Where will resettled people be moved to?

Mr Jabulani Moyo

Councillor, Ward 4

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

Issues like compensation need to be put in black and white.

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

We are going to lose a lot because the dam will affect our livelihoods negatively. Fishing and rafting were
some activities we depended upon a lot. There are those who work on tourism projects that will be
Community member, Chidobe Ward
affected by the dam. How are you going to compensate for this lifetime loss?

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

If a family loses farming land will the project assist in the clearing of virgin land?

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

What will happen in the case that the land to which I am moved inferior and maybe less fertile or
productive than where I was before?

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

Where is the project to resettle the affected?

Community member, Chidobe Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chidobe Ward Meeting

We are concerned that at the start like this you promise compensation but when the project comes no
compensation will be given.

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

At what point in the project does compensation come?

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

Compensation will be provided prior to relocation.
The project sponsors are bound by the laws of Zimbabwe and Zambia which require
compensation to be paid. It will be against the law for them not to provide compensation.
There is a grievance procedure to be followed in the event of this unlikely event happening.
This will require all cases to be investigated fully and appropriate re-dress provided.

What will happen in the event that the project fails to compensate the affected people?

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

If a person is only economically affected, will they be compensated?

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

All compensation agreements will be drawn up and signed for by the affected households
before resettlement is undertaken.
ZRA will try to avoid any livelihoods being negatively affected as a result of the Project. The
ESIA will study what impacts to livelihoods are likely to occur. It will also develop measures to
prevent and reduce the likelihood of these occurring. These studies will be communicated to
you once they have been completed.
Potential compensation entitlements and land preparation will be considered as part of the
resettlement planning process.
A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework is proposed in terms of
international good practice and in accordance with the IFC Performance Standards. One of the
requirements of these standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement
process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. This will
be addressed further through the resettlement process.
The Resettlement studies have just commenced and so no resettlement sites have been
identified yet. The dam will only be operational in ten years’ time, so resettlement is not
immediate.
The project sponsors are bound by the laws of Zimbabwe and Zambia which require
compensation to be paid. It will be against the law for them not to provide compensation. In
addition, international good practice standards need to be adopted as part of the Resettlement
Action Plan.

Yes. Compensation or entitlement will be for both physical and economic displacement.
The project will rely on traditional authorities and government to help determine the location of
the resettlement sites. To avoid separation of communities and disruption to support networks,
it will be more beneficial to have affected communities move in one group to a designated are
However if a family feels strongly that they need to choose their own site in agreement with the
land and traditional authorities, such a case will be considered during the resettlement
negotiation process.
It is not the project intention to separate people from the chief. Much care will be taken to
ensure that this does not happen.
Compensation will be evaluated on the basis of an asset inventory which will need to be
undertaken closer to the time of actual resettlement.

On relocation are people allowed to choose where they want to be relocated to?

Community member, Chikandakubi
Ward

N/A

06-Oct-14

Chikandakubi Ward
Meeting

Are people to be separated from the Chief in the event of relocation?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

How is the compensation to be evaluated?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

Why do you not ask us what we want as compensation for the land that is lost?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

Communities and affected households will be consulted with further once it is confirmed who
will be resettled as a result of the project. Resettlement will be undertaken in line with
international best practice, namely the IFC Performance Standards. These standards prioritise
in-kind compensation as opposed to monetary compensation where this is feasible.

Is there a proposed resettlement site earmarked already?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

The Resettlement studies have just commenced and so no resettlement sites have been
identified yet. The dam will only be operational in ten years’ time, so resettlement is not
immediate.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Do we halt what we are doing in anticipation of relocation? I have bought cement and it is going to expire
Community member, Jambezi Ward
before I use it.

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

The dam will only be operational in ten years’ time, so resettlement is not immediate. The team
is recommending that an asset inventory is not immediate and closer to the time of resettlement
will be undertaken. Improvements to structures during this time cannot be halted.

Explain to us the two types of resettlement ( economic and physical)

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

How much land will be acquired?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

We want resettlement schemes according to government models

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework is proposed in terms of
international good practice and in accordance with the IFC Performance Standards. One of the
requirements of these standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement
process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential.

N/A

05-Oct-14

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting
Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Compensation will be evaluated on the basis of an asset inventory which will need to be
undertaken closer to the time of actual resettlement.
All structures, temporary and permanent, that are recorded at the time of the asset surveys will
be compensated.

The engineering studies will identify where project infrastructure will be located. This will
determine who will be affected by resettlement and these people will be consulted with in
greater detail. The area from which people will be moved from will be mapped in detail.
Household and asset surveys will be undertaken with each affected household. As part of this,
socioeconomic information will be collected on the household, including household population,
livelihoods, health status etc. This information will be used to calculate compensation
payments and/or replacement asset requirements. Suitable land for communities to be resettled
on will be identified in cooperation with the traditional authorities and affected households and
people living in these areas already will also be consulted in this regard.

What form of compensation does an affected homestead get? Please explain this compensation process Community member, Katchecheti
to us.
Ward
Community member, Katchecheti
Are temporary structures going to be compensated for?
Ward

Physical displacement involves the movement of households that currently reside within the
project footprint. Economic displacement is the loss of access to livelihood and income
generating activities as a result of the project footprint.
This is still to be determined. Once the engineering studies have been finalised, we should have
a better idea of how much land will be required for the project, which households will be
impacted on and how much replacement land may be required.

Explain the procedure of resettlement

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Can you clarify on those who will be affected and those who will be compensated

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

Where are we likely to be resettled?

Community member, Katchecheti
Ward

N/A

05-Oct-14

Katchecheti Ward
Meeting

To avoid psychological trauma caused by the movement/relocation, the project must build the affected 6
Community member, Mashala Ward
roomed houses, fence the homesteads, sink boreholes, and build schools health centres and so on.

N/A

08-Oct-14

Mashala Ward Meeting

We want all resettlement agreements to be put in writing and signed

Community member, Mashala Ward

N/A

08-Oct-14

Mashala Ward Meeting

Does the Batoka project have a place where the affected will be resettled?

Community member, Mashala Ward

N/A

08-Oct-14

Mashala Ward Meeting

When people are resettled, could you consider to resettle them on land that has all the essential facilities? Community member, Mashala Ward

N/A

08-Oct-14

Mashala Ward Meeting

The project needs to be very clear on which homesteads will be affected so that resettlement committees
Community member, Mashala Ward
can be formed in line with information that is there

N/A

08-Oct-14

Mashala Ward Meeting

There should be a conscious effort to reduce resettlement in hunting safari areas. If there is resettlement
Marumane J, Village 55
here, then how are the quotas handled?

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

If a person with a hunting quota is affected, how are they going to be compensated?

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Should a quota be affected, the individual concerned would be compensated as per IFC/World
Bank standards. Further consultation with affected individuals, as well as the Parks and Wild
life Authority, will be undertaken to determine levels of impacts and appropriate compensation.

Marumane J, Village 55

Engineering studies are still going on to determine the exact location of the project
infrastructure. Once these have been completed, we can feedback to you in regards to what
communities are likely to be affected.
Until we know who is likely to be moved and land requirements associated with this, we cannot
speculate where the communities will be moved to. The Resettlement studies have just
commenced and so no resettlement sites have been identified yet. The dam will only be
operational in ten years’ time, so resettlement is not immediate.

The compensation for immovable assets will follow the guidelines of the International Finance
Corporation and the World Bank as well as the Constitution of Zimbabwe where like for like
replacement for assets is recommended. In other words, if a house of four rooms is lost to the
project another four room house will be built as compensation. One of the requirements of the
IFC standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement process.
All agreements with the affected people will be in writing and signed by the project sponsors
and the people affected.
The Resettlement studies have just commenced and so no resettlement sites have been
identified yet. The dam will only be operational in ten years’ time, so resettlement is not
immediate.
A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework is proposed in terms of
international good practice and in accordance with the IFC Performance Standards. One of the
requirements of these standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement
process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. Your
comment regarding essential services has been noted.
Noted. When engineering studies have been completed, we will have a clearer idea on who will
be affected by resettlement. This will be communicated to you.
The resettlement studies are still ongoing so we have not yet been able to identify affected areas
and your concern is noted. In regards to hunting quotas, these are regulated by the Parks and
Wildlife authority and the Project will not be able to interfere in this allocation.

How is the compensation going to be effected?

Mr Moyo, Masikili village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

The engineering studies will identify where project infrastructure will be located. This will
determine who will be affected by resettlement and these people will be consulted with in
greater detail. The area from which people will be moved from will be mapped in detail.
Household and asset surveys will be undertaken with each affected household. As part of this,
socioeconomic information will be collected on the household, including household population,
livelihoods, health status etc. This information will be used to calculate compensation
payments and/or replacement asset requirements. Suitable land for communities to be resettled
on will be identified in cooperation with the traditional authorities and affected households and
people living in these areas already will also be consulted in this regard.

What criteria will be used to compensate those that are to be relocated?

Mr Mkhwananzi, Kayalethu Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

International best practice / The IFC Performance Standards will be used to determine
compensation that will be provided. Compensation will be provided in-kind where possible and
at a minimum, will allow affected persons to retain his/her standard of life and livelihood
potential. Asset surveys will be undertaken with all affected households to record all assets
used and / or owned by affected households. Households will be compensated on the basis of
this.

Is the level of compensation uniform to all people who will be relocated?

Mr Mkhwananzi, Kayalethu Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Compensation will be provided on a case by case basis in line with each households assets.
Principles applied for resettlement and compensation rates will be consistent for all households.

Can you clarify on compensation for schools if for example the community loses a school will it be
possible for a college or a school with boarding facilities will be built in its place or upgrading an existing
one.

Saziso Nyath, Breakfast

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Social infrastructure if lost through displacement, will need to be provided at the resettlement
site. Access for the affected households to this infrastructure needs to as a minimum remain as
it currently is. This will be addressed in the resettlement studies.

Can the people choose a place where they want to be relocated to?

J Marumani, Village 55

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

The project will rely on traditional authorities and government to help determine the location of
the resettlement sites. To avoid separation of communities and disrupting to support networks,
it will be more beneficial to have affected communities move in one group to a designated are
However if a family feels strongly that they need to choose their own site in agreement with the
land and traditional authorities, such a case will be considered at the time of relocation.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Is the resettlement going to be the same as the fast tract one?

Marumane J, Village 55

N/A

07-Oct-14

Matetsi Ward Meeting

Is land for resettlement available?

Dominic Ndazi, Mbizha Ward

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

Is it not better to minimize compensation by avoiding such structures as Police Posts, DDF the Chief’s
Palace and so on. Will these be replaced?

Farai Shoko, Gondwa Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

Where will we be resettled in the event that it will be required?

Sheila Mwembe, Milonga Village

N/A

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

No. Resettlement will be undertaken in line with the IFC Performance Standards.
Land requirements still need to be identified through the resettlement studies and then further
discussions will be undertaken with the traditional authorities.
Yes. The Project will aim to avoid and, where avoidance is not possible, minimise any
resettlement. Resettlement will be carried out in line with international best practice. Any
structures affected by resettlement e.g. police posts, DDF, the chief's palace, schools, clinics,
etc. will be replaced by similar or improved structures.
The Resettlement studies have just commenced and so no resettlement sites have been
identified yet. The dam will only be operational in ten years’ time, so resettlement is not
immediate.

Godfrey Nyoni Lawrence Sibanda, and
Can you explain to us the resettlement processes, as well as the compensation for losses that we incur if
Zeria Ngonzi, Village 4, 3 Makuni
N/A
we are moved to a new place?
Village

07-Oct-14

Mbhizi Ward Meeting

Which people will be affected in the wards and tell us exactly where we will go?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemananga Ward
Meeting

The engineering studies will identify where project infrastructure will be located. This will
determine who will be affected by resettlement and these people will be consulted with in
greater detail. The area from which people will be moved from will be mapped in detail.
Household and asset surveys will be undertaken with each affected household. As part of this,
socioeconomic information will be collected on the household, including household population,
livelihoods, health status etc. This information will be used to calculate compensation
payments and/or replacement asset requirements. Suitable land for communities to be resettled
on will be identified in cooperation with the traditional authorities and affected households and
people living in these areas already will also be consulted in this regard.
Engineering work is still on going so that we cannot at this stage pin point who will be affected.
Once this has been confirmed, we will communicate with you. The resettlement studies have
just commenced and so no resettlement sites have been identified yet. The dam will only be
operational in ten years’ time, so resettlement is not immediate.
This will be determined through the resettlement studies and will be dependent on the assets
that each household currently has, opportunities for like for like asset replacement and
negotiated compensation rates.
The impact of resettlement on the affected households will also be considered and assessed
during the resettlement studies. It is the intention of these studies to minimise negative impacts
and will suggest measures for this.
Engineering studies are currently underway which will inform the road upgrades required. We
will communicate further with you once these studies have been finalised to talk to you about
the impacts and the compensation that will be undertaken.

What form of compensation does an affected homestead get?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

How will psychological compensation be calculated because the project is going to affect us
psychologically, because of delays, uncertainties and just the fact that we are moving from one place to
the next.

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

What will happen to villagers staying next to access roads that will be upgraded?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

Can I choose where I can be relocated to?

Community member, Nemanhanga
Ward

N/A

04-Oct-14

Nemanhanga Ward
Meeting

The project will rely on traditional authorities and government to help determine the location of
the resettlement sites. To avoid separation of communities and disrupting to support networks,
it will be more beneficial to have affected communities move in one group to a designated are
However if a family feels strongly that they need to choose their own site in agreement with the
land and traditional authorities, such a case will be considered at the time of relocation.

How will compensation be worked out on our lost biodiversity such as fish, wildlife, how are we to be
compensated for the loss of these assets?

Derek Sibanda, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

As part of the resettlement study there will be a livelihood component that will ascertain the
impact on the loss of ecosystem services. Biodiversity impacts are currently also being
investigated. The Batoka Gorge does not support large numbers of fish, however the proposed
reservoir is expected to have considerable fisheries potential. The Department of Fisheries for
both Zimbabwe and Zambia will be responsible for management of that resource.

How is compensation to be calculated for immovable structures for cheap or expensive buildings?

Derek Sibanda, Makala Village

N/A

08-Oct-14

Sidinda Ward Meeting

What are the plans for the resettlement of affected communities? Will there be public disclosure of
compensation plans and available funds for this process

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

27-Oct-14

Cell phone message
received

Is it true that people will be resettled from the Batoka area and settled along the railway line?

Resettlement of people will result in changes in land use. Will resettlement studies adequately include
land use and land cover change studies?

Akabilwa Mukelabai

Community Based Natural Resources
Management (CBNRM) Forum

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day

Will people be displaced by the Batoka Gorge Hydro Electric Scheme(HES)

Akabilwa Mukelabai

Community Based Natural Resources
Management(CBNRM)

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day

This will be determined through the resettlement studies and will be dependent on the assets
that each household currently has, opportunities for like for like asset replacement and
negotiated compensation rates.
There will be economic displacement associated with the project and possibly physical
displacement. A Resettlement Action Plan will be undertaken according to international good
practice which will disclose compensation rates and budgets for any resettlement required.
It has not yet been determined whether there is a need for resettlement. No investigations or
considerations have been given to the identification of a host site.
The resettlement studies will consider changes to land cover and land use in the area that is
resettled as well as the potential for this in areas where people are resettled to. It is unlikely that
host sites will be identified at this stage of the resettlement process, but further
recommendations to address this issue will be mentioned and included in the Resettlement
Action Plan.
There is no displacement currently anticipated as a result of the dam inundation footprint. There
may be physical displacement associated with access roads and permanent camps in both
countries and economic displacement along the route of the power line. This can only be
confirmed however when engineering decisions have been taken and the area has been
ground-truthed.

Ngandu, Community
Houses will be built prior to you being moved.
Meeting
Musokotwane community
The Project will help people to move. Affected people will not be asked to move by themselves.
meeting

If we are resettled, will we be built houses before we are asked to move?

Belemu Siantontola

Chibule village

13-Oct-14

If there is the need for resettlement, will people have to move by themselves or will the government help
them?

Brighton Mulambo

Musokotwane village

11-Oct-14

If we are relocated, will we move to places that have schools and clinics?

Charles Chalinga

Chilbule village

13-Oct-14

Ngandu, Community
Meeting

What is causing the need for resettlement if it is not the dam?

Christopher Kaniki

ZESCO

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

The history of Kariba needs to be considered to avoid a repeat of the same impacts. These impacts have
Christopher Kaniki
been felt severely on the Zambian side.

ZESCO

08-Oct-14

Is displacement required on both the Zambian and Zimbabwean sides of the dam?

Cooper Freeman

Private

06-Oct-14

In the past, other villages have been resettled and the land they have been given for farming is not very
good. People were also not given enough land for their livestock. We do not want this to happen to us.

Elena Likukela

Musokotwane village

11-Oct-14

A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework is proposed in terms of
international good practice and in accordance with the IFC Performance Standards. One of the
requirements of these standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement
process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. Access
to social infrastructure shall therefore as a minimum not change from the status quo.

Economic and physical displacement may result from the ancillary infrastructure including
roads, power lines and permanent camps.
ZRA and the two governments are aware of the history of the Kariba Dam and its impact on
Lusaka authorities
peoples. This scheme is very much smaller than Kariba, nonetheless, the ESIA will investigate
meeting
resettlement as part of the project.
There is no displacement currently anticipated as a result of the dam inundation footprint. There
may be physical displacement associated with access roads and permanent camps in both
Livingstone Open day
countries and economic displacement along the route of the power line. This can only be
confirmed however when engineering decisions have been taken and the area has been
ground-truthed.
A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework is proposed in terms of
international good practice and in accordance with the IFC Performance Standards. One of the
Musokotwane community
requirements of these standards is that no person should be any worse off after a resettlement
meeting
process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. Land
needs and the suitability of replacement land still requires consideration.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

If we are resettled, will the land have the same access to water?

Elina Likukela

Headwoman

13-Oct-14

Ngandu, Community
Meeting

Yes. One of the requirements of the IFC Standards is that no person should be any worse off
after a resettlement process and as a minimum should retain his/her standard of life and
livelihood potential. This means that the land will have the same (or improved) access to water.

If there is the need for resettlement, will the whole village be resettled or only parts of it?

George Ndambo

Siasoko village

11-Oct-14

If we are resettled, will we be moved onto the same lands of chief Mukuni?
What are the plans for the resettlement of the affected community? Will there be a public disclosure of
compensation plans and available funds for this process?

Will the stakeholers have an input into the proposed compensation policy.

Grace Siamapepa
Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Will government attend to all needs associated with compensation and resettlement? Will grazing lands
be given to us if we lose them?

Ishmael Masunga

If we are resettled, will the land I lose be compensated?

Lawrence

We appreciate the idea of bringing the project to this area. If the roads pass through the chiefdom, we
would like to be resettled.

Lloyd Masamu

There needs to be assurance that adequate funds and full plans (that include: access to clean water,
power, jobs, etc) are included for the relocation and resettlement of people to be displaced.

Ngandu village

13-Oct-14

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Siamalenge village

We are still unsure exactly who will need to be resettled. This will only become clear once
engineering studies have been completed. The Project will need to consult further with
Musokotwane community
affected parties once this information becomes available. The Project wants to avoid separation
meeting
of communities and disruption of social and support networks. This will therefore be considered
in any resettlement studies.
Ngandu, Community
It is not the project intention to separate people from the chief. Much care will be taken to
Meeting
ensure that this does not happen.
There will be economic displacement associated with the project and possibly physical
Written submission
displacement. A Resettlement Action Plan will be undertaken according to international good
practice which will disclose compensation rates and budgets for any resettlement required.
International best practices for involuntary relocation that are being employed prescribe
stakeholder participation and input into decision-making around entitlements and
Written submission
compensation. Compensation agreements will need to be signed by the affected households
before resettlement and/or compensation takes place.
Musokotwane community
Yes. All losses will be compensated for or replaced.
meeting
Ngandu, Community
Yes, all losses, including land will be compensated and/or replaced. The Project is being
Meeting
undertaken in line with international best practice, i.e. IFC Performance Standards.
Noted. However, the Project will try and avoid resettlement as much as possible to reduce any
Musokotwane community
disruption on peoples' lives. Project engineering is still underway and when the affected area is
meeting
defined we will notify you thereof.

11-Oct-14
13-Oct-14

Sebula village

11-Oct-14

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

A Resettlement Action Plan will be prepared to address and show that these details are
adequately addressed.

There needs to be assurance that affected people have had input into the proposed compensation policy Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

A Resettlement Action Plan will be undertaken which will meet International Good Practice and
ensure that local community input into the resettlement process is sought and negotiated.
It is likely that people will have to be displaced as a result of land taken for the Project, for
example for roads, construction camps or transmission lines. Once the engineering studies
have been completed, ZRA will have a clearer idea of who will be affected by resettlement and
will communicate further with the communities. Detailed asset surveys will then be undertaken
with all affected households, business enterprises and communities in order to determine all the
losses that will be experienced. The survey will account for land acquisition and loss of physical
assets as well as loss of income.
The alignment of the transmission lines is currently not fixed and could take place anywhere
within a 3 km corridor. It is therefore not known who the affected households will be which is
why the study has been kept at a desktop level.
A Resettlement Action Plan and Resettlement Policy Framework will be compiled to address
impacts associated with physical and economic displacement and ensure that this is
undertaken in accordance with International Good Practice.
Seasonal water level changes are being studied as a minimum water flow is essential for power
generation. In addition, environmental flow releases are also being studies, and will need to be
released downstream for river maintenance, also in times of drought.

Will people be displaced? What will the plans be for resettlement?

Mr. KelysonMangola

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

Why is a RAP being undertaken for the dam and an RPF for the transmission lines?

Mushimbei Mutiya

Road Development Agency

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

What measures are going to be put in place to protect the locals that will be displaced by the project?

Stephen Chitak

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Will the engineering design consider releases required when there are periods of drought?

Victor (Nan Jiang)

30-Sep-14

Harare Open Day

Rockfall into the gorge is common as a result of climatic factors. What will be done to avoid this taking
place during the life of the project?
What safety measures will be in place to protect labour during the construction phase?

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

Livingstone Open day

The Project Engineers will produce a seismic report providing information on this.

Livingstone Open day

All necessary safety measures will be put in place to protect the workers.
Positive benefits associated with the proposed development in terms of community
development, electricity provision, improvement of roads in the area, etc. will be considered as
part of the social impact assessment.

06/10/2014
18/11/14

Written submission

08-Oct-14

Lusaka authorities
meeting

This will be undertaken as part of the social impact assessment.

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

A Grievance Handling Mechanism is being worked on and the document or its contents will be
shared with relevant stakeholders. This will be put into effect before the work on the
Resettlement Action Plan commences.

Will stakeholders have an input into the proposed compensation policy?

Sean Edington and Sue Liell-Cock

Safari Par Excellence and International
Rafting Federation

2014/10/27 and 18th Nov 2014

email and written
submission

Are you communicating project impacts to stakeholders?

Provincial Physical Planning Officer

Department of Physical Planning

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

We as the local authority are being left out of the planning process. We require involvement on the
technical team.

Mr Mudende

HRDC, Engineer

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

How is the implementation of stakeholder issues monitored?

Ms Annah Chuma

Hwange Colliery Company

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

Is there a platform for people to say how they would like things to be done?

Nqobile Mabhena

Hwange Local Board

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

A Provincial Development Committee (PDC) Meeting will take place in Lupane on 3 October at 10.00
hour to 13.00 hours. The consultants should come and meet the PDC

Acting Provincial Administrator
Matebeleland North

Ministry of Local Government

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Why are you consulting with so many wards when it is mainly only Jambezi ward that will be affected?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

Jambezi Ward Meeting

The project should consult people before anything is done or any agreements are entered into.

Community member, Mashala Ward

N/A

08-Oct-14

Mashala Ward Meeting

How long will the project improve the lives of those affected if at all.
The impacts on the socio-economic conditions in the community as a whole requires consideration; not
only that of the people affected by displacement.
Is the general public to be fully engaged in the decision making process and are there mechanisms in
place to reach out to the public. We express concern that there is currently no structure in place to
address grievances from the general public in particular those from underprivileged areas who will be
directly affected by the project.

Jones Masonda
Sue Liell-Cock

06-Oct-14
06-Oct-14

International best practices for involuntary relocation that are being employed prescribe
stakeholder participation and input into decision-making around entitlements and
compensation. Compensation agreements will need to be signed by the affected households
before resettlement and/or compensation takes place.
We are not making firm commitments about what the impacts will be. This will be done at the
Feedback Stage of the Project.
The ESIA process involved engagement with local authorities. We have already held meetings
with some of the authorities that will be impacted and further meetings are due to take place. If
the project goes ahead, it will be incorporated and form part of the local authorities'
development plans.
During the ESIA, the process ensures accountability and the opportunity to continually provide
input and comment on deliverables. During the implementation of the project, ZRA and its
contractors will be responsible for ensuring ongoing communication. A grievance mechanism
will be put in place to provide stakeholders with the opportunity to raise concerns and issues
and ensure that these are addressed.
The stakeholder engagement process is the platform for that input. Once of the final
deliverables will be an Environmental and Social Management Plan which will include
commitments to be adhered to should the project be authorised. Stakeholders will be requested
to review and comment and these commitments.
A meeting is already slotted for that date and time in Hwange. Attempts will be made for some
representation by consultants at the Lupane meeting and if this is not possible, during the
Feedback Stage of the Project, a meeting with this Committee will be scheduled.
Many wards will be affected by the proposed Project. Whilst it looks as though Jambezi may
be affected by the transmission line, other wards are likely to be affected by roads, permanent
camps and other project infrastructure. It is therefore important that we consult with a wide as
group as possible.
Noted. This meeting is for the project to engage the communities and discuss their concerns.
We will also come back at a later date to consult with you further. Stakeholder engagement is a
key part of the ESIA process. In addition a comprehensive consultation process will be followed
for the resettlement studies.

Comment/Question+A1:G1
There is an element of lack of respect to the traditional leadership as they were not consulted before the
project started.

Commentator

Community member, Mashala Ward

The notice period given for the Open days in Vic Fall, Livingstone and Lusaka are completely inadequate.
Marie-Louise Kellett
This project is of international significance and impact and a minimum of three weeks is reasonable to
allow as many stakeholders as possible to attend the meetings.

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Mashala Ward Meeting

We have held meetings with the chiefs prior to this public meeting. The project has no intention
to disrespect the traditional leadership; they are a very important part of this consultation
process.

N/A

08-Oct-14

PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation

02-Oct-14

email

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

Was there adequate communication about this project? Communications between the project and
stakeholders should consider various languages in use in the Zone of Influence

03-Oct-14

Hwange District Council
Meeting

How do stakeholders continually engage with the process? Any website for information?

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Lusaka Open day

Why is there consultation of district stakeholders without meeting Provincial stakeholders first

ZINWA

What information has been given to stakeholders to date? Have they had access to the Final Inception
Report?

Chanda Mwale

WWF

06-Oct-14

How are comments been processed?

Chanda Mwale

WWF

06-Oct-14

Will the concerns raised in both Zambia and Zimbabwe be shared. It is important that we see concerns
raised in other countries.
Could we have a look at the stakeholder list so that we can see if any important stakeholders have not
been included.
Three week’s notice of meetings is required.

Christopher Kaniki

ZESCO

Christopher Kaniki

ZESCO

08-Oct-14
08-Oct-14

Cooper Freeman

Private

06-Oct-14

Lusaka Open day
Lusaka authorities
meeting
Lusaka authorities
meeting
Livingstone Open day

This has been recognised and all future notice periods will take cognisance of this.
The project is located in the district and an identification of key issues could only be done at
local level and to ascertain how best to engage with communities. The Provincial authorities are
relevant and are being consulted now.
Open Days for Harare and Victoria Falls were advertised for in the Herald and the Chronicle.
There are notices in communities about current and on-going community engagement
meetings. Tonga, Nambya and Ndebele will be used in communications.
After registering as a stakeholder we will keep you informed throughout the ESIA Process of all
documentation that is available for review and all meetings being held. The ERM website does
currently and will in future host project information. The link is
http://www.erm.com/batokaHESESIA
The Final Inception report was an internal ZRA document and not released to the public. To
date stakeholders have received notification material in the form of letters and invitations and
background information documents.
Recorded comments are being included in this, the Comments and Response Document which
will be made available for confirmation with all registered stakeholders. These will then be
considered further in detailed specialist studies.
A common Scoping Report and Comments and Response Report is being prepared so all
concerns, whether in Zambia or Zimbabwe will be made available to all.
The stakeholder database will be included in the Draft Scoping Report and comment on this is
encouraged.
This will be accommodated in the future.
To date, this is the process that has been followed where the need for interpretation and
translation has been indicated.

Translators and dictators must be used to disseminate information to the public.

Cooper Freeman

Private

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Are all the chiefs in Kazungula district being engaged /consulted?

Councillor Mwampole K. Brighton

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

Consultations with all the chiefs in the district have been initiated and are on going

WWF

29-Oct-14

Written submission

Comment noted

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

A Grievance Handling Mechanism is being worked on and the document or its contents will be
shared with relevant stakeholders. This will be put into effect before the work on the
Resettlement Action Plan commences.

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

A three week notice period will be honoured for all future meetings. Documents and invites will
be sent via email where we have these on record. An additional stakeholder meeting will be held
in Livingstone in January 2015. This will have a formal presentation and meeting format with
the presence of the relevant technical expertise.

WWF looks forward to further engagement and correspondant from Kaizen Consultation and ERM. We
Dr. Nyambe Nyambe
are grateful for the opportunity and we stand committed to find the best future for the Batoka Gorge.
Is the general public to be fully engaged in the decision making process and are there mechanisms in
place to reach out to the public. We express concern that there is currently no structure in place address
grievances from the general public in particular those from those underprivledged areas who will be
directly affected by the project.
The consultation process to date has not, in our opinion, been adequate or fair. Stakeholders and
interested and Affected Parties are located across the world. We would therefore like to request a much
longer consultative framework to ensure that all stakeholders have time to be informed and to submit
comments. We would like to requests a minimum of a 3-week notice period before any meetings
regarding the social and environmental impact assessments. We would also appreciate receiving
documents via email. The realities of today’s world also need to be considered and public consultation
must include the use of international media as well as social media in order to be considered adequate.
We would also appreciate a formal sit-down question and answer session with the Zambezi River
Authority and all interested stakeholders, as we are of the opinion the open meeting did not allow this to
happen.
I would also like to submit a request for a scoping meeting in Livingstone that
includes a formal sit-down talk about the project followed by an open question
and comment period. If a scoping meeting is not possible, I would like to request
a second open meeting be scheduled in Livingstone.

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Mr Cooper Freeman

07-Oct-14 Email

Will solutions identified during the ESIA be included in the final report?

Mr. Kelyson Mangola

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

The local offices of Museums, Wildlife and Tourism need to be invited directly to participate.

Mwale Lusizi

Zambian Wildlife Authority

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

There is a flaw in today’s meeting in that people’s names have not been recorded. ZEMA will not accept
the comments raised unless we know who raised them.

ZEMA

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Formal invitations are required to critical stakeholders.

ZEMA

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Attendance registers should be handwritten
The notice period for this open day has been extremely poor. We request a further meeting during the
Scoping Phase of the Project

ZEMA

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Has International Rivers commented?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

The notice period given for this meeting was very poor. Another meeting is required during the Scoping
Phase of the Project so that answers can be given.
The co-ordinates in the background information document are incorrect.

An engineer needs to be present to answer the stakeholder concerns.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

The Districts marked on the map in the BID are incorrect.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

We are concerned that our questions are not been answered. We would prefer a meeting format with a
single presentation.
We need another meeting before February 2015. We require this before the Terms of Reference is
generated so that everyone’s concerns can be identified.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

What has been undertaken to engage with the local communities? What is proposed? What is the
response received?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

What is being undertaken to embrace the concerns of the river rafters?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

A further meeting in Livingstone is proposed with the presence of the project engineers.

Yes. All information will be provided in the ESIA report. Mitigation measures will be detailed in
the management plans.
These stakeholders have been added to the stakeholder database and invited to participate in
the ESIA Process.

This will be addressed through an additional meeting in Livingstone.
Formal invitations were sent to critical stakeholders who were identified during the Scoping
Phase. As a result of Scoping engagement, further stakeholders have been identified who have
been invited to participate in the ESIA Process.
This has been undertaken and will be included in the Scoping Report.
This request has been noted and it is intended that it will be honoured. A three week notice
period for the next meeting in Livingstone will be allowed for.
International Rivers have not yet made any comment on the project to the ESIA team. They are
on the stakeholder database and they will be asked for their comments on the Draft Scoping
Report.
Comment noted. It will be requested that an engineer is present for the next Livingstone
Meeting.
This request has been noted and it is intended that it will be honoured. A three week notice
period for the next meeting in Livingstone will be allowed for.
This has been updated to reflect the correct information.
The Districts identified on the maps utilised at the public meetings seem to be consistent with
current available information.
This request has been noted and it is intended that it will be honoured. A three week notice
period for the next meeting in Livingstone will be allowed for.
This request has been noted and it is intended that it will be honoured. A three week notice
period for the next meeting in Livingstone will be allowed for.
There has been extensive engagement with the local communities as part of this consultation
stage with prior communication with the District Authorities and traditional authorities preceding
this. Approximately 11 communities meetings are been held during the stakeholder
engagement process.
Concerns raised at this meeting are been recorded in a comments and response document and
Scoping Report. This will be made available for review so that stakeholders can confirm that
their issues have been identified. These issues will then be investigated further in detailed
specialist studies.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

What will happen next in terms of the stakeholder engagement process?

Date

Source

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Jambezi Ward Meeting

Why is it that in Zambia you address the Chiefs and here in Zimbabwe you prefer to deal with
communities instead of the Chief?

Community member, Jambezi Ward

N/A

02-Oct-14

What provision has been made for maintenance costs?

Charlene Hewat

Environment Africa

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Will a financial provision for maintenance during the operational phase be allowed for?

Jean Whiley

Private

01-Oct-14

Bulawayo national and
provincial authorities

For how long into the future will the proposed Batoka Dam meet electricity requirements i.e. is it a long
term solution?

Richard Maasdorp

Zambezi Society

30-Sep-14

Environmental flows need to be maintained.

Christopher Kaniki

ZESCO

08-Oct-14

Water flows beyond the project area require consideration. Any area that is impacted on requires
consideration.

Oscar Silembo

Department of Water Affairs

08-Oct-14

Upstream and downstream effects are affected by dam operations. During implementation will
stakeholders have a say in how the dam is operationalised? Will look out for this concern in your report.

Ranjit Deshmlikh

University of California

04-Oct-14

Victoria Falls Open Day

Clive Bradford

Wild Horizons

26-Nov-14

email

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

How far back upstream the dam head waters will reach?
Victoria Falls may be impacted on as a result of sediment build up all the way to the falls from the dam
development.

When there is flooding in the Zambezi, the water in the river rises and flood backwards. There was
flooding of the Victoria Falls power station in 1958. This could happen again.

Harare Open Day

The project is proposed to be designed with a life of thirty years.

Lusaka authorities
meeting
Lusaka authorities
meeting

A full Environmental Flow Assessment (EFA) is being conducted for the study, the results of
which will be provided to the design engineers in order to inform the design process.
The ESIA study will consider the full potential area of influence of the project, rather than just
the immediate project area.
An Environmental Flow Assessment is being conducted to assess impacts downstream of the
project and to advise on environmental flow releases. The environmental flow assessment also
considers the impacts as a result of the operation of the scheme and as such,
recommendations made to minimise impacts downstream of the scheme are to be made as
part of the EFA study.
The dam head will be designed such that the headwaters, at their peak, will reach a point just
downstream of the Silent Pool.

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

We would like to know what the anticipated water fluctuations are likely to be?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

What is the anticipated impact on water quality and hence on aquatic species?

06-Oct-14

Livingstone Open day

Safari Par Exellence
International Rafting Federation

06/10/14
18/11/14

Written submission

What is the plan for solid waste management during the implementation of this project?

We would like assurance that the project’s objectives properly describe the needs the project is
supposed to meet, rather than just its structural features. We express concern that an SEIA is being
undertaken for a structure that is not yet finalized as “scoping” is still being carried out. What are the
objectives of the “Batoka Dam” project in the present socio-economic landscape?

Gisford Muleya

Graham Nel / Tony King
Sue Liell-Cock

Kazungula District Council

Many project have been implemented in Mukuni Area but very few have been honoured by project
proponents. What makes this project different?

Mr.KelysonMangola

Kazungula District Council

10-Oct-14

Kazungula District
Meeting

My concern is on the effects on the fishes and other wild animals that may be displaced. The whole
project will affect tourism in Livingstone and Victoria Falls towns since the rising waters of the dam may
affect the levels of the falls which is a major attraction for tourists.

Ackson Shawa

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Written submission

What does the project foresee on: 1. Settlement displacements? 2. Tourism impact? 3. Inmigration? 4.
Social, heritage and biodiversity impacts? 5. Impact on the up and downstream environments? 6.
Economic activities? 7. Climatic change? 8. If minimal water is to be impounded don't you foresee the
dam getting usually dried and rendered useless.

Bernard Sinyangwe

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Written submission

Is it not cheaper to expand Hwange Power Station?

Brent Williamson

Adventure Zone

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Not sure that the transmission line has been explained throughly to the affected communities?

Sipiwe Mapfuwa

Hwange Rural District Council

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

`Will the spillway releases impact on Kariba as well?

Sipiwe Mapfuwa

Hwange Rural District Council

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Will there be access between the two countries as part of the development?

Sipiwe Mapfuwa

Will the dam expan in the future?

Hwange Rural District Council

22nd Jan 2015

Zimbabwe Power Company

22nd Jan 2015

Will there be provision in the project budget for the compensation of businesses associated with tourism
for the economic loss expected as a result of the dam development?

Skinner Ndlovu

Wild Horisons

22nd Jan 2015

How will compensation for the affected villages be calculated?

Martin Ndhlovu

Hwange Rural District Council

22nd Jan 2015

Response
The Draft Scoping Report and Comments and Response Report will be made available for
comment before being finalised. Following detailed specialist studies, the results of the impact
assessment will be presented to stakeholders through similar forums as per present. This
should be in the first quarter of 2015. Requests at the Livingstone Open day have, however,
also highlighted to need for an additional stakeholder meeting in a presentation and meeting
format with the presence of the relevant technical expertise.
In both countries we have held meetings with the chiefs, before the communities. In Zimbabwe,
as the Project covers a larger area, it has been easier to hold meetings at the ward level, after
seeking permission from the Chief.
All such aspects are currently being investigated as part of the overall feasibility study of the
scheme. Maintenance costs (which are typically low for hydropower schemes) are to be
included into the overall financial feasibility study for the scheme.
Maintenance costs are being included in the overall financial feasibility model for the scheme as
a whole.

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting
Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting
Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

The effects on flow and sediment conditions upstream of the dam will be examined as part of
the flow study forming part of the ESIA. Based on earlier hydraulic studies it appears unlikely
that these effects would be significant or that would extend upstream of the Silent Pools area.
The effects in flows and water level conditions upstream of the dam will be examined and
assessed as part of the hydrological flow studies of the ESIA. Based on earlier hydraulic studies
it appears unlikely that these effects would be felt upstream of the Silent Pools area. However,
the ESIA studies will also identify and assess such identified potential impacts so that the
Victoria Falls and power station are minimised through incorporation of appropriate mitigation
measures in the EMP for the project
Waste management will be according to the requirements of the regulations in the two
countries.
The dam is being designed on the basis of a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal
operation there should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba.
The flow study will also examine the impacts of any potential ‘peaking’ operations that may vary
the outflows during certain periods of the day.
The potential effects on water quality in the reservoir and downstream of the dam are being
examined as part of both the limnological study and the environmental flow study.
The objectives of the project will be detailed in the Environmental and Social Impact
Assessment; a chapter is being developed which will specifically address this. The key objective
is to increase power generation capacity in both Zambia and Zimbabwe, reduce power outages
and reduce reliance on coal fired power stations. If the project goes ahead, it will contribute
significantly to the electricity supply of both countries, and also serve to distribute power to
southern African countries.
ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. ZRA will also develop a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
programme for the project that will outline how a portion of the funds from the project will be
used to help support the economic and social development of directly affected and
neighbouring communities.
Tourism impacts on Livingstone and Victoria Falls are being assessed as part of an economic
impact assessment. The impact on biodiversity will be assessed as part of the biodiversity
specialist assessment.
These impacts are all being assessed as part of the ESIA and Resettlement Action Plan.
Regarding the question about storage, whilst the reservoir volume will be relatively small, once
filled and operational there should be no risk of drying out since the run-of-river design will mean
that outflows will balance inflows over the daily operational cycle. The operational scenarios
under consideration will be presented in the final ESIA report.
Currently there is a mix of power generation options under consideration by the two
Governments. With climate change risks, there is a need to consider and retain a mix of
options. The Hwange Power Station is currently under expansion.
Discussions have been held with communities potentially affected by the powerlines in
Zimbabwe. This has taken place at a village level and as part of this consultation, the current
corridor under consideration has been presented.
The spillway will become operational during large flood events that exceed the storage capacity
of the Batoka dam. Given the planned run-of-river operation of the dam (with inflows balancing
outflows on a daily cycle) these large flood hydrographs should therefore be relatively
unmodified by the Batoka dam such that flood inflow conditions at Kariba will be similar to those
present.

Yes there will be a border crossing between the two countries.
Expansions will not be possible in future as any expansions would impact on the Falls and the
Victoria Falls Power Station.
The impact on tourism firstly needs to be understood through the economic study. Best practice
guidelines advocate for the consideration of economic displacement.
International good practice advocates for a minimum of "like for like" compensation with a
preference for replacement assets/livelihoods/access rather than cash compensation. This will
be addressed as part of the Resettlement Action Plan which will commence when the project
footprints are better understood. Before compensation is negotiated, environmental
authorisation, feasibility and financing needs to be secured.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

I have a crocodile farm 40 km downstream of the dam wall. What will the impact be on the river 40 km
downstream?

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response
This farm is close to one of the sites where environmental flows were monitored. Decisions with
regard to the operational regime will be taken into consideration during the study as well as
under the engineering design feasibility phases, but given work undertaken to date, it is not
anticipated that there will be significant flow impacts in this area.
The Resettlement Action Plan will be undertaken according to international good practice.
Reflection will be given to the experience of Kariba. It is also important to note that the
responsibility of the environmental impact assessment practitioner ends with the environmental
authorisation decision hereafter it becomes the proponent, local authority and Environmental
Agency's responsibility for implementation.
Development opportunities will be identified through the social impact assessment and baseline
data collection process. This will inform the proposed CSR initiatives.

Cheziya Crocodile Ranch

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Reference needs to be made to Kariba and lessons learnt from that project. Mitigation must be
implemented. Compensation is only a short term solution. A comprehensive impact assessment must be N Ndlovu
undertaken.

Victoria Falls Municipality

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Will the project add value to the lives of children growing up in terms of nutrition, social services, bursaries
Lovemore Ncube
and education?

Ministry of Primary and Secondary
Education

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Will noise as a result of the dam impact on schools in the area? Will vibrations result in collapsing
structures?

Lovemore Ncube

Ministry of Primary and Secondary
Education

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

The ESIA will advise on the avoidance of noise sensitive areas and those sensitive to vibrational
impacts for the routing of access roads and other supporting infrastructure. The management
plan forming part of the ESIA will elaborate with regard to the mitigation of these impacts.

The development of a national park around the dam development is a requirement of the legislation. Is
there potential for this?

Edwin Makuwe

National Parks

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

This is acknowledged as a requirement. Discussions are currently underway with the local
authorities in this regard.

As part of the baselines specialist studies, advice has been obtained from the Zimbabwe
Falconer’s Club on the state of the Taita Falcon and Rock Pratincoles in the Batoka Gorge and
how best to mitigate impacts. The impact on Taita Falcons is of concern as their numbers have
already declined in the area due to excessive helicopter activity along the length of the Gorge
and an influx of Lanner Falcons which is attributed to changing land use practices in the
surrounding areas. The specialist studies will include identification and assessment of impacts
on the Taita falcon with the projects EMP including measures to mitigate the identified impacts
on the Taita Falcon and other Fauna species of the project area.

Joshua N Magaba

Is there any hope for the future of the Taita Falcon?

Edwin Makuwe

National Parks

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

What will the effect of water level fluctuations be on the environment?

Robin Brown

Lansaf

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Robin Brown
There will be a perceptive effect on the tourism market as a result of this project. Victoria Falls is a unique d

Lansaf

22nd Jan 2015

Reassurance of downstream impacts is required in the public domain.

Has a projection been done of long term climate change and the effects this may have in terms of dam
capacity and feasibility?

22nd Jan 2015

Meteorological Services Dept, Zimbabwe

There have been several recent studies on the potential effects of future climate change on the
water resources in the Zambezi River basin. The results of these studies will be taken into
consideration during the feasibility study including with respect to their potential impacts on
power generation capacity at the dam.

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Hwange Colliery Company

The assessment of downstream flow impacts from the scheme is currently underway, although
we do not anticipate that there will be any significant impacts on the existing water abstractors
(including Hwange Colliery) that lie downstream of the dam site. The water losses associated
with the dam will be relatively insignificant compared to flow volumes given the narrow and deep
dimensions of the reservoir, and the run-of-river design being considered means that for the
most part flow conditions will be relatively unaffected by the impoundment. A minimum
environmental flow condition will also be incorporated within the design to ensure that
downstream flow requirements are met at all times, including during initial reservoir filling or any
potential 'hydro-peaking' operation of the dam. Details of the downstream flow assessment and
related mitigation measures will be presented in the final ESIA report.

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

The reservoir inundation area has been determined based upon a recent and accurate LIDAR
survey of the gorge carried out for the feasibility study. The hydraulic 'backwater' effect on river
levels upstream of the reservoir cannot be determined with the same degree of accuracy since it
depends on precise flow conditions and river channel dimensions and characteristics
throughout the gorge. However, the hydraulic calculations carried out accord well with river
levels measured recently at the Victoria Falls power station such that there is a reasonably high
degree of confidence in the results. These results indicate that there should be no discernible
impact on river levels upstream of the 3rd Gorge over the full range of flow conditions in the
river, and that the effects will be relatively insignificant upstream of the 4th Gorge for all but the
lowest flow conditions in the river. However, the ESIA studies will also identify and assess such
identified potential impacts so that the Victoria Falls and power station are minimised through
incorporation of appropriate mitigation measures in the EMP for the project

What impact will the project have on the Hwange Colliery water abstraction?

22nd Jan 2015

Annah Chuma

If the project is impacting on Rapid No 5 which is only 2-3 km from Vic Falls, how can there be assurance
that there will not be an impact on Victoria Falls?

Once the dam is built it will be permanent and the damage will have been done.The canyon will be
destroyed for future generations. Who is going to be benefitting from this project? South Africa?

People in the tourism industry need to be consulted with.

22nd Jan 2015

Philani Moyo& Sipiwe Mapfuwa

Shockwave & Hwange Rural District Coun

Philani Moyo

Shockwave

Philani Moyo

Shockwave

Will there be security issues associated with easier access between the two countries?
Philani Moyo
There need to be benefits to the local communities in terms of employment and business opportunities. A Sipiwe Mapfuwa

Shockwave
Hwange Rural District Council

22nd Jan 2015
22nd Jan 2015
22nd Jan 2015
22nd Jan 2015
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Victoria Falls Information

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

With the establishment of a national park around the dam area, it is likely that human wildlife conflict
issues may escalate.

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

Zimbabweans and Zambians to carry out cultural rituals associated with the river. It is important that there
is a sense of what these rituals are and where they take place.

22nd Jan 2015

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

When water levels rise will there be more game attracted to the area?

Will fishing and agricultural activities still be permitted in the Muzuma/Sidinda area?

Felix Chibwe

The Victoria Falls Hotel

Felix Chibwe

The Victoria Falls Hotel

If minimal water is impounded in the dam, during the dry season this will be rendered useless.
Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

What could impact on the start date for the project?
Irene Ngandu

The results of the ESIA will provide this information.

Victoria Falls Information
Sharing Meeting

22nd Jan 2015
Faith Chiramba
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The aforementioned environmental flow study will include a detailed assessment of the potential
impacts of downstream water level effects from dam operation on aquatic and riparian habitats.
The results will be presented in the final ESIA report.
An economic study is being undertaken as part of the ESIA in order to consider the impact on
the tourism industry on Vic Falls and Livingstone.

The benefits from the project will accrue to Zambia and Zimbabwe, including the region.
An economic study is being undertaken as part of the ESIA in order to consider the impact on
the tourism industry on Vic Falls and Livingstone.

There will be police and immigration increased presence to enhance security.
This will be addressed in the social impact assessment.
Most of the reservoir will be within the steep sided gorge and the water's edge will not be
accessible. Game in the greater area generally has artificial water sources provided and there is
already sufficient naturally occurring water in the area. Long gone are the days of unexpected
wildlife migrations and we do not expect an influx of wildlife in response to filling of the reservoir.
More likely an influx of people and an increased exodus of wildlife.

Yes, they will be permitted in this area.
We do not expect any escalation of conflicts with wildlife as a result of the Batoka Reservoir.
There may be an influx of people and increased encroachment of settlement and cultivation into
areas occupied by wildlife leading to interactions, but those are not as a result of the Batoka
Reservoir.
These sites will be addressed through the social impact assessment, heritage study and
resettlement action plan.
Whilst the reservoir volume will be relatively small, once filled and operational there should be no
risk of drying out since the run-of-river design will mean that outflows (and associated power
generation capacity) will balance inflows over the daily operational cycle. The operational
scenarios under consideration will be presented in the final ESIA report.
The start of the project is dependent on environmental authorisation, feasibility and financing.
The role of the ESIA is to define the impacts and make suggestions for mitigation. It then
becomes a decision of government and the financiers as to whether the project can proceed or
not.

Comment/Question+A1:G1
Has the option of run of river power generation without the development of a dam ever been considered?

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Ruth Hanson

Livingstone Kazangula Farmers
Association

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Ruth Hanson

Livingstone Kazangula Farmers
Association

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Ruth Hanson

Livingstone Kazangula Farmers
Association

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Enock Chiloya

Environmental Action Group

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Enock Chiloya

Environmental Action Group

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Tony King

Safari Par Excellence

23rd Jan 2015

Kazangulu District Council

23rd Jan 2015

Run of river power generation without a dam is a recent concept that still requires refinement.
This has been tested with little success to date.
Primary data collected to date has focused on the communities residing in the footprint of the
project infrastructure. A further understanding of the economic impacts associated with the
impact on the Livingstone and Vic Falls communities will be developed through the economic
study which will be commencing later.
The Zambian Government is also looking at alternative sites in Zambia, like the Kafue Gorge
Lower. The key objective of the project is to increase power generation capacity in both
Zambia and Zimbabwe, reduce power outages and reduce reliance on coal fired power
stations. If the project goes ahead, it will contribute significantly to the electricity supply of both
countries, and also serve to distribute power to southern African countries. The demand for
power in Zambia is expected to increase to meet the growing economy. T
This will be assessed as part of the heritage impact assessment. The ESIA studies will identify
and assess any impacts on identified heritage sites and ZRA will work with national and local
authorities to ensure that such sites are well preserved.
A Resettlement Action Plan is being developed in order to assess and manage these impacts.
This Plan will be undertaken and prepared in accordance with international good practice
according to the principles of the International Finance Corporation.
Requirements for disclosure and engagement have become far more stringent over time and
were not so enforced in 1998. This is a new study and input into decision making is desired.
The results of this study will be made public. The 1998 report can be accessed through the
Ministries responsible for energy and environment from the two countries.
The impact assessment is still to be undertaken as part of the ESIA. Mitigation measures will be
proposed during the next phase of work.
Zambia's economy is growing and continues to grow. It is currently anticipated that in 2027,
Zambia will not be able to meet its power requirements and therefore there is a need to look at a
mix of power generation options.
The issues relating to CAPCO Assets are being dealt with between the Ministries of Finance
and Ministries of Energy of the two countries.
This was an internal water flow specialist workshop that was attended by 5-6 of ERM's
specialists to aid in the assessment of impacts. The results of the workshop will be documented
in the ESIA which will be released for public comment.
ZESCO has the mandate to look after power provision in Zambia and has participated in the
decision-making and implementation of all power projects in the country. It may be that the
report from ZESCO was for short term projections as currently available figures indicate a deficit
of 6000 MW by 2045.

The impacts of the impoundment will affect people’s livelihoods. Information presented for the social data
collected to date does not reflect the wider picture on agriculture, fishing and tourism activities.

There is more pressure from Zimbabwe for this dam development due to their power shortages. There
are also fewer suitable dam sites available. Would it not be possible for Zambia to develop this dam
elsewhere and then export power to Zimbabwe?

What will be the impact of the project on Heritage Sites

What will happen to people that will be displaced

The Scoping studies undertaken in 1998 have never been disclosed to stakeholders. Who has access to
these reports?
No mitigation measures have been presented in this meeting.
Kelyson Mangola
Zambia has sufficient power supply? Should we be concerned about the power needs of Zimbabwe and
South Africa? What is the motivation for this project? What is Zambia getting out of selling this heritage
Sean Edington
site?
Could we get comment on the 1997 CAPCO assets?
There was a workshop on water flow issues with regard to the proposed BHES held in Cape Town,
South Africa. Who attended the workshop? Can the findings be disclosed? Can this information be
used?

23rd Jan 2015
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23rd Jan 2015

Sean Edington

Chanda Mwale

WWF

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Samuel Sikaneta

Nunga Eco Lodge

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Brave Musharati

Environmental Action Group

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

ZESCO is on record that there are sufficient sources of power supply in the Country without input from
Batoka. Why is Zambia pushing the Batoka project.

The EIA Process has yet to provide answers to many of the issues and there are only two months
remaining in the project schedule. By when could we expect answers?

There is no representative from the ZRA present. We would also like to ensure that key stakeholders are
consulted with by the ZRA before the EIA meetings are held.
There are many other communities impacted on by the project and yet consultation seems to be
focussed on Livingstone and Victoria Falls.
Zambia has 40% of the water in Africa. Another hydroelectric scheme could be developed elsewhere in
Zambia.

Livingstone Information
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Fred Sikazwe

Livingstone City Council

23rd Jan 2015

Joseph Kachingwe

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Joseph Kachingwe

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015
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Joseph Kachingwe

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Margaret Whitehead

WECSZ

23rd Jan 2015

Margaret Whitehead

23rd Jan 2015
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Ruth Hanson

WECSZ
Livingstone Kazangula Farmers
Association
Livingstone Kazangula Farmers
Association

23rd Jan 2015
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Andrew Bolton

Safari Par Excellence

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
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Dave Gyles

Safari Trek

23rd Jan 2015

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting

What will happen to people when they are resettled? Will they be taken even further away from
amenities?

Hydropower is not the only option for energy creation. Should we be sacrificing a world heritage site for
this project?

The co-ordinates have now been provided, but the District map is incorrect.
I am concerned about climate change effects on the project. Is data collected over the past 80 years
sufficient to guide the project and the impacts of climarte change. The 740 m contour option would instill
greater confidence that there would not be an impact on Victoria Falls.
There were earth tremours when Kariba filled. This can also therefore be expected with Batoka.
Livingstone should benefit if this project goes ahead, by lower electricity tariffs or electrification.

Ruth Hanson

What will the impact of Katambora barrage be? This will affect 100 km of the river.

Livingstone Information
Sharing Meeting
Livingstone Information
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There is also the Pandamatenga River Scheme to consider. This is a Chinese initiative proposed at the
mouth of the Chobe for rice cultivation. It is currently under construction.

How is the population for the permanent camps derived if there are only 1500 employees?

There will definitely be rock falls with the filling of the dam. There is dam stability already every rainy
season. What will the impact be on the slopes below our lodge?

Irene Ngandu

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015

Faan Fourie

Talton Falcon Lodge

23rd Jan 2015
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Significant time has been spent collecting baseline data in order to facilitate the process of
impact identification and assessment. Answers will be provided in the impact assessment and
disclosed to the public by both the ZRA and the environmental regulators of the two countries.
The Project Manager (Eng. E. Kasaro) from the ZRA was present at the information sharing
meeting. All local authorities were consulted with by the ZRA prior to the commencement of the
ESIA. In the ESIA, the ZRA has allowed the consultant to take the lead as is required in terms
of stakeholder consultations.
There have been 11 community information sharing meetings that were held in Zambia and
Zimbabwe during October 2014. At these meetings information about the project was
presented and stakeholder issues and concerns were gathered.
The Zambian Government is also looking at alternative sites in Zambia, like the Kafue Gorge
Lower. Increased power generation is required to meet the growing economy.
One of the requirements of the International best practice Performance Standards is that no
person should be any worse off after a resettlement process and as a minimum should retain
his/her standard of life and livelihood potential. This includes access to social amenities and this
will be considered and detailed in the Resettlement Action Plan.
A number of project alternatives have been investigated. This includes hydropower schemes in
the Zambezi basin as a whole, and for power generation schemes, including thermal and solar
power, within the SADC region as a whole. The Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
presents a Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Study for the entire SAPP region.
In addition, for the Batoka HPP scheme specifically, alternative locations for the scheme have
been investigated and a number of options for the power houses, full supply levels etc. are
currently being investigated. As per alterative operating scenarios for the Batoka scheme itself
(such as run-of-river/peaking), these are currently being investigated as part of the overall
engineering feasibility study .
Information has been forwarded to the team by Ms Whitehead as information sourced from the
internet was incorrect. The maps will be updated accordingly.
There have been several recent studies on the potential effects of future climate change on the
water resources in the Zambezi River basin. The results of these studies will be taken into
consideration during the feasibility study including with respect to their potential impacts on
power generation capacity at the dam.

The project engineers are considering the risk of seismic activity as part of their scope of work.
Livingstone will benefit through electrification. The electricity tariffs will be set and regulated by
the Energy Regulation Board country wide.
This project was previously under consideration, but it is understood that’s its viability may have
some considerable challenges. The ESIA will still review the information regarding the Barrage
and assess any identified identify impacts in relation to the Batoka Project.
The assessment will aim to identify and take account of existing and likely planned (or under
construction) agricultural or potable water supply abstractions in the Zambezi basin above
Victoria Falls, including the Chobe-Zambezi Water Transfer Scheme (which includes the
Pandamatenga irrigation project). The potential effects of this accumulated demand will be
taken into consideration during the feasibility study with respect to estimating power generation
capacity at the dam.

The population size has been derived by assuming that families will also live with the workforce.
It should be noted that information presented at the information sharing meetings was not
accurate. The current thinking is that the construction force will be 1500 people. During the
operational phase there will be 750 people with their families residing in the permanent camps.
The Project Engineers will produce a seismic report providing information on this.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

To what extent has the Heritage Department being engaged

When will the document and comments and response report be presented?
During the impoundment there is a need to monitor and translocate affected species - animal and plant
eg. Endangered species such as the Taita Falcon. Implementation will require active liaison and
engagement between stakeholders - government and private.

Source

Response
The Heritage Commission has been invited to participate in all engagements to date. The
Zambian fieldwork has not yet commenced, but the team is in the process of collecting
information about the heritage sites identified through previous studies through the
Commission.
The Scoping Report and comments and response report will be made available in February
2015. The ESIA Report should be available in the 2nd quarter of 2015.

Perrice Nkombwe

Livingstone Museum

23rd Jan 2015

Irene Ngandu

Environment Africa

23rd Jan 2015
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T.H Madiri

Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority

7th Jan 2015

Written submission

The river continuum and flow needs to be sustained to maintain ecological processes.
T.H Madiri

Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority

7th Jan 2015

Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority
Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority

7th Jan 2015

Written submission

7th Jan 2015

Written submission

Written submission

The relocation of communities should promote conservation as it is the mainstream activity in the area,
while mitigating the potential risk of human wildlife conflict. The impoundment will attract big game thus
the settlement of communities into new areas should take into account animal corridors and routes. It is
also important to note the potential conflict between humans and crocodiles.

T.H Madiri
The potential risk of malaria due to the creation of an impoundment will need to be considered for
displaced and settled communities.

T.H Madiri

The construction of the dam should have the potential to improve the livelihoods of the local populance
promoting activities such as fish farming and ecotourism. Recreational or aesthetic value could support
economic benefits for the communities.
T.H Madiri
We propose active monitoring on environmental attributes so as to provide a case study to guide policy
and decisions for future projects of a similar nature.

T.H Madiri

This dam is of international importance. It is not sufficient to advertise in local newspapers only. ERM has
a responsibility to conduct a meaningful public participation process and this includes making an effort to
get the word out to all potential I&APs using all reasonable means.

Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority
Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority

The dam is being designed on the basis of a ‘run-of-river’ scheme, in that under normal
operation there should be minimal impact on the flow regime in the river downstream to Kariba.
However, the environmental flow study will examine the impacts of any potential ‘peaking’
operations that could occur and that may vary the outflows during certain periods of the day or
at certain times of year.
Communities will only be resettled where their existence is greatly affected by construction
activities or transmission line routes. Any resettlement of communities will be carried out
through institutions of approved Resettlement Action Plans and in consultation with and
approval from the affected communities and local authorities. It is not expected that the
reservoir will attract large populations of big game as the A601 edge will not be accessible due
to the steep side of the gorge and the ready access of water sources elsewhere. A significant
increase in the numbers of crocodiles is not expected due to the steep gorge sides not
providing suitable resting habitat, and therefore do not predict an increase in conflict with
people. However, the ESIA study will identify and assess any such potential impacts and
appropriate mitigation measures included in the project EMP

This will be considered as part of the health impact assessment for the ESIA.

7th Jan 2015

Written submission

7th Jan 2015

Written submission

ZRA wants to make sure it has a positive impact on the environment and the communities in the
project area of influence. The ESIA will be key in this intention, helping to identify the potential
benefits that may result from the Project and to develop measures that can be put in place to
help enhance such benefits. Opportunities for community development/social investment and
improved livelihood activities will be commented on in the social impact assessment and
resettlement action plan.
The management plan produced by the ESIA will certainly include future environmental
monitoring activities.

Written submission

Local newspapers have been used for the notification of Zambian and Zimbabwean
stakeholders. All registered stakeholders were also forwarded invitations and background
information documents directly. Local networks such as Livingstone Weekly, Friends of Victoria
Falls, the Hospitality Association of Zimbabwe and the Bejhani Trust were also utilised for the
notification of information sharing meetings. Further documentation such as the comments and
response report, Scoping Report and ESIA Report will be made available on ERM's website.

PaddleZone, African Paddling
Association, International Rafting
Federation
Marie-Louise Kellett

A Mitigation measure has been included for preparations to be put in place for translocation of
wildlife and threatened plants species in collaboration with the relevant wildlife authorities as a
result of the rising water levels as well as construction and other activities of the project.

19th Dec 2014

UNESCO has been informed of the project. More specifically, the following individuals from the
Zambian National Commission for UNESCO (all based in Lusaka) have been contacted –
• Dr. C. Ndakala (Secretary General)
• Felicitas Chinanda (Secretary General)
• Hilda Sinywibulua (Senior Programme Officer – Culture)

Has UNESCO been informed and, if so, what are their comments?

Moreover, UNESCO has been invited to attend engagements and we have followed up with
them for comment. To date, no comment has been received.
Namibia has just started to extract water from the Zambezi River which is being sent to Ngoma to supply
homes and farms – this is recent. The project is only half-way through its planned extraction. Botswana,
as was pointed out, is about to extract water from the Chobe (feeds into the Zambezi) for Pandamatenga
Farms and for Francistown. There is also a future plan to take the water onwards from Francistown to
South Africa. Botswana is very dry and already Gaborone is supplied water from the Tuli Block area.
South Africa is also in need of clean water, so for them to plan to have our Zambezi water sent to them is
not a surprise. Zimbabwe has plans to extract water from the Zambezi to take to Bulawayo which has a
serious water shortage. The dams have not been maintained and the underground aquifer is not
providing as much water as it did. This extracted water, we are told, will be pumped to Gwaai where
there will be a dam. It will then be pumped on to Bulawayo. The plan is that the water can also be used
at Gwaai to irrigate farms.
There has also been talk of a large sugar plantation at Kasaya (after Kazungula) in Zambia. Put all these
extractions together and think of a few more (there are bound to be more) ... add them to climate change
and see what amount of water is left for the hydroelectric scheme. (And our beautiful Victoria Falls). I
think the 90 years of water-flow figures down the Zambezi River will be of little value now ... things are
changing fast. Clean, potable water for our rising populations will be much more socially important than a
bit of electricity. Can we have some figures on this extraction and population increases along the river
above the Falls?

Gill Staden

23rd Jan 2015

Written submission

The assessment will aim to identify and take account of existing and likely planned (or under
construction) agricultural or potable water supply abstractions in the Zambezi basin above
Victoria Falls. Details of catchment abstractions taken into consideration (existing and potential
future) will be provided in the ESIA report.

Gill Staden
It was pointed out that the water below a certain level in the dam will be ‘dead’ water, containing no
nutrients. The dam will be deep and dark. It was noted that the fish which like fast-flowing water would
die out and that new species would take over and mentioned kapenta. Kapenta were, of course,
introduced into Lake Kariba from Lake Tanganyika. Will kapenta survive in the lake? What fish will
survive? I was told by one of the geologists who worked on the feasibility study in 1991 that it would be a
‘dead dam’ and that very little could survive in its water. Maybe you can let us know what lives now in
Gill Staden
Kafue Gorge dam – the scenario should be much the same.

At Bujagali Falls in Uganda, they drowned their whitewater in a dam and promised the local people that
the new lake would be a haven for water sports. The whitewater went and so did the rafters. There has
been no development of water sports, boating and new lodges on the lake firstly, because the
transmission lines are ugly and secondly the lake now has bilharzia snails. Their economy has died.

The Livingstonian

The Livingstonian

The Livingstonian

23rd Jan 2015

23rd Jan 2015

Written submission

Written submission

The impact of the dam and associated reservoir will be identified and assessed as part of the
ESIA studies. It is notable that Lake Kariba is one of the popular fishing areas on the Zambezi
River showing that the waters arising from a dam project such as Kariba and Batoka do allow
for existence and increase of fish populations and fishing activity. The positive impact on
fisheries will be an aspect that the specialist ESIA studies will assess and propose enhancement
measures for
As part of the ESIA study, environmental, social and economic studies will be undertaken for
the Project to identify and assess all the potential impacts with a view to enhance positive
impacts and minimise any negative impacts.

Gill Staden

The Livingstonian

23rd Jan 2015

Written submission

Comment/Question+A1:G1
What will happen to this township and all its infrastructure when the dam construction is over? Surely
there should be a plan to use it for some useful purpose afterwards. I can imagine 9,000 people on the
edge of a dam with no jobs or livelihoods – a recipe for rampant crime in Livingstone and our
surroundings. I would suggest that that there are plans to make this township into, maybe, a sports
village.
We have seen the problems at Kariba. Someone said to me that now, when a new large dam is to be
built, the calculations of cost have to include the de-commissioning of the dam when the time comes. Is
this true? And is anyone considering this?

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

The intention is that the construction camp of 9000 people will be utilised for the permanent
camp, so there will be no destruction of infrastructure developed during the construction phase.
Gill Staden

The Livingstonian

23rd Jan 2015

Written submission

Gill Staden

The Livingstonian

23rd Jan 2015

Written submission

What will the impact be to Lake Kariba in the short and long term due to the proposed Batoka Dam
Project?
Tundu Kaonga
What will the impact be on energy generation at Lake Kariba for both Zambia and Zimbabwe expecially in
Tundu Kaonga
the face of uprating both plants in Zambia and Zimbabwe recently?

Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock

16th Jan 2015

Written submission

Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock

16th Jan 2015

Written submission

I would like to say thank you for brining this development to our village.

The Batoka dam development is meant to be permanent. The costs to be considered and will
be reflected in the feasibility studies are those associated with the maintenance of the facility.
Given the relative storage volumes of the two reservoirs (approximately 185 km3 for Kariba, and
<2 km3 for Batoka) and the proposal to operate Batoka as run-of-river, it is extremely unlikely
that the Batoka scheme would have any noticeable regulating effect on storage volumes/water
levels in Lake Kariba (assuming that that operating conditions for Kariba remain unchanged)
and thus on water abstractions from the lake. The downstream environmental flow studies will
however examine the potential impacts on Lake Kariba fisheries from the Batoka Dam.
The Engineering Feasibility Studies with inform of this .

Tundu Kaonga

Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock

16th Jan 2015

Written submission

Magaret Whitehead
Mr. Johane Peterson

WECSZ
Jabula village, Nemanhanga Ward

6th Feb 2015
7th May 2015

Written submission
Written submission

Given the relative storage volumes of the two reservoirs (approximately 185 km3 for Kariba, and
<2 km3 for Batoka) and the proposal to operate Batoka as run-of-river, it is unlikely that the
Batoka scheme would have any noticeable regulating effect on storage volumes/water levels in
Lake Kariba and thus on water abstractions from the lake.
As part of the ESIA, other locations for the dam, including Devil's Gorge have been explored.
As a result of these studies, Batoka Gorge is considered as the preferred site. This is largely
due to the geology of the site being ideal for dam construction and the gorge at Batoka being
more narrow than the other sites, thereby significantly reducing concrete volumes required, and
also hence costs.
Your comment has been noted.

Written submission

an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) is being undertaken for the Project to
identify and assess the significance of any impacts that may be brought about by the Project,
should it go ahead. The ESIA will also identify measures that can be implemented to avoid /
reduce any negative impacts and enhance any positive effects. The ESIA is currently in the
Scoping Phase: the Zambezi River Authority is finalising its review of the Scoping and
Comments and Response Report, which details all the comments received by stakeholders.
This will be released into the public domain for comment and submitted to the regulatory
authorities once finalised. Baseline studies have been completed and the Project team is in the
process of compiling an Impact Assessment Report. Feedback meetings will be scheduled with
the release of this document. We will be sending out dates of the engagement meetings once
these have been confirmed. I will add you to the stakeholder database and send you an email
once dates for future meetings or new Project information is confirmed. I have also attached a
background
information
document
which
provides(ESIA)
some further
information.
An
Environmental
and Social
Impact
Assessment
is currently
being undertaken for the

What is the effect of seasonal water fluctuations along Lake Kariba on irrigation schemes managed by
small scale farmers as a result of this project?
Does your remit include considering other possible sites for the dam? It seems to me that many of the
objections to Batoka Gorge would fall away if the dam were moved downstream for example to Devil's
Gorge, and the EIA should give the relative merits and demerits of different sites. so that if the
development is rejected there is an alternative.

Response

My son was drowned at Lower Moemba in 2004. I am naturally interested in (and saddened by) changes
in this area. Can you please let me know what is happening with your project at present - I would like to
visit the rapids again before they are changed

Helen Cave

Stewart Island. New Zealand.

6th Aug 2015

Project to identify and assess the significance of any impacts that may be brought about by the
Project, should it go ahead. The ESIA is currently in the Scoping Phase: the Zambezi River
Authority is finalising its review of the Scoping and Comments and Response Report, which
details all the comments received by stakeholders. This will be released into the public domain
for comment and submitted to the regulatory authorities once finalised. Baseline studies have
been completed and the Project team is in the process of compiling an Impact Assessment
Report. A biodiversity study is being undertaken as part of the ESIA. This has included
engagement with key stakeholders such as the Zimbabwe Falconry Club, who have extensive
knowledge of Taita Falcons, Black Eagles and other bird species in the Batoka Gorge. As part
of the ESIA, an Environmental Management Plan is being developed which will include
measures to mitigate the identified impacts on the Taita Falcon and other fauna species of the
Project area.
Feedback meetings will be scheduled with the release of the Scoping Report. We will be
sending out dates of the engagement meetings once these have been confirmed. I will add
you to the stakeholder database and send you an email once dates for future meetings or new
Project information is confirmed. I have also attached a background information document
which provides some further information.

I understand you did an EIA for Batoka Gorge Dam in Zimbabwe. How is the project going to mitigate
against habitat changes and destruction for cliff nesting Eagles and Storks and especially the threatened
Taita Falcons. Where can I get a full EIA for this project?

Innocent
The Proposed Full Supply Level (FSL) of 957m of the Batoka Gorge H.E.S. would mean the water would C. Bradford
stretch back just below silent pool and mean white water rafting would close. Viable adventure
companies would close down, 100's of staff from the communities would be unemployed. Tourism
numbers visiting the area would be affected. The Zambezi River is rated as the best white water rafting in
the world. Customers come specifically to raft this might river. 'But' if the average operating level could be
710 or below one day rafting trips could still operate. We would therefore only lose the multi-day section
of the river.

Wild Horizons

3rd Sept
09/12/2015

Written submission
Email

This issue will be the subject of a Tourism Study and Cost Benefit Analysis and Macroeconomic
Study that will be undertaken as part of the ESIA.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

You said "in your vic falls open day" the site has suitable geology for construction of the dam wall and the C. Bradford
Gorge is narrow at this point compared to sites downstream thus reducting construction cost" . In saying
this you are admitting there are other sites downstream but this site is cheaper to develop to the
detrement of the rafting industry.

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Wild Horizons

09/12/2015

Email

In total 17 project alternatives were assessed, including alternatives relating to dam type and full
supply water level among others in the 70s and 80s. The proposed location of the Batoka HES
was first selected in 1971 and further studies in 1981. The engineering team working on the site
selection in 1981 also found the site to be the most favourable as none of the other alternatives
had strong advantages in terms of geological, topographical, dam volumes and hydrological
conditions (theoretical maximum production at the river section) as the current location.
Considerations made in selecting this site were:
Moving the dam downstream would reduce the capacity of any future development at Devil’s
Gorge; All the sites downstream, especially after chainage +55 km, are characterised by a
widening of the valley which would require approximately 60% to 200% more concrete;
moreover six of the seven downstream sites would require a saddle dam (another albeit smaller
dam wall in a further location); and
Moving the dam upstream would result in a loss of total head, unless any future development at
Devil’s Gorge had its full supply level (FSL) raised.
The Batoka HES site showing advantages in terms of energy production, this site also benefits
from: A favourable river shape, having a “Z” turn upstream, which makes it favourable for the
waterways intake and tunnel river diversion;
Previous detailed geological studies have already been carried out for this location; and the
location guarantees an overall good quality of rock foundations for the envisaged rigid concrete
dam.

Skinner Ndlovu
The proposed full supply level of 757 of the Batoka Gorge would close down the rafting industry which
will lead to lose of employment for hundreds of people in the community. Companies would have to be
compensated for the lose of revenue. If the average operating level is reduced to around 700m below sea
level the one day rafting trips will still carry on. A lot of people that visit Vic falls they do so because they
also want to raft the best river on planet earth. If rafting closes down the country and Vic falls town will
loose a lot of business due to tourism decline. Tourist will go some where there is better rafting.

09/12/2015

Email

This issue is the subject of a Tourism Study and Cost Benefit Analysis and Macroeconomic
Study that has been undertaken as part of the ESIA.

22.01.2016

Email

Thank you for the map. ERM will amend the identified errors accordingly.

We appreciate the opportunity to respond to the initial scoping report. Unfortunately, we were somewhat Mr Graham Nel and Mr Sean Edington Safari-Par-Excellence
surprised and disappointed by the lack of details and misrepresentation of information in the baseline
study report. As a baseline study that forms a basis for comparison of future developments it should
therefore fully reflect the situation on the ground with adequate detail and analysis.

22.01.2016

Email

There are areas of the upcoming ESIA that we see as vital but which appear to be vaguely represented
Mr Graham Nel
and in some instances ignored. These areas include but are not restricted to:
a) Tourism statistics and figures, GDP contribution of tourism and potential tourism contribution for future
generations.
b) Grievance procedure for compensation from loss of income for individuals and companies.
c) Flooding a national park and World Heritage Area.
d) Reliance on hearsay becoming public record.
e) Public input/ideas on potential revenue schemes spun off the dam.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

Email

The baseline details contained in the scoping report comprised of high level secondary data
from various sources. The baselines contained in the ESIA will comprise of secondary and
primary data collected by the respective specialists. Baseline data collection followed on the
Scoping Report generation so will be more robust in order to better inform the impact
assessment.
A tourism impact study will be undertaken as part of the ESIA which identifies the likely
monetary impact on the tourism industry. The grievance procedure currently available in the
public domain is one that can be utilised for all purposes, but will be refined to be a RAP specific
mechanism as soon as this work commences. Impacts on the National Park and World
Heritage area will also be recognised and considered further in the ESIA. Further consultation
during the ESIA will be undertaken and ongoing life of project communication will be committed
to by the project component as part of the ESMP.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

I sent you a copy of the map of the new district boundaries in Zambia (copy attached here) but some of
the maps are still incorrect, in particular Fig 0.4 on page xxiv Fig. 7.1 on page 7-3. The change to
Livingstone District happened many years ago but the creation of Zimba District is fairly recent. But it
means that Kalomo district is no longer in the picture for this project, and the following references in the
text need to be amended: Mentions of Kalomo on pages v, xv, xxii, 3-1, 4-16, 4-18, 6-13. I have ignored
historical references to Kalomo District as they are probably still valid, but for consideration of the impact
of the project, Kalomo should be replaced with Zimba.

Rafting Association of Zimbabwe

Margaret Whitehead

We discuss these issues, it is our hope that these areas will be fully assessed and considered in the final
study.
There is no doubt and it is also reiterated within the documents that were provided in the report that the Mr Graham Nel
tourism sector and specifically the whitewater rafting and supporting service industry will be the one most
negatively impacted by the development of the Batoka Gorge dam. This sector contributes permit fees to
the government through taxes and permits issued every year, it directly and indirectly employs a
significant proportion of people in both Livingstone and Victoria Falls. Many families residing in and
around Victoria Falls and the Gorge derive their livelihoods from this sector.We therefore feel that the
importance of the industry was deliberately or otherwise minimized. In particular, we are concerned and
surprised at the absence of data regarding tourism figures and the contribution of tourism to the Zambian
economy, in the baseline study report. There arc no international arrival figures for Zambia, or mention of
the contribution of tourism to Zambia's GDP. Nor does the report contain hard information regarding the
potential for growth in this industry and the area earmarked for the potential HES. The Batoka Gorge
area already sustains a vibrant expanding community and tourism economy. The area has huge potential
for future generations, as a world heritage site and expanding tourism destination and perhaps more
importantly as a source of national heritage and pride. These are areas that need to be reflected on,
researched and impartially represented in pros versus cons manner.

The Scoping Report sought to identify impacts of concern for further investigation in the ESIA.
A tourism/cost benefit analysis and macro-economic study will be prepared to assess the impact
on the river rafting industry and tourism further.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

Furthermore, there appear to be no figures reflecting the employment statistics for the tourism industry in Mr Graham Nel/Mr Sean Edington
Zambia. A noticeable exception, given that the short-term figure of three thousand jobs created, on the
building of the dam is reflected. This figure needs to be realistically portrayed . Zambezi River Authority
assures us that the modem dam would be operated by a "handful of employees". This needs to be
clarified against the long-term affect of jobs lost in the tourism industry. It is our opinion that White Water
Rafting is a vital component in the livelihood of many thousands of people. The consultants should have
done a much better job in analyzing the industry and how it will be affected, giving numbers and
monetary value lost by the government, companies and households that rely on the industry.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2026

Email

Economic losses and benefits and employment losses and gains will be detailed in the ESIA
following the completion of the Tourism Study and Economic cost Benefit Analysis.

We are deeply concerned about the contention "It was claimed that lion walking may now be one of the Mr Graham Nel
key tourist attractions in the area" in the baseline study report 4-23. As a booking agent as well as an
activity provider we categorically dispute this statement. In addition, we would like to respectfully point out
that we have availed ourselves, sister organizations and the Livingstone Tourism Association to the ESIA
staff. To have such an un-substantiated claim become public record is extremely worrying. In addition, we
would like to ensure that all due diligence is taken to substantiate the claim stakeholders "hinted that
white water rafting has not met with the projected income streams noted in the previous EIA studies" 422. Such statements need to be supported by figures showing projected trends and current trends. We
acknowledge that this area is to be further investigated . Though we must protest that these
unsubstantiated statements were included as a matter of public record.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

Email

The baseline details contained in the scoping report comprised of high level secondary data
from various sources. The baselines contained in the ESIA will comprise of secondary and
primary data collected by the respective specialists. Baseline data collection followed on the
Scoping Report generation so will be more robust in order to better inform the impact
assessment.

In addition, there is no mention of compensation to individuals or companies who will lose revenue and
Mr Graham Nel
livelihood should the dam go ahead. This is standard procedure according to the World bank guidelines?
Safari-Par-Excellence has been operating in the area since 1990, employing hundreds of people and
contributing to the tax base in an area earmarked for future tourism development.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

Email

The Draft Scoping Report had not entailed an impact assessment or management plan as
required at this stage of the study. This will be addressed in the Draft ESIA.

We would like to respectfully contend that the Batoka Gorge is a vital component in the livelihood and
culture of the community in which the Batoka HES is to be situated. We contend that White Water
Rafting is a signature activity and has directly influenced the growth of the tourism industry here in
Livingstone, more than any other factor. We are gravely concerned that the consequences of the
absolute loss of this industry have not been fully identified and addressed in the baseline study report.

Mr Graham Nel

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

Email

The ESIA Report will address this impact. The Draft Scoping Report recognised the need for
this further level of consideration.

Furthermore, we are concerned that there is little mention of the Batoka Gorge area, known as Rapids 1- Mr Graham Nel
10 being inside the Mosi-Oa-tunya national park. While exhibited on the map FIG- 4.7, this area is under
the protection of Zambian National Parks and is to be held for future generations. We contend that
should the dam be created the entire fabric of the Victoria Falls area, a World Heritage site, will be
jeopardized for future generations. The baseline information does indicate the existence of the park, but
does not offer any information regarding the loss of this habitat in respect to Zambian National Parks and
the heritage of the Zambian people.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

Email

This will be addressed further in the biodiversity specialist study forming part of the Draft EIA
Report.

Mr Graham Nel
In addition, we would like to suggest that the public be given the opportunity to suggest potential
schemes to mitigate the negative employment and heritage losses of the dam. In the various meetings we
were shown countless charts and diagrams. All outlining subsistence agriculture as the main income of
the surrounding communities. As the baseline report indicates the dam will further exacerbate poor
rainfall to the area. For the past two years we have seen crops fail due to poor rainfall. We would
respectfully like to suggest a pump scheme to be considered in providing a steady water supply to the
local communities should the dam be built?in the low season.
Additionally, in the baseline report it is contended that fish catches are higher during river high flows. This Mr Graham Nel
statement needs to be investigated and further explored. It is our observations that fishing catches
increase. Furthermore, we would like to investigate the issue of new business, if the dam is to go ahead
will affected businesses and individuals be given first preference for licenses for fishing or tourism? We
feel this area has been poorly explored. Given the long deep oxygen deprived nature of the dam as
shown in the baseline report.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

Email

Water provision has been identified as a community need and will be suggested as one of the
community development initiatives in the ESIA and ESMP.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

Email

This will be addressed further in the biodiversity specialist study forming part of the Draft EIA
Report.

Mr Graham Nel

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

email

This will be addressed further in the biodiversity specialist study forming part of the Draft EIA
Report.

In addition, the animal/human conflict dilemma could be expected to rise dramatically . With the presence Mr Graham Nel
of crocodiles and hippos within the water base. The presence of such animals and reptiles would make it
further unlikely that the water space could be used for other water based tourism. We contest the
assumption that activities such as canoeing and windsurfing would replace rafting and adventure tourism
. These factors absolutely need to be investigated further.We look forward to hearing from you and once
again thank you for the opportunity for us to comment on the Initial Scoping Report before the ESIA
begins.

Safari-Par-Excellence

22.01.2016

email

We do not expect any escalation of conflicts with wildlife as a result of the Batoka Reservoir.
There may be an influx of people and increased encroachment of settlement and cultivation into
areas occupied by wildlife leading to interactions, but those will not as a result of the Batoka
Reservoir.

The dam is unlikely to harbor large fish stocks and with such an unaesthetic narrow space will it
necessarily attract tourists?

Importance of white water rafting and supporting industry minimised deliberately.

Commentator

Compliance with all legislative and constructive industry statutory obligations are met
Batoka Gorge Dam will have significant social and economic impacts due to loss of livelihoods, debt
accrual for the nations and possible climate change impacts.

Graham Nel/ Sean Edington:
Managing Director/
Mr Muchapiwa Mazarura;
Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
Africa Program Director

Communities do not bear the costs of the development and that economically both countries stand to
benefit in the short and long term

Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
Africa Program Director

International Rivers, South Africa

Thank you for your comment.

The ToRs were prepared 2 years ago. The ESIA should have commenced in 2014. The Scoping Report Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
does not reflect the delay e.g at the time, the assessment of bat migrations was going to be omitted due Africa Program Director
to the timing of the studies.

International Rivers, South Africa

The matter will be addressed in the draft ESIA.

Safari Par Excellence, Zambia
Zim Construction, Zimbabwe
International Rivers, South Africa

The ESIA Report will address this impact. The Draft Scoping Report recognised the need for
this further level of consideration.
Thank you for your comment.
Social and economic costs and benefits associated with the project will be assessed in the
ESIA as part of the Tourism Study, Cost benefit analysis and macro-economic study.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

email

The social impact assessment has predominantly addressed upstream impacts in its
assessment given that downstream impacts could be minimal. These will be presented in further
detail in the ESIA Report.

The social impact assessment is limited to downstream water users, between Batoka dam site and
Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
Kariba dam. Urge for the assessment to extend the limits of the social impacts to include upstream users, Africa Program Director
especially those between the Victoria Falls and the Batoka Gorge dam who may end up being more
negatively impacted more than the downstream users.

International Rivers, South Africa

Impacts of Batoka Gorge Dam extend beyond borders. Comprehensive assessment of impacts on the
Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
downstream infrastructure and dam operations, i.e for i.e. Kariba Dam and Cabora Bassa dam would be Africa Program Director
necessary. Investigate the impact of the Batoka Gorge dam on downstream environmental flows.

International Rivers, South Africa

The downstream impacts will be addressed in the Draft ESIA through the flow assessment.

Wastewater effluents have a significant impact on receiving waters. What will be the impact of
wastewater emanating from the sewerage systems in Livingstone and Victoria Falls on the Batoka
reservoir? How will eutrophication potential of the reservoir but it is not clear how this will be tackled?

Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
Africa Program Director

International Rivers, South Africa

The impacts on water quality in the reservoir and downstream will be discussed in the ESIA
Report.

Scientific studies on the Zambezi river basin concluded that climate change impacts in the basin will affect
hydropower production negatively, with impacts felt both nationally and regionally. Have you assessed the
extent of climate change impacts on Batoka hydropower production?
There have been numerous incidents of huge tremors wrought by Kariba dam especially in the early
years. There is no mention of an intention to assess the seismic impacts of the proposed reservoir.

Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
Africa Program Director

International Rivers, South Africa

This will be addressed in the flow assessment in the Draft ESIA Report.

Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
Africa Program Director

International Rivers, South Africa

A reservoir cannot increase the seismic energy release, but can only trigger a fault slip, if it is
near failure condition. A basic requirement for the triggering activity is therefore the existence of
an active fault or a fault near its failure limit (ICOLD, 2011). For new dams, ICOLD, 2011
suggests that the maximum recorded Reservoir Triggered Seismicity (RTS) in the world should
be assumed and states that, “as a rule, modern dams should be able to cope with RTS, as the
largest RTS magnitude recorded to date is 6.3. But some appurtenant structures and nearby
buildings and structures might require special attention.”
In the case of Batoka, the initial response to reservoir filling should be lower than for Kariba,
given the much smaller reservoir volume. However, because of the greater dam height, it is
probable that seismic events of a magnitude similar to those presently experienced will be
induced by long term reduction of effective stresses in response to pore pressure adjustments.
Looking at the seismic activity of Kariba after about 1966, i.e. the time after which pore pressureinduced quakes became dominant, the maximum magnitude was 5.5. Therefore, and as
concluded by the Batoka JV Consultants (1993), the maximum magnitude verifiable at Batoka
dam could be 5.5.

Fish production is closely linked to nutrient inflow and water levels in any water body and downstream.
Batoka Gorge Dam will alter this water and nutrient flow. What is the potential impact of the proposed
dam on fish production downstream of Batoka as it affects the large number of communities on the
shores of Lake Kariba, Binga and Mlibizi basin that are totally reliant on this fish supply for their
livelihoods? Fish studies from 1998/99 unreliable and obsolete.

Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
Africa Program Director

International Rivers, South Africa

Fisheries studies will be conducted as part of the Environmental Flow and Biodiversity
assessments being undertaken as part of the ESIA.

Give prominence to the potential influx of migrants and rapid population growth that lead to similarly large Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
increases in demand for services, incidence of crime and spread of infectious diseases before, during
Africa Program Director
and after the construction phase. Safeguard local people and allow them to benefit from the project
should it go ahead.

International Rivers, South Africa

This impact will be assessed as part of the ESIA.

Adequately inform the World Heritage Committee and concerned representative other environmental
Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
organizations on project potential to reduce existing protected areas as well as encroaching on the World Africa Program Director
Heritage Site.

International Rivers, South Africa

Noted. Comment has been sought from UNESCO with regard to their views on the impact on
the World Heritage Site.

Some Zambian communities complained about inadequate consultations. Local communities should be Rudo A. Sanyanga (Ph.D.)
engaged to ensure their full involvement and participation in the development of appropriate mitigation
Africa Program Director
measures. Consultations should not be confined to chiefs but include representatives of the communities
and consult in local languages.

International Rivers, South Africa

Extensive consultation was undertaken with local communities as part of the Scoping Phase of
the Project and this will be continued into the ESIA. This is documented in the Scoping Report.

Will the Batoka Gorge project impact on residential and industrial properties in the town of Victoria Falls
in terms of possible rental requirements for the Project's personnel?

Ockie Strumpher; Brenda Stumpher

Individual, South Africa

It is anticipated that project personnel will be accommodated in the project townships, but inmigration into the area could have an indirect impact on property values and demand for rentals.

There are still far too many unknowns. It is difficult to consider the full impact of something that is not yet
determined.

Ruth Henson

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia and WWF,
Zambia

Further information will be provided in the ESIA in terms of both project description and impact
assessment.

The analysis of alternative power sources seriously under rates solar power which is getting cheaper with Ruth Henson
new technology extending its operating hours(by heating salt). Suggest cost comparison using current
prices.

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

This will be evaluated in the ESIA. The reality is solar and wind are needed in addition to
hydropower as part of the energy mix.

There is mention of city level biogas which is becoming more advanced in many other parts of the world. Ruth Henson

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

Feasible and alternatives sources of power have been extensively studied by Zimbabwe and
Zambia as well as the SAPP and all projects rates in terms of their priority for implementation.
The reality is alternative energy sources are needed in addition to hydropower as part of the
energy mix.

There is no mention of other Zambian hydro power sites which should be many, further from drought
zones and can be prioritised.

Ruth Henson

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

This will be detailed in the Draft EIA Report.

No consideration for power saving alternatives e.g., by more efficient lighting (LED), cooking (solar, gas,
biogas,etc) and water heating.

Ruth Henson

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

Power savings have also been considered as have off the grid solar schemes, but the reality is,
these initiatives, although helping to reduce the energy deficit, are not sufficient, resulting in the
need for future significant generation capacity.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

No financial analysis on cost of the dam vs the risks of under utilization due to reduced rainfall and the
loss of the existing and future tourism income. Tourism income lost will impact Livingstone which has no
other industry besides tourism.

Ruth Henson

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

No cost impacts of flooding the existing power station in case of excessive rainfall

Date

Source

Response
A cost benefit analysis will be undertaken as part of the ESIA.

Ruth Henson

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

Little information linking the scheme to Livingstone. A power line across land proposed for farming will
Ruth Henson
result in loss of vegetation and opening access to trespassers and thieves, a problem already being faced
with existing lines crossing the land. Any compensation for the farm? Would electricity tariffs currently
increased to 280% be reduced.

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

ZRA to respond

Would electricity tariffs currently increased to 280% be reduced.

Ruth Henson

Livingstone Farmer, Zambia

ZRA to respond

WWF are thanked for the useful comments received on the Batoka HES ESIA. The ESIA has not been
completed and many of the comments will be incorporated into relevant parts of the ecology impact
assessment.

Chanda Mwale

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

Noted.

Chanda Mwale
Avi-fauna (Zambezian endemic Taita Falcon and Rock Pratincole) – The Comments and Response
Report states that appropriate mitigation measures will be developed with regards to adverse impact that
might occur to the Taita falcon and other avi fauna. It is important that the gorge is part of the habitat for
the identified and other bird species. Exactly what are the proposed mitigation measures for the bird
species nesting in the gorge? How will mitigation for birds that are currently nesting in the gorge that will
be filled up by the reservoir be carried out?
Avifauna (African Finfoot) – WWF acknowledges that indeed the African Finfoot is widely distributed
Chanda Mwale
throughout Africa, however, where they exist they are very sensitive to alterations in water courses and
pollution. The species is considered vulnerable in that respect throughout its range. As a minimum, we
would recommend monitoring of the local Finfoot population to establish its status, how it might be
affected by the dam and offset measures proposed. Furthermore WWF acknowledges the use of the
Zimbabwe Falconry Club and their extensive expertise. We would like to further suggest the inclusion of
Zambian expertise in future consultations through the inclusion of BirdWatch Zambia.

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

A biodiversity specialist study is being undertaken as part of the ESIA and will make
commitments for the management of impacts on avifauna.

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

The African Finfoot is not as a threatened species on the IUCN Red List. This bird may persist
in the inundated area and thus only be partially displaced. A biodiversity specialist study is being
undertaken as part of the ESIA and will make commitments for the management of impacts on
avifauna.

Chanda Mwale

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

A biodiversity specialist study is being undertaken as part of the ESIA which will investigate and
assess this impact.

Chanda Mwale

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

Detailed fish studies will be undertaken as part of the ESIA Environmental Flow Assessment .
The Victoria Falls represents a major natural barrier to fish migration, and construction of a Dam
will therefore not reduce any long distance fish migrations.

Chanda Mwale

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

High level assessment of the impacts of the transmission lines will be included in the ESIA.

Chanda Mwale

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

Alien Invasive vegetation (Water hyacinth) – WWF acknowledges the suggestion to use biological control Chanda Mwale
to mitigate future possible water hyacinth proliferation. We would like to suggest that full EIA be carried
out for the proposed biological control to ensure that the right environmental protocols authorized in both
Zimbabwe and Zambia are adhered to. Moreover the Zambezi is a watercourse shared by other
countries further downstream of Batoka such as Mozambique it is important to also understand the
position of the Zambezi Watercourse Commission (ZAMCOM) on biological control in this shared
watercourse.

WWF Zambia Country Office

22.01.2016

email

Entandrophragma caudatum is listed as Least Concern on the IUCN Red List while Gryocarpus
americanus is not evaluated. Both species are widespread and are not range restricted to the
Batoka Gorge. Fieldwork for the ESIA has been completed, and it will not be possible to
determine the occurrence of estimate densities of these trees in the gorge. We are however
willing to engage with you on why these species are important and what mitigation can be
included into the ESIA for these species.
We can include a requirement within the current mitigation relating to control of floating aquatic
weeds to consider the position of ZAMCOM prior to the use of biological control measures. If
an EIA is required, then ZAMCOM should be responsible for raising that.
We are aware that stipulating the requirement for an EIA would delay the response time to an
outbreak of these floating weeds, which establish very quickly.

As the proprietor of a white-water rafting company based in Livingstone, Zambia, I would like to submit
our comments regarding the Scoping Report.
To avoid repeating what other rafting operators have submitted to you already (the content of which I
support and agree with in full), I will limit myself in this letter to issues that have not been mentioned in
those submissions, and that may be more relevant to my operation than to others.

Johannes Stallman

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

Comment noted

An important aspect of my rafting operation are the ‘multi-day rafting’ activities that we offer, where
tourists come to Livingstone specifically to do this activity. These tourists would not come here if we did
not offer this adventure, as they are not particularly interested in wildlife or the scenery of the area.

Johannes Stallman

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

The impact on river rafting's will be considered in the ESIA Report.

With the completion of the Batoka Dam the multi-day rafting activities will cease to operate completely,
irrespective of the FSL (full supply level) that is eventually chosen.

Johannes Stallman

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

This statement is correct. It may, however be possible to reduce the full supply level during the
low flow season to allow continued half day trips down the river.

I am more than willing to submit to you all the detail of numbers concerning my rafting activities: turn-over Johannes Stallman
generated, percentage of turn-over contributed by our rafting activities, number of employees etc. These
numbers will prove that it is not feasible for my company to continue without the possibility to offer rafting
in the Batoka Gorge as other activities (canoeing, drifts on the upper Zambezi) contribute only a very
small percentage (less than 20%) of the turn-over in the company.

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

Thank you for your co-operation. A further understanding of each affected business will be
required if compensation needs to be calculated. This is recommended as a further more
detailed investigation in addition to the ESIA.

Freshwater fisheries (focus on tiger fish) – The CRR document states that although the fish in the river
channel where Batoka Gorge reservoir is planned will suffer some adverse impacts in terms of diversity,
an upstream riverine habitat for tiger fish breeding will be retained. Firstly tiger fish swim both upstream
and downstream and the damming will inadvertently take away flows in this part of the river that will be
transformed into a reservoir. This will limit the range of movement and migration for the fish species.
Secondly, WWF would like details on how such an upstream habitat retained for tiger fish will be
protected to ensure it remains available and habitable for the tiger fish.
Freshwater fisheries - WWF Zambia suggests that fish specialist studies in the area should establish if
there are any fish species adapted to the harsh environment of Batoka and if there are any migratory
species that will require attention. Granted, the harsh environment has presented a natural barrier to the
movements of many species, it is probable that this barrier has also created a localised niche of fish
species. Furthermore, the Batoka Gorge fishery not being accessible for human exploitation does not
render it any less important as ecosystems (species) have inherent value.
Transmission lines – The transmission lines are infrastructure that will not be on site in terms of BHES.
WWF Zambia would therefore like to see that the Impact Assessment includes how impacts of powerline
will be mitigated granted that this infrastructure will be off site.
Vegetation - Entandrophragma caudatum (Mountain Mahogany) and the Gryocarpus americanus
(Propeller Tree) - The response in the CRR focuses on the species of fauna mentioned and does not
address the local flora species of interest highlighted. As a minimum, WWF strongly suggests that the
ESIA estimates the stocking rates/levels and density of the mentioned localised species, estimate how
much will be lost and what off-set measures will be recommended.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

In the Scoping Report there are numbers given regarding the benefit of employment etc. without the
Johannes Stallman
comparison with the loss of employment/revenue that will result from the building of the Batoka Dam. This
gives a biased impression right from the beginning. I hope this omission will be rectified in any future
assessments.

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

The ESIA Reports will present the anticipated employment and economic figures to address this
comment.

We (the rafting operators in Zambia and Zimbabwe) have specific numbers, hard facts. Not estimates!
Johannes Stallman
Any proper, balanced assessment must include data of employment/revenue lost due to the construction
of the dam.

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

The ESIA Reports will present the anticipated employment and economic figures to address this
comment.

Your assumption in the report: ‘other activities like adventure canoeing may well realize’, give the
impression that these may replace rafting (financially and economically) and compensate for the loss of
rafting in the Batoka Gorge. That is hypothetical, and in my experience in the tourism industry, most
improbable. ‘Adventure canoeing’ will never be a major attraction in the area of the Batoka Gorge once
the dam has been built! We already have the Upper Zambezi (and other areas of the Zambezi River)
which are incomparably more suited to ‘adventure canoeing’ than the Batoka Dam will ever be.

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

ERM will be undertaking a socio-economic assessment of the impacts to ecotourism ventures
as a result of the scheme. In addition, ERM commissioned an economic impact assessment for
the feasibility of the scheme, which will investigate the macro level socio-economic impacts, as
opposed to the former study, which concentrated on the regional socio-economic impacts.

Johannes Stallman

We acknowledge these impacts, but so too do we acknowledge other forms of tourism will
materialise as a result of the scheme, but as you rightly suggest, this will not replace what is
currently there.

In regards to your assumption that hotels and lodges will be built, overlooking the dam, I would like to
Johannes Stallman
point out that the lodges and hotels already in existence in that area are there because of the stunning
and unique views of the Batoka Gorge: pristine and not under water! Do you think that flooding the area
will induce investors to build more hotels and lodges?
The development along the edge of the dam will be limited, at best. Awareness of Eco-Tourism is
increasing, and will continue to do so. This trend directly contradicts your statements about development
in that particular area.

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

It is important to consult investors; tourism specialists before assumptions like these are made.

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

Johannes Stallman

ERM will be undertaking a socio-economic assessment of the impacts to ecotourism ventures
as a result of the scheme. In addition, ERM commissioned an economic impact assessment for
the feasibility of the scheme, which will investigate the macro level socio-economic impacts, as
opposed to the former study, which concentrated on the regional socio-economic impacts.
We acknowledge these impacts, but so too do we acknowledge other forms of tourism will
materialise as a result of the scheme, but as you rightly suggest, this will not replace what is
currently there.

ERM will be undertaking a socio-economic assessment of the impacts to ecotourism ventures
as a result of the scheme. In addition, ERM commissioned an economic impact assessment for
the feasibility of the scheme, which will investigate the macro level socio-economic impacts, as
opposed to the former study, which concentrated on the regional socio-economic impacts.
We acknowledge these impacts, but so too do we acknowledge other forms of tourism will
materialise as a result of the scheme, but as you rightly suggest, this will not replace what is
currently there.

I would like to comment on one more statement in the report: ‘solar has repeatedly been shown to be
Johannes Stallman
undesirable, mainly due to high capital cost per kW’.
The above statement is only true if cost is calculated over a relatively short period of operation (10 – 15
years, for example). And it is only true if all other factors (cost of environmental impact, cost of impact of
climate change (the Zambezi Basin is an area of high impact, as you have correctly stated in your report)
and cost of employment/revenue loss (relative to estimated gain in employment/revenue) are disregarded
in the calculation. Solar is known to be a most desirable source of energy (financially, economically and
environmentally) if calculated over a long period of time (20 – 30 years, and beyond).

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

Any balanced, long term assessment of the Batoka Dam Project must include a serious, independent
Johannes Stallman
and impartial assessment of the option of implementing a solar solution to the energy needs of the region.

Bundu Adventures Ltd.

People will be displaced from their homes, unless the company will be willing to compensate them

P. Samakong

Zimba District Council

13.01.2016

A Resettlement action plan will address issues related to displacement and compensation for
those displaced by the project.

Flow of water on the Zambezi river will negatively be affected

P. Samakong

Zimba District Council

13.01.2016

This will be considered in the Environmental Flow Assessment being undertaken as part of the
ESIA.
The ESIA Report will present the anticipated employment and economic figures to address this
comment.

We agree that solar is a very viable form of energy. Comparatively, it is more expensive in terms
of unit cost, when compared to Batoka, and cannot provide the generation needs to satisfy the
energy deficit. Solar also only provides power during the day and cannot supply base load
power, or peaking power as and when needed.
What is needed is an energy mix, and solar and hydropower are both needed to fulfil this in
both countries.

This has been reported by various Government institutions and the SAPP. The feasibility
engineers to the project do report on this, citing various sources.

I wish to voice my unhappiness at the proposed dam to be built in the gorge. I was born in Zambia &
Harry Wise
grew up at Livingstone in Zambia. The river was a source of food & enjoyment for all the people who
lived there then & still do. Zambia only has agriculture & tourism for their economy growth & the dam will
destroy the peoples livelihood. All the river guides will lose their jobs. Please register my TOTAL
OBJECTION TO THIS PROPOSAL.

31.12.2015

From the previous communication there is need to visit the site, thereafter a full assessment report will be B.Tagwirei
produced. A letter was sent via email on the requirements.

10.12.2015

The ZRA has been notified of this request from ZINWA.

That plan is not very good , we know Zimbabwe needs money from the power sales. Zambians why do
you get driven by Zimbabwe goverment.

16.12.2015

There is a power deficit in the two countries and the region. The Batoka Project is aim
contributing to reducing this power deficit.

Clement Chisangwa

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

It is not clear to me if any further specialist studies have been conducted – the documents seem to refer
to studies that will be done in the future. Could you clarify exactly which, if any specialist studies will be
done in the Impact Assessment Phase.

Marie-Louise Kellett

08.12.2015

Specialist work has been undertaken as part of the Impact Assessment Phase of the Project.
The results thereof will be included in the ESIA Report

It also seems that you will be relying on existing studies or work done by others, e.g. the Falconry Club.
Whilst I am not intending to cast aspersion on their knowledge, surely a specialised ornithological study
should be done and paid for? Similarly, the WWF did not seem to know of the survey you were referring
to - this turned out to be a country wide survey of elephants and certainly not a detailed specialist study
for the Batoka Gorge. This applies to each and every concern that has been raised – it is not acceptable
to spend millions on specialist engineering studies and then try to meet the requirements for biodiversity,
economic and community impact studies and concerns using ‘borrowed’ data and desktop surveys.

Marie-Louise Kellett

08.12.2015

The response to the many detailed comments and requests from community members with regards to
Marie-Louise Kellett
the community development are extremely vague – a generic ‘cut and paste’ response is given in each
case. This is simply not good enough. It looks like you are going through the motions without actually
giving a proper response to the issues raised. A proper, completely independent and impartial process of
public consultation and an assessment of local community needs must be done.

08.12.2015

There is nothing gained by repeating studies for the sake of it. When good data is available, it is
sensible to use that data.
The ZFC have a good and up-to-date knowledge of the situation with Taita Falcons, also field
studies are difficult to conduct because of the rarity and elusiveness of these birds. A sound
knowledge of the Taita Falcon's has been acquired.
The Batoka project will not have a significant impact to elephant populations or movements.
Elephants are not able to access the Batoka Gorge due to the steep terrain. A standalone
elephant study is not justified, however the WWF annual elephant survey was being conducted
and available data was therefore incorporated.
Noted. At scoping phase of the ESIA , there usually many unknowns due to the fact that the
specialist studies are often not commissioned or are underway and the primary objective of the
Scoping Phase is to ensure that issues requiring further investigation are identified. More
detailed responses will be provided in the Impact Assessment Phase of the Project.

Provision of details to register available industrial and/or residential property/space within Victoria
Falls/Livingstone area/s that could be made available for possible project rental space requirements.

Ockie Strumpher

Organisation

Date

Gayatri Paper – Western Cape

22.01.2016

Mr T Mugoriya
The final document should clearly spell out relocation modalities, recommendations which suggest full
compensation of, or to be given be displaced population, and such relocation should be done taking into
account the socio-economic and cultural consitutional rights of the affected communities

Ministry of Rural Development,
Preservation and Promotion of National
Culture and Heritage

05.02.2016

Sad to hear this is suddenly all back on track, we were under the impression the ESIA was a shambles
and would require a complete make over.

Safari Par Excellence

Source

Email

Response

This falls beyond the scope of the ESIA and further discussions should be held going forward
with the project proponent.
A Resettlement Action Plan will address issues related to displacement and compensation for
those affected along with the losses of cultural heritage or sacred sites.

Interim Notification
Sean Edington

06.12.2018

Email

A tourism impact study has been undertaken as part of the ESIA process and the impacts of
the Project on tourism will be addressed in the ESIA Report, and mitigation measures to
reduce the impacts will be included in the Environmental and Social Management Plans.

06.12.2018

Email

A tourism impact study has been undertaken as part of the ESIA process, this includes
assessing the potential impact on the white water rafting industry. The overall environmental and
social impacts of the Project will be assessed in the ESIA Report, in addition, mitigation
measures to minimise the impacts will be included in the Environmental and Social
Management Plans.

CANSAF

07.12.2018

Email

Noted, the overall environmental impacts of the Project will be assessed in the ESIA Report, in
addition, mitigation measures to minimise the impacts will be included in the Environmental and
Social Management Plans.

International Rafting Federation

07.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project.

07.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project.

07.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database.

Anyway, we can but hope that the world sees region, at least this time we hope the tourism industry is
sufficiently covered.
I am writing on behalf of the proposal of the Batoka Gorge Dam on the Zambezi river. I have traveled to Andrew Matthews
Zambia on three different occasions to visit the Zambezi River. After my first visit, I fell in love with the
Zambezi river and the Batoka Gorge. If the dam where to be built it would be a tragedy for humanity. I
was given the opportunity to spend two seasons working on the Zambezi river taking tourist from all over
the world down the Zambezi river, through the Batoka Gorge. I have spent over 10 years traveling the
world working as a guide on rivers and the Zambezi is by far one of the most beautiful and magical places
I have ever visited. The social, biodiversity and heritage impacts would be horrific if there was a dam built
in the Batoka Gorge. Please, please reconsider building the dam in the Batoka Gorge. There have to be
more sustainable ways to approach the need for electricity, whether it be solar or wind. The negative
impacts would be terrible for the local communities and for future generations. A dream of mine would be
to share the Zambezi river and the rapids, wildlife, and beauty of the Batoka Gorge with my children.
Please do not take this dream away from me.
Thank you for this message – there are most certainly some areas of concern with regards to both the
Robin Brown
environment and tourism viability that are worrying some sectors of our industry and so I look forward to
further engagement.
I was forwarded the recent letter sent to stakeholders for the ESIA Project for this.

Sue Liell-Cock

I was surprised I did not receive one on behalf of the International Rafting Federation as I was sure we
had indicated that we were stakeholders, especially as having had face to face meetings with you and a
number of email exchanges.
Anyway - please can you add us as stakeholders and please use the email address. The names
associated with it should be: Sue Liell-Cock (Sec Gen of IRF) and Sean Clarke (IRF Media Rep). Let me
know if you need more information.
I am an interested party in the Batoka Dam issue. Please send me information about the project as it
Gary Wockner
continues.
Please register me as an interested party (raftingtour operator from Europe) about Batoka Dam project. It "Roy" Gergely Környei
would be a pleasure to get the up-to-date information about this project which could destroy our branch
and the beautiful nature of the mighty Zambezi river.
Thank You in advance.

Just heard the project is back on, would like to help as much as possible to try and stop this
environmental nightmare..

Steve Taylor

Thank you so much for the update about the new developments pertaining the Batoka project.l would
like to be part of the ESIA till commencement of the project. Looking forward to the kick start of the
project ESIA meetings

AOS Rafting

Further communication will follow with the release of the Draft Environmental and Social Impact
Assessment Report in a few months’ time.

Askari Safaris LLC

07.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project.

Trymore Ndolo

08.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database. The stakeholder engagement
meetings are planned following the release of the Draft ESIA for comment. All registered
stakeholders will be notified of the date and time of Project meetings.

I would like to register as an interested party

Fiona Buttrey

08.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project.

I would like to register my objection to this project. Please keep me informed

Pam bell

08.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project.

I’d like to be registered as an interested party in The Batoka Dam project.

Erin Carey

08.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database of this Project.

I was told to email you in interest to aiding in protesting the daming the Zambizi. If this is correct please
let me know if and how I can help.

Stone

09.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project. Please contact ERM
to raise any issues of concern for the Project.

Comment/Question+A1:G1

Commentator

Please add our addresses cc above to your mailing lists.

Mark Butcher

Organisation

Date

Source

Response

10.12.2018

Email

Noted. you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project.

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database. This platform will provide you with an
opportunity to raise issues to inform the development of the ESIA.
Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project.

We are definitely stakeholders here as we have tourism operations including lodges within the Batoka
Dam area.
I want to save the zam.

Matt Blue

10.12.2018

Email

I wish to register as an interested party regarding the Batoka assessment.

Richard Addison

12.12.2018

Email

I wish to inform you that I work for Zambia Environmental Management Agency. We are available to
provide guidance on the EIA process for the Batoka Gorge Hydro Electricity Generation Project where
required.
We are a rafting company and travel agency located in Austria. We organize trips for rafting on the
Zambezi and work together with local companies. Please let me know how we can get registered as
interested party concerning the Batoka dam project.

Lillian Kalenge

12.12.2018

Email

Lukas Strobl

21.12.2018

Email

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database. ERM welcomes any guidance from
the Zambia Environmental Management Agency as it will inform the development of the ESIA
Report.
Noted. A tourism impact study and biodiversity study have been undertaken as part of the ESIA
process. The impacts of the Project on tourism and livelihoods will be addressed in the ESIA
Report, in addition, mitigation measures to minimise the impacts will be included in the
Environmental and Social Management Plans.

This dam will not only destroy one of the greatest whitewater rivers on earth but also will badly influence
the local eco system and adventure tourism.
I’d like to register my objection as an interested and affected party with regards the Zambezi dam

NIRAS

28.12.2018

Email

I would like to register as an interested party concerning the Batoka Gorge. I am one of the owners of
Anmarie Fourie
Taita Falcon Lodge that will be directly influenced by the building of the dam as we are situated on the
edge of the Batoka Gorge above R17 and we are very concerned as nobody has contacted us yet to talk
to us even after numerous emails to the people involved.

Taita Falcon Lodge

03.01.2019

Email

Joseph Thole
In reference to the above subject, I have been asked to contact you and submit my details as
representative for the Ministry of Tourism and Arts in Zambia.
a short informal Youtube clip on a trip down the gorge has been done. There is obviously reference to the Larry Norton
dam being built.

Ministry of Tourism Zambia

28.01.2019

Emsil

Larry Norton

08.02.2019

Email

As ERM is undertaking the environmental and social impact assessment I am making contact. The clip
will probably be seen by many viewers. If it helps with gathering direct input or comment from the general
public maybe you could send through an email address / and name that can be shared as a contact for
enquiries ?
As a resident in Victoria Falls I am concerned about the impact of the dam and the lack of available
information on the dam.
It still seems unclear or undecided whether the dam will be a storage or run of the river. It is unclear how
far up flooding may occur.
Is it possible that ERM could urgently provide a detailed statement as to the status of the dam for
stakeholders and the wider community ?

Sam Helliwell

Noted. you have been added to the stakeholder database for this Project. You are welcome to
submit any issues and concerns for consideration during the ESIA Phase .
Please be assured that you have been added to our stakeholder database, and will receive
communications and information from ERM going forward. A tourism impact study has been
undertaken as part of the ESIA process, and the impacts of the Project on tourism and
livelihoods will addressed in the ESIA Report, in addition, mitigation measures to minimise the
impacts will included in the Environmental and Social Management Plans.

Noted, you have been added to the stakeholder database. ERM welcomes any guidance from
the Ministry as it will inform the development of the ESIA Report.
Thank you for your correspondence and interest in the Batoka Gorge Hydro-Electric Scheme
ESIA. ERM was been appointed by the Zambezi River Authority (ZRA) to prepare an
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) for the Project. An ESIA was
commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources Management Southern
Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners. Prior to the end of 2015, ERM and its team had
completed the Scoping Phase of the Project, which entailed extensive stakeholder engagement
and the necessary environmental and social baseline studies had been completed in order to
inform the content of an ESIA. A Draft ESIA and Environmental and Social Management Plan
(ESMP) was prepared and submitted to the ZRA for its review in late 2015. It was at this stage
that the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous technical and commercial reasons; however,
ongoing discussions have been held between ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder
of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process for the Project has since recommenced.
As of October 2018, the ESIA process has recommenced. It is intended that a Final ESIA
reports and ESMPs will be submitted to the Regulatory Authorities in both countries mid-2019.
The scope of the remaining tasks will be to utilise the work undertaken to date to complete the
remaining steps in the ESIA process. In addition, given that there is now a better understanding
of the extent of land take associated with some of the Project and its associated infrastructure,
the resettlement planning work will also commence.
The ESIA will provide further detail around the project description, and will discuss the potential
adverse and positive impacts associated with the Project, and proposed mitigation measures to
manage impacts will be included in an Environmental and Social Management Plans (ESMPs)
which forms part of the draft ESIAs. During this disclosure period, ERM will host a series of
public meetings to share the findings of the ESIAs, and all stakeholders on our database will be
notified of the date, time and venue of the meetings.
We would, therefore, encourage any person interested in Project or wanting to be kept
informed, to register as stakeholder by contacting ERM at: batokagorgehes@erm.com
Please don’t hesitate to contact ERM should you have any further questions.
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I received the mail below late last year. Since then I have heard nothing. Please advise on how we can
contribute and what action has been taken since then.

Marie-Louise Kellett

Gravity Adventures

14.02.2019

Email

Thank you for your email. Per the letter sent through to you in December 2018, ERM intends
completing the remaining steps in the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA)
process, which primarily includes –

1. What further opportunities for stakeholder engagement have been made available?
2. In terms of the timelines presented in the attached letter;
a. What further work on the various impacts have been done? Provide detailed feedback on this please.
3. When will we be able access and comment on the studies done to date on the impact on tourism,
ecology etc
4. How does the continued difficult political situation and ongoing human rights abuses in Zimbabwe
affect the project?

• Finalisation of the ESIA reports and associated Environmental and Social Management Plans
(ESMPs) utilizing the specialist work undertaken to date, which includes:
o Water Resource Studies
o Biological Studies
o Socio-economic studies (including CH, tourism, resettlement)
o Economic impact studies
• As part of ESIA finalisation the following additional work was undertaken:
o Refinement of the operating rules of the dam to find the balance between minimising
environmental impacts downstream, together with maximizing power output.
o Additional baseline validation field work for project footprint areas that were not covered in
previous specialist studies.
All specialist studies undertaken as part of the ESIA process will be appended to the draft ESIA
reports, which will be made available for a 30 day stakeholder review and comment period once
complete. All stakeholders on our stakeholder database will be notified when the draft ESIA
reports are available, and informed of how they can access a copy of the reports. It is
anticipated that the draft ESIA reports will be available for comment towards mid-2019.
Moreover, there will be a series of ESIA stakeholder meetings to disclose the findings of the
ESIA, and allow stakeholders to ask questions and provide comment. This round of
engagement will also target broader communities in the Project Affected Area. Community
engagement will be such that information can be digested by a non-technical audience.
Regarding your comment on the political situation and human rights violations in Zimbabwe, our
task is to undertake the environmental and social studies for the Project to lender standards.
Ultimately, it is the lenders that will need to make an informed decision regarding investment in
the Project going forward. Also to note, is that the Project will undertake a detailed Resettlement
Action Planning process for both physical and economic displacement. This process will also be
undertaken in accordance with international lender requirements.

Concern that this project has stalled for a long time and people are wondering just when this will become
a reality. He further assured the consultants of support from the Southern Province as this project will
contribute to the growth of the economy by attracting investors into the province
The past load-shedding the country experienced is an indicator of the need for additional power. The
province is planning to host its first ever provincial trade expo next year starting 15th September 2019.
The Southern Province permanent secretary can be of assistance, should any problems arise associated
with the work that the team is undertaking.
It would be best if the road was left as currently proposed so that the residents can enjoy the benefits of a
good road, especially when it comes to transporting their agricultural products to the market.

M Liomba

Comments from Stakeholder Meetings
Southern Province Permanent Secretary- 03.12.2018
Choma

Meeting

Comment noted.

Southern Province Permanent Secretary- 03.12.2018
Choma
Southern Province Permanent Secretary- 03.12.2018
Choma
HRH Chief Mukuni
04.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted.

Meeting

Comment noted, thank you for your assistance.

Meeting

Comment noted this will be passed on to the design team.

The chief informed the consultants that the affected people were called to the palace to discuss the
Chief Mukuni
possibility of a resettlement as a result of the proposed access road and these affected people
understood the potential implications of the project. He also said that looking at the size of his village,
resettled people can definitely remain within the same village.
For the resettlement work it will be important to engage with the village matriarch (locally called ‘Diyango’) Chief Mukuni
as she is the one in charge of land issues while the headman is in charge of dealing with people.

HRH Chief Mukuni

04.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered in the resettlement phases.

HRH Chief Mukuni

04.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered in the resettlement phases.

The proposed transmission power line route is not populated. I will help to ensure that the EIA process
flows smoothly.
Engagement with the District Council is important. In previous rounds of engagement, all the meetings
were held in Livingstone which does not fall within the project area.
The Kazungula District Council is responsible for land take greater than 250 ha which will need to be
converted into state land. The Council is well equipped and ready to work with the team.

Chief Mukuni

HRH Chief Mukuni

04.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted., the potential impacts along the transmission line will be assessed in the ESIA.

Kazungula District Council

Kazungula District Council

04.12.2018

Meeting

This will be taken into consideration for future engagements.

Kazungula District Council

Kazungula District Council

04.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered in the resettlement phases.

People in the project area as people have high expectations of the project and are tired of hearing about Kazungula District Council
it and want it done.
The project will help with the power deficits that affect this area.
Kazungula District Council

Kazungula District Council

04.12.2018

Meeting

Kazungula District Council

04.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, however it is important the due process is followed in order to obtain the
required environmental authorisation.
Comment noted

When will this project commence?

M Liomba
M Liomba
Chief Mukuni

Kazungula District Council

Kazungula District Council

04.12.2018

Meeting

Stakeholder referred to the interim introduction letter for this information.

It was agreed that the Town Planner was going to be the direct contact person for the Kazangulu District Kazungula District Council
Council.
How many youths that will be employed by the project?
Chilufya Chibiliti

Kazungula District Council

04.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted

Livingstone City Council

05.12.2018

Meeting

Will the Council be consulted on the proposed project? Previously the Council was not kept up to date.
The Council is the centre for information dissemination and as such the Council must have latest
information to share with the public.
We are concerned that ZRA usually tends to go quiet and that leaves the Council in a dilemma when
questions are asked about the project.
What is the involvement and impact of the project on the affected communities?

Livingstone City Council

Livingstone City Council

05.12.2018

Meeting

The exact numbers to be recruited can only be determined at a later stage of the project.
Workers will be sourced from both Zambia and Zimbabwe.
The Council will be added to the stakeholder database and be updated throughout the ESIA
process.

Livingstone City Council

Livingstone City Council

05.12.2018

Meeting

As a key stakeholder, you will be kept up to date on the ESIA as the process progresses.

Livingstone City Council

Livingstone City Council

05.12.2018

Meeting

There are benefits associated with the project in terms of employment and community
development Adverse impacts include those associated with physical and economic
displacement, impacts on tourism and changes in sense of place. All positive and negative
impacts will be assessed in the ESIA.

The project is a very welcome one and it is long overdue.
Why is the District Council being briefed when they are so far away from the project area?

Livingstone City Council
Elizabeth L Moteto

Livingstone City Council
Zimba District

05.12.2018
06.12.2018

Meeting
Meeting

You are all welcome. I am aware of the project. I have previously had a meeting with the ZRA who
informed me about the proposed project activities in my area of jurisdiction.

Chief Simwatachela

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted.
The transmission line passes through the Zimba District and thus it is important that the Council
is engaged as a stakeholder.
Thank you.
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I am concerned as to what would happen to the water frontage around his area. Will access to the river
be lost and what will happen to flows downstream? What are the changes downstream of Kariba like –
so I can understand what to expect downstream of this dam.
Will there be any resettlements in the neighbouring chiefdoms of HRH Chief Mukuni and HRH Chief
Sipatunyana?
Will there be a road constructed linking the two countries in the area of the dam.

Chief Simwatachela

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

Chief Simwatachela

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

The dam will be a run of river operation so flows downstream should not change significantly
after the construction of the dam. There may be some change experienced during the
construction phase. Access downstream will not be restricted.
Resettlement in these areas are anticipated but this is likely to be limited.

Chief Simwatachela

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

There is a history of cattle rustlers from his chiefdom who go to steal cattle from the Zimbabwean side. A Chief Simwatachela
number of his subjects are still serving jail sentences in Zimbabwe even as we speak. He said that this
problem is slowly being dealt with. The road between the countries will need to be properly managed.

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

During the liberation struggle for Zimbabwe, my chiefdom was used as a battlefield. There are many
Chief Simwatachela
landmines that are scattered in the area and are still present. Just two months ago 14 cows were blown
up by these landmines, and about two years ago a group of Germans from the World Bank was also
killed by these landmines. Caution should be exercised when visiting that area. There is a man, a former
soldier who was part of the battle in the area bordering Mukuni village who is very knowledgeable when it
comes to this area and it would be nice if he can be convinced to work with our team as he knows exact
locations where these landmines and guns are buried, but he is not a cooperative person. The chief said
that the area prone to landmines is the area along Kalomo river bordering between Simwatachela and
Mukuni villages.
This chiefdom is very rich in minerals including gemstones and coal and there is a very big possibility that Chief Simwatachela
there are some oil deposits. I am in early discussions with a Chinese investor to set up a thermal power
plant.
ERM should set up community development projects so that locals can benefit. There is a very high level Chief Simwatachela
of illiteracy and unemployment among my people due to the remoteness of the area.

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

Thank you for this information. We will take this into account during our planning as health and
safety is a keep priority.

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted.

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

Chief Simwatachela

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

Chief Simwatachela
The area downstream of McDonald’s farm in excess of 3,500ha was given to an investor who never
developed it and left after converting it into state land. There are some people who have illegally settled
there as the land is still a contentious issue. The fishermen found in the area are illegal fishermen as they
do not have the necessary licences and do not observe government fishing bans as they have little
chance of being caught by the regulatory authorities. He noted, that with the Batoka Project, the area will
become more accessible, such things will cease to happen and revenue collection will become a reality.

Chief Simwatachela

10.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted. ZRA will develop a Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the project
that will outline how a portion of funds from the project will be used to help support the
economic and social development of directly affected and neighbouring communities.
The feasibility studies are still underway. The ESIA is being updated and will be released for
comment towards the middle of 2019.
Comment noted.

At what stage is the project currently? We are desperately looking forward to the project.

There will be a full-fledged border post with all amenities including government facilities and
installations and security on both sides.
As this will be a control border post, access will be controlled and the road will be managed to
mitigate criminal activity.

Can you assist in profiling the skills levels of the local people so that it becomes easier to identify people to
employ in the project?
I am currently based in Choma town along Macha road until my palace is rebuilt after I was almost burned
to death when my palace was petrol-bombed by unknown people. Two people who were in the house
with me were burnt to ashes. I believe that the attack was politically motivated as I am in a predominantly
opposition-led province which refuses to work with the Government.I am aware of the project. My people
are looking forward to the jobs that will arise from this project. We are in support of the project as it will
bring progress in my chiefdom.There are numerous of degree holders in my area.
Any projects in your area will be supported since you are one of the chiefdoms that was displaced during
the construction of the Kariba dam. We will continue to support your traditional ceremonies.
When is the project team going to visit me in my chiefdom so that people can hear for themselves the
good news Meetings with my people are required.
Are there any security and safety issues in your chiefdom?

ZRA

ZRA

10.12.2018

Meeting

Chief Mweemba

Chief Mweemba

13.12.2018

Meeting

I will assist where I can. Most of my subjects do not even have national registration cards and
are not registered citizens.
Comment noted. Please encourage your subjects to attain some form of qualification to stand a
better chance of getting some of the anticipated jobs for the project. Please develop a register
of the skilled people in the area.

ZRA

ZRA

13.12.2018

Meeting

Comment noted.

Chief Mweemba

Chief Mweemba

13.12.2018

Meeting

ZRA

ZRA

13.12.2018

Meeting

Some time back I received a large document to comment on for the project. I have not yet looked at this
document, but I am aware of the project.

Chief Sipatunyama

Chief Sipatunyama

11.12.2018

Meeting

There will be further feedback that is undertaken as part of the ESIA Process and your
community will be engaged with during that period.
There could be some landmines on the border with Simwatachela chiefdom but there has never
been any incident of landmines in my chiefdom. My chiefdom has a considerable number of
wild animals but not the carnivorous type.
Comment noted. There is anticipated to be limited impact on your area – displacement
associated with the power line.

Chief Sipatunyama

Chief Sipatunyama

11.12.2018

Meeting

The project is for a run of river operation and so backflow is not anticipated.

Chief Sipatunyama

Chief Sipatunyama

11.12.2018

Meeting

This will be a much smaller project.

People in this chiefdom were forcibly evicted from the current area by the colonial masters and the area
was converted into commercial farms which the government then converted into state land. After
independence the white farmers left and the people had to buy back their ancestral land which I am not
happy about. Currently this is still State Land and even the palace (Farm number 1849) is on State Land
and I am renting it. The fight to convert it back to traditional land is still ongoing in courts.
Will there be a backflow on the Kalomo river since the proposed dam wall will be where the Kalomo river
joins the Zambezi river. The locals are looking forward to the backflow as this will help retain some water
on the Kalomo river for farming.
Are there enough streams to feed into the dam or is the only water source the Zambezi river?
Will the project be as large as Kariba dam?
If there are no backflows on the Kalomo River then the project is unlikely to be of too much benefit for my
subjects.

It is anticipated that benefits will be in form of jobs, both skilled and unskilled. Please could you
assist us by identifying skilled labour in the area.

I am elated to hear about possible jobs as there is a high rate of unemployment in his area.
How long will the project take?

Chief Sipatunyama

Chief Sipatunyama

11.12.2018

Meeting

I am aware of the fact that the proposed dam will be supplying water to towns in Zimbabwe.

Chief Sipatunyama

Chief Sipatunyama

11.12.2018

Meeting

I am happy to hear about ZRA’s commitment to supporting traditional ceremonies and existing CSR. It is Chief Sipatunyama
commendable that an organisation can commit to ploughing back into the community where they work
as most other business people do not do this. This chiefdom has a traditional ceremony called ‘Musamu
Muyumu’ loosely translated as ‘the big tree’, which takes place late August but sometimes due to financial
challenges it takes place as late as early November.
Are there any safety issues in this chiefdom?
ZRA

Chief Sipatunyama

11.12.2018

Meeting

ZRA

11.12.2018

Meeting

There are many factors that still require resolution and authorization before the project can
proceed.
This is no longer the case, but there were research studies undertaken for the consideration
thereof previously
Comment noted.

This area was not affected by the liberation struggle in Zimbabwe. There is no threat of
landmines and safety is guaranteed.
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What traditional shrines and sites are in your chiefdom

ZRA/ERM

ZRA/ERM

11.12.2018

Meeting

The Agritex Department (Ministry of Lands) is mandated to resettle communities and is responsible for
the identification of eligible land for allocation to beneficiaries. We will require details on specific
communities and populations to be resettled.
Zimbabwe legislation does not require compensation for the physical displacement of households from
A2 farms (farms allocated to beneficiaries after agrarian land reform programme). Economic losses are
however noted as requiring compensation.
Key considerations used in determining where to resettle households are:
• Arable and grazing land availability;
• Irrigation potential;
• Soil fertility;
• Terrain; and
• Social infrastructure.

Mr Marandu

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

There is a ridge that was disturbed during the construction of the existing power line on the
border with Simwatachela chiefdom. The developers got some stones and I want those stones
back as they are important for our tradition and culture. There are also some fruits and trees
which should not be cut down, but when it comes to such developments, it is inevitable that
they are cut to pave way for the project. Guidance will be provided. There are no shrines in my
chiefdom
Comment noted.

Mr Marandu

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

Mr Marandu

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

Mr Marandu
Agritex and Ministry of Lands will select the host sites in consultation with other relevant government
departments. Agritex and the Lands Ministry will also determine which existing communities have
vacancies for more settlers.
It is important that the availability of social infrastructure in existing settlements is identified to prevent new Mr Marandu
settlers from exerting pressure on this infrastructure.

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

Comment noted.

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered as part of the Resettlement Action Plan.

The role of Agritex/Ministry of Lands is as follows:
• Identification of lands with other government departments
• Ascertaining the carrying capacities of replacement land which is flexible and will depend on the need
and stakeholder views. This can range from 103.5 hectares/ household to 40 – 50 hectares/household
on A1 farms. Traditional communities have land sizes of 6 hectares per household.
• Determining vacancies among existing communities for more households
• Determining the availability of social infrastructure in existing settlements to prevent new settlers from
exerting pressure on this infrastructure
• Providing valuation criteria for assets prior to the relocation of households
• Determination of levels of crop loss for households to be resettled
• Determination of land viability in destination settlement
• Determination of food security components in destination settlement
• Determination of farmers’ asset worth pre- and post-resettlement
• Pegging of land for new settlers (demarcating and allocating land)

Mr Marandu

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

Comment noted.

A list of other relevant government departments and communities recommended was provided. This list
include the following stakeholders:
• DA’s office that will contribute to the determination of resettlement costs and ensure that resettled
families are provided with habitable structures;
• Forestry Commission that may cede land to be used for cultivation or grazing;
• National Parks and Wildlife Management Authority may advise on suitability for settlement based on
local human- wildlife conflict ; and
• Recipient communities to be consulted on the desirability of new households

Mr Marandu

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

Comment noted.

It was also recommended that the developer should facilitate the development of clinics and water access
to ensure the availability of social services in new settlements (The concern is that the District has poor
social infrastructure and new settlers will exert pressure on existing infrastructure).
In terms of livelihood restoration it was suggested that irrigation facilities are provided, avoiding the
cooperative approach and individualising access.
We are concerned about the project dates. The commencement of the project is highly anticipated with
expectations around employment
There is uncertainty as to how the Project will affect tourism.

Mr Marandu

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered as part of the Resettlement Action Plan.

Mr Marandu

Hwange District Administration (Ministry 27.11.2018
of Lands)
Hwange District Administration
27.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered as part of the Resettlement Action Plan.

Mr Muleya

Meeting

Mr Muleya

Hwange District Administration

27.11.2018

Meeting

The feasibility studies are still underway. The ESIA is being updated and will be released for
comment towards the middle of 2019.
A tourism study has been undertaken as part of the ESIA process, this includes assessing the
potential impact on the white water rafting industry. The overall environmental and social
impacts of the Project will be assessed in the ESIA Report, in addition, mitigation measures to
minimise the impacts will be included in the Environmental and Social Management Plans.

Mr Muleya
Broad stakeholder consultations involving the local authority, Chiefs, local leaders (Councillors and
Headmen as well as village heads) and households to be resettled are required for the Resettlement
Action Plan. The Headmen will be updated and kept informed by the Chiefs, but engagement with them
is still desirable as their buy-in is critical. Households to be resettled should also be consulted.
Communities in the area already have an awareness that post-resettlement their lives should be better off
than they currently are. Communities are not against resettlement because they anticipate better lives and
economic prospects. One of the local chiefs is already considering potential entrepreneurial opportunities
that can be offered by the project. Others are considering using the project for purposes of urbanisation

Hwange District Administration

27.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered as part of the resettlement phase and Resettlement
Action Plan.

The District Administrator’s office and the Ministry of Lands will be responsible for identification of land for Mr Muleya
resettling households affected by resettlement

Hwange District Administration

27.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted.

The Hwange Rural District Council (HRDC) is the planning authority and is already aware of the need for Mr Muleya
resettlement as a consequence of the Batoka Gorge Project. The HRDC is considering creating a
settlement for relocated households in the Fuller Forest and Ndhlovu as well as any other less populated
areas should they be available.
Project sensitivities include the need for transparency and honouring commitments. There is a legacy of Mr Muleya
empty promises made for the ZIZZABONA power line project being undertaken by Zimbabwe Electricity
Transmission and Distribution Company (ZETDC))
A list of recommended stakeholders to be consulted was provided. This list include the following
Mr Muleya
stakeholders:
• A meeting with Chief Shana, who is the Provincial Chairman of all the Chiefs of Matebeleland Provinces
• The District Agritex Officer Mr Marandu who used to be the local Chief Lands Officer
• The Town Clerk of Victoria Falls on issues of tourism.

Hwange District Administration

27.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted.

Hwange District Administration

27.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted.

Hwange District Administration

27.11.2018

Meeting

ERM has accommodated meetings with Chief Shana and the District Agritex Officer as part of
this site visit. The Town Clerk of Victoria Falls is on our stakeholder database and will receive
notification that the project has recommenced.

Comment noted, entitlement and compensation will be investigated during the resettlement
phase and a Resettlement Action Plan will be developed to ensure a transparent and consistent
approach to compensation.
Comment noted, entitlement and compensation will be investigated during the resettlement
phase and a Resettlement Action Plan will be developed to ensure a transparent and consistent
approach to compensation.
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HRDC experienced a poor resettlement exercise by a developer that elicited resistance from affected
communities. The HRDC appreciated the consultative approach being undertaken by ERM.
HRDC has the role of coordination, bringing together the mandates of the DA, Ministry of Lands and
Agriculture, Forestry Commission, traditional leaders and elected representatives in development in the
District. For planning purposes the Council will require the number of villages, households and people to
be affected
Why has the project taken this long to materialise? The HRDC is worried about the endless project time
lines.

Mr Mudenda

Hwange Rural District Council

28.11.2018

Meeting

Mr Mudenda

Hwange Rural District Council

28.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, this will be considered as part of the resettlement phase and Resettlement
Action Plan.
Comment noted.

Mr Mudenda

Hwange Rural District Council

28.11.2018

Meeting

The RDC plan to establish a township that would have all support services and housing 6.5 km from the
Batoka plant site and proposed to establish this township in collaboration with ZRA. Another urban
satellite town was being developed at Ndhlovu and the Batoka Project could also facilitate growth of this
urban settlement.
What is the Project’s rollout plan?

Mr Mudenda

Hwange Rural District Council

28.11.2018

Meeting

Mr Mudenda

Hwange Rural District Council

28.11.2018

Meeting

The issue of resettlement is new to the ward councilor. Resettlement is unlikely to be a problem as the
main considerations of people in his constituency are benefits associated with the resettlement process.

Mr Mukoma Shakani

Ward Councillors

28.11.2018

Meeting

People in my constituency doubt the authenticity of the project given that so much has been said about it Mr Mukoma Shakani
and nothing has materialized.
We are concerned about the relocation to lands with less fertile soils.
The Councillors

Ward Councillors

28.11.2018

Meeting

Ward Councillors

28.11.2018

Meeting

There are concerns about how resettlement will affect communities. The message has been conveyed
that all households north of the police post will be relocated. Among the Chief’s concerns is the
demolition of his homestead, schools, Jambezi police station, shops and clinic.

Chief Shana

Chief Shana

30.11.2018

Meeting

I am concerned that households will not easily integrate into the communities into which they are
Chief Shana
resettled. I have misgivings about the unstructured placement of households in different chiefdoms and
villages as this could lead to division. Emigration within the Province and District is not uncommon, but
there are procedures and consultations undertaken between various authorities to facilitate this process
should it be required. The standard is that immigrants should have referral letters from current settlements
and the destination community should deliberate on the acceptability of the incoming family. The size of
the cattle herd of the immigrant is a key consideration used to determine whether the immigrant
household can fit into the existing settlement on the basis of its grazing requirements. The Chief
undertook to liaise with his community on the desirability and availability of space for any immigrants
displaced by the project
Communities have been kept on tender-hooks over a prolonged period for this project. People are not
Chief Shana
aware of when they will be relocated and to where.

Chief Shana

30.11.2018

Meeting

Your concern is noted, this will be considered as part of the resettlement phase and
Resettlement Action Plan.

Chief Shana

30.11.2018

Meeting

We apologies for not communicating with the communities earlier with regard to the
resettlement process. The Project must ensure that all the legally required permits are in place
before it can move forward. We will be providing communities with more information as it
becomes available.
Noted, an undertaking was made to incorporate this into the RPF.

On livelihoods, it was suggested that Lukunguni river could be dammed so that those relying on the
Batoka Gorge for fishing for livelihoods would not have to travel 15km to the Gorge
I am concerned about the uptake of job and contractual opportunities by persons from outside the
District and Province at the expense of locals. The Province and District is seriously disadvantaged in
terms of educational and training institutions (confirmed by socio-economic baseline). This will have an
adverse effect on the prospects of local youths if competitive recruitment criteria are used. As part of the
project’s Social Responsibility Programme, the Chief suggested that the developer in association with
relevant institutions facilitate the development of vocational and training institutions that will make locals
eligible for the power generation and hospitality industries that are abundant in the region. The project
should also avoid recruiting from outside the region and bribing local leadership to acquiesce to this.
I have a proposal for quarrying and gravel construction that can produce the requisite raw materials for
the Batoka Gorge Project.

There were outstanding issues related to the engineering design and meeting funder’s
requirements that needed to be addressed which caused a delay. The World Bank has specific
conditions that have to be met to ensure that projects align to various social and economic
standards. Project sign off can only proceed when such conditions have been met and all
legally required permits are in place, such as environmental authorisation.
Comment noted

The commencement dates depend on the outcome of on-going RPF, RAP and environmental
studies as well as the securing of finances to develop the project. The stakeholder notification
letter addresses some of these issues.
Resettlement will be guided by international best practice that seeks to address the impacts of
resettlement through mitigation and enhancement measures.

There are still numerous factors influencing the commencement of the project including
environmental authorisation, engineering, resettlement and the acquisition of funds.
The IFC Performance Standards provides for resettlement outcomes where the resettled
households are at least the same as, but preferably better off than before. Resettlement will be
guided by international best practice that seeks to address the impacts of resettlement through
mitigation and enhancement measures, such as compensation, replacement structures and
livelihood restoration programmes.
Social structures within the road and the power line servitudes will be avoided as far as possible.
Where unavoidable, resettlement will be guided by international best practice that seeks to
address the impacts of resettlement through mitigation and enhancement measures, such as
compensation, replacement structures and livelihood restoration programmes.

Chief Shana

Chief Shana

30.11.2018

Meeting

Chief Shana

Chief Shana

30.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted. Management measures related to local employment and the management of
influx will be included in the ESIA.

Chief Shana

Chief Shana

30.11.2018

Meeting

Comment noted, this information will be passed on to the Project.

Annex C6

Draft Scoping Report Notification
Material

4th December 2015
Dear Stakeholder
Re: Availability of the Scoping Report, the Non-Technical Summary,
the Comments and Response Report and the Grievance Mechanism for
the Proposed Batoka Gorge Hydro-Electric Scheme
Background
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA) is a statutory organization equally
owned by the Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe. ZRA has been
appointed by the Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe as the
implementing agency for the development of the Batoka Hydro Electric
Scheme (BHES). The proposed HES will be situated approximately 47km
downstream of the Victoria Falls. In Zimbabwe, it falls within the
province of Matabeleland North and in the Hwange Rural District. In
Zambia, it falls in the Southern Province, covering Kazungula,
Livingstone, Zimba, Choma and Kalomo Districts.
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA)
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before
development of the project commences, an Environmental and Social
Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed and environmental
authorization granted for the project by both the Zambian and
Zimbabwean regulatory authorities. The ESIA will determine and assess
the social and environmental impacts that may result from the proposed
scheme and will identify ways to manage these impacts through the
development of appropriate mitigation strategies.
The ESIA will be undertaken in alignment with the legislation of both
countries, as well as international good practice guidelines such as the
IFC’s Performance Standards. The ZRA has commissioned
Environmental Resources Management (ERM) and its local partners
(Kaizen Consulting International in Zambia and Black Crystal in
Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to undertake the ESIA.
Enclosed with this letter is the:
• Non-Technical Summary of the Scoping Report;
• Comments and Response Report; and
• Grievance Mechanism
Non-Technical Summary and Comments and Response Report
A Non-Technical Summary (NTS) has been produced outlining the key
findings of the Scoping Report for the proposed Batoka HES.

We are keen to hear your comments and concerns about the Project and
have therefore enclosed a copy of the NTS for your information. The
comment period runs from 1st December 2015 and 22nd January 2016,
after which:
• comments received will be forwarded to the regulatory authorities;
the Environmental Management Agency of Zimbabwe (EMA) and
the Zambia Environmental Management Agency (ZEMA) for their
further attention;
• the scope of work for the assessment phase of the Project will be
modified; and
• the Comments and Response Report (CRR) will be updated. The
current CRR (also enclosed) records all the comments we have
received to date on the Project, and provides responses to these.
A copy of the full Scoping Report can be accessed at our website
http://www.erm.com/batokahesesia,
and upon request to Black
Crystal and Kaizen Consulting offices (contact details below), as well as
public places within the districts affected by the Project including:
Zimbabwe
- Hwange Rural District Council Office
- District Administrators Office in Hwange
- Jambezi Clinic
- Chisuma clinic
- Matebeleland North Provincial Administrators Office
- Victoria Falls Municipal Offices
- Environment Africa Office Victoria Falls
- Black Crystal’s Office in Harare (see address below)
Zambia
- Livingstone City Council
- Livingstone District Commissioner’s Office
- Kazungula District Council
- Kazungula District Commissioner’s Office
- Lusaka Kaizen Consulting Office
- District Commissioners offices in Zimba, Kalomo and Choma
- District Council Offices in Zimba, Kalomo and Choma
- National Assembly Offices Zimba, Kalomo and Choma
- Chiefs Palaces (Sipatunyana, Simwatachela & Chikanta)

Please send through any comments you may have by 22nd January 2016
via any of the contact means below.
Black Crystal Consulting (Zimbabwe)
queries@blackcrystal.co.zw
+263 (0)772876616
1 Fairbairn Drive, Mt Pleasant Harare,
Zimbabwe
Environmental Resources Management
Email: batokagorgehes@erm.com

Kaizen
Consulting
International
(Zambia)
Godfrey_chileshe@yahoo.com,
kaizen0601@gmail.com
+260(0) 977-758-591
Suite 3, Floor 21st, Findeco House, Cairo
Road, P.O. Box 33526, Lusaka, Zambia

Grievance Mechanism
A grievance mechanism has been developed for the proposed Batoka
Gorge HES. The purpose of it is to outline ZRA’s approach to accepting,
resolving and monitoring grievances from those affected by it, and its
contractors’, activities in relation to the Project.
Grievances can be submitted in writing, telephonically or presented
verbally to ZRA’s Grievance Manager using the following details:
Name: The Project Manager – Batoka Gorge HES
Phone number: +260 228401/2, 227970/1 or 238665
Email: zaraho@coppernet.zm and Kasaro@zaraho.org.zm
Address: Kariba House, 32 Cha Cha Cha Road, P.O Box 30233, Lusaka,
Zambia.
Should you have any queries with regard to the Batoka Gorge HES or
comments on the Scoping Report, please feel free to contact us.
Thank you for your participation to date.
Yours sincerely,
Nadia Mol (ERM),
Godfrey Chileshe (Kaizen Consulting)
Tasara Marondedze (Black Crystal)
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

1.1

INTRODUCTION
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA) is a statutory body and was established
in 1987. It is jointly and equally owned by the governments of Zambia and
Zimbabwe. It is responsible for overseeing the development of the Zambezi
River, which runs between the two countries (and forms a common border).
As part of this mandate, ZRA has been mandated by the Governments of
Zambia and Zimbabwe to develop the Batoka Gorge Hydro Electric Scheme
(HES). As part of the proposed project, ZRA has commissioned
Environmental Resources Management (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen
Consulting International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the
Consultants to undertake an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment
(ESIA) for the proposed Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme (HES). In
addition, Studio Pietrangeli Consulting (SP) is undertaking the engineering
feasibility study for the Project.

1.2

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
This document represents the non-technical summary (NTS) of the Scoping
Report for the proposed Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric scheme. It provides a
summary of:
•
•
•
•

The project description;
The findings of the scoping exercise;
The expected environmental and social changes that will occur as a result
of the Project; and
The scope of work for the assessment phase of the ESIA.

It also provides interested and affected parties with the required information
as to how and where they can provide their comments or questions on the
document, should they wish to do so.
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1.3

THE PROJECT TEAM

1.4

MOTIVATION FOR THE PROJECT
The key motivation for the project is to allow the governments of Zambia and
Zimbabwe to meet the growing demands for power. Both countries are
currently experiencing significant power shortages as their power generation
capacity is too small to meet demands from industry and private house
holdings. Zimbabwe depends unsustainably on load shedding to cover the
deficit and its economy has been significantly affected by power shortages and
unreliable power supplies. Both Zambia and Zimbabwe are experiencing
significant costs of unserved energy. The demand for power is expected to
become more acute as the economies of both countries grow. (In general,
power consumption has been increasing at a rate of about 3 % per annum for
the entire Southern African Development Community). If the Batoka HES
goes ahead, the generation capacity for power will be increased in both
countries and reliance on electricity imports will be reduced. The HES will
provide between 1,600 MW to 3,000MW, this will be shared equally between
both countries.
The generation of energy through hydropower is a proven technology that is
sustainable and which is actively being promoted at a national level in both
Zambia and Zimbabwe.
With a vast hydropower energy potential,
hydropower is considered the most feasible and reasonable electrification
option for both countries.

1.5

PROJECT BACKGROUND
There has been a wealth of studies already undertaken that have investigated
the potential for hydropower schemes on the Zambezi River, as well as the
feasibility of developing the Batoka Gorge itself. These are highlighted below.
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PROJECT LOCATION
The proposed Batoka HES is to be located at 17°55'38.57"S, 26° 6'28.38"E in the
central portion of the Zambezi River Basin and will extend across the
international boundary between Zambia and Zimbabwe. It will be situated
upstream of the existing Kariba Dam hydroelectric scheme and approximately
50 km downstream of the Victoria Falls.
In Zimbabwe, the proposed scheme falls within the province of Matabeleland
North and in the Hwange Rural District. It includes the wards of Matetsi,
Chidobe, Katchecheti, Nemanhanga, Mbizha, Jambezi, Sidinda, Mashala and
Simangani. The traditional authorities in the area of impact include chief
Shana, Bishop Matata Sibanda (who is Acting Chief for Mvutu who has
recently deceased) and Chief Hwange.
In Zambia, the main area of direct impact falls under the Southern Province in
the Kazungula District, most notably the wards of Mukuni and Katapazi,
which fall under Chief Mukuni’s jurisdiction. However, impacts will also be
felt in Livingstone District, Zimba District and Choma District and if there are
downstream impacts, these may be experienced in the District of Kalomo. The
traditional authorities in these areas include Chief Musokotwane, Chief
Simwatachela, Chief Sipatunyana, and Chief Singani.
The location of the Batoka HES is provided in the figure oveleaf. It is
acknowledged that the Project’s indirect influence may be felt more widely
than the indicated Area of Influence.
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Figure 1.1 Area of Influence for the Proposed Dam, Powerhouses, Spillway, Access Roads and Permanent Camps
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1.7

PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE
The key infrastructure for the proposed Batoka HES project includes the
following components:
Dam wall and Impoundment: The proposed
high gravity arch dam wall will be 181 m in
height. The Full Supply Level (FSL) of the
reservoir is tentatively set at 757 m above mean
sea level. After impoundment to the FSL, the
reservoir surface area will cover approximately
23 km2.
Power Houses: There will be two power houses on each river bank, likely to
be located outdoor at the dam toe. Each powerhouse will accommodate six
turbines. The spillway will be located in Zimbabwe, approximately 2km from
the dam site. Two switchyards are located on either bank of the river.
Transmission lines: In Zimbabwe it is
proposed that the transmission lines will
comprise of 2 x 70km 330kV lines, running in
parallel, and sharing a common right-of-way, to
the existing Hwange 330 kV substation. In
Zambia, the line will comprise of 2 x 330kV
transmission lines measuring 21km running
from Batoka and terminating at a new 330kV substation ZESCO will construct
in Livingstone. A second line will also be developed which will run in parallel
to the existing 220kV line, terminating at the Muzuma substation in Choma, a
distance of approximately 160 km.
Access Roads: Existing roads will be upgraded
and new ones will be constructed to allow
access to each river bank. In Zambia, it is
proposed that the road originating in
Palmgrove (near Livingstone) that connects to
Mukuni village will be rehabilitated and a new
road, measuring 20km in length will be
constructed to connect Mukuni to the dam site. In Zimbabwe, the Sizinda
Road will bring vehicles 5km East of the Jabula School (Victoria Falls - Jabula
School, Trunk A and Trunk B), where an existing secondary road leads firstly
to Kasikiri Village (Jabula School – Kasikiri Village), secondly to Batoka
Airport and, thereafter, to the Batoka dam site (Kasikiri Village – Batoka
Airport). The full alignment will cover a length of approx. 54 km. This
proposed alignment requires a new road link (1.8 km long) between the
proposed South Township and the main access road to the dam site (i.e.
Township – Batoka Airport)
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Figure 1.2 Location of Dam Infrastructure
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Figure 1.3 Proposed transmission line corridors
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Permanent camps: Two permanent camps will be constructed to
accommodate approximately 9000 people during the construction phase (ie
3000 employees, plus their families). During the operational phase there will
be 750 employees with their families residing in the permanent camps. Three
alternatives have been proposed on each side of the river.
Other Ancillary Infrastructure: Quarries, spoil areas, construction and
batching camps, as well as construction camps will be required in Zambia and
Zimbabwe.
Project alternatives are still under consideration so that sensitive areas such as
sites of social/ecological and/or cultural significance can be avoided and
environmental factors included in the design of the facility. This is particularly
relevant for the proposed transmission line alignments where currently there
is a corridor of a 3 km width under consideration which will be reduced
significantly when a preferred alignment is selected when a preferred
alignment is selected.
1.8

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
A number of alternatives have been considered for the proposed Batoka HES
in order to avoid, minimise, and mitigate Project impacts. This has included
alternatives to hydropower (such as solar), the positioning of access roads, the
dam height, location and type, the use of underground versus outdoor
powerhouses, transmission line routings, and the location of spillway,
construction camps and permanent townships. These alternatives have been
systematically evaluated considering environmental, social and economic
sensitivities, as well as engineering criteria, in order to optimise Project
design.
Why Hydropower?
Investment in energy is a prerequisite to achieving commercial and industrial
development in Zambia and Zimbabwe. The use of solar power is favourable
in providing rural and urban areas with access to power; however, if both
countries are to achieve those targets and goals detailed in their Vision 2030
and Vision 2040, and other complimentary plans, these countries will require
private sector investment in energy technology that is efficient, sustainable
and reliable. The generation of energy through hydropower is a proven
technology that is sustainable and which is actively being promoted at a
national level in both Zambia and Zimbabwe. With a vast hydropower
energy potential, hydropower is considered the most feasible and reasonable
electrification option for both countries.
Although Zimbabwe has enormous solar energy potential, when comparing
like for like capacity with all the competing technologies, solar has
consistently shown to be undesirable; this mainly due to a high capital cost
per kW to plant factor ratio.
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With regards to wind power, Zimbabwean meteorological records do show
that that wind power in some areas (Harare, Chivhu, Gweru, Bulawayo, and
Chipinge) would be feasible for isolated local uses, but in general, winds are
irregular, both by season and by area, and vary widely diurnally. In Zambia,
wind energy is relatively low.
Dam Alternatives
Dam Location
The proposed location of the Batoka HES was first selected in 1971 and
thereafter moved approximately 12 km up river in 1981 at a section located at
chainage +47 km from Victoria Falls. This location was thereafter studied
through numerous geological investigations and compared with two other
potential locations. The BJVC (1993) Team established that this was the best
site/preferred alternative, as there was no other site that would have such
strong advantages in terms of geological, topographical, dam volumes and
hydrological conditions (theoretical maximum production at the river section)
as the identified site. In 2014 the SP Team also analysed the optimum location
for the development of hydropower potential of the Zambezi River between
Victoria Falls and Lake Kariba, that included the proposed Batoka HES (the
same preferred site), as well as Devil’s Gorge HPP, located at chainage
+ 65 km. Again, the preferred alternative was found to be the site located
+ 47 km from the Falls.
Dam Height
A full supply level (FSL) of the reservoir of 762 m was fixed by the average
river level at the Victoria Falls power station (BJVC, 1993 and SP 2014). The
FSL of 762 m has been selected so as to ensure the backwaters from the
resulting impoundment do not reach the base of the Victoria Falls or flood the
outlets of the existing Victoria Falls Power Station, located in the region of
Silent Pool.
A sensitivity analysis of the costs and benefits was undertaken by SP,
however, varying the dam height within a reasonable range, determined to be
between the Base Case of 762 m FSL and 740 m FSL (minimum). The analysis
showed that lowering the FSL from 762 m to 757 m and 762 m to 740 m would
lead to a loss of benefit of around 140 M US$ and 630 M US $ respectively.
This loss in benefit is compared to the loss of revenue from ecotourism.
Dropping the FSL by 20 m (FSL of 740 m) would limit the flooded extent of the
dam to around the bottom of the 5th gorge (based on low flow conditions in
the river), which has environmental and social advantages (such as conserving
rapids 1 to 11, which would mean a half-day rafting trip is still a possibility,
and less habitat loss in the gorge). The base case for the FSL currently being
examined is a FSL of 757 mamsl, with options presented in the Social Impact
Assessment (Chapter 11) to operate the dam at a FSL at 740 mamsl during the
dry season only, to cater for the river rafting season coinciding with low flows
in this season (when energy generation capacity is also at its lowest).
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Dam Type
The SP (2014) report states that previous feasibility studies compared the two
following dam alternatives:
•
•

A roller compacted concrete (RCC) gravity dam; and
An RCC arch-gravity dam (1).

SP’s analysis indicated that based on preliminary conclusions the arch-gravity
dam type has been selected as the preferred alternative, as adopted in
previous feasibility studies.

Spillway
Four layout alternatives were looked at by SP (2014). In terms of the
preliminary conclusions, the alternative identified as the preferred alternative
by SP (2014), a separate spillway would be designed, ie, moving the spillway
to a saddle on the right abutment, about 2 km from the dam site, as opposed
to overflow over the top of the dam.
Underground Powerhouses and Waterways (1,600 MW)
Four alternative layouts for the powerhouses were considered including:
•
•
•
•

Underground Powerhouses and Waterways (1,600 MW)
Alternative A- Outdoor Powerhouses and Waterways (1,600 MW)
Alternative B – Outdoor Powerhouses and Waterways (2,400 MW)
Alternative C - Powerhouses at the Dam Toe and Waterways (3,000 MW)

Although further studies are still on-going, based on preliminary conclusions,
the preferred alternatives are the outdoor power houses and waterways.
Access Roads
The upgrading of existing roads and construction of new roads to access each
bank from the main roads linking Livingstone to Lusaka (Zambia) and
Victoria Falls to Bulawayo (Zimbabwe) is required.
In Zambia, the network commences in Palmgrove, passes through Mukuni
village and reaches the North bank of the dam site. The existing dirt road is
viable for vehicles and is 29 km long. A 1.2 km long new road alignment will
start from this point and reach the Batoka dam site (Figure 2.5). The overall
access length is about 30 km.

(1) It should be noted that earlier assessments also compared two other alternatives to dam type, namely double curvature
arch dam and concrete faced rockfill dam, only the most promising alternatives were assessed in the SP report, 2014.
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In Zimbabwe, the Sizinda Road will bring vehicles 5km East of the Jabula
School (Victoria Falls - Jabula School, Trunk A and Trunk B), where an
existing secondary road leads firstly to Kasikiri Village (Jabula School –
Kasikiri Village), secondly to Batoka Airport and, thereafter, to the Batoka
dam site (Kasikiri Village – Batoka Airport). The full alignment will cover a
length of approx. 54 km. This proposed alignment requires a new road link
(1.8 km long) between the proposed South Township and the main access
road to the dam site (i.e. Township – Batoka Airport).

Permanent Villages
Permanent villages will be located, on the North bank of the dam (in Zambia)
and one on the South bank (in Zimbabwe). Six alternatives for their locations
were proposed (ie three locations on each side of the river). The alternatives
suggested were based primarily on their ability to reduce the likelihood or
extent of resettlement required, and on impacts to identified sites of cultural
heritage importance. The permanent village locations in both Zambia and
Zimbabwe are identified as ‘Proposed Permanent Village A’ in Figure 1.1.

Transmission Schemes
It is proposed that in Zimbabwe, the transmission lines will comprise
2 x 70 km 330 kV lines, running in parallel, and sharing a common right-ofway, to the existing Hwange 330 kV substation. The 330kV transmission lines
will have a way-leave of 50 meters (25m on either side).
An alternative has been identified, to take advantage of the existing A8
national road for the future construction and maintenance of the line
infrastructure. In view of this, the alternative deviates approximately 30 km
from the starting point towards the A8 motorway, and increases the route
length by approximately 20 km.
In Zambia, two 330 kV transmission line routes are proposed, each comprising
two outgoing lines. The first routing is from Batoka, terminating at a
proposed new 330 kV ZESCO substation to be constructed in Livingstone; this
route will be 21 km long. The second line will run in parallel to the existing
220 kV line, terminating at the Muzuma substation in Choma, a distance of
approximately 160 km.
At this stage of the project, transmission line corridors of 3 km in width will be
investigated to allow for the investigation of possible environmental and
social constraints, such as villages and homesteads, agricultural fields,
industrial sites, pipelines etc. A way-leave of 50m will be recommended
within these 3km corridors, being investigated as part of the ESIA process.
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Transmission line routes, and thereafter further refinement of transmission
line positioning within the proposed corridors, will be investigated as part of
the overall engineering feasibility and ESIA studies.
1.9

PROPOSED PROJECT PROGRAMME
The ESIA is scheduled to be submitted to the Governments of Zambia and
Zimbabwe in March 2015.
The construction phase is expected to last around nine years. It will be divided
into two stages: the first stage will be when access roads and the first
permanent camps will be built. It is expected that this will take one to two
years. The second phase is when the dam and plants will be constructed; this
will take six to seven years.
Project phase

Duration

Dates

ESIA process

11months

May 2014 – December
2015

1.10

Construction: phase 1

1—2 years

2016- 2018

Construction: phase 2

6—7 years

2018—2025

Operation phase

For life of dam

2025 onwards

WHAT IS AN ESIA?
In order to commence with the Project an Environmental and Social Impact
Assessment (ESIA) must be completed. The ESIA will be undertaken in
alignment with the relevant legislation, as well as international good practice
guidelines such as the IFC’s Performance Standards. In Zimbabwe, the key
legislation is set out in Statutory Instrument No. 7 of 2007 the Environmental
Management (Environmental Impact Assessments and Ecosystems Protection
Regulations) and in Zambia, it is the Environmental Management Act, 2011
and Statutory Instrument 28 of the 1997 EIA Regulations. The objectives of
the ESIA are:
•
•
•

To understand how the proposed Project could impact the local
environment and people living and working nearby
To identify any measures that could be implemented to reduce negative
impacts and enhance positive impacts
The ESIA will advise whether the proposed Project can be developed in an
environmentally and socially responsible way and if so, whether
permission and funding should be given by the government to develop
the Project.

The ESIA studies will identify the likely impacts that will occur as a result of
the Project. Some of the types of impacts that may occur are detailed later in
this NTS. These impacts will be expanded on, on the basis of comments and
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issues raised in the public domain and will be studied and understood in
more detail through the Impact Assessment phase in the ESIA. During the
Impact Assessment phase, mitigation and management measures will be
developed so as to avoid and / or reduce any negative impacts. In addition
recommendations will also be developed to enhance any positive impacts.
1.11

BASELINE CONDITIONS
Chapter 4 of the Draft Scoping Report provides a more detailed description of
the environmental baseline in the area of the proposed project, based on a
thorough review of available secondary information, supplemented by
additional surveys carried out by the specialists appointed for the task.

1.11.1

Environmental Conditions
Principal points of the environmental baseline include:
Climate: The Zambezi River Basin is subjected to one of the most variable
climates of any major river basin in the world, experiencing extreme
conditions across the catchment through time. The climate is typically subtropical, with a dry season from June to August, and a wet season from
December to February. Average temperatures in the basin vary mainly with
elevation, but also with latitude. Mean daily temperatures during the
warmest months can reach up to 31°C and down to 13 °C in the colder
months. Average annual rainfall in the Basin is approximately 950 mm/year.
Geology: The Zambezi River flows through a
deep gorge eroded in basalts. There are 13 basalt
flows which constitute the dam site, between 350
and 850 m above mean sea level. The basalts
form a flat plateau with low flat-topped hills
incised by the steep sided gorges of the Zambezi
and its tributaries.
Soils: Most of the soils in the project area are regosols (ie have very low or
non-existent reserves of weatherable minerals and a low silt/clay ratio).
Hydrology: The major contribution to the flows at the Batoka dam site derive
from the upstream sub-catchments including: Kabompo, Lungwe Bungu, and
especially the Upper Zambezi sub-catchments (located in the Northern
highlands), together with Luanginga sub-catchment. The natural variability
of Zambezi River flows is highly modified by large dams, particularly by
Kariba and Cahora Bassa dams.
Flooding in the Basin occurs nearly every decade. Multi-year droughts are
also observed in the Basin, with implications for river flows and hydropower
production. Climate change studies indicate that the Zambezi will experience
drier and more prolonged drought periods, and more extreme floods.
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Flora: The project falls within an area that is
florally rich and characterised by a range of
species with a very wide range of
distribution which extends beyond southern
Africa.
It also contains many endemic
species. Arid savannas, generally with
eutrophic soils, extend to the drier hotter
lowland valleys whereas the moist savannas
are associated with leach soils of the central African plateau. There are five
main vegetation types in the area: Zambezi riparian vegetation,
colophospermum mopane woodland, commiphora/mixed species woodland,
tributary riparian vegetation and acacia nigrescens/open scree woodland.
Modification of vegetation in the area has occurred through deforestation as a
result of logging and due to grazing and browsing mainly by elephants.
Fauna: Within the Batoka Gorge, large mammals adapted to rocky terrain
such as vervet monkeys, chacma baboons and kilpspringers can be found.
Kudu and buffalo are also occasionally spotted, as well as some large
predators such as leopard and hyena. Various bat species have also been
found within the numerous crevices and overhangs of the Gorge.
The Batoka Gorge is also an Important Bird Area (IBA)
due to the presence of breeding Taita Falcons, a
threatened and range restricted species. The Gorge
also contains an important breeding population of the
White collared or Rock Pratincole, and Black Stork and
a high diversity of raptor species.
The fish populations in the gorge can be regarded as
near pristine, due to low anthropogenic effects due to limited access points
and little nutrient enrichment.
Protected Area: The proposed BHES project area lies adjacent to the protected
areas of Zambezi National Park, Victoria Falls National Park, Deka and
Matetsi Safari Areas, Fuller Forest in Zimbabwe, and the Mosi-oa-Tunya Park
in Zambia. The Victoria Falls or Mosi-oa-Tunya (the smoke that thunders), is
a UNESCO world heritage site. In Zimbabwe there is some seasonal
movement of wildlife from these protected areas and the adjacent Hwange
Communal Land. The project also falls within the international KavangoZambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (KAZA TFCA). This regional
initiative seeks to adopt common approaches to conservation across the
international boundaries of Angola, Botswana, Namibia (Caprivi), Zambia
and Zimbabwe. It is important that any major developments such as the
Batoka HES take into account the conservation initiatives in the region.
1.11.2

Socio-economic Conditions
Key points of the social and economic baseline include:
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Population: In the Project area in Zambia, the majority of households belong
to the Leya tribe and speak Leya, a dialect of Tonga, as their primary
language. However, there are also small numbers of Tongas, Lozis and
Ngoni. In the Zimbabwean Project area, Ndebele is the main ethnicity,
followed by Nambiya and Tonga. Accordingly, these are the main languages
spoken in the area.
Livelihoods: Communities in the Social Area of
Influence in both Zambia and Zimbabwe are
principally subsistence farmers, selling what
additional crop they produce to generate a small
income. Livestock rearing is common and there
is also substantial engagement in the curio trade
in order to generate additional income for households. Other livelihood
activities include trading, the collection and selling of firewood, grass and
forest fruits, hunting, fishing, or casual labour and tourism related activities.
Some small scale enterprises, such as bricklaying, were also observed.
Tourism: The presence of the Victoria Falls and various national parks has
contributed to Matabeleland North province in Zimbabwe and Southern
province in Zambia being noted as major tourist destinations in their
respective countries. White water rafting on the Zambezi River also attracts
people from around the world to the area. Some members of the local
communities are engaged in the tourism trade eg working as rafting guides or
porters, maids at hotels or, selling of curios.
Health: Residents in the Project Area have to
travel vast distances to access health facilities
(up to 32km). Very few facilities have their
own ambulances and most patients travel on
foot in order to access them. Malaria rates
were reported to have decreased in recent
years due to the effectiveness of preventative
measures such as spraying and use of
mosquito nets. Households in both countries
reported to suffer from food shortages, generally as a result of poor harvests.
Education: In the Project area, schools are sparsely distributed and children
have to travel up to 10km to access primary schools and up to 20km to reach
secondary schools. Distance to schools and fees act as barriers to attendance
in both countries. Approximately 73% of those aged 15 years and older can
read and write in the Zambian Project area versus 76% in Zimbabwe.
Housing: Housing is mainly constructed from
mud walls and grass thatched roofs. However, a
few houses are made from bricks and asbestos
roofs, especially those located close to the chief’s
residences.
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Services and infrastructure: Public transport is virtually non-existent and the
majority of people either walk or rely on private taxis. Drinking water tends
to obtained from wells / boreholes with hand pumps. Its’ quality was
generally noted to be good however; its availability is variable during the dry
season. Wood is the most popular source of energy for cooking, though in
Zimbabwe, households also use paraffin. Few households have a latrine,
especially in Zambia.
Cultural Heritage: Early Stone Age sites have been identified on the north side
of the river and around Victoria Falls in and adjacent to the gorges to the
south. In total 65 sites with Middle Stone Age material were identified. A
substantial proportion of these sites were found on the plateau edge on either
side of the Gorge running eastwards from Batoka Gorge. Some 36 Late Stone
Age sites were identified by the Batoka HES heritage surveys. The
distribution of Iron Age sites is similar on both sides of the river and
concentrated at the north-facing base of Kalahari Sands palaeodunes. A
Shongwe site was identified to the east of the contemporary settlement at
Ngandu. This produced evidence for iron production as well as settlement.
Sites of traditional heritage have also been identified for shrines and rituals on
the Zambian side and Chemapoto Hill in Zimbabwe.
Key Impacts, Investigations and Impact Assessment
The key potential environmental and social-economic impacts are highlighted
in Sections 1.11.3 and 1.11.4 below. Each significant issue will be investigated
further during the Impact Assessment phase of the Project. This will involve
an evaluation of the likely significance of the potential impacts on identified
receptors and resources according to defined assessment criteria. Once this
has taken place, mitigation and management measures will also be proposed
with the intent of increasing the benefits of the Project and avoiding,
minimising, mitigating, managing and/or compensating any negative impacts
generated. The significance of the residual impacts that remain following
mitigation will then be assessed. Mitigation and management measures will
be compiled in a set of Environmental and Social Management Plans that will
be implemented by the Project team should the proposed Batoka HES go
ahead.
The effect of cumulative impacts will also be considered as part of this
assessment. Cumulative impacts are those that act together with other
impacts (including those from concurrent or planned future third party
activities) and affect the same resources and/or receptors as the Project.
1.11.3

Environmental Impacts
Terrestrial and aquatic flora: The construction of dam infrastructure could
result in the removal and /or disturbance of vegetation. This is likely to
primarily affect riparian habitats and hill-slope vegetation. Disturbance of
riparian vegetation could cause increased river bank erosion in the vicinity of
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the construction activities. Aquatic habitats could suffer as a result of
diversion of surface flows and increased sedimentation.
Inundation of the reservoir will result in the direct loss of vegetation,
primarily riparian vegetation along the river bank and succulent vegetation on
the scree slopes of the gorge which could include unique or endemic species.
In the immediate catchment area, the impacts are secondary and related to the
migration of humans, which may lead to the over-exploitation of hardwood
timber.
It is also likely that the reservoir will experience eutrophication (become
nutrient rich and productive in terms of aquatic plant or animal life) due to
the release of nutrients from the flooded riparian zone. This may deplete
oxygen levels in the water and causing a dramatic decline in fisheries
production.
Habitat assessment and mapping, including a sensitivity assessment are
currently ongoing and will feed into assessment process. Data inputs from the
environmental flow assessments will also be used to help determine the
impact on the aquatic ecology.
Terrestrial and aquatic fauna (including birds): The noise, dust and human
activity from construction activities could affect disturbance-sensitive animals
and potentially result in their temporary displacement from current habitats.
Bird populations may be affected by loss of breeding and foraging habitat,
primarily in the cliff/rocky outcrop habitats at the dam site and in the riparian
habitats that could be inundated by the reservoir.
Changes to water quality, both within the impoundment and downstream,
including changes to temperature and dissolved oxygen concentrations, may
affect the suitability of aquatic habitats for fish and macro-invertebrates and
potentially cause a shift in species composition. The number and diversity of
riverine aquatic species may decrease and conversely, the habitats for
lacustrine species (phytoplankton, zooplankton and lacustrine fish) could
increase.
The Batoka HES could provide opportunities to enhance wildlife conservation
in the area, particularly through collaborative efforts with community based
natural resource management organisations active in the area (such as
CAMPFIRE). Opportunities for such positive impacts will be explored in the
assessment phase.
Transmission line alignments could impact on avifauna through collision risk
and concern has been raised that there are important avifauna migration
routes in the project area proposed for this infrastructure.
Data inputs received from wildlife authorities in Zambia and Zimbabwe, local
museums, CAMPFIRE, Zimbabwe Falcon Club, local safari hunters and
crocodile farming associations and local NGOs will be analysed to better
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understand this impact. Analysis of habitat sensitivity and presence of
threatened and protected species will also be undertaken to better understand
the impact.
Water quality: During construction, water
quality could be impacted by sediment loads
from erosion, as well as potential spillage of
fuels, lubricants and chemicals at the
construction site, and by the inadequate
treatment and disposal of waste and
wastewater from worker compounds.
During operation and inundation, impacts to water quality could occur in the
reservoir and downstream river. This could affect aquatic habitats and may
affect artisanal fishing and/or water supplies. The timing of water releases
downstream and the depth from which these releases are made, may affect the
temperature, oxygen concentration, sediment loads and nutrient
concentrations in the release water that could in turn, potentially impact on
the river downstream and on what lives there. Finally, the rise in water table
associated with the reservoir and its operation may lead to changes in
groundwater chemistry - and hence local borehole water quality - as chemicals
are leached from newly submerged rock and soil formations.
Numerical modelling will be used during the assessment phase to assess
impacts on water quality in the reservoir and downstream in the Zambezi
River.
Sedimentation and erosion: Changes in the sedimentation levels in the river
downstream of the impoundment are likely to occur as a result of alteration of
the hydrology (and therefore the energy to move sediments). This may have a
significant impact on the river morphology downstream of the dam, whereby
patterns of erosion, transport and deposition along the river gradually shift
until a new status quo is established over time. This changing morphology
could have a consequential impact on river water turbidity and flow
velocities, and hence on riverine ecosystems. This will be addressed further in
the impact assessment of the project.
Seismicity: While engineering design will take into account the fact that
seismic events occur naturally in the region, there is the potential for seismic
shocks to be induced by Batoka’s artificial reservoir as has been happening at
Kariba. As the volume of the lake and its weight on the earth’s crust is
expected to be less than 2% of that of Lake Kariba, induced earthquake
frequencies are expected to be much lower, however maximum magnitude
may well reach 5.5 on the Richter Scale. This will be addressed further in the
impact assessment of the project.
Downstream impacts: Adverse impacts on the downstream stretch between
the dam site and Lake Kariba could occur in terms of potential for changes in
water quality (in particular dissolved oxygen and temperature) and changes
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in sediment transport and river morphology, both discussed previously.
Development of comprehensive planning, and eventually of an operational
model for the Zambezi River Basin would result in (amongst others), better
flood forecasting and flood management (both to release floods for beneficial
uses and to mitigate high flows). Environmental flow conditions in the
Zambezi River downstream of the Batoka HES, both before and after the
impoundment will be assessed. This will quantify and assess the implications
for the river ecosystem - in terms of ecological integrity and status - based
upon the operation of the Batoka HES.
Impact to Victoria Falls: Current studies
suggest that the Victoria Falls will not be
impacted as it is located too far downstream
for the Project to have an effect. The decision
on the FSL will take careful consideration of
the potential impact of the impoundment’s
backwaters (especially during flooding
scenarios) in terms of the Project’s potential
impact on the Falls. This will be explored more fully during the Impact
Assessment Phase.
Reduced Emissions from Thermal Power station: If the Batoka HES goes
ahead, it will increase power generation capacity in both Zambia and
Zimbabwe, reduce power outages, and also reduce reliance on coal fired
power stations.
Impacts of Climate Change on the Batoka HES: The Zambezi River Basin has
been classified by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as
the river basin to be subjected to the ‘worst’ potential effects of climate change
among 11 major African river basins reviewed. This classification is largely
based on the predicted climate change-induced increased temperature and
decreased precipitation in the Basin. The Project engineers will assess the
impacts of climate change on dam design, and on the overall feasibility of the
scheme. Further information will be provided in the ESIA.
1.11.4

Social Impacts
Physical and Economic Displacement: Economic and physical displacement
will occur as a result of the Project however, the number of people that will be
affected is not currently known as the exact positioning of Project
infrastructure has not yet been defined.
People currently use the proposed project area for the collection of natural
resources, subsistence agriculture, livestock grazing and fishing.
Communities may lose land on which they currently live and undertake
livelihood activities due to the construction of project infrastructure including
construction camps, quarries and borrow pits, access roads, spillway,
permanent camps and transmission lines. Although no physical displacement
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is likely to occur as a result of inundation, economic displacement is likely to
occur.
Following the refinement of the Options Assessment and the acceptance of
this by the ZRA, which will provide greater detail about the dam design and
infrastructure location, a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) will be developed in
order to identify assets and livelihoods affected by displacement. The RAP
will more fully assess impacts related to the resettlement of households and
will set out the process, compensation framework, engagement and schedule
for the resettlement.
Impact on the Economy: The proposed Batoka HES has the potential to bring
about local, regional and national economic benefits to both Zambia and
Zimbabwe through increased fiscal revenues to the Governments of both
countries, job creation and skills enhancement, project-induced economic
activity (for example due to local procurement of supplies and services by the
camp) and, local community investment initiatives. The project will require a
peak of 3,000 construction workers. The Zambezi River Authority has made a
commitment to favour the recruitment of people within and around the
Project areas, and then elsewhere in Zambia and Zimbabwe, provided that
they have the relevant skills and experience. This will lead to increased
incomes and potentially improving standards of living for the workforce. It is
also likely to result in increased spending on local goods and services in both
countries, creating further income generating opportunities and boosting the
local economy. However, there is a risk that there could also be an increase in
the price of local goods and services. There are also risks associated with any
unmet community expectations by the Project’s contribution to employment
and economic growth. The impact of the Batoka HES on the local economy is
currently being investigated through an economic specialist study.
Impact on Tourism: Tourism activities,
particularly white water rafting is likely to be
affected by the proposed HES. Currently, white
water rafting companies in both Zambia
(notably in Livingstone) and Zimbabwe (in
Victoria Falls) use the river in their provision of
half day and full day rafting trips to clients,
most notably tourists. White water rafting is
thus an important revenue stream to the two towns. The HES will cause a
number of rapids to be flooded (the exact number will be dependent upon the
Full Supply Level (FSL) chosen), which will detrimentally affect the existence
of white water rafting.
Other forms of tourism may well be realised,
however, such as adventure canoeing, as well as the construction of lodges
and hotels overlooking the lake. The economic specialist study will include a
particular focus on impacts to tourism, especially in the towns of Livingstone
(Zambia) and Victoria Falls (Zimbabwe).
Impacts Related to Project Induced In-Migration: The construction of the
dam will require large numbers of workers (peak construction employment is
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estimated to be 3,000 workers). Whilst effort will be made to recruit locally,
some workers will need to be sourced from further afield where locally skilled
labour is lacking. Opportunistic influx is also likely to take place by people in
search of jobs. In-migration in the area may place increased pressure on
ecosystem services (including increased demand for land, water, firewood,
bush meat, fish, charcoal, and other natural resources), as well as increase
pressure on social services (education and health facilities for example). There
are also risks that high in-migration may also bring about the alteration and /
or erosion of cultures and significant weakening of local cultural systems. The
combination of rapid influx of people and weakening of traditional structures
can lead to changes in behaviours and lifestyles, which could promote
prostitution and crime. As part of the social study, investigations will be
undertaken to assess how existing infrastructure and services will be able to
cope with a surge in demand.
Impacts on Community Health and Safety:
The proposed HES has the potential to
increase the incidence of communicable
diseases (such as acute respiratory infections
and tuberculosis), as well as sexually
transmitted infections (such as HIV/AIDS and
Hepatitis B and C). Measures to manage the
interaction between the local community and
the workforce would need to be developed and implemented to minimise and
manage these risks. There is also the potential that water related and vector
borne diseases, such as malaria may increase as a result of poor sanitation and
the creation of mosquito breeding grounds. The construction of the dam will
require large quantities of building material and other supplies, some of
which will be delivered to the site by trucks that are likely to pass in close
proximity to homesteads. Accordingly, disturbance due to dust, noise and
safety hazards from traffic would be a potential impact. As part of the
assessment phase, access to and quality of health services, as well as likely
changes in the disease profile at the provincial, district and local level will be
analysed. Other ESIA studies (eg water) will also be studied to determine the
likely significance of potential health impacts.
Impacts to Cultural Heritage Resources: Access
to cultural heritage resources (including
archaeological, palaeontological and historical
resources) may be threatened by possible
uncontrolled immigration, increased tourism,
and also due to land acquisition and
resettlement. Access to Chemapato Hill, an
important cultural/spiritual area, may become problematic due to the
flooding of the Gorge. Further baseline data collection will be undertaken so
that the existing heritage baseline can be understood in greater detail in order
to understand likely impacts.
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1.12
1.12.1

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Overview
Stakeholder engagement refers to a process of sharing information and
knowledge, seeking to understand and respond to the concerns and
expectations of interested groups, and building relationships based on
collaboration. As such, stakeholder engagement is a crucial part of the ESIA
process, looking to ensure that the views, interests and concerns of interested
groups are taken into account in the project design and planning.

1.12.2

Scoping Phase Engagement
The Project is currently at a stage of feedback on the Scoping Report.
The purpose of the Scoping Phase stakeholder engagement has been to:
• Officially initiate and notify the public of the formal ESIA process;
• Invite prospective Interested and Affected Parties (I&APs) to register as
I&APs;
• Engage with I&APs to identify issues of concern, suggestions and
comments about the proposed Project;
• Make suggestions for enhanced Project benefits and reasonable
alternatives;
• Verify that issues raised by I&APs have been accurately recorded through
a Draft Scoping Report; and
• Define the Terms of Reference for the ESIA specialist studies to be
undertaken in the impact assessment phase.
Activities undertaken
Throughout the Scoping phase, on-going stakeholder identification has aimed
to establish which organisations and individuals may be directly or indirectly
affected by, or have an interest in the Project. Efforts were made to identify
marginalised or vulnerable groups (e.g., according to livelihood, gender, age,
ethnicity, religion, health status) and to develop a fully inclusive and
participatory engagement process allowing all stakeholders a ‘voice’.
Scoping phase engagement activities have included meetings and one-on–one
interviews with government agencies, interest groups, members of the public,
traditional authorities, communities and community representatives and
NGOs. Interested and Affected Parties (I&Aps) were informed of, and invited
to attend engagements, via:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertisements made in national press
Advertisements placed in newsletters and via networks
Distribution of notices / flyers
Telephonic invite
Letter invite
One-on-one discussions
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All comments received during stakeholder engagement activities, as well as
the responses to them, have been recorded in a Comments and Response
Report (CRR).
1.13

SCOPING REPORT DISCLOSURE
The Scoping Report and this NTS has been publicly disclosed, and all I&APs
are invited to review and submit comments on the Project on them. The
comment period runs from 1st December 2015 to 18th January 2016, after
which:
• comments received will be forwarded to the regulatory authorities; the
Environmental Management Agency of Zimbabwe (EMA) and the Zambia
Environmental Management Agency (ZEMA) for their further attention;
• the scope of work for the assessment phase of the Project will be modified;
and
• the Comments and Response Report (CRR) will be updated. The current
CRR (also enclosed) records all the comments we have received to date on
the Project, and provides responses to these.
A copy of the full Scoping Report, as well as the NTS can be accessed at our
website http://www.erm.com/batokahesesia as well as public places within
the districts affected by the Project including:
Zambia
-

Livingstone City Council
Livingstone District Commissioner’s Office
Kazungula District Council
Kazungula District Commissioner’s Office
District Commissioners offices in Zimba, Kalomo and Choma
District Council Offices in Zimba, Kalomo and Choma
National Assembly Offices Zimba, Kalomo and Choma
Chiefs Palaces (Sipatunyana, Simwatachela & Chikanta)

Zimbabwe
-

Hwange Rural District Council Office
Hwange District Administrator’s Office
Jambezi Clinic
Chisuma clinic
Provincial Administrators Office
Victoria Falls Municipal Offices
Environment Africa Office Victoria Falls
Black Crystal’s office in Harare

Copies will also be available pon request to Black Crystal and Kaizen
Consulting offices (contact details below).
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Future Engagement Activities

1.13.1

Further engagement will take place during the Impact Assessment Phase of
the Project. This will include public meetings, as well as making the Draft
ESIA and Environmental and Social Management Plans (ESMPs) available for
public comment. The purpose of this engagement will be:
• To discuss the identified impacts and proposed mitigation measures with
stakeholders allowing for their input; and
• To provide stakeholders with the opportunity to comment on the Draft
ESIA report.
All registered I&APs will be notified in due course of the availability of the
Draft ESIA, ESMP and engagements that are proposed during this phase. It is
currently expected that feedback meetings on the results of the ESIA will take
place in the second quarter of 2015. Following this, comments received will be
included in the Final ESIA Report which will be submitted to EMA and
ZEMA. The environmental authorisation decisions taken by EMA and ZEMA
following their review of the ESIA will be advertised in the media and all
registered I&APs will be informed.

1.14

GRIEVANCE MECHANISM
A grievance mechanism has been developed for the proposed Batoka Gorge
HES to ensure that any complaints are addressed in a timely and consistent
manner.
Grievances can be submitted in writing, telephonically or presented verbally
to ZRA’s Grievance Manager using the details below.
Contact Details for Submitting a Grievance
Name: Eng. E. Kasaro, Project Manager – Batoka HES
Phone number: 228401/2, 227970/1 or 238665
Email: zaraho@coppernet.zm and Kasaro@zaraho.org.zm
Address: Kariba House, 32 Cha Cha Cha Road, P.O Box 30233, Lusaka,
Zambia.

1.15

CONTACT DETAILS
Please send through any comments you may have on this NTS or the Scoping
Report by 22nd January 2016 via any of the contact means below.
Zimbabwe
Black Crystal Consulting
queries@blackcrystal.co.zw

Zambia
Kaizen Consulting International
Godfrey_chileshe@yahoo.com,
kaizen0601@gmail.com
+263(0) 772876616
+260(0) 977-758-591
1 Fairbairn Drive, Mt Pleasant Suite 3, Floor 21st, Findeco House,
Harare,
Cairo Road, P.O. Box 33526, Lusaka,
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Zimbabwe

Zambia
Environmental Resources Management
Email: batokagorgehes@erm.com
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Annex C7

Interim Engagement

Annex C7.1

Notification Letters

ERM

1

Page 2 of 3

Recommencement of the ESIA Process

As of October 2018, the ESIA process has recommenced. It is intended that a Final ESIA and
ESMP report will be submitted to the Regulatory Authorities in both countries mid-2019. The scope
of the remaining tasks will be to utilise the work undertaken to date to complete the remaining
steps in the ESIA process. In addition, given that there is now a better understanding of the extent
of land take associated with some of the Project and its associated infrastructure, the resettlement
planning work will also commence. The following remaining scope items and the proposed
programme for these are as follows:

Scope Item

Programme for this

Further identification of downstream water users in
Zambia (this has already been undertaken for
Zimbabwe).

Nov-Dec 2018

More detailed investigation into the biodiversity,
heritage and social impacts associated with the two
quarry sites proposed for the Project.

Nov 2018-Jan 2019

Resettlement Policy Frameworks (RPFs) for the
Proposed dam site and associated infrastructure
(including the site for borrow pits, quarries and the
transmission line corridors in both Zimbabwe and
Zambia).

Nov 2018-May 2019

Resettlement Action Plans (RAPs) for the Batoka South
Access Road in Zimbabwe and Contractor Camps in
Zimbabwe and Zambia.

Nov 2018-May 2019

Updating the Draft ESIA and Draft ESMP as per the
Feb and March 2019
additional scope items above and incorporating
comments raised by the Regulatory Authorities and
World Bank on the Scoping Report and draft ESIA.. The
ESIA and ESMP will also be split following ZEMA’s
request that three separate ESIA reports be submitted
for each of the components of the Project (the dam, staff
villages and borrow pits; the roads; and the
Transmission Lines).
Feedback to stakeholders on the Draft ESIAs, ESMPs,
RPFs and RAPs.

March-April 2019

Finalisation and submission of report to the Regulatory
Authorities.

May-June 2019

2

Next Steps for Stakeholder Engagement

All stakeholders that have been identified in the ESIA process to date have been notified of the
recommencement of the studies, and where possible, their contact details have been updated.

ERM

Page 3 of 3

Further contact will be made with the relevant communities and their leadership for the gathering
of additional baseline information in the proposed Project area, particularly downstream of the
proposed dam wall and in the areas proposed for the sourcing of quarry materials.
Following this, your input as a stakeholder to the ESIA, will be required upon the release of the
Draft ESIA for public comment. Feedback meetings will then be scheduled to discuss the results
of the studies and you will be notified adequately in advance of these feedback meetings.
It is however, important, given the time that has elapsed since the last round of stakeholder
engagement, that we have updated contact details available for you. If any of your details have
changed since our last communications with you in early 2015, and/or you are aware of other
stakeholders that now need to be engaged in the ESIA process, please do not hesitate to contact
us to provide us with this information. Our contact details are presented under Section 4 below.
3

Changes to the ERM Project Team

Given the time that has lapsed since the project originally commenced, there have been changes
to the Project team. Black Crystal Consulting remains ERM’s local consultant in Zimbabwe and
will be engaged in all aspects of the Project in Zimbabwe. In Zambia, where there is no need for
a locally registered consultant, ERM will be working with a team of locally appointed
subconsultants in order to fulfil the required scope of work.
4

Contact Details

For any further queries regarding the content of this letter, or to provide us with updated contact
details and/or additional stakeholders, please feel free to contact us as follows:

Contact Name and Organisation

Country

Contact Details

Nadia Mol, ERM

South Africa

+27 (21) 6815400 or by email on
batokagorgehes@erm.com

Tasara Marondedze, Black Crystal Zimbabwe

+(263) 77 2876616

Felix Chisha

+(260) 974 074 384

Zambia

We look forward to your participation in this ESIA going forward.

Yours sincerely

Nadia Mol

Mike Everett

Stakeholder Engagement Manager

Partner

ERM

1st Floor
Great Westerford
240 Main Road, Rondebosch
7700, Cape Town, South Africa

Telephone: +27 21 681 5400
Fax:
+27 21 686 0736
www.erm.com

26th Lwezi 2018

Kuwe Ophathekileyo

UKUVUSELELWA KWENHLOLISO YENDAWO YOHLELO LWE BATOKA GORGE HYDROELECTRIC SCHEME KANYE LEZIFUNDO EZIPHATHELANE LOKUHLALISWA KAKUTSHA
Inhlanganiso ye Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), iyinhlanganiso ebunjwe ngomanyano
wabohulumende bamazwe womababili, owakwele Zambia lowe Zimbabwe, icebisa ngentuthuko
yokusungulwa kohlelo lweBatoka Gorge Hydro-Electric Scheme (oluzakwethulwa njengohlelo).
Uhlelo lolu luzakuqhutshelwa emaphethelweni, okungaba ngamakhilomita angamatshumi amane
lasikhombisa edolobho le Victoria Falls emfuleni uZambezi.
Njengegxenye yendingeko kwele Zambia lase Zimbabwe, uhlelo lungakaqhutshwa, inhlolisiso
ebizwa ngokuthi yiEnvironmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) kumele lugqitshwe,
beseluphiwa imvumo yiziphathamandla ezibona ngembali lokudlelana kwayo lendawo ezisuka
kumbe eziphansi kwabohulumende bamazwe womabili athi ele Zambia lele Zimbabwe.
Ngaphezulu kwendingeko lezi, njengoba uhlelo lweBGHES lufuna usekelo lwenhlanganiso
zangaphandle kwelizwe ezibolekisa imali, inhlolisio eye ESIA ehambelana lohlelo lolu kuzamele
yenziwe ukuze ihambelane lokuqhutshwa kuhle komsebenzi olufana loluqhutshwa yinhlanganiso
yebhanga lomhlaba wonke jikelele olwe World Bank iWorld Bank’s Environmental lolubona
ngokuqhutshwa lokulandelwa kwezinqumo zenhlelo ezibona ngamandla kagetsi asuka emanzini
okubizwa ngokuthi yiSocial Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
Inhlolisiso ye ESIA yasungulwa ngaphakathi laphakathi komnyaka ka2014, yinhlanganiso ye ZRA
isebenzelana leye Environmental Resources Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. I(ERM)
kanye lezinye inhlanganiso zamazwe akuhlelo lolu(eye Kaizen Consulting International kwele
Zambia leye Black Crystal kwele Zimbabwe) ngesikhathi ingcitshi zilungiselela ukuphatha
lumsebenzi. Ngaphambilini kwekupheleni komnyaka ka 2015, inhlanganiso ye ERM lamaqula ayo
ibisigqibe ibanga lakuqala, eligoqela ukukhulumisana labaphathekileyo kanye lenhlolisiso
yendawo lokukhangela njalo okuqakathekileyo ngenjongo yokucebisa okugcweleyo
okuphathelane lenhlolisiso. Ugwalo lwe ESIA kanye lenyathelo elibona ngendawo lokulondolozwa
kwayo ele Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP) lwethulwa kunhlanganiso yeZRA
ukuze icubungule ekugqibeni komnyaka ka 2015.
Kukuleli banga lapho inhlolisiso yeESIA eyamiswa khona ngezizatho ezimbalwa eziphathelana
lolwazi lezilokwenza lemali; kunjalo nje, ingxoxo zisaqhubekela phambili phakathi kwenhlanganiso
yeERM, eye ZRA kanye leyeWorld Bank (abayibo ababephathisa ngemali yalinhlolisiso), njalo
inhlolisiso ye ESIA yohlelo isiqalisile njalo.
Wena wakhethwa ukuthi ube yingxenye yenhlolisiso yeESIA ngomnyaka ka 2014 uhlelo lolu
lungakamiswa. Incwadi le ijonge ukukwazisa ngokulandelayo:
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Ukuqalisa njalo kwenhlolisiso ye ESIA lesikhathi sokugcwalisisa linhlolisiso;
Amathuba okukhulumisana kwabaphathekileyo ;
Inguquko yequla eliqhuba uhlelo ; njalo
Ikheli yethu lalapho esitholakala khona ukuze wazi okunengi.

Ukuqaliswa njalo kwenhlolisiso yeESIA

Kusukisela ngenyanga kaMfumfu ngomnyaka ka 2018, inhlolisiso isiqalisile njalo. Kukhangelelwe
njalo ukuthi kuzakwethulwa inhlolisiso yokucina eyeESIA lencwadi ekhombisa linhlolisiso yendawo
eyeESMP izakwethulwa kuziphathamandla zamazwe womabili ngaphakathi komnyaka ka 2019.
Umsebenzi oyabe ususele ngowokusebenzisa osekwenziwe kuze kube namhlanje. Ngaphezulu
kwalokho, ngenxa yokuthi sekulokuzwisisa okungcono ngomhlabathi ozathathwa ekuqhubeni
uhlelo lolu, izakhiwo, umsebenzi wokuhlela inhlelo zokuhlalisa kutsha abantu uzaqala
njalo.Okulandelayo yikho okuseleyo lokuthi kuzaqhutshwa okwesikhathi esinganani:

Okuseleyo

Isikhathi sokuqhuba

Ukukhangela njalo abantu abasebenzisa amanzi
kweleZambia (lokhu kwenziwa kudala eZimbabwe).

Lwezi-Mpalakazi 2018

Inhlolisiso egcweleyo ngembali, lokuhlaliseka
kwabantu kungaba lendawo ezimbili ezizabe
zilungiswa khona amatshe womhlobo we quarry
okuyingxenye yohlelo.

Lwezi 2018- Zibandlela 2019

Isinqumo sokuthuthiswa kwabantu ngenjongo
yokukhangela indawo engakhelwa idamu lezinye
izakhiwo (okugoqela phakathi indawo zokugebha
amagodi, amatshe omhlobo we quarry, intambo
zamandla kagetsi emazweni athi ele Zimbabwe lele
Zambia).

Lwezi 2018- Nkwenkwezi 2019

Inhlelo zokuthuthisa abantu ukuze kwakhiwe
umgwaqo oya eBatoka South eZimbabwe kanye
lendawo ezizahlala izisebenzi eZimbabwe
lakweleZambia.

Lwezi 2018- Nkwenkwezi 2019

Ukwengezelela kugwalo lwenhlolisiso ye ESIA lolwe
ESMP njengokwengezelela kokumele kwenziwe
phezulu lokubeka njalo imibono eyabe ivela
kuziphathamandla lebhanga le World Bank kugwalo
lwehlandla lakuqala lohlelo logwalo oluqukethe
inhlolisiso olwe ESMP luzakwehlukaniswa kumbe
ukuhlephunwa kulandela isicelo esivela ku ZEMA
esithi kumele kube zingwalo ezintathu ezehlukeneyo
zenhlolisiso ye ESIA ezizathunyezwa zichaza ihlandla
linye ngalinye lohlelo lonke (idamu, izindlu
zezisebenzi lamagodi; imigwaqo kanye lentambo
zamandla kagetsi).

Nhlolanja lo Lwezi 2019
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Okuseleyo

Isikhathi sokuqhuba

Imbiko yokwazisa abaphathekileyo ngengwalo lezi
ezithi eye ESIA, ESMP, RPF le RAP.

Mbimbitho-Mabasa 2019

Ukugqiba lokwethula ugwalo oluchaza umsebenzi
osuqhutshiwe kuziphathamandla.

Nkwenkwezi- Nhlangula 2019

2

Inyathelo elilandelayo lokukhulumisana kwabaphathekileyo kumbe ingxenye zohlelo

Kuze kube namhlanje bonke abaphathekileyo sebekhethiwe kuhlelo lwenhlolisiso olwe ESIA njalo
sebebikelwe ngokusungulwa njalo kwenhlolisiso, lapho okudingakalayo, amakheli abo alapho
asebehlala khona kumbe aseguquliwe nxa kuke kwaba lokuthutha.
Kuzaqhutshwa kumbe ukukhulumisana labantu besigabeni lenkokheli ngenjongo yokuthola
olunye ulwazi olungaphathisa ekuqhutshweni kohlelo, ikakhulu ekucineni kwendawo
ezakwakhelwa idamu lendawo ekhethiweyo ukuthi ibe yiyo ezatholakala amatshe okulungisisa
iquarry.
Kulandela lokhu, umbono wakho njenge ngxenye yenhlolisiso yeESIA, uzadingakala ngesikhathi
kusethulwa ugwalo lweESIA kuzulu ukuthi aphe laye umbono wakhe.Kuzahlelwa imihlangano
okucubungula impumela yenhlolisiso njalo uzakwaziswa isikhathi sisekhona ngalimihlangano.
Kusenjalo, kuqakathekile ukunanzelela ukuthi , sekulesikhathi eside umhlangano
wabaphathekileyo waqhutshwa, sesilamakheli
elingawasebenzisa ukusithinta kumbe
ukusethekelela.Nxa kuke kwaba lenguquko yekheli yalapho otholakala khona etshiyeneyo laleyo
esayisebenzisayo ngesikhathi sokukhulumisana kumbe ukuxhumana ekuqaleni komnyaka ka
2015, kumbe nxa ungabe ulabanye ocabanga ukuthi kumele baphatheke kunhlolisiso kumbe
kuhlelo lweESIA , kumele usazise ngokuphangisa usipha okugcweleyo ngalabo bantu .Amakheli
ethu lenombolo zocingo kwethulwe kusahluko sesine ngaphansi.
3

Inguquko yequla leERM

Ngenxa yokuthi kuke kwaba lesikhathi eside uhlelo lolu lumisiwe ngemva kokusungulwa kwalo,
kuke kwaba lenguquko kuqula leli.Inhanganiso yeBlack Crystal Consulting yiyo ephathisa iERM
kwele Zimbabwe njalo izabe iphatheka kuhlelo lonke kwele Zimbabwe. Kwele Zambia, lapho
okungadingakali ngcitshi okusemthethweni, iERM izabe isebenza lequla lengcitshi ezizaqhatshwa
kulelo ukuze zigcwalisise kumbe ukuqhuba umsebenzi okumele wenziwe.
4

Amakheli alapho esithokala khona lenombolo zocingo

Nxa lingabe lilokuthandabuza kumbe ukungazwisisi ngalincwadi, kumbe nxa lingabe lifuna
ukusipha amakheli alapho elitholakala khona kumbe abantu elingafuna ukuthi babe yingxenye
yohlelo, khululekani ukusithinta kumakheli alandelayo:

Igama , inhlanganiso

Ilizwe

Nadia Mol, ERM

South Africa

Tasara Marondedze, Black Crystal Zimbabwe

Inombolo yocingo lekheli
yobulembu kumbe iemail
+27 (21) 6815400 or by email on
batokagorgehes@erm.com
+(263) 77 2876616
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Igama , inhlanganiso

Ilizwe

Felix Chisha

Zambia

Inombolo yocingo lekheli
yobulembu kumbe iemail
+(260) 974 074 384

Sikhangelele ukuphatheka kwakho kunhlolisiso yeESIA kusiya phambili.

Yimi othembekileyo

Nadia Mol

Mike Everett

Isiphathamandla esibona lokudlelana

Ingxenye yohlelo

ERM
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Nomuyandwa basiminizyi

KWINDULULA KWA KU LANGIZYA ZYINGA ZYIZWA IZYIJATILIZYA ABUKALE A KUSENYA
KWA BANTU A KUPANGA MA YAAKE MWA KUPANGILA MAGESI KU BATOKA GORGE
Kabungwe ka Zambezi River Authority (ZRA) aako ka kapangwa ku ma mfulumende ya masi obilo
ya Zambia a Zimbabwe bali jisi mizezo ya kusumpula na miyeyo ya kupanga buyake bwa kupanga
magesi ku Batoka Gorge iyo itwa kuti Batoka Gorge Hydro-Electric Scheme (Uyo una kwitwa kuti
‘Mulimo’). Uyu mulimo uya kuba ma ntamu ali makumi one a musano azyibili (47km) kumbele ya
Victoria Falls a mulonga wa Zambezi.
Akwendelana amilawo ya Zambia a Zimbabwe, kautana talika mulimo oyu, mulimo umbi witwa
kuti Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) ulanganya a zintu zinga zyazwamo izyi
nga zyakumya mikalile ya bantu azyoonse zintu zilengwa a Leza izyiyandika kumanizigwa,
kunze ya zyezyi neku nga kwaba kuzumizyigwa kuzwa ku masi aya obile ya Zambia a
Zimbabwe kutegwa oyu mulimo utolelelwe. Kusankanisizya azyezyo ziyandika, nkambo kakuti
ba Batoka Gorge Hydro-Electric Scheme baya kuyanda lugwasho lwa mali kuzwa ku masi ambi,
milimo ya ESIA ya mulimo oyu ilelede kuchitwa mbuli mbo ujitwa ku masi ambi kwendelana
amilawo ya ba world bank ayo ya jatikiya zintu zilengwa a Leza a mikalile ya bantu kusankanizya
a milawo ya ba International Hydropower Association (IHA).
Milimo ya ESIA ya katalika akati ka mwaka wa 2014 a ba ZRA a kabungwe kaitwa kuti
Environmental Resources Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd (ERM) a tubungwe twa ku chisi
cha Zambia a Zimbabwe (Kaizen Consulting International mu Zambia a ba Black Crystal mu
Zimbabwe) mbuli ba gwasilizya kubeleka mulimo oyu. Kautanamana mwaka wa 2015, ba ERM a
bantu babo bakamanizya kulanganya mulimo, uumo mwali ku bandika akujatikizyana abantu abo
mulimo oyu wali kubakumya ukuyungizya a ku langanya azilengwa a leza a mikalile ya bantu ba
kamanizya kutegwa ziyungizigwe muli ESIA. Kumamanino a mwaka wa 2015, ESIA wa kutalika
antomwe achiitwa Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP) echo chilanganya a ku
jatikizyanya ezyo zijanwa muli ESIA ya kapangwa akupa ba ZRA kutegwa ba indulukemo.
Chaali checho chiindi ESIA ni yaka imikwa nkaambo ka zintu zinjanji; nakuba bobo
kwambauzyanya kwa katolelela akati ka ba ERM, ZRA a ba World Bank (abo babikamo mali)
nchechecho sunu na lino milimo ya ESIA yatalika alimwi.
Mwakalisalidwe kutola lubazu ku jatikisya milimo ya ESIA mu mwaka wa 2014 kabatana imikwa.
Olu lugwalo lumutondezya zintu mbuli zyezi:





Kutalika alimwi kwa milimo ya ESIA achiindi chiti ikatolwe;
Inzila zimbi zibwezegwa akubandika abaabo batola lubazu;
Ku chincha bantu ba kubeleka limwi; alimwi
Anzila zya ku tujaninamo kutegwa tutolelele kwambauzyana.
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1. Kutalika alimwi kwa milimo ya ESIA
Kuzwa mu mwezi wa October 2018, milimo ya ESIA ya talika alimwi. Tula miyeeyo na mizezo
yakuti milimo ya ESIA yaku maniina a ESMP wa mamanino kuli babo batondezya ku masi aya
obile akati ka mwaka wa 2019. Kutegwa tumanisye kufwambana fwambana eyi milimo ya chala
kubeleka kuzwa kwa kasimpila milimo ya kaiindi kutegwa tu manizye intamu ya zyacheede muli
oyu ESIA. Akusankanizya na kuyungizya, kubona kuti ali chechino chiindi twahiba kabotu bupati
bwa busena buti kabwezegwe kuli oyu mulimo uyungizya a buyake buti kayandike, chili buyo
kabotu kutegwa imilimo ya kusenya bantu abo bali mu busena bwa milimo inga yatalika. Zitobela
zintu zya chala zya tantikwa boobu;

Mulimo

Butantiko bwa chechi

Kuchilila ku hiba bantu bakede mumbali a mulonga ku ya
kumbele a mulonga (echi chaachitwa kaindi ku Zimbabwe)
November – December 2018
Kuyandisya kuzyibilawo azimbi izi njanji izijatikizya ku
busena, tunsiyansiya a kusankanizya mikalile ya bantu
ezyo zinga zyajatilizya ku masena aya obile izyaasalwa
kotuna ku gusya mabwe akubeleka oyu mulimo
Milawo ijatikizya ku kusenya bantu itwa kuti Resettlement
Policy Frameworks (RPFs) bujatikizya a busena bwa
salwa kupangilawo damu antomwe a buyake bumbi
(akubikilawo busena bwa kusha bulongo bwa kuyakila,
kwa kusha mabwe alimwi amuuti kainde intambo izya
magesi mu Zimbabwe a mu Zambia)
Miyeyo na mizezo ya kusenya bantu itwa kuti Resettlement
Action Plans (RAPs) ijatilizya ku mugwagwa wa kubolela
ku Batoka ku mbali ya ku Zimbabwe alimwi amaanda
akukalilamo ba belesi mu Zimbabwe a mu Zambia
Kululamya ESIA a ESMP wakusaanguna kuchilila milimo
ezi zili ajulu a kubikila mibuzyo a ku hwila mibuzyo eyo
yabuuzigwa a tubungwe tu pa nguzu antomwe a ba world
bank muli ESIA wa matalikilo na wa kutalika. Oyu ESIA a
ESMP uya kwandaulwa mu zibela zyotatwe mbuli ba
ZEMA mbo bayanda kuti a chibeela chomwe chomwe
kutegwa chibela cha mulimo chalibeda chalike (buyake
bwa damu, munzi wa ba belesi alimwi a busena bwa
kugusyawo bulongo bwa bu yake; a migwagwa; a busena
bwa kwiizya intambo izya magesi).

November 2018 – January 2019

November 2018 – May 2019

November 2018 – May 2019

February and March 2019

Kujola mibuzyo iyo itikabuzye aabo bakatolede lubazu muli
ESIA wa kusanguna, ESMPs, RPFs, alimwi a RAPs
March – April 2019
Kumanizya a kutola makani aya ku tubungwe tupa nguzu
izya kubeleka oyu mulimo
May – June 2019
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2. Hitikachilile a kuhwana a bati katolemo lubazu
Boonse abo bakasalwa kubweza lubazu ku milimo izya ESIA a kusika buzuba bwa sunu, twa
kabambila bwa kutalika lwiiyo, alimwi anzila izya kubajaninamo twa kalemba.
Kuya kuba kutolelela kubandika abantu antomwe abasololeli babo bakala mu masena ayo muya
kubeda mulimo oyu kutegwa tukabwezelewo aambi makani, maningi kuli babo bakede kumbele
kotuti kapangile damu ababo bakede mu masena munsimunsi akooko kotuna kugusha bulongo
amabwe abu yake.
Akuchilila zyezyi, mulaitwambuli ba kubweza lubazu kwambaula ali ESIA wa kusanguna na yazwa.
Muya kwitwa mu kujanwa ku miswangano ezyo izyinakukananwa izyizwa mu lwiiyo olu alimwi.
Kuzwa wawo ino, kuya kuba miswangano iti kabambwe akutelela mingulo na kuhwilwa a ziyo
alimwi tuya kumwita mu chiindi chelede ku muswangano oyu.
Nkaambo cha kuti kwainda chiindi chilafu mbo twa bandikila, chipati chakuti ma nambala anu
bambi akachinchiwa andiswe twa kachika kutegwa anobena inga mwibelesya. Na kuli ma
nambala nainchintu yanu ya chincha kuzwa mbo twa bandika andinye kuzwa mu 2015, olo ndiza
inga mwahibako bantu bambi banga inga babweza lubali muli oyu ESIA inga mwatuzhibya
kufwambana fwambana. Ma nambala a kutuzhibya ali ansi aawa achibela cha ne (4).

3. Kwiindana kwa bantu abo babeleka a ERM
Kulanganya chiindi chainda kuzwa oyu mulimo nowakatalika, kuli kwimpana ku bantu ba beleka a
ERM. Akampani kaitwa kuti Black Crystal Consulting bachibeleka a ba ERM mu Zimbabwe alimwi
baya kubeleka milimo yoonse mu Zimbabwe. Mu Zambia takwe mulawo uyanda buyo kubeleka a
kampani. Ba ERM bana kubeleka abantu ba mu Zambia kutegwa ba kamanizye mulimo ooyu.

4.

Inzila ya Kwambaula aswebo

Nakuli zyimbi zye muyanda kuhiba zijatikizya lugwalo olu, kutizhibya swebo mu nzila eezi:
Izina a Kabungwe

Chisi

Nambala
+27 (21) 681 5400

Nadia Mol, ERM

South Africa

Email: batokagorgehes@erm.com

Zimbabwe

+(263) 77 287 6616

Tasara Marondedze
Black Crystal Consulting

+(260) 974 074 384
Felix Chisha K

Zambia

Email: felixchisha@yahoo.com
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Tula langila ku jatihanya mu kusumpula milimo ya ESIA.
Ndi swe,

Nadia Mol

Mike Everett

Stakeholder Engagement Manager

Partner
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Meeting Minutes

Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)
Purpose of discussion

Facilitator
Minute-taker

3 December 2018
Southern Province Permanent
Secretary-Choma
 M Liomba (Permanent Secretary)
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework
Felix Chisha K
Felix Chisha K

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
Concern that this project has stalled
for a long time and people are
wondering just when this will
become a reality. He further assured
the consultants of support from the
Southern Province as this project will
contribute to the growth of the
economy by attracting investors into
the province
The past load-shedding the country
experienced is an indicator of the
need for additional power.
The province is planning to host its
first ever provincial trade expo next
year starting 15th September 2019.
The Southern Province permanent
secretary can be of assistance, should
any problems arise associated with
the work that the team is
undertaking.

Stakeholder
M Liomba

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Felix Chisha K

M Liomba

Comment noted.

Felix Chisha K

M Liomba

Comment noted.

Felix Chisha K

M Liomba

Comment noted.

Felix Chisha K
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Stakeholder Group
Position
Address
Telephone number
Email address

Figure 1

M Liomba
Southern Province Permanent
Secretary-Choma
Permanent Secretary
097 742 9941
mwaliomba@gmail.com

Photograph from the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)

Purpose of discussion

Facilitator
Minute-taker

4 December 2018
HRH Chief Mukuni.
 Chief Siloma Mukuni (Monarch)
 Stanley Syamapa (Syachulubwi)
 Phillip Ziduche (ZRA Managerenvironment)
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Felix Chisha K (ERM consultant)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
It would be best if the road was left as
currently proposed so that the
residents can enjoy the benefits of a
good road, especially when it comes
to transporting their agricultural
products to the market.
The chief informed the consultants
that the affected people were called to
the palace to discuss the possibility of
a resettlement as a result of the
proposed access road and these
affected people understood the
potential implications of the project.
He also said that looking at the size of
his village, resettled people can
definitely remain within the same
village.
For the resettlement work it will be
important to engage with the village
matriarch (locally called ‘Diyango’) as
she is the one in charge of land issues
while the headman is in charge of
dealing with people.
The proposed transmission powerline
route is not populated. I will help to
ensure that the EIA process flows
smoothly.

Stakeholder
Chief Mukuni

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Chief Mukuni

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Chief Mukuni

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Chief Mukuni

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Chief Siloma Mukuni
Stakeholder Group

HRH Chief Mukuni.

Position
Address

Chief
Box 61133
Livingstone
097 1013 664
kingmukuni@yahoo.com

Telephone number
Email address



Stanley Syamapa
(Syachulubwi)
HRH Chief
Mukuni.
Box 61133
Livingstone
097 949 3442
-

Additional stakeholders that need to be addressed
Stakeholder
Contact details
Village Matriach
Details still to be sourced from the
chief

Figure 1

Photograph from the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance
Register number)

Purpose of discussion

Facilitator
Minute-taker

4 December 2018
Kazungula District Council
 Mutoka Watson (Kazungula Council
 Kelyson Manzioza (Kazungula Council Planner)
 Chrosebery Nchimunya Kazungula Council
Planner)
 Philip Ziduche (ZRA)
Interim notification and Resettlement Policy
framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Felix Chisha K (ERM Consultant)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:

To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;

To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;

To introduce the resettlement planning studies;

To identify any queries and/or concerns.
Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
Engagement with the District Council
is important. In previous rounds of
engagement, all the meetings were
held in Livingstone which does not
fall within the project area.
The Kazungula District Council is
responsible for land take greater than
250 ha which will need to be
converted into state land. The Council
is well equipped and ready to work
with the team.
People in the project area as people
have high expectations of the project
and are tired of hearing about it and
want it done.
The project will help with the power
deficits that affect this area.
When will this project commence?

Stakeholder
Kazungula District Council

Response
This will be taken into consideration
for future engagements.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Kazungula District Council

Comment noted

Johan Oosthuizen

Kazungula District Council

Comment noted

Johan Oosthuizen

Kazungula District Council

Comment noted

Johan Oosthuizen

Kazungula District Council

Johan Oosthuizen

It was agreed that the Town Planner
was going to be the direct contact
person for the Kazangulu District
Council.

Kazungula District Council

Stakeholder referred to the interim
introduction letter for this
information.
Comment noted

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Mutoka Watson
Stakeholder
Group
Position
Address
Telephone
number
Email
address



Kelyson Manzioza

Kazungula
Council

District Kazungula District
Council
Planner
P O Box 65 Kazungula
096 572 7726
097 770 0700
Mulokawatson@gma
il.com

kelysonm@yahoo.co.u
k

Suggested feedback communication
Means of feedback
Yes
Meeting

Written
Report review
If a meeting, notice period required
Representatives/communities that
should attend such meetings
Preferred date for a meeting

Chrosebery
Nchimunya
Kazungula District
Council
Planner
095 319 9672
chrozlyn@gmail.com

No
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Figure 1

Photograph from the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance
Register number)

Purpose of discussion

Facilitator
Minute-taker

5 December 2018
Livingstone City Council
 Bertha Nkhata (Assistant Director City Planning)
 Muyunda Muyambango (Assistant Director,
Engineering)
 Chilufya Chibiliti (Town Clerk)
 Philip Ziduche (ZRA)
Interim notification and Resettlement Policy
framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Felix Chisha K. (ERM Consultant)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
How many youths that will be
employed by the project?

Stakeholder
Chilufya Chibiliti

Response
Respondent
The exact numbers to be recruited can Johan Oosthuizen
only be determined at a later stage of
the project. Workers will be sourced
from both Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Comment noted.
Johan Oosthuizen

Will the Council be consulted on the Livingstone City Council
proposed project? Previously the
Council was not kept up to date. The
Council is the centre for information
dissemination and as such the
Council must have latest information
to share with the public.
We are concerned that ZRA usually
Livingstone City Council
tends to go quiet and that leaves the
Council in a dilemma when questions
are asked about the project.
What is the involvement and impact Livingstone City Council
of the project on the affected
communities?

The project is a very welcome one
and it is long overdue.

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

There are benefits associated with the Johan Oosthuizen
project in terms of employment and
community development Negatively
the project will have construction
phase impact and impacts associated
with physical and economic
displacement.
Comment noted.
Johan Oosthuizen

Livingstone City Council
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Bertha Nkhata
Stakeholde Livingstone
City
r Group
Council
Position
Assistant
Director
City Planning
Address

Telephone
number
Email
address

Muyunda Muyambango
Livingstone City Council

Chilufya Chibiliti
Livingstone City
Council
Director, Town Clerk

Assistant
Engineering
P O Box 60029
Livingston Council

097 983 6371

097 782 7746

P O Box 60029
Livingston
Council
096 678 5778

Bnkhata89@gmail.co
m

mmuyambngo@yahoo.co
m

livcity@gmail.co
m
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Figure 1

Photograph from the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)

Purpose of discussion

Facilitator
Minute-taker

6 December 2018
Zimba District
 Katuta Mbewe (Zimba Council)
 Josephine Chiila (Zimba Council)
 Elizabeth L Moteto (Council
Secretary)
 Chrispin Namakando (ZRA)
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Felix Chisha K.

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
Why is the District Council being
briefed when they are so far away
from the project area?

Stakeholder
Elizabeth L Moteto

Response
The transmission line passes through
the proposed project area and thus it
is important that the Council is
engaged as a stakeholder
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Johan Oosthuizen
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Katuta Mbewe
Stakehol
der
Group
Position
Address

Telephon
e number
Email
address

Zimba District

Josephine Chiila

Elizabeth L Moteto

Zimba District

Zimba District

Deputy Director of Planning Officer
Works
c/o Zimba Town
c/o Zimba Town
Council
Council
P O Box 610100
P O Box 610100

Council Secretary

097 412 7417

097 245 0206

096 668 4975

kutatambewe@gmail
.com

chiilajosephine@gmail
.com

elizabethlondwe@yaho
o.com
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)

Purpose of discussion
Facilitator
Minute-taker

10 December 2018
Chief Simwatachela
 HRH Chief Simwatachela
 Chrispin Namakano, ZRA
 Elizabeth Karonga, ZRA
 Phillip Ziduche, ZRA
 Felix Chisha, ERM
 Johan Oosthuizen, ERM
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Felix Chisha K.

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
You are all welcome. I am aware of
the project. I have previously had a
meeting with the ZRA who informed
me about the proposed project
activities in my area of jurisdiction.
I am concerned as to what would
happen to the water frontage around
his area. Will access to the river be
lost and what will happen to flows
downstream? What are the changes
downstream of Kariba like – so I can
understand what to expect
downstream of this dam.
Will there be any resettlements in the
neighbouring chiefdoms of HRH
Chief Mukuni and HRH Chief
Sipatunyana?
Will there be a road constructed
linking the two countries in the area
of the dam.

Stakeholder
Chief Simwatachela

Response
Thank you.

Chief Simwatachela

The dam will be a run of river
Johan Oosthuizen
operation so flows downstream
should not change significantly after
the construction of the dam. There
may be some change experienced
during the construction phase. Access
downstream will not be restricted.

Chief Simwatachela

Resettlement in these areas are
anticipated but this is likely to be
limited.

Johan Oosthuizen

Chief Simwatachela

ZRA

There is a history of cattle rustlers
from his chiefdom who go to steal
cattle from the Zimbabwean side. A
number of his subjects are still
serving jail sentences in Zimbabwe
even as we speak. He said that this
problem is slowly being dealt with.
The road between the countries will
need to be properly managed.

Chief Simwatachela

There will be a full-fledged border
post with all amenities including
government facilities and
installations and security on both
sides.
Comment noted.
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Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
Stakeholder
During the liberation struggle for
Chief Simwatachela
Zimbabwe, my chiefdom was used as
a battlefield. There are many
landmines that are scattered in the
area and are still present. Just two
months ago 14 cows were blown up
by these landmines, and about two
years ago a group of Germans from
the World Bank was also killed by
these landmines. Caution should be
exercised when visiting that area.
There is a man, a former soldier who
was part of the battle in the area
bordering Mukuni village who is
very knowledgeable when it comes to
this area and it would be nice if he
can be convinced to work with our
team as he knows exact locations
where these landmines and guns are
buried, but he is not a cooperative
person. The chief said that the area
prone to landmines is the area along
Kalomo river bordering between
Simwatachela and Mukuni villages.
This chiefdom is very rich in minerals Chief Simwatachela
including gemstones and coal and
there is a very big possibility that
there are some oil deposits. I am in
early discussions with a Chinese
investor to set up a thermal power
plant.
ERM should set up community
Chief Simwatachela
development projects so that locals
can benefit. There is a very high level
of illiteracy and unemployment
among my people due to the
remoteness of the area.
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Response
Thank you for this information

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Could you assist be providing the
geographical locations of the
landmines?

ZRA

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
At what stage is the project currently?
We are desperately looking forward
to the project.
The area downstream of McDonald’s
farm in excess of 3,500ha was given to
an investor who never developed it
and left after converting it into state
land. There are some people who
have illegally settled there as the land
is still a contentious issue.
The fishermen found in the area are
illegal fishermen as they do not have
the necessary licences and do not
observe government fishing bans as
they have little chance of being
caught by the regulatory authorities.
He noted, that with the Batoka
Project, the area will become more
accessible, such things will cease to
happen and revenue collection will
become a reality.
Can you assist in profiling the skills
levels of the local people so that it
becomes easier to identify people to
employ in the project?

Stakeholder
Chief Simwatachela

Response
The feasibility studies are still
underway.

Respondent
ZRA

Chief Simwatachela

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

ZRA

I will assist where I can. Most of my
subjects do not even have national
registration cards and are not
registered citizens.

Chief Simwatachela
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
HRH Chief Simwatacheka
Stakeholder Zimba District
Group
Position
Senior Chief
Address

c/o Simukanda School
Box 80
Zimba

Telephone
number
Email
address

097 632 0291

Figure 1

bsialeka@gmail.com

Photograph of the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)

Purpose of discussion

Facilitator
Minute-taker

11 December 2018
Chief Mweemba
 HRH Chief Mweemba
 Alex Simiwichembu
 Chrispin Namakano, ZRA
 Elizabeth Karonga, ZRA
 Phillip Ziduche, ZRA
 Felix Chisha, ERM
 Johan Oosthuizen, ERM
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Felix Chisha K.

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
Stakeholder
I am currently based in Choma town Chief Mweemba
along Macha road until my palace is
rebuilt after I was almost burned to
death when my palace was petrolbombed by unknown people. Two
people who were in the house with
me were burnt to ashes. I believe that
the attack was politically motivated
as I am in a predominantly
opposition-led province which
refuses to work with the
Government.
I am aware of the project. My people Chief Mweemba
are looking forward to the jobs that
will arise from this project. We are in
support of the project as it will bring
progress in my chiefdom.
There are numerous of degree
holders in my area.
Any projects in your area will be
ZRA
supported since you are one of the
chiefdoms that was displaced during
the construction of the Kariba dam.
We will continue to support your
traditional ceremonies.
When is the project team going to
Chief Mweemba
visit me in my chiefdom so that
people can hear for themselves the
good news Meetings with my people
are required.
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Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Please encourage your subjects to
attain some form of qualification to
stand a better chance of getting some
of the anticipated jobs for the project.
Please develop a register of the
skilled people in the area.

ZRA

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

There will be further feedback that is
undertaken as part of the ESIA
Process and your community will be
engaged with during that period.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
Are there any security and safety
issues in your chiefdom?

Stakeholder
ZRA

Response
There could be some landmines on
the border with Simwatachela
chiefdom but there has never been
any incident of landmines in my
chiefdom. My chiefdom has a
considerable number of wild animals
but not the carnivorous type.
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
HRH Chief Mweemba Alex Simiwichembu
Stakeholder Choma District
Group
Position
Senior Chief

Chief Retainer

Address

Telephone
number
Email
address



097 563 5832

097 918 3297

Suggested feedback communication
Means of feedback
Yes
No
Meeting

Written
Report review
If a meeting, notice period required
Representatives/communities that The chief has requested that his community
be engaged with. Little engagement has been
should attend such meetings

held with them to date given that he is part of
an opposition party to the ruling party.

Preferred date for a meeting
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Figure 1

Photograph of the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance
Register number)

Purpose of discussion
Facilitator
Minute-taker

11 December 2018
Chief Sipatunyama
 HRH Chief Sipatunyama
 Tennyson Sinoane, Chairman of Royal Establishment
Committee
 Wesly Simweena, Vice Chairman, Mutala Settlements
 Shabby Mulemba, Chiefs Retainer
 Elizabeth Karonga, ZRA
 Phillip Ziduche, ZRA
 Felix Chisha, ERM
 Johan Oosthuizen, ERM
Interim notification and Resettlement Policy framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Felix Chisha K.

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
Some time back I received a large
document to comment on for the
project. I have not yet looked at this
document, but I am aware of the
project.

Stakeholder
Chief Sipatunyama

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

There is anticipated to be limited
impact on your area – displacement
associated with the powerline.

People in this chiefdom were forcibly
evicted from the current area by the
colonial masters and the area was
converted into commercial farms
which the government then
converted into state land. After
independence the white farmers left
and the people had to buy back their
ancestral land which I am not happy
about. Currently this is still State
Land and even the palace (Farm
number 1849) is on State Land and I
am renting it. The fight to convert it
back to traditional land is still
ongoing in courts.
Will there be a backflow on the
Chief Sipatunyama
Kalomo river since the proposed dam
wall will be where the Kalomo river
joins the Zambezi river. The locals are
looking forward to the backflow as
this will help retain some water on
the Kalomo river for farming.

The project is for a run of river
operation and so backflow is not
anticipated.

ZRA

Are there enough streams to feed into
the dam or is the only water source
the Zambezi river?
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Comment
Will the project be as large as Kariba
dam?

Stakeholder
Chief Sipatunyama

Response
This will be a much smaller project.
It is anticipated that benefits will be
in form of jobs, both skilled and
unskilled. Please could you assist us
by identifying skilled labour in the
area.

If there are no blackflows on the
Kalomo River then the project is
unlikely to be of too much benefit for
my subjects.
I am elated to hear about possible
jobs as there is a high rate of
unemployment in his area.
How long will the project take?

Respondent
ZRA

Chief Sipatunyama

There are many factors that still
require resolution and authorization
before the project can proceed.
This is no longer the case, but there
were research studies undertaken for
the consideration thereof previously
Comment noted.

I am aware of the fact that the
Chief Sipatunyama
proposed dam will be supplying
water to towns in Zimbabwe.
I am happy to hear about ZRA’s
Chief Sipatunyama
commitment to supporting traditional
ceremonies and existing CSR. It is
commendable that an organisation
can commit to ploughing back into
the community where they work as
most other business people do not do
this. This chiefdom has a traditional
ceremony called ‘Musamu Muyumu’
loosely translated as ‘the big tree’,
which takes place late August but
sometimes due to financial challenges
it takes place as late as early
November.
Are there any safety issues in this
Johan Oosthuizen
chiefdom?

Johan Oosthuizen

ZRA

Johan Oosthuizen

This area was not affected by the Chief Sipatunyama
liberation struggle in Zimbabwe.
There is no threat of landmines and
safety is guaranteed.
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Comment
Stakeholder
What traditional shrines and sites are Johan Oosthuizen
in your chiefdom?

Response
There is a ridge that was disturbed
during the construction of the
existing power line on the border
with Simwatachela chiefdom. The
developers got some stones and I
want those stones back as they are
important for our tradition and
culture. There are also some fruits
and trees which should not be cut
down, but when it comes to such
developments, it is inevitable that
they are cut to pave way for the
project. Guidance will be provided.
There are no shrines in my chiefdom.
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
HRH
Chief Tennyson
Sipatunyama
Sinoane
Stakeholder Kalomo/Zimba
Group
District
Position
Senior Chief
Chairman of
the
Royal
Establishment
Committee
Address
Box 620357
Kalomo

Telephone
number
Email
address

Figure 1

097 732 8492

095 353 9830

Wesley
Simweena

Shabby
Mutemba

Vice
Chairman,
Mutala
Settlements

Chiefs
Retainer

097 655 2565

097 514 7877

Photograph from the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)
Purpose of discussion

mber 27 November 2018
Hwange District Administration
(Ministry of Lands)
 Ministry of Lands, Agriculture,
Water, Climate and Rural
Resettlement
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework

Facilitator
Minute-taker

Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Tasara Marondedze (Black Crystal
Consulting)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
The Agritex Department (Ministry of
Lands) is mandated to resettle
communities and is responsible for
the identification of eligible land for
allocation to beneficiaries
We will require details on specific
communities and populations to be
resettled.
Zimbabwe legislation does not
require compensation for the physical
displacement of households from A2
farms (farms allocated to beneficiaries
after agrarian land reform
programme). Economic losses are
however noted as requiring
compensation.
Key considerations used in
determining where to resettle
households are:
 Arable and grazing land
availability;
 Irrigation potential;
 Soil fertility;
 Terrain; and
 Social infrastructure.
Agritex and Ministry of Lands will
select the host sites in consultation
with other relevant government
departments
Agritex and the Lands Ministry will
also determine which existing
communities have vacancies for more
settlers.

Stakeholder
Mr Marandu

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Marandu

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Marandu

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Marandu

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Marandu

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Marandu

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
It is important that the availability of
social infrastructure in existing
settlements is identified to prevent
new settlers from exerting pressure
on this infrastructure.

Stakeholder
Mr Marandu

Response
Comment noted.
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Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
Stakeholder
The role of Agritex/Ministry of
Mr Marandu
Lands is as follows:
 Identification of lands with other
government departments
 Ascertaining the carrying
capacities of replacement land
which is flexible and will depend
on the need and stakeholder
views. This can range from 103.5
hectares/ household to 40 – 50
hectares/household on A1 farms.
Traditional communities have
land sizes of 6 hectares per
household.
 Determining vacancies among
existing communities for more
households
 Determining the availability of
social infrastructure in existing
settlements to prevent new
settlers from exerting pressure on
this infrastructure
 Providing valuation criteria for
assets prior to the relocation of
households
 Determination of levels of crop
loss for households to be resettled
 Determination of land viability in
destination settlement
 Determination of food security
components in destination
settlement
 Determination of farmers’ asset
worth pre- and post-resettlement
 Pegging of land for new settlers
(demarcating and allocating land)

Response
Comment noted.
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Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
A list of other relevant government
departments and communities
recommended was provided. This list
include the following stakeholders:
 DA’s office that will contribute to
the determination of resettlement
costs and ensure that resettled
families are provided with
habitable structures;
 Forestry Commission that may
cede land to be used for
cultivation or grazing;
 National Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority may
advise on suitability for
settlement based on local humanwildlife conflict ; and
 Recipient communities to be
consulted on the desirability of
new households
It was also recommended that the
developer should facilitate the
development of clinics and water
access to ensure the availability of
social services in new settlements
(The concern is that the District has
poor social infrastructure and new
settlers will exert pressure on existing
infrastructure).
In terms of livelihood restoration it
was suggested that irrigation facilities
are provided, avoiding the
cooperative approach and
individualising access.

Stakeholder
Mr Marandu

Response
Thank you for this information.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Marandu

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Marandu

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Stakeholder Group
Position

Address

Telephone number
Email address

Misheck Marandu
Agritex
Ministry
of
Lands,
Agriculture,
Water,
Climate
and
Rural
Resettlement
P.O.Box 300
Hwange

077 278 5503
mambom23@gmail.com
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees

Purpose of discussion

mber 27 November 2018
Hwange District Administration
Mr Muleya (District Administrator)
Mrs Masoja (Assistant District
Administrator)
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework

Facilitator
Minute-taker

Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Tasara Marondedze (Black Crystal
Consulting)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
We are concerned about the project
dates. The commencement of the
project is highly anticipated with
expectations around employment
There is uncertainty as to how the
Project will affect tourism.
Broad stakeholder consultations
involving the local authority, Chiefs,
local leaders (Councillors and
Headmen as well as village heads)
and households to be resettled are
required for the Resettlement Action
Plan. The Headmen will be updated
and kept informed by the Chiefs, but
engagement with them is still
desirable as their buy-in is critical
Households to be resettled should
also be consulted. Communities in
the area already have an awareness
that post-resettlement their lives
should be better off than they
currently are.
Communities are not against
resettlement because they anticipate
better lives and economic prospects.
One of the local chiefs is already
considering potential entrepreneurial
opportunities that can be offered by
the project. Others are considering
using the project for purposes of
urbanisation

Stakeholder
District Administrator

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

This will be accommodated in
resettlement planning.

Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
The District Administrator’s office
and the Ministry of Lands will be
responsible for identification of land
for resettling households affected by
resettlement
The Hwange Rural District Council
(HRDC) is the planning authority and
is already aware of the need for
resettlement as a consequence of the
Batoka Gorge Project.
The HRDC is considering creating a
settlement for relocated households
in the Fuller Forest and Ndhlovu as
well as any other less populated areas
should they be available.
Project sensitivities include the need
for transparency and honouring
commitments. There is a legacy of
empty promises made for the
ZIZZABONA power line project
being undertaken by Zimbabwe
Electricity Transmission and
Distribution Company (ZETDC))
A list of recommended stakeholders
to be consulted was provided. This
list include the following
stakeholders:
 A meeting with Chief Shana, who
is the Provincial Chairman of all
the Chiefs of Matebeleland
Provinces
 The District Agritex Officer Mr
Marandu who used to be the local
Chief Lands Officer
 The Town Clerk of Victoria Falls
on issues of tourism.

Stakeholder
District Administrator

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

District Administrator

ERM has accommodated meetings
Johan Oosthuizen
with Chief Shana and the District
Agritex Officer as part of this site
visit. The Town Clerk of Victoria Falls
is on our stakeholder database and
will receive notification that the
project has recommenced.
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:
 Stakeholder contact details
Name
Stakeholder Group
Position

Mr Muleya
DA Agritex
District Administrator

Address

P.O.Box 121
Hwange

Mrs Masoja
DA Agritex
Principal Administrative
Officer
P.O.Box 121
Hwange

Telephone number
Email address

077 228 0761
dahwange@gmail.com

077 786 6790
nyaradzomagoja@gmail.com
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)

Purpose of discussion

Facilitator
Minute-taker

28 November 2018
Hwange Rural District Council
 Mr Mudenda (HRDC Engineer)
 Mr Phiri (HRDC Treasurer)
 Mrs Kwidini (HRDC Human
Resources Manager)
 Mr Moyo (HRDC Auditor)
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework
Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)
Tasara Marondedze (Black Crystal
Consulting)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
HRDC experienced a poor
resettlement exercise by a developer
that elicited resistance from affected
communities. The HRDC appreciated
the consultative approach being
undertaken by ERM.
HRDC has the role of coordination,
bringing together the mandates of the
DA, Ministry of Lands and
Agriculture, Forestry Commission,
traditional leaders and elected
representatives in development in the
District
For planning purposes the Council
will require the number of villages,
households and people to be affected.
Why has the project taken this long to
materialise? The HRDC is worried
about the endless project time lines.

Stakeholder
Mr Mudenda

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Mudenda

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Mudenda

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen

Mr Mudenda

There were outstanding issues related Johan Oosthuizen
to the engineering design and
meeting funder’s requirements that
needed to be addressed which caused
a delay. The World Bank has specific
conditions that have to be met to
ensure that project impacts adhere to
various social and economic
standards. Project sign off can only
proceed when such conditions have
been met.
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Comment
Stakeholder
The RDC plan to establish a township Mr Mudenda
that would have all support services
and housing 6.5 km from the Batoka
plant site and proposed to establish
this township in collaboration with
ZRA. Another urban satellite town
was being developed at Ndhlovu and
the Batoka Project could also facilitate
growth of this urban settlement.
What is the Project’s rollout plan?
Mr Mudenda

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Response
This was noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Johan explained that commencement
dates are not very specific as they
depend on the outcome of on-going
RPF, RAP and environmental
authorisation studies as well as the
securing of finances to develop the
project. The stakeholder notification
letter addresses some of these issues.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Mr Mudenda

Mr Phiri

Stakehold
er Group
Position

Hwange RDC

Hwange RDC

HRDC Engineer

HRDC Treasurer

Address

Box 165
Hwange

Box 165
Hwange

Telephone
number
Email
address

077 504 4194

077 104 7558

alicemudenda@gmail.c
om

paulwphiri@yahoo.c
om

Figure 1

Mrs
Kwidini
Hwange
RDC
HRDC
Human
Resourc
es
Manager
Box 165
Hwange

Mr Moyo

077 340
2408

077115446
8

Hwange
RDC
HRDC
Auditor

Box 165
Hwange

Photograph from the Meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)

Purpose of discussion

28 November 2018
Ward Councillors
 Mr Mukoma Shakani (Ward
Councillor Chidobe Ward)
 Mr Green Zulu Dropper (Ward
Councillor Mbizha Ward)
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework

Facilitator

Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)

Minute-taker

Tasara Marondedze (Black Crystal
Consulting)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
The issue of resettlement is new to
the ward councilor. Resettlement is
unlikely to be a problem as the main
considerations of people in his
constituency are benefits associated
with the resettlement process.
People in my constituency doubt the
authenticity of the project given that
so much has been said about it and
nothing has materialized.

Stakeholder
Mr Mukoma Shakani

Response
Respondent
Resettlement will be guided by
Johan Oosthuizen
international best practice that seeks
to address the impacts of resettlement
through mitigation and enhancement
measures.

Mr Mukoma Shakani

We are concerned about the
relocation to lands with less fertile
soils.

The Councilors

There are still numerous factors
Johan Oosthuizen
influencing the commencement of the
project including environmental
authorisation, engineering,
resettlement and the acquisition of
funds.
The IFC Performance Standards
Johan Oosthuizen
provides for resettlement outcomes
where the resettled households are at
least the same as, but preferably
better off than before. IFC
Performance Standards will be
applied in this project
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Stakeholder Group
Position
Address

Telephone number
Email address

Figure 1

Mr Mukoma Shakani
Ward Councillors
Ward Councillor
Chidobe Ward
Box 56
Chisuma
Vic Falls
077 195 0259

Mr Green Zulu Dropper
Ward Councillors
Ward Councillor Mbizha
Ward
P.O.Box 233
Hwange
077 195 0259

Photograph from the meeting
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Batoka Gorge Hydro-electric Scheme: Notes from interim feedback discussions held
Between 27th November and 13th December 2018
Date
Stakeholder group
Attendees (Attendance Register
number)
Purpose of discussion

30 November 2018
Chief Shana
 Chief Shana
 Chief Shana’s Aide
Interim notification and Resettlement
Policy framework

Facilitator

Johan Oosthuizen ( ERM Consultant)

Minute-taker

Tasara Marondedze (Black Crystal
Consulting)

Introduction
The Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), a bilateral organisation equally owned by the
Governments of Zambia and Zimbabwe, proposes the development of the Batoka Gorge
Hydro-Electric Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the Project). The Project will be situated
approximately 47km downstream of the Victoria Falls, on the Zambezi River.
As part of the statutory requirements in Zambia and Zimbabwe, before the Project commences,
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) must be completed, and
environmental authorisation granted for the Project by both the Zambian and Zimbabwean
environmental regulatory authorities. In addition to these requirements, as the BGHES
requires the support of international lenders, the ESIA specific to this Project will need to be
undertaken to align with international good practice guidelines such as the World Bank’s
Environmental and Social Standards and International Hydropower Association (IHA)
sustainability protocols.
An ESIA was commissioned in mid-2014, by the ZRA with Environmental Resources
Management Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. (ERM) and its local partners (Kaizen Consulting
International in Zambia and Black Crystal in Zimbabwe) as the Project Consultants to
undertake this work. Prior to the end of 2015, the ESIA was placed on hold for numerous
technical and commercial reasons; however, ongoing discussions have been held between
ERM, the ZRA and the World Bank (the funder of the feasibility studies), and the ESIA process
for the Project has since recommenced.
This meeting is being held for the following purposes:





To notify stakeholders of the recommencement of the environmental and social studies;
To re-identify and confirm the stakeholders with whom the team should be engaging in
the ESIA process as well as their communication procedures and needs;
To introduce the resettlement planning studies;
To identify any queries and/or concerns.

Record of the Meeting
A record of the meeting is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Record of interim notification discussions
Comment
Stakeholder
There are concerns about how
Chief Shana
resettlement will affect communities. The
message has been conveyed that all
households north of the police post will
be relocated. Among the Chief’s concerns
is the demolition of his homestead,
schools, Jambezi police station, shops and
clinic.

Response
Resettlement will avoid social
structures within the road and the
power line servitudes wherever
possible. Where unavoidable
appropriate planning will address
compensation and livelihood
restoration issues for affected social
infrastructure and affected
households.
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Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
I am concerned that households will not
easily integrate into the communities into
which they are resettled. I have
misgivings about the unstructured
placement of households in different
chiefdoms and villages as this could lead
to division. Emigration within the
Province and District is not uncommon,
but there are procedures and
consultations undertaken between
various authorities to facilitate this
process should it be required. The
standard is that immigrants should have
referral letters from current settlements
and the destination community should
deliberate on the acceptability of the
incoming family. The size of the cattle
herd of the immigrant is a key
consideration used to determine whether
the immigrant household can fit into the
existing settlement on the basis of its
grazing requirements. The Chief
undertook to liaise with his community
on the desirability and availability of
space for any immigrants displaced by the
project
Communities have been kept on tenderhooks over a prolonged period for this
project. People are not aware of when
they will be relocated and to where.
On livelihoods, it was suggested that
Lukunguni river could be dammed so
that those relying on the Batoka Gorge for
fishing for livelihoods would not have to
travel 15km to the Gorge

Stakeholder
Chief Shana

Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Chief Shana

We apologise for not communicating
with the communities earlier with
regard to the resettlement process.

Johan Oosthuizen

Chief Shana

Noted, an undertaking was made to
incorporate this into the RPF.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Comment
Stakeholder
I am concerned about the uptake of job
Chief Shana
and contractual opportunities by persons
from outside the District and Province at
the expense of locals. The Province and
District is seriously disadvantaged in
terms of educational and training
institutions (confirmed by socio-economic
baseline). This will have an adverse effect
on the prospects of local youths if
competitive recruitment criteria are used.
As part of the project’s Social
Responsibility Programme, the Chief
suggested that the developer in
association with relevant institutions
facilitate the development of vocational
and training institutions that will make
locals eligible for the power generation
and hospitality industries that are
abundant in the region. The project
should also avoid recruiting from outside
the region and bribing local leadership to
acquiesce to this.
I have a proposal for quarrying and
Chief Shana
gravel construction that can produce the
requisite raw materials for the Batoka
Gorge Project.
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Response
Comment noted.

Respondent
Johan Oosthuizen

Comment noted.

Johan Oosthuizen
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Supplementary information
The following additional information was collected:


Stakeholder contact details
Name
Stakeholder Group
Position
Address

Chief Shana’s Aide
Chief Shana

Chief Shana
Chief Shana

Telephone number
Email address

Figure 1

Photograph from the meeting
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Annex C7.5

Attendance Registers

